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1.1 The question 

When I started to devise the topic of this dissertation, the news was dominated by one story. 

A story on New Year’s in a German city not too far from Nijmegen. A few weeks into the 

new year, the story broke that in Cologne, 2016 had started with hundreds of reported cases 

of sexual harassment (Brenner and Ohlendorf, 2016). Most perpetrators were recent Arab 

refugees without residence permits, and public debates quickly focused on Arab people’s 

religion (Schoonenboom, 2017). While refugees in Cologne who had fled the civil war in Syria 

gathered with signs declaring “regardless of religion, I am not a sexist”, some media outlets 

argued Cologne proved that Arab Muslims did not share Western values (De Morgen, 2016). 

In the Netherlands, populist right-wing politician Geert Wilders framed what happened in 

Cologne as “sexual jihad”, arguing that similar events would quickly occur in the Netherlands 

as well, given the number of young male migrants from an “Islamic culture” (Wilders, 2016). 

 During the four years I spent on this dissertation, how Arab people treat and view 

women has steadily been debated fiercely. The particular issue discussed has varied over the 

months. But regardless of whether particular news stories focused on Moroccans’ integration 

(NPO Radio 1, 2019), Syrian refugees (Al Abdallah, 2019), burqas (Cuperus, 2019), Islamic 

schools (Englebart, 2019), Islamic political parties (Holman, 2018), Brexit (Dietvorst, 2016), 

or terrorist attacks, prominent voices have argued there is an inherent clash between 

Western values of gender equality and Islam. While others have vehemently disagreed 

(Simons, 2016), arguments on the inherent sexism of Islam have become rather expected in 

Western societies. 

This was demonstrated to me by a rather obscure news story, which I think never 

made it to the Dutch press. A few months ago, 4channers (members of an anonymous online 

message board) hung posters around several cities in the world. “Poster” may be quite a 

generous term for what was in fact just an unlaminated white A4 sheet with five words in 

black ink. When a councillor in Limerick encountered the posters on her way to work, she 

immediately took them down because they incited hatred. Another Irish councillor quickly 

made a public statement rejecting the posters, arguing they were not representative of Irish 

people’s views (Haugh and Gallagher, 2019; Thornton, 2019). The poster’s message? “Islam is 

RIGHT about women”. The story struck me because it laid bare how expected the arguments 

on Islam and gender equality have become. Exactly because we all understand what Islam “says 

about women”, simply stating “Islam is correct” can be used quite effectively to incite hatred. 

However, there is a mismatch between the prevalence of societal debates on religiosity 

and support for gender equality and scientific understanding. Scientifically, we are not really 

sure what is happening. There are markedly fewer public opinion studies that link Arab 

people’s support for gender equality to their religiosity than one may expect. When I started 

to work on this dissertation, few large-scale studies zoomed in on the Arab region, and even 

fewer unravelled Arab people’s religiosity beyond their denomination. Not much changed in 

the four years that followed. Most other public opinion scholars have shown either one of 

two things. First, some have shown that, on average, public support for gender equality is 

lower in countries in which Muslims make up the majority of the population than in other 

countries (e.g., Inglehart and Norris, 2003; Norris, 2009). Second, scholars have established 

that Muslims on average support gender equality less than non-Muslims (i.e., all other people, 
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including Christians and Nons) (e.g., Alexander and Welzel, 2011; Lussier and Fish, 2016). 

Both differences have been attributed to “religious socialization”, which means that Muslims 

are expected to be exposed to patriarchal religious messages and take them on. However, 

that is quite a conclusion to draw from average denominational differences (see also Fish, 

2002; Gerling, Ash-Houchen, and Lo, 2019; Huntington, 1996; Koopmans, 2019; Yuchtman-

Yaar and Alkalay, 2007). Below, I will argue why it is problematic to draw this conclusion 

more in-depth and what is missing in previous studies. For now, I will keep it simple. Even if 

we assume that these average differences between Muslims and all other people reflect 

individual religiosity, these findings do not tell us why religiosity hampers support for gender 

equality. They leave several questions unanswered. 

What is it about religion that inhibits support for gender equality? If people take on 

patriarchal messages, do they do so in religious services or through their own readings of 

religious scriptures? Or is it both, or perhaps neither? Are there no Arab people who can 

renegotiate mainstream patriarchal religious interpretations and combine Islam and support 

for gender equality? Or does this all depend on the person, on the particular Arab country in 

which they live, or on the specific aspect of gender equality? This dissertation answers these 

questions that are so widely assumed to be answered but are actually unanswered in any 

systematic, scientific way. In a nutshell, this dissertation’s main focus is to disentangle the 

connections between Arab people’s religiosity and their support for gender equality. 

 

General research question: To what extent does religiosity hinder or help support for 

gender equality among people in the Arab region? 

 

Before I move on to clarify what this means exactly, I need to explain why I clarify it the way 

I do. While the societal contention on the topic makes Arab people’s religion and support for 

gender equality scientifically interesting, this contention also presents some pitfalls. Public 

debates have become so heated that it is easy to assume what people’s arguments are before 

they have presented them. Scientific debates are no different. I have experienced emotional, 

even hostile, questions from other scientists, as reviewers of journals or as commenters 

during conferences. Such questions are not without use, as I consider being attacked “from 

both sides” an indicator that I am on the right track. If other scientists can be upset about me 

implying that all Muslims oppress women and that there is such a thing as “Muslim feminism” 

based on the exact same piece, I must at least not be overselling either point. However, as 

this dissertation is the fruit of four years of labour, I want to do everything I can to avoid 

readers writing it off based on misunderstandings. Therefore, this introduction serves two 

goals: explain what this dissertation does and avoid misunderstandings of what that entails. 

That is why I am writing a nontroduction. I need to make really clear what I do not aim to do 

or say, before I explain what I do aim to do or argue. 

In what follows, I thus tackle, first, the contexts that I do not aim to study and then 

present the scope I do aim at. I use the same set-up in my following discussions of what I do 

(not) aim to explain (i.e., support for gender equality, the “dependent variable”) and with what 

I do (not) aim to explain that (i.e., religiosity, the “independent variable”). After I have made 
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my non-aims and aims clear, I introduce my theoretical framework, research questions, and 

the data that I used. I finish off with a more general reflection on the state of the discipline. 

 

1.2 The scope 

 

1.2.1 What I do not aim to do 1: Non-Arab countries 

First off, this dissertation does not concern Europeans or Americans. I only study Arab 

countries and their inhabitants. So, I am not in the business of comparing Arab people to 

Europeans or answering questions such as, roughly, “why women are so much worse off there 

than here”. A comparison between Arab countries and, for instance, European ones answers 

a different question than the one in which I am interested. Regional comparisons provide 

insight into to what extent the average support for gender equality differs between Arab 

countries and European ones. In contrast, I want to know how and why Arab people’s 

religiosity impacts their support for gender equality. For similar reasons, I do not study Arab 

migrants in Western European countries. It is certainly interesting to assess whether migrants 

adjust what their religiosity means to them when they are exposed to a non-Arab context. 

But I am interested in whether Arab people can connect their religiosity to support for gender 

equality in a broader, more fundamental sense, which means I am less interested in whether 

one very specific group does so for reasons that do not apply to Arab people more generally. 

It would only mar my understanding of my particular question if I would study European or 

American contexts too. 

 What is more, this dissertation does not study, for instance, Indonesia, Pakistan, Israel, 

Iran, or Turkey. I solely focus on Arab countries in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) 

region, which to wit includes North African countries, countries of the Arab peninsula, and 

countries in the Levant: Algeria, Bahrain, Djibouti, Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Libya, 

Morocco, Mauritania, Oman, Palestine, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, Tunisia, the 

United Arab Emirates, and Yemen (see Figure 1.1). The reason I do not study all countries in 

the world in which Muslims make up the majority of the population is not only because Arab 

people are singled out in public debates but also because the region has particularities that 

set it apart from other Muslim-majority countries. Next to the prevalence of fossil fuels, 

political Islamism and general lower levels of democracy, the Arab region averages the lowest 

support for gender equality in the world (Price, 2015; Rizzo, Abdel-Latif, and Meyer, 2007). 

On average, the region also faces the greatest gender inequalities in outcomes (as expressed 

by the Gender Inequality Index; see also UNDP, 2006).1 As a result, studies on all Muslim-

majority countries have noted their difficulty in getting a grip on the Arab region (Lussier and 

Fish, 2016; Stepan and Robertson, 2003; see also Angrist, 2012). This means that something 

particular is going on in the Arab region, that is better grasped by not comparing the region 

to other parts of the world. That is why I zoom in on the region.  

 

  

 
1 http://hdr.undp.org/en/content/gender-inequality-index-gii, last accessed 28/2/2020 at 1:36 PM. 
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Figure 1.1 The Arab region 

 
Note: Both darker shapes indicate Arab countries. The darkest shade indicates countries empirically 

studied in this dissertation.2 

 

To put it more technically, I only study the Arab region because studying a larger scope means 

saying less about more countries. When we study the whole world, for instance, we have to 

scale up our concepts and consequently our theories to cover it. This means that while you 

gain more contexts, you lose more detailed theoretical understanding about what is going on 

in those contexts exactly. There exists a trade-off between the scope covered and the level 

of detail of insights into what is going on within that scope exactly. To study how religiosity 

impacts support for gender equality, you certainly could compare the Arab region (or Muslim-

majority countries more generally) to other countries, as scholars before me have done (e.g., 

Rizzo, Abdel-Latif, and Meyer, 2007). If you do so however, to ensure comparability and also 

due to data limitations, you wind up with a comparison of Muslims to non-Muslims instead of 

unpacking religiosity (more on this in Section 1.4 below). Including a larger scope thus always 

means that insights become broader and shallower, and because of data limitations, in this 

case it also means creating a black box of denominational differences (Sartori, 1970). Those 

denominational differences have been interpreted to show religious socialization (e.g., Lussier 

and Fish, 2016), but to be surer that such religious socialization is also happening in reality, 

we need to unpack that black box and focus on the Arab region, which markedly fewer 

quantitative scholars have done. In short, I choose to zoom in on the Arab region to provide 

systematic and large-scale but still detailed theoretical insights in how and why exactly 

religiosity impacts support for gender equality. 

 

  

 
2 Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/18/WOSM-WAGGGS-Arab_Region.svg, last 

accessed 3/24/2020 at 8:55 AM. 
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1.2.2 What I do aim to do 1: Variation within the region 

Having said all this, it may seem to readers that I have one datapoint: the Arab MENA. Some 

may even be befuddled by my lack of a reference group. To address such concerns, I will now 

shift gears to saying what I do do, which is study variation within the region. 

 To some, the Arab region may appear as a place where unelected, conservative hard-

line political Islamists rule with iron fist, all women have to don niqabs and cannot leave their 

husbands who have at least three additional wives, homosexuals are thrown from the highest 

building, and all this is funded by oil money. But, if anything, this picture only describes Saudi 

Arabia; the region does not consist of twenty Saudi Arabias. In Egypt, political Islamist voices 

as the Muslim Brotherhood have historically been prosecuted, and mosques have been 

monitored to suppress radical messages.3 In Tunisia, polygamy has been illegal since the ‘50s 

(Charrad, 2007) and, following the implementation of a political gender quota in 2017, women 

won half the municipal seats.4 The Lebanese appeals court ruled same-sex intercourse is not 

illegal in 2018.5 Yemen does not have any oil and is one of the thirty poorest countries in the 

world.6 These examples illustrate that there are huge differences between countries within 

the region. 

 This dissertation studies differences within the region, and it mainly aims to explain 

differences in support for gender equality. While on average support for gender equality is 

lower in the Arab region than any other region in the world (Price, 2015), this does not mean 

that nobody in the Arab region supports gender equality. Nor does it mean that every Arab 

citizen views gender equality identically or that public support for gender equality in one Arab 

country is a clone of another. Figure 1.2 illustrates this. It shows nine thousand randomly 

sampled Arab citizens’ agreement or disagreement with the statement “in general, men are 

better at political leadership than women”. While most people do not support this statement, 

all four substantive answers (strongly disagree; disagree; agree; and strongly agree) are well-

represented, and one in ten respondents strongly support women’s political capacities. This 

shows how diverse Arab people’s attitudes on gender equality are. Even citizens of the same 

country can widely differ in their opinion. In Tunisia, about one in three citizens strongly agree 

that men are better political leaders, but the rest are split between agreeing, disagreeing, and 

strongly disagreeing. What is more, publics of different countries do not always see eye to 

eye. Nearly half of Egyptians surveyed strongly agreed that men are better politicians, while 

less than one in five Moroccans concur. All in all, there is substantial variation in gender 

equality attitudes among and within countries within the Arab region, and this dissertation 

delves into whether and how religiosity can explain some of those differences. 

 

  

 
3 Freedom House, https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-world/2019/egypt, last accessed 27/1/2020 at 

10:24 AM. 
4 Freedom House, https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-world/2019/tunisia, last accessed 27/1/2020 at 

10:46 AM. 
5 Freedom House, https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-world/2019/lebanon, last accessed 27/1/2020 at 

10:47 AM. 
6 World Bank, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.CD, last accessed 24/2/2020 at 1:39 PM. 
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Figure 1.2 Disagreement with “men are better at political leadership than women” 

 
Nindividual = 15,222. Source: AB 2016-2017. 

 

 

1.3 What I aim to explain: Support for gender equality 

 

1.3.1 What I do not aim to do 2: On gender equality and the f-word 

This dissertation does not deal with gender equal outcomes. It deals with public opinion on 

gender equality. I thus do not zoom in on matters as why women’s legal rights vary between 

countries or why more women participate in the paid labour force in Egypt than in Jordan. 

Rather, I look at Arab citizens’ attitudes. Other scholars may have chosen a different focus. 

Indeed, public opinion is fickle and one may wonder what exactly Arab women gain by others’ 

support if structures remain patriarchal. This is a matter of personal preference and I am 

under no illusion that all people will change theirs upon reading this. However, let me note 

that public debates have focused on the possibility of gender equal attitudes among religious 

Arab people, which at least restricts the societal relevance of looking into “actual” equality. 

More importantly, some seemingly emancipatory outcomes in the region – such as the 

legalization of women driving in Saudi Arabia or gender quotas in parliaments – have been 

criticized for being piecemeal, placating policies that in reality serve to stabilize otherwise 

patriarchal governments (Cerioli, 2019). It can thus be questioned how emancipatory certain 

gender equal outcomes actually are. What is more, without public support for equality, when 

regimes change – as they tend to in the region – nothing prevents emancipatory structures 

from being reverted to patriarchal ones. Vice versa, Arab authoritarian leaders do change 

their policies in line with the public opinion to appease their publics (Spierings, 2019). What 

is more, the only country that is currently considered a democracy in the region (Tunisia) has 

become one by ordinary Arab citizens standing up for what they believe in (Moghadam, 2014). 

Attitudes matter. Additionally, it has been argued that since the 2011 Arab Uprisings – 

although hardly a region-wide success – attitudes matter more and more since politics have 

become more bottom-up (Charrad and Zarrugh, 2014). 
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Also, this dissertation will not shy away from using the f-word. Feminism. I am aware 

that the f-word is quite offensive to some readers, albeit for different reasons (Walby, 2011). 

Some believe that it is a contradiction in terms to say a highly religious Muslim is a feminist. 

Others believe you cannot be a feminist unless you identify as a feminist. Yet others believe 

you cannot be a feminist unless you unequivocally support X (abortion seems to be a popular 

choice).7 At its own peril, this dissertation’s conceptualization of “feminism” differs from all 

three – although it does not necessarily contradict each of them. In short, I see “supporters 

of feminism” as a highly varied group that nevertheless has something in common because its 

members all support at least some aspects of gender equality beyond the current state of affairs in 

their countries (more on this in Chapter 4). It is however not my goal to decide once and for 

all who should be seen as a feminist and who should not – which is also part of why this 

conceptualization is broad and incorporates change. In that sense, I have no beef with readers 

who disagree with my conceptualization. I recommend that they continue reading “feminism” 

as another f-word, because the most important points of my dissertation do not concern the 

semantics but social reality and should thus hold regardless of what you call this group. Given 

that that is the case, some may wonder why I would venture into such dangerous territory 

and not omit the term altogether. Well, this dissertation was also born out of the naïve wish 

to connect to widely different literatures (more on this in Section 1.6 below), and in-depth 

studies on highly religious Muslims who fight for gender equality use the term “feminism”, so 

I connected to this scientific literature by doing so too (e.g., Abu-Lughod, 2001; Badran, 2005; 

Mir-Hosseini, 2006). 

 

1.3.2 What I do aim to do 2: Conceptualizing gender equality 

Although this dissertation can thus be read fully while disagreeing on what “feminism” entails, 

the same can hardly be said for “support for gender equality”. Therefore, I now move on to 

conceptualizing the latter. Before I start, let me say that a lot more can be said on this topic, 

but I restrict myself to providing the background necessary to understand what “support for 

gender equality” means throughout this dissertation, starting with how I understand “gender”. 

At the beginning of The Second Sex (2011), Simone de Beauvoir questions the concept 

of gender and its relation to sex: “what kind of unique female is realized in woman?” (p. 41). 

She concludes that the latter is biologically determined and the former socially constructed: 

“the passivity that essentially characterizes the “feminine” woman is a trait that develops in 

her from her earliest years. But it is false to claim that therein lies a biological given; in fact, it 

is a destiny imposed on her by her teachers and by society” (p. 341). Simply put, “sex” is 

biological, “gender” is sociological.8 According to De Beauvoir, gender is created and 

maintained because society attaches certain norms to biological dispositions of being “male” 

 
7 The paper on which Chapter 6 is based received all these comments (from different reviewers). For instance, 

one reviewer argued “feminism is an ideology, a theory, and an identity that cannot just come through from 

public opinion research”, and another argued that “people of faith (Christianity, Judaism, Islam) need not be 

anti-feminist, although many actually are”, subsequently asking rhetorically whether “a supporter of sharia law 

[can] also support feminism (gender equality) in any meaningful away? [sic]”. 
8 The extent to which sex is solely biologically determined or sexed bodies are societal constructs themselves 

inextricably linked to gender has been debated in more recent studies (e.g., Butler, 2007; West and 

Zimmerman, 1987). The main conclusions of this dissertation do not change with either view. 
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or “female”. These norms that dictate how proper women and men ought to act – “scripts” 

that are acted out, in the lingo of Judith Butler (2007) – underlie the gender attitudes that are 

central to this dissertation.  

De Beauvoir (2011) also introduces what these attitudes entail. According to De 

Beauvoir, although both men and women are imprisoned in these gender roles by the fear of 

social sanctions, women get the short end of the stick. Women are defined in the negative, 

“the Other”, as she writes, namely as the absence of the activity, strength, authoritativeness, 

and autonomy which characterize men. Interestingly, these qualities do not only represent 

“men”, but also designate the freedom constitutive of “real human beings”: “Man represents 

both the positive and the neutral […] whereas woman represents only the negative” (p. 1). 

According to de Beauvoir, a woman is not free, and thus not of full human worth: “she is 

taught that to please, she must try to please, must make herself object; she must therefore 

renounce her autonomy. She is treated like a living doll, and freedom is denied her” (p. 342). 

Thus, gender inequality entails views of women as bound objects, rather than free subjects. 

This includes for instance essentialist beliefs that while all men desire, belong in, and are better 

suited for public, powerful positions, all women desire to be, belong as, and are better suited 

to be housewives. Support for gender equality, on the other hand, would be constituted by 

viewing women as “real human beings” with autonomy, not of lesser freedom and worth than 

men. This translates to views that women can do myriad things besides being men’s caregivers, 

and granting them equal rights and opportunities to do so.9 Altogether, gender equality denies 

that women are passive beings who ought to be homemakers-caregivers and instead views 

them as autonomous human beings who can and should be allowed to do different things. 

 More recent conceptualizations from different scientific literatures are similar, 

although particular conceptualizations differ in what aspects are emphasized. “Gender equality 

attitudes” (or “gender role attitudes” or “gender egalitarianism”) have for instance been 

described as “beliefs regarding the appropriate roles for men and women” (emphasizing tasks; 

Constantin and Voicu, 2015; Davis and Greenstein, 2009), “normative beliefs about what 

gender relations in society should be like” (emphasizing larger settings; Bergh, 2007), or beliefs 

providing “guidelines for “doing gender” as based on status inequalities and inherent 

differences between the genders or on the equality of the genders” (emphasizing essentialism; 

Lee et al., 2010). Support for equality has been characterized “an attitude that causes one to 

respond to another individual independently of the other individual’s sex” (decoupling sex and 

gender; Beere et al., 1984), an equal “power balance between women and men”, or the extent 

to which women are not “subordinated to men” (both emphasizing realized power; 

Constantin and Voicu, 2015; Walby, 1994). Although these conceptualizations differ in what 

they emphasize, they can partly be integrated into a broader definition. Following previous 

insights, this dissertation uses “attitudes concerning the difference in appropriate roles for 

men and women” as a working definition of gender equality attitudes, and support for equality 

encompasses beliefs that women are not submissive beings who should be homemakers-

caregivers while men are active beings in the public sphere and support for women’s equal 

power, opportunities, rights, and rewards. 

 
9 Obviously, the same holds for men in theory. But as in practice men are generally in better positions than 

women, equality tends to involve support for, for instance, increasing women’s opportunities, not men’s.  
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The discussion above also raises a question that is arguably more important to this 

dissertation: should support for gender equality be viewed as one viewpoint or as comprising 

a multitude? Answers are provided by a multitude of sociologists, anthropologists, 

psychometricians, political scientists, and gender scholars. They have argued that “gender 

equality attitudes” are an overarching label for a complex, multidimensional phenomenon 

(Beere et al., 1984; Constantin and Voicu, 2015; Lee et al., 2010; Novack and Novack, 1996; 

Sullivan, 2004; Walby, 1994; Wilcox and Jelen, 1991). This dissertation builds on those insights. 

I do not simply assume that all gender equality attitudes are the same, but pay attention to 

different aspects of gender equality, and the way religiosity relates to each aspect (more on 

this in Chapter 3). 

 Although my point of departure is the variety in gender equality attitudes, one pattern 

in that variety is important to unpack. Existing studies on the dimensions of gender equality 

have differentiated between public and private (or “domestic”) attitudes; some even 

maintained that these are the only or main dimensions of gender equality attitudes (e.g., 

Constantin and Voicu, 2015; Wilcox and Jelen, 1991).10 Public gender equality refers to 

equality in the public sphere, for instance concerning paid employment, and private gender 

equality refers to the home, for instance the division of housework. Although this general 

distinction between private and public gender equality can be problematized because the two 

flow into each other, it is a useful one to keep in mind when reading this dissertation. 

The public-private difference is important, because this dissertation has a strong focus 

on support for gender equality in the public sphere, due to data restrictions. Although I do 

include some information on women being housewives (in the second part of this 

dissertation), and the private and public sphere are connected, the studies in this dissertation 

mainly show who supports gender equality in the public sphere. Although this could relate to 

private sphere gender equality, public sphere gender equality cannot necessarily be translated 

one-to-one to who supports gender equality in the private sphere (Constantin and Voicu, 

2015; Jakobsson and Kotsadam, 2010; Novack and Novack, 1996; Sjöberg, 2010).11 People can 

support women’s participation in the paid labour force but still demand that they do the lion’s 

share of the housework. 

A sharp distinction between public and private gender equality is also likely in the Arab 

region. While women’s education generally received strong support in the region, the more 

domestic-centred homemaker-caregiver roles are believed to still be widely upheld 

(Moghadam, 2013). More importantly, domestic roles for women are often encouraged from 

explicitly religious frames. This implies that citizens’ religiosity may have a tighter grip on 

private than on the public gender equality attitudes this dissertation studies. So, if I had to 

 
10 A few scholars have further differentiated between ‘specialization’ and ‘inequality’, with the former referring 

to different gender roles and the latter to a power imbalance (e.g., Walby, 1994). It could however be argued, 

following De Beauvoir’s rejection of ‘equality in inequality’ (2011, p. 853), that the role of women as 

homemakers-caregivers versus men as breadwinners reflects an inherent power imbalance, as the 

opportunities of women are limited, for instance concerning public movement or economic resources. 

However, no matter which view readers hold, the distinction between private and public is still warranted – 

even though one may prefer “gender role attitudes” above “gender equality attitudes”.  
11 In fact, support for one aspect of public gender equality does not even necessarily translate to support for 

another aspect of public gender equality (more on this in Chapter 3). 
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guess, I would expect that empowerment that moves away from motherhood roles would be 

supported especially weakly especially among the more religiously devoted. Crucial to this 

conjecture, though, is not that it turns out to hold. It remains an empirical question that I do 

not answer. Rather, I use this example to illustrate that the findings in this dissertation cannot 

simply be translated to support for gender equality in all domains. It thus only remains for me 

to urge caution in generalizing gender equality attitudes. 

 Relatedly, because I mainly focus on public gender equality, I do not necessarily 

concentrate on all the gender equality attitudes Arab societal debates or feminist movements 

concentrate on. For instance, although I do look into attitudes toward female political 

representation, I cannot study domestic violence. Some readers may be disappointed or even 

argue that the topics that I do study do not pertain to the region. I am disappointed too, 

because studying more aspects of a multidimensional phenomenon promises to provide 

greater insight. But I vehemently disagree that because a certain aspect of gender equality is 

not widely publicly discussed, it is not important. That logic would imply that female political 

representation was not important or suitable to the Netherlands before the 19th century 

either. It also does not give any credit to women or feminist movements within the region 

that have argued for diverse emancipatory changes within their contexts, without referring to 

or building on Western insights (see Chapter 4; UNDP, 2006). While it would be foolish to 

argue that the aspect of gender equality studied does not matter or that the aspects that I can 

study were not originally developed by American researchers, I think it would be equally 

foolish to deny that equal opportunities and rights in politics, education, and paid employment 

are inappropriate for or alien to the Arab region. 

 

 

1.4 What I aim to explain it with: Religiosity 

 

1.4.1 What I do not aim to do 3: Of Muslims and non-Muslims 

Having clarified what I mean by “support for gender equality”, it is now time to do the same 

for “religion”, starting with what I do not aim to do. This dissertation does not delve into 

differences between Muslims and others or differences between sectarian groups like Sunni 

and Shia Muslims. I do not try to explain why support for gender equality differs between 

Muslims and non-Muslims (e.g., Christians, Jews, and Nons). Nor do I seek to investigate 

claims that Islam is inherently more patriarchal than other religions. To be honest, I am not 

that interested in denominational differences at all. This may seem strange as I focus on how 

religiosity relates to support for gender equality. But therein lies the answer: I am interested 

in religion, not denomination. 

I am not particularly interested in differences between Muslims and all other people, 

because differences between these groups do not solely reflect religion. I am not saying that 

there is nothing religious about these two groups – after all, they are demarcated by religious 

denominational lines. But they do not only differ in religiosity. When we understand that, we 

understand that solely comparing Muslims to all other people is a rather obscure way to get 

to religiosity’s impact. What is more, there are far more detailed conceptualizations of 

religiosity that promise to provide far richer insights. This also means that differences between 
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non-Muslims and Muslims are even less likely to reflect differences in personal religiosity after 

these other religious factors have been taken into account. Before I explain what those other, 

richer religious factors are – in Section 1.4.2 – it is also important to show why studying 

differences between Muslims and all other people is an opaque way to get to religiosity in and 

of itself. Let me illustrate with an example. 

While writing my dissertation, a paper by Robert Braun (2016) appeared in the 

American Political Science Review that has stuck in the back of my mind, even though it deals 

with a subject that at first glance seems completely disconnected from my own. Braun asks 

why so many Jews were deported in certain parts of the Netherlands during the Second 

World War but many more evaded deportations in others. He comes up with an ingenious 

answer. Jews surrounded by religious minorities were more likely to escape deportation. The 

Netherlands were religiously mixed, with local pockets of Protestant and Catholic minorities, 

and Jews who lived close by minorities were substantially less likely to be deported. Here is 

the kicker: that holds regardless of whether the minorities were Protestants or Catholics. So, 

Jews were substantially more likely to evade deportation in Catholic regions if they lived close 

by a Protestant church, and the same holds for Jews in Protestant regions close to Catholic 

churches. The effect thus remained similar regardless of the particular denomination of the 

religious minorities. Consequently, Braun cannot argue that this shows that, for instance, 

Protestants are inherently more helpful than Catholics. Instead, he argues that being a religious 

minority yourself makes you less willing to betray clandestine networks and makes you 

empathize with the victims of mass persecution. Your minority status matters, not your 

denomination. 

I do not use this example to argue that denominational differences are interesting to 

study because they tell us something about majority and minority status. Quite the opposite. 

I use this example to illustrate that for my aim to study religiosity, denominational differences 

are not the most interesting or fine-grained route to take. Muslims are not only a 

denominational category; they are also the majority in the Arab region.12 Non-Muslims are 

arguably even better thought of as a minority group than a denominational category as this 

group spans multiple denominations and even includes people who do not identify with any 

denomination.13 These majority-minority differences come with other differences, too, such 

as different socio-economic positions and political preferences. So, if my results show that 

Muslims on average support gender equality less than non-Muslims (as they do throughout 

the indices studied that made it into this dissertation), it may mean that Islam is generally 

interpreted in more patriarchal terms than, for instance, Orthodox Christianity. However, 

this difference also well may reflect that non-Muslims’ minority position in the Arab region 

spurs on empathy for women, as they are marginalized too (cf. Spierings, 2019). Altogether, 

 
12 Note that the same arguments hold for other denominational differences, such as Sunni versus Shia Muslims. 
13 At the same time, these Nons are probably an extremely small group in the Arab region – in the most 

recent wave of the World Values Survey, one percent of respondents reported they belonged to either 

another or no specific denomination (both were combined into one category, separate from, among others, 

Muslims, Catholics, Protestants, and Jews). This means that with existing large-scale data, non-denominational 

people cannot be studied, and, given its size, it remains questionable whether this group can ever be studied by 

quantitative scholars, even if more fine-grained data become available. 
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solely focussing on differences between Muslims and other people is a rather unrefined way 

to get to religiosity’s impact on support for gender equality. 

What would however be interesting is to what extent denominational differences in 

support for gender equality are due to religiosity. For instance, do average differences between 

Sunni and Shia Muslims’ support for gender equality reflect religious socialization because 

these groups are exposed to different messages in mosques? Or do such differences reflect 

Sunni Muslims’ privileged majority status? Or are they the public opinion outcomes of 

geopolitical conflicts between Saudi Arabia and Iran?14 However, this changes the question of 

how religiosity impacts support for gender equality to why denomination impacts support for 

gender equality, and I am currently more interested in the former. More practically, the latter 

question also cannot be answered right now because existing large-scale data do not include 

fine-grained, comparable categories of sub-denominations throughout the region. However, 

my most important reason for not studying denominational differences is that to understand 

to what extent these differences reflect religiosity, we need a framework for religiosity first. 

Because previous studies have focussed on denominational differences, such nuanced 

understandings of how religiosity works do not yet exist (e.g., Inglehart and Norris, 2003; 

Lussier and Fish, 2016; and more broadly, for instance, Fish, 2002; Gerling, Ash-Houchen, and 

Lo, 2019; Huntington, 1996; Koopmans, 2019; Yuchtman-Yaar and Alkalay, 2007). Therefore, 

I decentralize denominational differences to provide a nuanced framework on religiosity’s 

impact on support for gender equality.  

 Before I move on to how I study religiosity, I need to address one more misconception 

of religion because it is extremely widespread. At the time of writing, the Netherlands are 

absorbed by their new burqa ban, so let me use veiling as an example. In public debates, some 

people quote the Quran –  e.g., women “shall draw their scarves over their bosoms” (21:31, 

Daryabadi trans.) and have to “let down upon them their wrapping garments” (33:59) – 

followed by something along the lines of “so, Islam says women have to cover themselves” 

(Jneid, 2005). And, given there are multiple Quranic verses on veiling, that argument seems 

to make sense. But the argument’s inference is too rash. It could be argued that the inference 

is problematic because it sidesteps any issues of translation and unclarity of the meanings of 

particular words, which would be valid arguments (Selim, 2005). But the argument I want to 

present here is more fundamental. Even if we assume that we know what is written in the 

Quran, we do not know what the Quran says. 

Although it may not seem so at first, focussing on a verse and taking it as literally as 

possible is one (textualist) interpretation. It is often presented as the only or best way to read 

the Quran. But it is just one way to interpret its words. To be clear, I am not arguing that it 

is unimportant what religious interpretations are dominant and what other interpretations 

are side-lined. (In fact, one of my main conclusions is directly related to that point.) My point 

however is that other interpretations are possible and exist. They for instance argue that you 

should not zoom in on just one verse, because then you ignore the whole rest of the Quran. 

It is all important, isn’t it? Concerning veiling, you can then argue that requiring women to veil 

 
14 Obviously, all these questions should be studied while keeping the particular Arab country in mind, because 

all of this differs per country. Because I am trying to make my point on why I focus on religiosity instead of 

denominational differences clearly, I am omitting that here. 
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contradicts other verses that disprove compulsion (Lamrabet, 2019). You could also argue 

that requiring only women to cover themselves from top to bottom contradicts the general 

spirit of equality and justice throughout the Quran (Power, 2015). Another way to read the 

Quran is to argue that it was perhaps literally true at one point, but it was revealed centuries 

ago and times have changed. In that view, we need to decipher what the Quran meant in 

seventh century-times and apply that message, not its direct words, to current society. In the 

seventh century, the Quran could have literally recommended veiling but meant that women 

should take precautions to protect themselves against sexual predators (Selim, 2005). In 

today’s times, that may imply that women should avoid unsafe neighbourhoods, hire security, 

or become anti-sexual violence activists. Altogether, the case of veiling demonstrates that 

there are multiple ways to read the Quran. Picking one verse and aiming to apply its words 

literally in today’s times (i.e., textualism) is only one reading and not necessarily the best one. 

Consequently, it remains uncertain what the Quran recommends concerning veiling.  

I use this lengthy example because societal misconceptions are so widespread and I 

want to make one point very clear. There are multiple ways in which Muslims can interpret 

their religion. So, Muslims who believe Islam calls for women’s rights are not per se less 

religious. If the studies in this book lay bare that there are highly religious Muslims who 

support feminism, they are not “worse” Muslims either (see Chapters 4 through 6). More 

generally, the question of why and religiosity connects to support for gender equality among 

people in the Arab region has not been answered, and it cannot be answered by cracking a 

Quran and pointing to a seemingly patriarchal verse. Instead, we should study how religiosity 

and support for gender equality are connected among Arab people themselves. 

 

1.4.2 What I do aim to do 3: Multidimensional religiosity 

What do I consider to be religion? Above, I gave away some of the answer: I consider religion 

to consist of multiple aspects, or “dimensions”, which promises to provide far richer insights 

than only distinguishing between Muslims and all other people. In this subsection, I trace 

debates in the sociology of religion, reinforced by related disciplines as anthropology, 

psychology, psychometric studies, and in-depth regional studies, to build a framework of what 

those dimensions may entail. 

At the dawn of the twentieth century, three distinct conceptualizations of religion 

were brought to the fore, and these three still influence present-day sociology (Demerath and 

Roof, 1976; Kulp, 1982; Segal, 2006). First, Max Weber saw religion mainly as a source of 

meaning-giving; according to Weber, religion constitutes a system through which individuals 

can understand the physical world they inhabit. Émile Durkheim, on the other hand, viewed 

religion in functionalist-collectivist terms as a cohesive force that binds individuals to their 

societies, through internalization of religious doctrines.15 Finally, Ernst Troeltsch drew 

attention to the cultural settings of religion, proposing that culture shapes religion instead of 

 
15 Decades later, anthropologists would combine Weber’s and Durkheim’s views, defining religion as a 

personal means to deal with emotional stress (Malinowski, 1948) and an enduring symbolic system shared by 

individuals to create a general order of existence (Geertz, 1973). 
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the other way around.16 My view of religion throughout the chapters of this dissertation can 

be said to draw on all three approaches. I argue that religion attaches meanings that can be 

internalized through reading scriptures or attending religious services, but what those 

meanings are exactly and the extent to which they are internalized is dependent on the 

particular setting. 

Still, rather than exactly what religion is, of greater importance to this dissertation is 

(again) what religion encompasses. Interestingly, while Weber, Durkheim and Troeltsch’s 

classical works were published before the 1920s, relatively few sociological works on religion 

emerged until 1955. However, at that point, a consensus quickly arose: religion is not a single 

concept, but rather a complex, multidimensional one, and different dimensions might be poor 

predictors of others (Demerath and Roof, 1976). As a result, the focus of works on religion 

shifted to disentangling the different dimensions of which religion is comprised (Demerath 

and Roof, 1976). For instance, Allport and Ross (1967) famously differentiated between 

intrinsic and extrinsic religion – roughly translating to Aristotle’s praxis and poiesis: religion as 

an end in itself or as having external, more utilitarian objectives. Lenski (1963) mainly 

distinguished associational from communal religion – formal and informal religious groups – 

but also doctrinal from devotional orientations – orthodoxy versus personal feelings of 

commitment. 

However, the most influential work has proven to be Glock’s (1959) and Stark and 

Glock’s (1968). Stark and Glock differentiated between five dimensions of religion: 

experiential, ritualistic, ideological, intellectual, and consequential. The first deals with spiritual, 

transcendental experiences; the second is the practices dimension including all religious 

behaviours; the ideological dimension pertains to religious beliefs, such as orthodoxy; the 

intellectual dimension refers to knowledge, for instance of religious texts; and the final 

dimension deals with the influence of religion on daily life.  

 During the 1960s and the 1970s, the search for the dimensions of religion continued 

by building on former works, especially Stark and Glock’s (Kulp, 1982). Although 

contributions have been numerous, two trends can be derived from the scientific literature 

(e.g., Cornwall et al., 1986; Davidson, 1975; De Jong et al., 1976; Fichter, 1969; King, 1967; 

King and Hunt, 1972; Klemmack and Cardwell, 1973; Longino and Hadden, 1976; Mueller, 

1980; O’Connell, 1975). First, virtually all contributions at least consider religious beliefs and 

religious practices to be dimensions of religion, or even the two main domains (e.g., King and 

Hunt, 1972). Second, multiple scholars noted the absence of a “feelings” dimension, in the 

sense of feeling that religion matters to you personally (e.g., Demerath and Roof, 1976; Gibbs, 

Mueller, and Wood, 1973; Payne and Elifson, 1976; Wimberley, 1974; Suziedelis and Potvin, 

1981).17 For instance, Fukuyama (1961) identified four dimensions, three of which represent 

 
16 A postmodern adaptation of Troeltsch’ view has been promulgated by certain scholars who declare the 

impossibility of a universal definition of religion, as the discussion of and meaning attached to religious symbols 

is culturally entrenched (e.g., Asad, 1993; Flood, 1999). While I am sympathetic to the importance they attach 

to how contexts condition religious meanings, I reject their conclusion they attach to this contextual influence, 

as will become clear below. 
17 The lack of personal devotion in Stark and Glock’s (1968) framework can also be explained as the authors 

mention “religious commitment” as their overarching concept, and might thus have believed that something 

along the lines of personal devotion, and not religion in and of itself, constituted the sum of their five parts.  
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Stark and Glock’s cognitive (“intellectual”), ritualistic (‘cultic”), and ideological (“creedal”) 

dimensions, but he neglected their experiential and consequential dimensions in favour of a 

“devotional” aspect of religion, referring to personal religious feelings. 

 These two trends are also nicely illustrated by the work of Cornwall and colleagues 

(1986). Cornwall and colleagues follow Stark and Glock’s (1968) ideological and ritualistic 

dimensions and add an affective dimension. More specifically, the ideological dimension is 

comprised of the religious beliefs of individuals, for instance to which extent they are 

orthodox; the practices component deals with behaviour, or religion that ‘is “acted out”’ (p. 

227); and the affective dimension reflects personal devotion, defined following Mol (1977, p. 

216) as “focussed emotional attachment to a specific focus of identity”. In sum, Cornwall and 

colleagues (1968) distinguish between believing, doing, and feeling. 

 In the second half of the ‘80s, the dust of the dimensions debate settled – although 

specific subdimensions still differed – and research moved away from disentangling dimensions 

to studying the antecedents and consequences of religious beliefs and practices. However, 

two decades later, scholars would note that in discussions of the dimensions of religion – at 

least those carried out in the English language – Islam had been conspicuously absent (e.g., El-

Menouar, 2014, p. 54; Hassan, 2007, p. 437). While the dimensions of religion were assumed 

to apply to all religions, most previous studies had concerned Christianity, and none had 

studied Islam.18 

Resulting from this verdict was a boom of sociological, anthropological, psychological, 

and psychometric studies focussing on the dimensions of Islam (Abdel-Khalek, 2007; Abu Raiya 

et al., 2008; Achour et al., 2015; Agilkaya, 2012; Aguilar-Vafaie and Moghanloo, 2008; AlMarri 

et al., 2009; Berghammer and Fliegenschnee, 2014; El-Menouar, 2014; Gattino et al., 2016; 

Ghorbani et al., 2000; González, 2011; Hassan, 2007; Khan and Watson, 2006; Krauss, 

Hamzah, and Idris, 2007; Ok, 2016; Salleh, 2012; Tiliouine and Belgoumidi, 2009). However, 

insights seem disintegrated if not outright contradictory. The lack of consensus in the scientific 

literature on the dimensions of Islam is perhaps partly due to (a) the empirical-driven, 

exploratory nature of these studies – with certain studies distinguishing between as much as 

seven dimensions (Abu Raiya et al., 2008); (b) the inclusion of dimensions that do not seem 

to inherently capture religion, for instance “pro-social behaviours” (Krauss, Hamzah, and Idris, 

2007); (c) the different contexts examined, from Kuwait (e.g., Abdel-Khalek, 2007) to Malaysia 

(Krauss, Hamzah, and Idris, 2007) to Italy (Gattino et al., 2016); or (d) the inclusion of small, 

specific samples, such as college students (e.g., Aguilar-Vafaie and Moghanloo, 2008). At any 

rate, insights on the dimensions of religiosity in the Arab region could be aided by a theoretical 

framework that integrates different findings. 

Although several scholars have questioned the validity of using “Western insights” for 

“Eastern religions” (e.g., AlMarri, 2009), others have explicitly drawn on the work of Stark 

and Glock (1968) (e.g., El-Menouar, 2014; Hassan, 2007). I am sympathetic to arguments that 

you should not willy-nilly apply a framework developed on Christianity to Islam – as well as 

 
18 Previously, “attitudes toward Islam” scales had been developed (Sahin and Francis, 2002; Wilde and Joseph, 

1997). However, these scales were unidimensional – or at least believed to be until later studies (e.g., Khan 

and Watson, 2006) – and dealt with how to measure the values of respondents regarding Islam, rather than 

disentangling the different dimensions of Islamic religiosity.  
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frameworks on “Western” regions to the Arab region – and you should not simply assume 

that what holds for one holds for another. But I argue that such caution warrants a careful 

consideration rather than an instantaneous dismissal. Science comes furthest when we 

accumulate knowledge after all (more in Section 1.6 below). In this case, I reject the conclusion 

that a “Western” religious framework cannot be amended to Islam. Simply put, because 

Islamic rituals should include hajj instead of communion does not mean that the dimension of 

practices is unfit for Islam. Rather, the dimensions of religiosity initially developed for 

Christianity can help us systematically think through what elements of Islam may matter. 

Consequently, most studies on Islam seem to have distinguished beliefs and practices 

dimensions (e.g., Berghammer and Fliegenschnee, 2014; Ghorbani et al., 2000; Tiliouine and 

Belgoumidi, 2009), and several included affective dimensions (e.g., Hassan, 2007; Gattino et 

al., 2016; González, 2011; Ok, 2016). Altogether, it thus seems that distinguishing between 

feeling, believing, and doing – as Cornwall and colleagues’ (1986) adaptation of Stark and 

Glock’s framework does – may guide understanding of the dimensions of Islam as well. 

 Drawing on this discussion of the scientific literature, this dissertation distinguishes 

three dimensions of religion: beliefs, practices, and affect (feeling) (see Figure 1.3). However, 

I propose that religious feelings are linked to religious beliefs, because both are internal while 

practices are external. So, I consider beliefs as well as affect subdimensions of a broader 

internal “convictions” dimension. I also disaggregate “practices” into two subdimensions. The 

first is communal practices, which are characterized by taking place in groups and 

consequently the possibility of exchanging views with others. The second, private practices, 

are solo-rituals and thus do not contain such a possibility. In sum, I see religion as two-

pronged, internal convictions and external practices, but these two main dimensions each 

contain two subdimensions.19 

 

Due to data limitations, I can however not empirically study every dimension of religiosity in 

(every chapter of) this dissertation. Most importantly, I do not have MENA-wide information 

on private practices. On the one hand, I do not mourn the exclusion of private practices too 

much, because many of them are not very interesting theoretically speaking. When you for 

instance pray privately, you are not exposed to others’ religious interpretations (of gender) 

nor do private practices in and of themselves stipulate how you interpret your religion (on 

gender). At most, private prayer could indirectly signal other aspects of religiosity that are 

theoretically interesting, such as individual attachment to or individual reflections on religion. 

In those cases, it would however obviously be preferable to include those aspects of religiosity 

themselves (as I do with attachment in “affective convictions” and I unfortunately cannot do 

for individual reflections, more on that in Chapter 7). On the other hand, an aspect of private 

practices that I would have loved to study is private religious study. Studying religion yourself 

implies that you are actively reflecting on religious interpretations, increasing the likelihood 

that you diverge from mainstream religious interpretations. However, data on private 

 
19 These subdimensions can themselves also be further disaggregated. Beliefs include the way the Quran is read 

more generally but also more specific interpretations of a certain text. Empirically, however, this dissertation 

can only address religious affect’s subdimensions (devotion and salience) and for the sake of conciseness I omit 

discussions on sub-subdimensions here. 
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reflections on religion are simply unavailable (more on this in Chapter 7). What is more, 

because I do study communal practices, religious beliefs, and religious affect, I at least provide 

far richer insights on religiosity than previous studies have done. 

 

 

1.5 Connecting the Arab region, religiosity, and gender equality 

 

1.5.1 Orientalism 

Up to now, I have introduced the topic of this dissertation: how religiosity connects to 

support for gender equality in the Arab region. I have also discarded what I do not do. I have 

argued that my question warrants focussing solely on the MENA region because comparisons 

would cloud my insights. I outlined that support for gender equality has many aspects but 

generally implies viewing women as agentic human beings and not as bound to their husbands 

and homes. I have contended that looking at denominational differences is a more obscure 

way to study religiosity than investigating the impact of religious beliefs and practices. I have 

aimed to motivate all these choices up to now. But I have motivated them using widely 

different arguments and readers may be befuddled by all these different claims and still wonder 

how this all comes together. 

This section shows that all these decisions are braided by one desire: the desire to 

move away from simplistic, Orientalist depictions of the Arab region. Now, before I explain 

what that means, I want to note that I have substantiated all my major foci above without any 

reference to Orientalism. So, for readers who recoil at the term, I hope I have provided less 

inflammatory reasons why, for instance, I do not compare the Arab region to Europe.  

 The term “Orientalism” was coined by Said’s (2003) seminal work with the same title, 

which consists of four hundred pages of painstaking Orientalist examples throughout historical 

conceptions of the Arab region in particular. Orientalism entails a particular way of looking at 

the Arab region, a way in which the region is homogenized to “worse than the West”. In 

short, the MENA region is viewed as one backwards bloc inhabited by irrational beings who 

are passively suppressed by patriarchal Islam. In Said’s words (p. 311): “Orientalist 

generalizations about the Arabs are very detailed when it comes to itemizing Arabs critically, 

far less so when it comes to analysing Arab strengths. The Arab family, Arab rhetoric, the 

Arab character, despite copious descriptions by the Orientalist, appear de-natured, without 

human potency”. The West, by comparison, is synonymous with activity, progress, good sense 

and all Enlightenment things nice. Orientalism also adds a certain essentialism to this view, by 

ignoring that Western societies have changed and assuming that the Arab region cannot 

change, and Islam is one religion without multiple interpretations: “There are Westerners, 

and there are Orientals. The former dominate; the latter must be dominated.”. Arab women 

in particular are worse off than their Western sisters. They are not only passively subjugated 

to Islam but to their fathers, brothers, and husbands, too. 

 Although Said’s work is four decades old, it is not hard to see Orientalist examples in 

current public debates. After the attacks in Cologne, commentators immediately pointed to 

Arab migrants’ religion as the obvious driver behind attacks on women. When 4channers hang 

posters saying “Islam is RIGHT about women”, they are incendiary because Islam is 
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understood as inherently oppressive to women. For some public figures, the verdict is out: 

there is one Islam and it opposes gender equality. If Arab women are not portrayed as a lost 

cause outright, there is a certain sense that to liberate them, we must squelch Islam. 

 Existing quantitative sociological studies on religion and support for gender equality 

also tend to echo Orientalist views. Obviously, they do so inadvertently and, obviously, they 

are far more nuanced than public debates. Still, large-N studies tend to focus on 

denominational differences. Most find that Muslims support gender equality less than non-

Muslims (e.g., Alexander and Welzel, 2011; Lussier and Fish, 2016) or that Muslim-majority 

countries average lower public support for gender equality than countries with fewer Muslims 

(Inglehart and Norris, 2003; Norris, 2009). Such results have been echoed time and again by 

the best quantitative sociologists so it would be foolish to argue that these differences in 

averages do not exist. I am not doing that. 

What I am saying is that denominational differences in and of themselves are not 

enough to support the unilateral socialization theory to which they are often attributed. 

Comparing Muslim-majority countries to other ones and concluding that any differences are 

due to passive subjugations to Islam echoes and reinforces Orientalist claims. It may even 

presuppose Orientalism. In Said’s (2003, p. 45-6) words: “when one uses categories like 

Oriental and Western as both the starting and the end points of analysis [and] research […] 

the result is usually to polarize the distinction – the Oriental becomes more Oriental, the 

Westerner more Western” (p. 45-6). Similarly, concluding from differences between Muslims 

and non-Muslims that Arab people are solely passively socialized by religion to oppose gender 

equality is jumping the gun a bit. Differences between Muslims and non-Muslims give us little 

scientific insight into what is happening exactly. What is driving these differences? To really 

understand what is happening, we cannot solely study denominational differences and be 

satisfied that Islam is an all-powerful enemy of every aspect of gender equality. We must study 

variation in the region, disaggregate religiosity and gender equality attitudes, and we must 

understand who can combine the two. That is what this dissertation does. 

Having said all this, I must note that the way in which I aim to veer away from 

Orientalism is not the path most other anti-Orientalist scholars have walked before me. In 

many ways, I walk the line. I walk the line between not wanting to homogenize the region but 

not wanting to present loose findings, disconnected from overarching theoretical insights. I 

do not want to downplay the troublesome state of women’s rights in the region, but I know 

these are averages and they are subject to change, which many Arab women are fighting for. 

I do not want to assume Islam is one inherently patriarchal entity and I do not want to ignore  

questions of how religiosity can be patriarchal.20 My point of view is this: I have no issue with 

reporting that our best data and models show that Arab Muslims support political gender 

equality less than non-Muslims. But I have an issue with not studying these as averages that 

are subject to change and uncritically attributing them to a generalized subordination to all 

aspects of religiosity that installs opposition to all gender equality attitudes. In short, I have an 

issue with the full stop, which is why this dissertation moves past that point. 

 

 
20 Luckily, others have walked this line before (e.g., Owen, 2004). 
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1.5.2 My theoretical framework and research questions 

To veer away from simple unilateral socialization theories and Orientalism, this dissertation 

develops and tests an “embedded agency” framework that zooms in on the Arab region and 

disaggregates religiosity and support for gender equality. (Over)simplifying, this framework 

proposes that Arab citizens are people. They are shaped by the societies in which they are 

embedded. But they are not unilaterally determined by them. They can deviate from dominant 

patterns, too. 

More specifically, first, “embedded” means that Arab citizens do not exist in a vacuum. 

They inhabit societies that shape them. In the Arab region, mainstream interpretations of 

Islam have been described as “malestream Islam” or “Hislam”; they tend to be patriarchal 

(Carland, 2017; Salime, 2008). More religious citizens can be expected to be exposed to such 

religious-inspired patriarchal views more and consequently internalize them, reducing their 

support for gender equality (Bolzendahl and Myers, 2004; Price, 2015). At the same time, this 

means that religiosity only fuels opposition to gender equality if religiosity entails exposure. 

But exposure occurs through certain aspects of religiosity more than through others. When 

you attend mosques, you hear authorities proclaim the proper, patriarchal interpretation of 

Islam, but the same cannot be said for personal attachment to religiosity. Different dimensions 

of religiosity may thus impact support for gender equality in different ways – or not at all. I 

theorize and test how the different dimensions of religiosity relate to support for gender 

equality following my first research (that I address in Chapter 2, and to some extent in 

Chapter 3): 

 

Research question 1: To what extent do different dimensions of religiosity affect support 

for gender equality in the Arab region? 

 

What is more, we must disaggregate “support for gender equality” to recognize that certain 

aspects of gender equality are decried by malestream Islam more than others. Mainstream 

religious interpretations propose that women should be homemakers-caregivers. This has 

simultaneously been used as an argument against women’s political careers – which would 

only distract from their tasks at home – and in favour of women’s education – which is thought 

to give them valuable homemaker-caregiver skills. More religious citizens can be expected to 

have internalized both greater and lower support for gender equality, depending on what 

aspect is studied. My second research question (addressed in Chapter 3) thus reads: 

 

Research question 2: To what extent does religiosity influence different aspects of support 

for gender equality in the Arab region? 

 

The second label of my framework, “agency”, adds that while Arab citizens are shaped by the 

societies in which they are embedded, they are not passively subjugated to them. Even though 

societies constrain people, all people have the innate ability of agency. This means that 

everybody has the capability to make their own choices. While theoretically exercising agency 

could certainly include opposing gender equality more strongly than the norm or actively 

agreeing with mainstream religious interpretations, this dissertation studies agency as 
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deviations from patriarchal religious interpretations. Arab citizens do not solely passively 

internalize any patriarchal messages to which they are exposed. They can deviate from 

patriarchal religious interpretations too. However, certain people are more likely to exercise 

their agency than others. Citizens who are more willing or better equipped to deviate from 

malestream Islam may do so more often. Addressing such individual agentic deviations from 

patriarchal religious interpretations, I thus ask (in Chapter 2): 

 

Research question 3: To what extent do Arab people subvert religiosity’s connection to 

support for gender equality? 

 

Agentic deviations are probably not only more likely among certain people but also 

throughout certain societies. Also following embeddedness, Arab citizens inhabit societies 

that meaningfully differ from each other. In Saudi Arabia, Islam is seen as having one proper, 

patriarchal interpretation more so than in Tunisia. Given Tunisia’s religious diversity, Tunisians 

have more religious interpretations to choose from. This means that they have more options 

in terms of more or less patriarchal interpretations, which may cushion the impact of different 

dimensions of religiosity on support for gender equality. To study whether agentic deviations 

from malestream Islam are more prevalent in societies that leave more wiggle room for 

emancipatory religious reinterpretations, I answer the following (in Chapter 3): 

 

Research question 4: To what extent do characteristics of Arab societies condition 

religiosity’s impact on support for gender equality? 

 

Arguably the most “radical” religious reinterpretation is to combine religiosity with strong 

support for gender equality. Because of their focus on unilateral socialization, previous studies 

have not yet addressed the possibility of deep religiosity and strong support for gender 

equality coexisting among Arab people. However, it follows from agency that Arab people 

can reinterpret their religion even if that interpretation directly contradicts dominant norms. 

In other words, they can combine religiosity and support for gender equality. So, instead of 

general connections between religiosity and support for gender equality, Chapters 4 through 

6 zoom in on Arab people who combine the two: support for Muslim feminism. 

This dissertation thus relays its focus halfway through. To some readers, this shift may 

go almost unnoticed, while to others it may seem like the question completely changes. The 

two halves of this dissertation are connected as follows. Because previous studies have not 

thoroughly studied how religiosity affects support for gender equality among general Arab 

publics, the first part of this dissertation addresses relations among general publics. It aims to 

provide the broad (yet thorough) overview that studies on denominational differences have 

not provided. This means that it lays bare general (albeit conditional) relations between 

different dimensions of religiosity and varying aspects of gender equality. Being a broad 

overview, it also does not exclude non-Muslims from study – although obviously by studying 

a region in which about ninety percent of people are Muslims, results are mainly driven by 

and reflect Muslim citizens. Pivotally, in this first part of the dissertation, I start to move away 
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from passive socialization by bringing agency into the picture and identifying who resists 

patriarchal religious interpretations and in what societies they do so. 

These insights on agency are mirrored in my theories on Muslim feminism, because 

insights on who resists the patriarchal effects of religiosity somewhat (i.e., who is less 

negatively affected by religiosity) are further applied to who can resist them wholeheartedly 

(i.e., who can combine religiosity and support for gender equality). So, the second part of this 

dissertation is different in focus but similar in theory. It differs because it does not look at 

average relations between religiosity and support for gender equality throughout publics in 

the region. It zooms in on people who combine religion and support for gender equality. It 

also differs because it excludes non-Muslims from study, to ensure comparability and answer 

Orientalist conceptions that centre-stage Islam in particular. However, the second part is 

similar because it builds on insights concerning agentic subversions of malestream Islam that 

have been developed in the first part of the dissertation. 

Because of the novelty of Muslim feminism in large-N studies, I start with the 

descriptive question (in Chapter 4):  

 

Research question 5: To what extent do highly religious Arabs strongly support gender 

equality, i.e., support Muslim feminism? 

 

As noted, similar insights on agency from the first part of this dissertation could also serve to 

explain Muslim feminism. Muslim feminism is a religious reinterpretation in the MENA context. 

So, again, individuals who are more willing or better equipped to deviate from malestream 

Islam may be more likely to support Muslim feminism. Likewise, Muslim feminism may be 

more widespread throughout societies that leave more wiggle room for religious 

reinterpretations. Such wiggle room could be provided by political openings as the Arab Spring 

(addressed in Chapter 5) or by undercutting narratives that there is one proper Islam that 

opposes women’s rights (addressed in Chapter 6). So, my final research question aims to 

explain Muslim feminism as a function of the extent to which people are in personal or societal 

positions that encourage exercising agency: 

 

Research question 6: To what extent do individual characteristics and societal structures 

affect whether Arab citizens support Muslim feminism? 

 

Altogether, this dissertation delves into arguments that Arab people’s religiosity prohibits 

support for gender equality from an embedded agency framework (e.g., Inglehart and Norris, 

2003; Lussier and Fish, 2016; Norris, 2009). To study when patriarchal religious 

interpretations take hold and when they are overturned, I have to move away from unilateral 

socialization theories and Orientalist depictions of the region as one homogenous bloc where 

gender equality never finds support, Islam as one entity that is necessarily and inherently 

patriarchal, and MENA citizens as solely passive beings. Instead, I ask in what particular Arab 

contexts what dimensions of religiosity hamper what aspects of support for gender equality, 

and who combines religiosity with strong support for gender equality. 
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 Empirically, I study these questions using survey data from the Arab Barometer (AB) 

and the World Values Survey (WVS), because they cover many and diverse countries in the 

region and include questions on religiosity and support for gender equality. I also supplement 

these data by existing macro-level indicators and new macro-level indicators that draw on in-

depth insights. While the particular contexts that I study differs per chapter, together the AB 

and WVS surveys cover 15 Arab countries, namely Algeria, Bahrain, Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, 

Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Palestine, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Tunisia, and Yemen, 

between 2001 and 2016. All surveys target to represent the entire population of 18 years and 

older, employed stratified random or national full probability sampling, and mostly used face-

to-face interviewing. There is evidence that these data are representative regarding gender, 

age, and regional population distributions for most populations, and educational attainment 

for some populations as well. To analyse these data, I mostly use multilevel (logit) regression 

analyses (in Chapters 2, 3, and 6), although I also include latent class analyses (in Chapter 4) 

and a comparative case study instructed by flat logistic regressions and Paternoster tests (in 

Chapter 5). 

 

 

1.6 On science 

To develop my embedded agency framework, I have built on different strands of literature. 

As seen above, my understanding of “support for gender equality” draws on insights from 

varying disciplines – notably gender scholars – and my conceptualization of “religion” is firmly 

rooted in existing work by scholars of religion. Those conceptualizations are the building 

blocks that I have ingrained in classic sociological (meta-) theories, which I later applied to the 

MENA using insights from regional scholars. In this section, I provide some background on 

how these insights from different disciplines contributed to my framework. I do so, because I 

want to bring my nontroduction to a close in quite an old-fashioned way, with my personal 

reflection on science, in this case multidisciplinary science. 

 The backbone of my embedded agency framework fits into life course theory as it is 

understood by Elder and colleagues (2003), supplemented with Sewell’s (1992) conception of 

structure and agency. Although life course theory is often understood in narrow 

(methodological) terms as the study of individuals throughout time, I draw on two different 

principles from life course theory. First, the principle of time and place emphasizes that 

individuals are “shaped by the historical times and places” in which they live (p. 12). This view 

is core to sociology and mirrored in my emphasis on embeddedness and the anti-Orientalist 

view that MENA contexts should not be seen as one achromatic bloc. The second principle 

on which I draw, the principle of agency, notes that “individuals construct their own life course 

through the choices and actions they take within the opportunities and constraints of history 

and social circumstance” (p. 11). This conception is echoed in my embedded view of agency. 

People are autonomous beings that can make their own life choices, albeit within the 

circumstances created by their spatio-temporal contexts. A similar view of agency is 

presented by Sewell (1992), who adds that larger structures do not only constrain people but 

also empower them. Sewell also further connects embeddedness and agency by arguing that 

larger structures subsist due to the actions of individuals. This means that structures should 
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not be seen as fixed. They can change if enough people exercise agency and deviate from the 

status quo. This coincides with anti-Orientalist conceptions that while mainstream 

interpretations of Islam currently comprise a patriarchal structure, Islam does not have to be 

malestream forever. 

 In using these general sociological principles to build a MENA-specific framework, I am 

indebted to a multitude of regional specialists, most notably comparative-oriented ones as 

Valentine Moghadam and Mounira Charrad. They have in particular inspired my theories on 

what structures matter and how malestream Islam is subverted. For instance, Valentine 

Moghadam has written extensively on the importance of feminist movements and presented 

their religious arguments and argued in what Arab societies they are strongest (e.g., 2013, 

2018). All chapters in this dissertation build on her arguments and several find support for 

her claims on the importance of feminist movements through quantitative methods (see 

Chapters 5 and 6). Mounira Charrad’s work (e.g., 2011; Charrad and Zarrugh, 2014) has 

improved my understanding of the connections between politics, religion, agency, and gender 

equality, which is for instance reflected in my focus on the Arab Spring (in Chapter 5) and 

political Islamism (in Chapters 3 and 6). Without the insights of regional scholars, my 

embedded agency framework would have remained bare. 

 I use this background to illustrate that while the work in this dissertation can be 

concisely summarized as “quantitative sociology”, it uses insights from various sources, 

including sociological theorists, regional scholars, scholars of religion, gender scholars, political 

scientists, psychometricians, anthropologists, psychologists, social movement scholars, and 

probably a few others that I have forgotten to mention here. I feel confident in simultaneously 

stating that this dissertation would have been far worse if I had excluded any of these 

subdisciplines and that this dissertation has fallen into a trap by integrating insights from 

different subdisciplines. 

 The trap starts quite innocuously, with the understanding that scholars are embedded 

in particular subdisciplines. Such specialization is obviously an asset and not a detriment. It 

however starts to get more problematic when specializing in a certain subdiscipline means 

that related questions beside its borders are left out. For instance, Avishai, Jafar, and Rinaldo 

(2014) motivate their special issue on sociology of religion and gender by “concerns about 

the marginalized status of gender within the subfield of sociology of religion and the lacklustre 

interest in religion among sociologists of gender” (p. 5). It is also troublesome when answers 

to similar questions are not shared because they are discovered by different subdisciplines. 

This is an issue that Kongar, Olmsted, and Shehabuddin (2014) address in their study on 

economics and gender among Muslim communities by facilitating “conversations among 

scholars who have tended to work within their respective disciplinary and methodological 

silos despite shared interests” (p. 3). Specialization helps scientific progress, but siloization 

counters it. 

 As these papers illustrate, others have identified similar problems with siloization in 

social science and have taken steps to resolve the problem. Solutions could lie in special issues 

that explicitly address multiple disciplines, but one could sceptically ask how many sociologists 

of religion one will reach by publishing in Gender & Society. Steps could also include forming 

groups of scholars working on related questions from different disciplines – although I 
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understand one of such groups in my university has broken up because its members could 

not move past their disapproval of each other’s methods. Multidisciplinary conferences 

provide another intriguing option but less so if scholars only visit panels in the safe confines 

of their own subdiscipline. Another option is to go to the source and make educational 

programs more diverse, but having attended a multidisciplinary master myself, I wonder 

whether it is truly feasible to teach students multiple disciplines in a way that makes them 

understand rather than eschew them. Research grants take interdisciplinarity into account, 

but appreciate it more as a buzzword than in practice. 

 In my view, all these practical solutions do not live up to their promise because, in the 

end, we all specialized in a certain subdiscipline for a reason, which makes other subdisciplines 

“lesser than”. No matter how much we disagree with the particular decisions other scholars 

within our own subfield make, at least we understand them and appreciate their paradigm. 

Ultimately, the problem is that a minority of scholars wants to use insights from other 

disciplines in the first place. Therein lies the real trap: multidisciplinary science tends to not 

be appreciated by as many people as it confuses and angers. 

 But I think this apprehension lies in a misunderstanding. The misunderstanding is that 

to take the insights of other disciplines seriously, we must appreciate them as our own. That 

in turn engenders either a fiery need to defend our own subdiscipline or thorough relativism. 

I find neither conducive and neither is necessary. I am not going to finish with the usual 

overture for interdisciplinary science. I do not think we are all “really not that different”. I do 

not propose that papers that use multiple methods are better in practice. Nor do I argue for 

relativist demarcation criteria. In fact, I am rather content with Popper’s (2002a, 2002b) 

rejection of empiricism and induction in favour of aiming to falsify deductions from abstract 

theories while knowing that even our most rigorous tests can only be indirectly related to 

theories and social reality. That view of science is hopefully manifested in this book. Yet this 

dissertation draws on the work of many scholars who I imagine recoil at seeing Popper’s 

name. And I believe this dissertation is better for including them and I simultaneously believe 

that my view of science is the better one. Therein lies my non-inspirational, non-radical, non-

happy go lucky view of where science should go. We do not have to value the answers other 

subdisciplines provide to our questions as our own, to not be ignorant of them and apply 

them in our own research. 
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2.1 Introduction 

Arab Middle Eastern and North African (MENA) publics report one of the world’s lowest 

rates of support for gender equality (Norris, 2009; Price, 2015), and, consequently, the Arab 

region shows relatively large political and socioeconomic inequalities between men and 

women (Paxton, Kunovich, and Hughes, 2007). Thorough knowledge of what drives Arab 

publics’ resistance to gender equality is thus pivotal to address real-world inequalities. 

However, previous public opinion research and Western public debates explain opposition 

to gender equality in the Arab region by pointing rather unidimensionally to Muslims’ (versus 

non-Muslims’) patriarchal religious socialization (Alexander and Welzel, 2011; Inglehart and 

Norris, 2003; Lussier and Fish, 2016; Moaddel, 2006; Rizzo, Meyer, and Ali, 2007). This 

narrative breathes Orientalism; a homogenous MENA "other" characterized by irrationality, 

oppression, passiveness, and, most of all, patriarchal Islam is opposed to "the self”, the 

progressive, active, secular West (Abu-Lughod, 2002; Korteweg, 2008; Said, 2003), without 

acknowledging or theorizing how religiosity is a multifaceted and gendered force.  

The present study aims to understand relations between religiosity and support for 

gender equality in the Arab region in a more sophisticated manner by developing and testing 

new theoretical notions of "embedded agency". These notions build on multidisciplinary 

insights from classic sociology, in-depth qualitative studies, and gender scholars (e.g., Avishai 

and Irby, 2017; Charrad, 2011; Elder, Johnson, and Crosnoe, 2003; Sewell, 1992; Spierings, 

2015). The embedded agency framework rejects claims that Arab people are solely and 

uniformly passively socialized to oppose gender equality. Instead, it proposes that Arab people 

have agency—even within dominant patriarchal socialization—and that socialization processes 

are gendered (see also Moghissi, 2011; Read and Bartkowski, 2000; Zion-Waldoks, 2015). The 

framework thus stresses that women and men might "live" their religion differently and have 

the ability to bargain with their religion and interpret it in ways that deviate from the dominant 

patriarchal mainstream (Hall, 1997; Kandiyoti, 1988; Rinaldo, 2014). 

In applying my framework, I propose that religious socialization may be gendered and 

particularly women may be more inclined to make up their own minds on gender equality and 

religion. Similarly, socio-cognitive empowerment may equip people to agentically deviate from 

patriarchal religious interpretations. I thus theorize specifically how gender and education 

shape religious reinterpretations. This implies that relations between people’s religiosity and 

their support for gender equality differ by gender and education, which I test empirically 

(Khurshid, 2015; Prickett, 2015).  

To understand how religion can be both a source of emancipatory reinterpretations 

and patriarchal socialization, I argue that it is necessary to take a more refined approach to 

individual-level religiosity than to focus on differences between Muslims and non-Muslims, as 

is done in most MENA public opinion studies (e.g., Alexander and Welzel, 2011; Lussier and 

Fish, 2016; Price, 2015). I therefore disaggregate the concept of religion and conceptualize it 

multidimensionally. Sociology of religion scholars have shown that religiosity is indeed 

multidimensional and complex, identifying among others: communal practices (e.g., attending 

religious services), doctrinal beliefs (e.g., textualism), devotion (e.g., religious self-perception), 

and salience (e.g., religion-driven daily choices) (Cornwall et al., 1986; Kellstedt et al., 1996; 

Stark and Glock, 1968). Appreciating these distinctions allows us to address more precisely 
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in which ways religiosity might have different implications for women and more highly 

educated citizens than for men and lower educated citizens. 

Altogether, my research question reads: To what extent are different dimensions of 

religiosity related to support for gender equality in the Arab region, and how do these relations differ 

for women and more highly educated individuals? 

 

 

2.2 Religious socialization reconsidered 

 

2.2.1 The embedded agency framework 

My embedded agency framework aims to understand support for gender equality in the Arab 

region in a nuanced manner by refining and integrating classic sociological frames and gender 

theories (Abu-Lughod, 2002; Avishai and Irby, 2017; Elder, Johnson, and Crosnoe, 2003; 

Kandiyoti, 1988; Korteweg, 2008; Sewell, 1992; Stark and Glock, 1968). At its core, the 

framework emphasizes that Arab people are embedded in dominantly patriarchal religious 

structures, but that socialization processes within those structures differ between men and 

women. Moreover, citizens have the agency to reinterpret their religion; women and men in 

the Arab region are not solely passively socialized to follow prevailing religious interpretations 

but can give alternative, progressive meanings to their religiosity that are more conducive to 

support for gender equality. 

 My framework departs from life course theory (Elder, Johnson, and Crosnoe, 2003) 

and agency-structure duality’s (Sewell, 1992) assertion that people are always embedded in 

spatio-temporal contexts with pre-existing (socially constructed) structures that shape their 

lives. Here I focus on the established patriarchal interpretations of religion in which MENA 

citizens are embedded from birth and childhood on (Al-Hibri, 1982; Mir-Hosseini, 2006; 

Moghissi, 2011). Integration in and socialization by these pre-existing religious structures 

shape Arab people’s lives, including the meanings they attach to gender. In other words, the 

more integrated individuals are in this patriarchal religion in general, the less likely they are to 

support gender equality. Simultaneously, these theories propose that people have the agency 

to construct their own lives within their contexts rather than to merely reproduce patriarchal 

interpretations from generation to generation (Elder, Johnson, and Crosnoe, 2003, p. 11). 

Regarding agency and gender, Kandiyoti proposed in her influential work that women 

use strategies to manoeuvre specific patriarchal contexts (1988, p. 275). In the following 

debate some argued that women’s agency is found in resisting religion, which equates agency 

to secularism and thus denies religious women their agency while still conceptualizing religion 

as a unidimensional force that singularly oppresses women (Abu-Lughod, 2002; Korteweg, 

2008). Other scholars emphasized "illiberal agency," which claims that religious women might 

exercise agency in actively being orthodox even when that reinforces patriarchal religious 

structures (Avishai, 2008; Mahmood, 2005). This position has been criticized for stretching 

"agency" so far that it becomes a hollow term (Rinaldo, 2014; Moghissi, 2011).  

 In my framework, I transcend both views and integrate them into contemporary 

sociological theories. My premise is that people are indeed—to different degrees—socialized 

by patriarchal religious structures, but that people embedded in these patriarchal religious 
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structures have the agency to subvert dominant religious interpretations to promote their -

(gendered) interests (see also Korteweg, 2008; Rinaldo, 2014). Paradoxically, dominant 

patriarchal religious structures thus provide the very conditions for agentic re-interpretations 

of religion (Jansen, 2004; Mir-Hosseini, 2006; Prickett, 2015). Religious Arab people—

especially women—thus should not be considered to be solely passively socialized by 

patriarchal religious structures but capable of actively negotiating religious meanings attached 

to gender by drawing on alternative religious and secular sources (Read and Bartkowski, 

2000). 

This framework signifies "religion" as dynamic and negotiable, allowing room to 

advance support for gender equality but simultaneously as containing rigid oppressive 

structures that socialize citizens into patriarchal worldviews. To understand how religious 

socialization shapes people’s support for gender equality in negotiable ways, I argue that 

religiosity needs to be conceptualized in a multidimensional way because different 

manifestations of individual-level religiosity have different implications regarding socialization 

and negotiability, as will be theorized more concretely below.  

In line with classic and more contemporary distinctions, I firstly differentiate between 

(external) religious practices and (internal) religious convictions (see Figure 2.1) (Cornwall et 

al., 1986; Hall, 1997; Kellstedt et al., 1996; Stark and Glock, 1968). I further subdivide religious 

practices into two categories: private religious behaviours that are acted out without others, 

and communal practices, such as attending religious services, that imply exposure to the 

institutional patriarchal establishment’s home (Aune, 2015; Mir-Hosseini, 2006; Nyhagen, 

2017). Concerning religious convictions, a further distinction can be made as well. Doctrinal 

beliefs stipulate the interpretation of one’s religion, whereas affective convictions relate to 

feelings of attachment to religion regardless of the specific content of those convictions. 

Religious affect encompasses a more general and abstract attachment to religion in and of 

itself ("devotion") and feelings that religion specifically guides daily life choices ("salience"). 

Below, I apply my theoretical framework to communal practices (attendance), doctrinal beliefs 

(textualism), and affective convictions (devotion and salience), the dimensions I could 

incorporate empirically. 
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Figure 2.1 Dimensions of religiosity 

 
Note: Examples are cursive. Unstudied dimensions are grey. 

 

2.2.2 Multidimensional religious socialization  

Whereas previous quantitative MENA studies have predominantly drawn on unilateral 

socialization perspectives (e.g., Alexander and Welzel, 2011; Inglehart and Norris, 2003; 

Lussier and Fish, 2016; Price, 2015), my multidimensional framework emphasizes that different 

dimensions of religiosity link differently to socialization and support for gender equality. First, 

attending religious services entails exposure to the Arab region’s structural "ruling patriarchal 

establishment," which generally preaches gendered worldviews of men and women being 

complementary and hierarchically related (Al-Hibri, 1982, p. ix; Bolzendahl and Myers, 2004). 

Frequent attendance therefore is expected to increase the likelihood that such messages will 

be internalized, corroding support for gender equality (Hervieu-Léger, 1998; Sumerau, 2012). 

Second, doctrinal beliefs are expected to influence support for gender equality (Al-

Hibri, 1982; Kucinskas, 2010; Moghadam, 2013; Spierings, 2015). The doctrinal belief I 

specifically focus on is "textualism" (Rinaldo, 2014): the belief that religious texts have one 

static literalist meaning—voiced by the institutionalized patriarchy—instead of a spirit to be 

interpreted in light of the time they were written (Masoud, Jamal, and Nugent, 2016; Moghissi, 

2011). For example, the Quran and hadith can be interpreted textually, or literally, as a point-

blank condemnation of taking your own life,21 while contextualists have proposed more lenient 

conclusions based on the current rapid expansions of Muslim-majority countries’ populations 

(Shapiro, 2013). Textualist readings generally oppose gender equality. For instance, 

interpreting the Quran’s proclamations on inheritance textually stipulates that women’s 

shares should literally be half of men’s (4:11, A. Khan trans.). Contextual interpretations stress 

an emancipatory spirit as women are allocated more than the zilch they generally got in the 

seventh century before Islam (Mir-Hosseini, 2006; Selim, 2005). Altogether, I thus expect that: 

 
21 The Quran states, "And no person can ever die except by Allah’s leave and at an appointed time" (3:145, A. 

Khan trans.), and Bukhari’s Hadith (4.56.669) reports Allah’s response to a man who has taken his own life, 

"My Slave hurried to bring death upon himself so I have forbidden him (to enter) Paradise." 
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The frequency of religious service attendance and holding textualist beliefs are negatively related to 

support for gender equality (hypothesis 1). 

 Drawing attention to affective convictions, my framework however suggests that 

religiosity might actually fuel support for gender equality. Counter to doctrinal beliefs, 

religious affect does not reflect a certain (patriarchal) content of beliefs, but rather it reflects 

on the attachment to religion in and of itself, to the main undercurrents of religion. These 

main religious tenets of monotheistic religions have been argued to involve benevolent traits 

related to mercy, generosity, and fairness (Schwartz and Huismans, 1995). Bloom, Arikan and 

Courtemanche’s review (2015, p. 205), for instance, points out that "the major religious 

traditions all emphasize compassion." Regarding Islam, one of the five pillars, zakat, specifically 

concerns charity, and the Quran designates Allah as al-Rahman (Most Merciful) and al-Rahim 

(Compassionate). Similarly, El Fadl (2001, p. 9) has illustrated the Islamic ethos as one of 

general egalitarianism: “Islam rejects elitism and emphasizes that truth is equally accessible to 

all Muslims regardless of race, class, or gender.” Altogether, I hypothesize that: The stronger 

peoples’ affective religious convictions (devotion and salience), the higher their support for gender 

equality (hypothesis 2). 

 

 

2.2.3 Gendered socialization and agentic reinterpretation 

As my embedded agency framework proposes that citizens are not uniformly passively 

sculpted by dominant religious interpretations, but that socialization processes may differ for 

different societal groups, the impact of individuals’ religiosity may vary with their gender and 

education (Khurshid, 2015; Rinaldo, 2014). Several mechanisms lead us to expect that 

religiosity’s impact on support for gender equality is gendered, including women’s personal 

interests and the gender conservative socialization in the MENA region overall (Bolzendahl 

and Myers, 2004). Concerning people’s interests, gender equality is generally considered to 

be more in the direct interest of women than men. Currently men benefit from being 

designated head of households with greater legal rights. Therefore, women may be more 

inclined to diverge from patriarchal religious messages and seek or accept alternative 

interpretations that allow them more rights, as several in-depth studies have shown (Jansen, 

2004; Masoud, Jamal, and Nugent, 2016; Moghissi, 2011; Prickett, 2015; Read and Bartkowski, 

2000; Rinaldo, 2014; Selim, 2005; Zion-Waldoks, 2015). Women may also be socialized 

differently than men. While men tend to be taught to be aggressive, competitive, household 

leaders, women’s socialization accentuates their supposedly emotional, affectionate, caring, 

gentle, and overall benevolent nature (Gonzalez, 2011; Lueptow, Garovich-Szabo, and 

Lueptow, 2001). Women’s socialization into benevolence—apart from religious 

benevolence—has been shown to translate to greater social compassion and support for 

gender equality (Eagly et al., 2004). Both gendered interests and gendered socialization thus 

lead us to expect that women will support gender equality more than men, but also that 

religion’s impact will vary between women and men. Still, as Lussier and Fish (2016, p. 35) 

note, “surprisingly little has been written about the intersection between sex and religious 

identification with regard to attitudes about gender inequality.” 
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Filling this lacuna, first I propose that the gender gap in support for gender equality will 

close with stronger integration in the established religious patriarchy. Low integration in 

institutionalized religion—i.e., not frequenting services and not adhering to strict textualism—

is expected to bolster space to deviate from patriarchal religious interpretations. Given 

gendered socialization and interests, I then propose that especially women will use that space 

(Bolzendahl and Myers, 2004), whereas men have no incentive to reinterpret their religion on 

top of their more conservative socialization. 

However, stronger integration in the institutional patriarchy—with its authoritative 

truth-claims of the proper interpretation of religion—is expected to leave little wiggle room 

for those agentic deviations. Religious service attendance and textualism thus are expected to 

shrink spaces that particularly women use, impeding especially women’s propensity to 

benevolent reinterpretations. At the same time, it is also theoretically possible that, for 

instance, women who frequent services represent a selective group that is more gender 

conservative even before attendance. Still, here it should be noted again that intergenerational 

transmissions of religiosity and the structural character of religious institutions render this 

possibility less likely. Also, the most conservative women might not attend services because 

there are no facilities or because they believe they should pray at home. Not attending 

services is thus not one-to-one translated to being less conservative, which is also illustrated 

by the fact that a substantial number of women attend services at least once a week, but even 

more do so less often.22 Moreover, a wealth of ethnographic research in this area shows that 

even if attendance is partly a process of self-selection, it seems unlikely that women’s gender 

attitudes also are unaffected by attendance (see Bartkowski and Read, 2003; Pricket, 2015; 

Read and Bartkowski, 2000). Several studies have even pointed out that women who attend 

religious services start off more progressive but amend their views following service 

attendance (see Chong, 2006; Griffith, 1997). Altogether, I expect that, compared to men’s, 

women’s initially greater support for gender equality will be more sharply reduced when they 

attend services and adhere to textualist beliefs, narrowing the gender gap in support for 

gender equality. Or formulated in more technical terms: Negative relationships between religious 

service attendance and textualism and support for gender equality are stronger for women than men 

(hypothesis 3). 

Women’s reinterpretations are however not expected to be stonewalled by all 

dimensions of religiosity, drawing our attention to affective convictions. Religious affect—

feelings of attachment to religion rather than particular beliefs regarding its proper content—

are expected to enlarge room for reinterpretations as they are disconnected from the 

institutional religious patriarchy and, as noted, may inspire interpreting religion benevolently. 

Women’s socialization into compassion and incentives to reinterpret their religion are 

expected to drive women especially to make good use of affective convictions’ space for 

renegotiations (Prickett, 2015; Read and Bartkowski, 2000; Rinaldo, 2014). I thus expect that: 

Affective religious convictions are positively related to support for gender equality especially among 

women rather than among men (hypothesis 4). 

 
22 In my sample, women attended services less than men; still, about one-third frequents religious services 

weekly or more. 
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Embedded agency also draws attention to being better equipped to diverge from 

patriarchal religious socialization, which might have particular implications for the role of 

education. As others have argued, more highly educated people’s cognitive skills allow them 

to reconcile more easily seemingly contradictory views such as strongly religious and feminist 

ones (Moghadam, 2013). Also, their advantaged social position implies the more highly 

educated are more likely to encounter divergent views on (religious interpretations of) gender 

roles, increasing their awareness of alternatives (Shamaileh, 2016). Due to these resources, 

more highly educated people are expected to deviate from patriarchal religious 

interpretations more often, provided space for such renegotiations exists. Thus, among those 

who are less integrated in the institutional religious patriarchy, the more highly educated are 

expected to support gender equality more. However, this educational gap in support for 

gender equality will close with greater service attendance and textualism. In technical terms: 

Negative relations between religious service attendance and textualism and support for gender 

equality are stronger among the more highly educated than the lower educated (hypothesis 5). 

Still, as seen, affective religious convictions do not imply integration in the institutional 

religious patriarchy and are expected to inspire benevolent reinterpretations. Following their 

greater cognitive skills and awareness of alternatives, especially more highly educated people 

are expected to use this space and renegotiate religious meanings of gender roles (Moghadam, 

2013). Particularly the more highly educated may thus translate affect into support for gender 

equality: Affective religious convictions are positively related to support for gender equality especially 

among the more highly educated rather than the lower educated (hypothesis 6). 

Finally, regarding the different dimensions of religiosity, my embedded agency 

framework also proposes that citizens can reinterpret their religion in its own terms. Greater 

religious affect might make people re-think, contest, or buffer some dominant oppressive 

religious interpretations, as affective convictions are expected to create knowledge of and 

adherence to religion’s main benevolent messages (Bloom, Arikan, and Courtemanche, 2015; 

Schwartz and Huismans, 1995). For instance, attachment to the general notion of "love thy 

neighbour" could be expected to make more devoted people less passively receptive to 

patriarchal views voiced in services. Similarly, considering the benevolent side of religion, it is 

expected that when religion is more saliently guiding people’s daily life choices, textualism is 

translated less strongly to judging others, including prescribing how women should behave. I 

thus expect that: Relations between attending religious services and textualism and support for 

gender equality are weaker with higher levels of religious affect, i.e., devotion and salience (hypothesis 

7).  

 

 

2.3 Data and measurements 

This study uses the Arab subset of the World Values Survey. Of these, 15 surveys (2001-

2014) included the items needed. They represent 12 countries: Algeria (2x), Bahrain, Egypt, 

Iraq, Jordan (2x), Lebanon, Libya, Morocco (2x), Palestine, Saudi Arabia, Tunisia, and Yemen. 

All surveys target representativeness for the population of 18 years and older, using stratified 

random sampling. These data are representative regarding gender and age for most 
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populations, and sometimes for education and regional distributions as well.23 The initial 

dataset contained 20,254 respondents; after listwise deletion 19,009 respondents (94 percent) 

remained. Table 2.1 presents the descriptive statistics. 

 

2.3.1 Support for gender equality 

I operationalize support for gender equality using three widely-used items on gender equality 

in the public sphere in particular. The three items asked respondents to which extent they 

agreed with the statements: "On the whole, men make better political leaders than women 

do" (four-point scale), "A university education is more important for a boy than for a girl" 

(four-point scale), and "When jobs are scarce, men should have more right to a job than 

women" (three-point scale) (e.g., Blaydes and Linzer, 2008; Kostenko, Kuzmuchev, and 

Ponarin, 2016; Price, 2015; Spierings, 2014). Factor analyses showed that these items tap into 

the same underlying factor overall and in 16 out of 17 surveys separately,24 indicating 

measurement equivalency (Van de Vijver and Leung, 1997). All items were recoded so that 

higher scores indicate greater support for gender equality. To approximate a normal 

distribution, I took the square root of the mean scores of the three items, weighted by their 

factor loadings to create the index support for gender equality. For ease of interpretation the 

final scale was rescaled to run from 0 to 100. The descriptive analyses present a simple 

summed scale, as is mentioned. 

 

2.3.2 Religiosity 

I measure the frequency of religious service attendance with: "Apart from weddings and funerals, 

about how often do you attend religious services these days?” (never, less than once a year, 

once a year, only on holy days, once a month, once a week, more than once a week). The 

scores were rescaled to a continuous variable ranging from 0 to 1.  

 Textualism—interpreting religious texts statically and literally instead of 

contextually—is measured by the proxy of respondents’ views regarding the justifiability of 

euthanasia and suicide. As noted in the theory section, taking your own life (by euthanasia or 

suicide) is textually prohibited but contextually permitted, making these measurements useful 

proxies for textualism (Shapiro, 2013). These measurements, however, only pertain to one 

particular issue (i.e., taking one’s own life). Had the data permitted it, it would have been ideal 

to include other issues or a more direct measurement, although I have no strong reason to 

expect that being a textualist on other issues relates differently to support for gender equality. 

Moreover, as discussed below, in my robustness tests I included particularism as an alternative 

measurement of doctrinal beliefs, which was measured unrelated to specific issues, and it is 

similarly related to support for gender equality. To operationalize textualism, I averaged the 

two 10-point items and rescaled it to a continuous variable ranging from 0 to 1. Higher values 

 
23 http://www.worldvaluessurvey.org/ 
24 In Bahrain 2014 employment and education loaded on two factors. The pooled analysis showed high factor 

loadings (0.78 (politics), 0.63 (education), 0.72 (employment)) on one dimension, although Cronbach’s Alpha 

was moderate (0.50), probably due to the number of items. 
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signal greater textualism. As the distributions of the two scales were similar, respondents 

were included if they had a valid score on at least one indicator.  

 Concerning affective convictions, I distinguished devotion and salience (see Stark and 

Glock 1968). Devotion—an abstract attachment to religion itself—is measured using two items 

that have been shown to tap the same concept before (Spierings 2014): (a) "Independently of 

whether you attend religious services or not, would you say you are" a religious person 

(scored as 1), not a religious person, or a convinced atheist (following Rizzo, Abdel-Latif, and 

Meyer (2007) the last two are both scored 0); and (b) "Here is a list of qualities that children 

can be encouraged to learn at home. Which, if any, do you consider to be especially 

important?." Respondents who chose "religious faith" were considered to be more devoted 

(1) than others (0). The scores of respondents with at least one valid answer were averaged 

to the scale "devotion." 

Salience—a specific attachment to religion as a guide in (daily) life—was measured by 

another two items: "How important is God in your life?" (ten-point scale, 0 to 1), and "For 

each of the following, indicate how important it is in your life. Would you say religion is very 

important (1), rather important, not very important, or not at all important (0)?" If at least 

one item was answered validly, scores were averaged to the continuous scale "salience." 

My measurements of devotion and salience are less distinct from each other than the 

theoretical concepts, as there are no data available on the salience of religion in specific daily 

life choices. However, empirically devotion and salience are not very strongly related and do 

not cause multicollinearity issues (see Appendix A.1). I thus include both in my analyses to 

make my results as nuanced and informative as possible. 

 

2.3.3 Gender and education 

To study the gendered effects of religiosity, I measure respondents’ gender as observed by the 

interviewer (0: woman; 1: man). Education, the second moderator, includes four categories 

across surveys: “no formal education completed” (0); "complete elementary" and "incomplete 

secondary" (combined into "elementary," 0.33); "complete secondary" and "incomplete 

university education" (combined into "secondary," 0.67); and "complete university education 

and higher" (1). 

 

2.3.4 Control variables 

Denomination, age, marital status, and employment status are included as control variables. 

Respondents’ self-reported denomination, distinguishing between Muslims and non-Muslims, 

is controlled in my models, and I also established my results are substantially similar when I 

estimate models for Muslims separately. The Bahrain 2014 survey does not include 

denomination, but virtually all native Bahrainis are Muslim and considered as such here. 

Unfortunately, a more refined distinction among either Muslims or non-Muslims was not 

available in the majority of the surveys; comparing Muslims and non-Muslims does make my 

results comparable to other studies (e.g., Lussier and Fish 2016; Norris 2009). Age is a 

continuous scale; respondents under 18 were excluded as they were not sampled in all 

surveys. Age squared is included to capture important life course effects. Marital status is 

distinguished by four groups: married, widowed, separated, and never married. Employment 
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status encompasses "fulltime employed," "part-time employed," "self-employed," "retired," 

"homemaker," "student," and "non-employed" (including "unemployed" and "other non-

employed").  

 

2.3.5 Analytic strategy and robustness tests 

My data have to be modelled using multilevel models to control for clustered observations 

within country-years and countries; one-level models would deflate my p-values and increase 

the chance of type I errors. Random intercepts are included at the higher levels (country-

time; country).25 This takes into account the clustered structure of the data and prevents us 

from drawing false positive conclusions. 

To further increase the rigor of my tests I also conducted various robustness checks, 

which mainly yielded similar findings. First, I estimated my models on subsamples (only 

Muslims, women, and men) and within individual country-years; divergent results are indicated 

in Table 2.2 and Appendix A.2. I also varied the inclusion and operationalization of the 

religiosity variables by: including respondents with missing scores on denomination and service 

attendance (classifying them as a separate group); additionally distinguishing between the non-

religious and religious non-Muslims; and including prayer and particularism, although then 

many cases have to be excluded from the analyses.26 my main results are robust for each of 

these alternatives. 

 

  

 
25 F-tests showed support’s variation over time is marginal compared to between countries, justifying my data 

structure. Also, the much-debated minimal number of higher-level units is not very relevant as I add no higher-

level predictors. 
26 Eleven surveys include frequency of private prayer. I standardized scores per survey. Thirteen surveys included 

particularism as follows: "On this list are various groups of people. Which would you not like to have as 

neighbors?" The answer "from a different religion" is scored 1, others 0. Details can be obtained upon request. 
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Table 2.1 Descriptive statistics 

  N Min Max Mean SD 

Dependent variable  
    

Support for gender equality 19,009 0 100 35.37 24.10 

Religion variables      
Religious service attendance* 19,009 0 1 0.59 0.39 

Textualism* 19,009 0 1 0.92 0.16 

Devotion* 19,009 0 1 0.78 0.32 

Salience* 19,009 0 1 0.95 0.12 

Agency variables      
Gender 19,009     

 Men  0 1 0.51  
 Women  0 1 0.49  

Education* 19,009 0 1 0.45 0.34 

Control variables      
Denomination 19,009     

 Muslim  0 1 0.96  
 Non-Muslim  0 1 0.04  

Age* 19,009 18 93 37.03 14.00 

Age2* 19,009 324 8,649 1,566.92 1,199.35 

Marital status 19,009     

 Not married  0 1 0.33  

 Separated  0 1 0.03  

 Widowed  0 1 0.04  

 Married  0 1 0.60  
Employment status 19,009     

 Fulltime employed  0 1 0.28  

 Part-time employed  0 1 0.09  

 Self-employed  0 1 0.13  

 Retired  0 1 0.05  

 Homemaker  0 1 0.25  

 Student  0 1 0.10  

 Non-employed  0 1 0.10  
Robustness check variables      
Prayer 11,456     

 Prayer WVS 4* 1,132 0 1 0.71 0.43 

 Prayer WVS 5* 1,067 0 1 0.87 0.34 

 Prayer WVS 6* 9,257 0 1 0.75 0.40 

Particularism 14,959     
 Not particularistic  0 1 0.61  
 Particularistic  0 1 0.39  

Note: * Indicates variable is z-scored for analyses. Source: WVS 2001-2014. 
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2.4 Results 

 

2.4.1 Describing support for gender equality 

How supportive of gender equality (focused on equal participation in the public sphere) are 

Arab publics in the new millennium? Figure 2.2 presents the mean scores on the three items 

used to measure support for gender equality (without taking their square root) and shows 

that respondents score an average of 36 out of 100 in the WVS data. As a point of reference, 

when I analyse all countries included in the most recent WVS wave, the Arab region has the 

lowest pooled average in the WVS. It is several points below that of the next United Nations-

defined regions—Southern Asia and West Africa—and substantially below the total sample 

average. Still, I also see considerable differences within the Arab region; for instance, women’s 

average support is 43, while men’s is less than 30.  

 

Figure 2.2 Mean support for gender equality per gender per survey 

 
N = 19,009. Source: WVS 2001-2014. 

 

2.4.2 Multidimensional religiosity’s effects 

Table 2.2 presents the multilevel regression results for support for gender equality. Model 1 

includes all direct effects of religiosity (hypotheses 1 and 2); in Models 2 and 3, the 

moderations between religiosity and gender and education are added, respectively 

(hypotheses 3 through 6); Model 4 includes interaction terms between the different 

dimensions of religiosity themselves (hypothesis 7). All models include the control variables, 

which relate to support for gender equality as expected (see Lussier and Fish 2016; Price 

2015); for instance, education has a clear positive impact, and women tend to be considerably 

more supportive of gender equality: more than 15 points on a scale ranging from 0 to 100. 
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Table 2.2 Multilevel analyses of support for public gender equality 

  Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 

  b SE b SE b SE b SE 

Religious service attendance -1.12 0.18 -0.56 0.26 -1.13 0.18 -1.16 0.18 

 *Women   -0.86 0.36   
  

 *Education     -0.61 0.16   

 *Devotion       0.15 0.17 

 *Salience       0.42 0.19 

Textualism -0.88 0.17 -0.97 0.24 -0.92 0.17 -0.81 0.18 

 *Women  
 0.17 0.33   

  

 *Education     0.14♂ 0.17   

 *Devotion       0.17* 0.15 

 *Salience       0.07 0.11 

Devotion -0.62 0.18 -0.14 0.24 -0.59 0.18 -0.56 0.18 

 *Women   -1.12 0.34   
  

 *Education     -0.13 0.18   

Salience -0.30 0.19 -1.53 0.24 -0.32 0.19 -0.19 0.21 

 *Women   2.70 0.35  
 

  

 *Education     0.16♀ 0.18   

Women (ref. = men) 15.46 0.42 15.65 0.42 15.35 0.42 15.50 0.42 

Education 3.24 0.19 3.22 0.19 3.25 0.19 3.23 0.19 

Muslim (ref. = non-Muslim) -4.83 0.89 -4.90 0.89 -4.95 0.89 -4.87 0.89 

Age -0.53 1.05 -0.54 1.04 -0.40 1.05 -0.53 1.05 

Age2 0.78 1.01 0.82 1.01 0.64 1.01 0.77 1.01 

Marital status (ref. = married)       
  

 Not married 0.61 0.48 0.71 0.48 0.66 0.48 0.61 0.48 

 Separated 2.73 0.96 2.70 0.96 2.76 0.96 2.69 0.96 

 Widowed -1.45 0.86 -1.50 0.86 -1.38 0.86 -1.45 0.86 

Employment status        
 

 Part-time employed -1.08 0.62 -1.02 0.62 -1.09 0.62 -1.10 0.62 

 Self-employed -2.24 0.55 -2.29 0.55 -2.29 0.55 -2.27 0.55 

 Retired -1.11 0.85 -1.24 0.85 -1.21 0.85 -1.13 0.85 

 Homemaker -5.08 0.57 -5.31 0.57 -4.92 0.57 -5.07 0.57 

 Student 0.28 0.69 0.17 0.69 0.25 0.69 0.24 0.69 

 Non-employed -1.09 0.62 -1.23 0.62 -1.14 0.62 -1.10 0.62 

Intercept 34.73 1.85 34.58 1.85 34.86 1.83 34.71 1.85 

Variance         

 Country-year 38.1 38.1 37.4 38.3 

 Individual 473.0 471.1 472.6 472.8 

Note: Bold coefficients indicate significance at p < 0.05, italics at p < 0.10. *, ♀, and ♂ indicate 

parameter is only significant in the Muslim subsample, female subsample, or male subsample, 

respectively. Source: WVS 2001-2014. 
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2.4.3 The conditioning effects of gender and education 

Turning our attention to Model 2, I should firstly repeat that, as expected following gendered 

socialization and gendered interests, women’s support for gender equality overall is far greater 

than men’s, as is the case after taking religiosity and other factors into account (cf. Figure 2.2). 

Thus, women can and do interpret gender equality differently from men, “even” in patriarchal 

Arab countries (Bolzendahl and Myers 2004). 

Model 1 suggests that religiosity mostly fuels opposition to gender equality. Arab 

people who attend religious services more frequently, who interpret their religion textually, 

and who are more devoted, all oppose gender equality more. However, the salience of 

religious convictions is the exception to the rule, as it shows no clear significant relationship 

to support for gender equality. Additional analyses indicate this is partly due to contradictory 

effects in different contexts (see Appendix A.2). Altogether, these results support hypothesis 

1 and lead us to reject hypothesis 2.27  

Model 2 furthermore shows that several dimensions of religiosity also are differently 

related to support for gender equality for women and men. Firstly, service attendance is 

associated with a sharper decline in support for gender equality among women than among 

men. As expected, when women do not attend religious services, they are more supportive 

of gender equality than men (about 50 versus 35), but service attendance reduces women’s 

support with (-0.56 - 0.86 =) -1.42, while it only reduces men’s with -0.56. These findings 

provide support for hypothesis 3, but only partially, as a similar effect is not found for 

textualism. Face-to-face exposure to members of the religious patriarchy voicing authoritative 

messages thus probably shrinks spaces for emancipatory reinterpretations that especially 

women are initially inclined to use, reducing the gender gap in support. 

 Second and interestingly, religious salience turns out to be negatively related to 

support for gender equality among men (-1.53), but actually increases support for gender 

equality among women (-1.53 + 2.70 = 1.17), as is illustrated in Figure 2.3. So, women who 

are more affectively attached to their religion support gender equality more, while among 

men the stronger believers support gender equality less. I did not find this for devotion, thus 

only partial support is found for hypothesis 4. These findings illustrate that among women, 

salience—i.e., the importance of religion in daily life—is the religiosity dimension that also 

functions as a help, not a hurdle, to support for gender equality.  

 

  

 
27 Additional measurements of religiosity relate to gender equality as expected (supporting hypothesis 1 in 

particular; Appendix A.3). As individual prayer is not significantly related to gender equality, it seems that 

actual exposure to others in services serves patriarchal socialization, and not practicing religion in and of itself. 

Particularism is negatively related to gender equality, further supporting my conclusion that adherence to 

orthodox doctrinal beliefs diminishes gender equality – also when the measure is not focused on one particular 

issue. 
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Figure 2.3 Gendered relations between salience and support for gender equality 

 
N = 19,009. Source: WVS 2001-2014. 

 

Relations between several religiosity indicators and support for gender equality also are 

moderated by educational attainment. Model 3 first indicates that the negative impact of 

religious service attendance strengthens when education increases. As expected, more highly 

educated individuals’ initially more progressive views are reduced more sharply when they 

frequently partake in religious services (see Figure 2.4). The same is not found for textualism, 

however; hypothesis 5 is thus only partially supported. Model 3 furthermore shows that, 

among women, the negative impact of salience, but not devotion, is weakened by education; 

these findings support hypothesis 6, but only in one specific case. Overall, Models 2 and 3 

suggest that while womanhood and education form a buffer against the impact of one’s own 

convictions, socialization via religious services reduces the room for agentic reinterpretations 

deviating from societally dominant norms, diminishing women’s and more highly educated 

citizens’ initially greater support for gender equality. 

 

Figure 2.4 Religious service attendance and support for gender equality by education 

 
N = 19,009. Source: WVS 2001-2014. 
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2.4.4 Interdependent religiosity 

Finally, Model 4 shows that salience and devotion weaken the impact of service attendance 

and textualism, respectively.28 For instance, across the Arab region, people who attend 

services (one standard deviation) more often show increased opposition to gender equality 

with 1.2 points as compared to citizens for whom religion is averagely salient. All other things 

being equal, among individuals for whom religion and God are more important in their lives 

(salience) the impact of attending religious services is only 0.7 (1.16 - 0.42). Not all expected 

interaction effects were found to be statistically significant, but they were all in the expected 

direction. These findings thus provide some support for hypothesis 7; the patriarchal influence 

of doctrinal religious beliefs and communal practices seems to be mitigated by having stronger 

affective religious convictions (i.e., salience or devotion). What is more, all results together 

pinpoint religious salience as the only dilutor of service attendance’s impact, emphasizing that 

the influence of exposure to the institutional religious patriarchy may not be buffered by 

womanhood or education, but it is by (affective) religion itself. 

 

2.5 Conclusion and discussion 

This study addressed relations between different dimensions of religiosity and support for 

gender equality, and how they differed for women and more highly educated individuals in the 

Arab region. I did so based on a newly developed embedded agency framework, which I tested 

on data from 15 WVS surveys from between 2001 and 2014. At its core, the embedded 

agency framework proposes that while Arab citizens are embedded in dominantly patriarchal 

religious structures, they are not solely or uniformly passively socialized by religiosity, as 

previous large-scale studies implied (cf. Inglehart and Norris, 2003; Price, 2015). Instead, the 

framework proposes that religious socialization is gendered and that people can reinterpret 

their religion and thus actively deviate from patriarchal interpretations (Elder, Johnson, and 

Crosnoe, 2003; Sewell, 1992; Kandiyoti, 1988; Korteweg, 2008; Rinaldo, 2014). 

 This framework implies that a disaggregated, multidimensional conceptualization of 

religiosity is needed, instead of focusing on differences between Muslims and non-Muslims, as 

previous studies have done (e.g., Inglehart and Norris, 2003; Lussier and Fish, 2016; Norris, 

2009). This is because rigid patriarchal religious structures obstruct support for gender 

equality while other dimensions of religiosity stimulate emancipatory advancements (see 

Cornwall et al., 1986; Hall, 1997; Nyhagen, 2017; Stark and Glock, 1968). Indeed, my results 

consistently showed that while religious service attendance, textualism, and devotion 

decreased support for gender equality, the salience of religious convictions in life choices had 

no singularly negative impact. Among women I even found that religious salience increases 

support for gender equality (cf. Scheepers, Gijsberts, and Hello, 2002). Moreover, even though 

religious salience does not consistently fuel support for gender equality (as was expected), it 

was the only moderator in my analyses that buffered the negative impact of exposure to the 

institutional patriarchy in religious services. All in all, these findings showed that most but not 

 
8 The interaction terms largely (just) lose their statistical significance in the men-only model, but they remain 

similar in the women-only and Muslim-only subsamples. 
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all dimensions of religiosity serve patriarchal socialization, and that using religion as a guideline 

in daily life is the main (or only) safeguard to the patriarchal influence of exposure to religious 

institutions. Translating findings from in-depth qualitative studies, religious salience thus seems 

to be the key to reinterpreting religion along more emancipatory lines (e.g., Aune, 2015; 

Jansen, 2004; Mir-Hosseini, 2006). 

At the core of my framework are genderedness and agency. Consequently, I also 

proposed that relations between religiosity and support for gender equality vary between 

different societal groups. Indeed, religious service attendance was more strongly negatively 

related to support for gender equality among women and more highly educated individuals, 

as service attendance reduced women’s and more highly educated citizens’ initially greater 

support (see Lueptow, Garovich-Szabo, and Lueptow, 2001; Moghadam, 2013; Zion-Waldoks, 

2015). So it seems that among those who have the space to deviate from dominant patriarchal 

interpretations – i.e., those exposed less to patriarchal religious institutions – especially 

women and more highly educated individuals use that space to progressively reinterpret their 

religion (Al-Hibri, 1982; Moghissi, 2011; Prickett, 2015; Read and Bartkowski, 2000). 

Also, the negative impact of (internal) religious convictions, particularly religious 

salience, was weaker among women and more highly educated individuals. Again it seems that 

given the space for renegotiations, women and more highly educated individuals more often 

seek or accept emancipatory reinterpretations of their religion conducive to support for 

gender equality, as suggested by previous qualitative studies (Avishai, Jafar, and Rinaldo, 2015; 

Kandiyoti, 1988; Khurshid, 2015; Prickett, 2015). Women and more highly educated citizens 

thus tend to be at the forefront of renegotiating the religiosity-gender inequality coupling. 

Based on this summary of results, two core contributions of this study to the literature 

can be highlighted. First, I have shown that religiosity is a medley. Previous quantitative studies 

mainly studied denomination (e.g., Alexander and Welzel, 2011; Inglehart and Norris, 2003; 

Lussier and Fish, 2016), while I theorized a more fine-grained and gendered version of 

religion’s relation to support for gender equality. I showed in greater detail how 

(disaggregated) religiosity works and that is not always a hindrance to support for gender 

equality in the Arab region. Especially religious salience (among women) cushions the blow to 

support for gender equality of other religiosity dimensions. 

 Second, previous public opinion studies focused on patriarchal socialization, implying 

that Arab people are passive beings (see Said, 2003; Spierings, 2015). This study provided 

evidence that people who are more inclined (women) and better socio-cognitively equipped 

(higher educated) can and do cushion patriarchal interpretations of their religiosity. Future 

research would do well to not only consider Arab people as unilaterally passively socialized 

but also as active agents in a gendered context. 

  Other important avenues for future research can be derived from some of the 

challenges I faced, particularly regarding data availability. First, despite taking considerable 

steps forward, I was unable to tap into every form of religious socialization. For instance, no 

data were available on religious socialization in schools or parental homes. The socialization 

processes in these domains may be similar to religious socialization that my data did cover, 

but that remains an empirical question to tackle in future research. Second, panel data provide 

more insights into the assumed causality of religious socialization, but such data are currently 
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unavailable. Consequently, I could not empirically show that women’s and more highly 

educated citizens’ support for gender equality is reduced due to service attendance, instead of 

women and more highly educated citizens who attended services being more conservative 

from the start. However, there are distinct reasons to assume some causality; Arab people 

are embedded in religious structures by birth and previous studies have proposed religious 

socialization processes are ever-present, implying that religious socialization predates people 

forming their opinions on gender equality. Moreover, my models controlled for core variables 

linked to religiosity and gender equality attitudes, such as education (Alexander and Welzel, 

2011; Aune, 2015). 

Third, some indicators of religiosity leave room for improvement. For instance, 

textualism could not be measured directly. I expect that other aspects of textualism would 

provide similar results—an expectation supported by my results concerning particularism—

but further empirical study is welcome. Similarly, regarding salience I had no measures on the 

importance of religion in specific daily choices (Scheepers, Gijsberts, and Hello, 2002). 

However, and if anything, most likely this has led to an underestimation of salience’s relation 

to support for gender equality.  

Finally, I recommend that future researchers look into different domains of support 

for gender equality. Although my theory predicts roughly similar patterns, only empirical study 

can verify this. The vast majority of large-scale quantitative studies pertain to public sphere 

attitudes; studying support for equality in the private sphere or sexual emancipation would 

greatly add to our knowledge (e.g., Inglehart and Norris, 2003; Lussier and Fish, 2016; Price, 

2015). Current data do not permit this, however. For instance, the WVS includes an item on 

the justifiability of divorce, but it is hard to discern whether men and women filling out the 

questionnaire had talaq or khul‘ in mind—men's unilateral right to divorce or divorce that 

women can initiate (Shehada, 2016). 

Still, to my knowledge, this study has included more precise and nuanced 

measurements of religiosity’s impact on gender equality attitudes than any other Arab study. 

Studying the multidimensional facets of religiosity, as well as their interrelated and particularly 

agency-moderated influences, has provided important and more nuanced insights into the 

gendered impact religiosity has on support for gender equality in the Arab region, which is 

pivotal for women in the MENA as well as for public debates around the world. 
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A slightly different version of this chapter was published open access in European Sociological 

Review with Niels Spierings, Marcel Lubbers, and Peer Scheepers as co-authors (Glas, 

Spierings, Lubbers, and Scheepers, 2019). Glas wrote the manuscript and conducted the 

analyses. Spierings, Lubbers, and Scheepers substantially contributed to the manuscript by 

providing valuable feedback. The study on which this chapter was based has also benefitted 

from the insightful comments of three anonymous reviewers, and the participants of the 

International Conference on Gender and Politics in Ouarzazate in 2017. 
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3.1 Introduction 

In Western public debates, the Arab Middle East and North Africa (MENA) is often depicted 

as a homogenous region in which support for equality between men and women is virtually 

non-existent due to Islam (as also observed by, for instance, Angrist, 2012; Çavdar and Yaşar, 

2014; Moghadam, 2013, esp. p. 14-19). Several quantitative studies echo this view; they have 

shown that Arab publics report the world’s lowest average support for gender equality in the 

public sphere and attributed this to Arab people’s patriarchal religious socialization (Norris, 

2009; Price, 2015). As scholars have noted (e.g., Alexander and Parhizkari, 2018; Kongar, 

Olmsted, and Shehabuddin, 2014; Said, 2003; Spierings, 2015), this general narrative implies 

Orientalism; the Arab region is portrayed as one homogenous bloc – contrary to the 

progressive, secular West – inhabited by a passive populace perpetually subjected to 

patriarchal Islam. These Orientalist views hamper nuanced insights in at least three ways; they 

narrow religiosity, they confound gender attitudes, and they ignore (political) differences 

between Arab countries. The present study adds to the literature by addressing these three 

lacunae in its study of polities’ and religiosity’s impact on support for gender equality within 

the Arab region. 

I address the first lacuna by incorporating more direct measures of religiosity next to 

denomination. Previous quantitative studies have theorized that integration in patriarchal 

religions engenders socialization into oppressive views inducing less support for gender 

equality, but most have only empirically addressed denomination, comparing Muslims to non-

Muslims (e.g., Inglehart and Norris, 2003). This is troublesome, as it is unclear whether this 

denominational dichotomy solely reflects religious integration; for instance, it also completely 

corresponds with being a member of the majority versus minority (Htun and Weldon, 2015; 

Spierings, 2019). Additionally, single-country studies have found that different aspects of 

religiosity relate to support for gender equality differently, pressing the need to study multiple 

and more fine-grained aspects of religiosity (Meyer, Rizzo and Ali, 1998; Rizzo, Meyer and Ali, 

2002). In this study I tackle religious integration in a more direct manner by theorizing and 

testing the independent impacts of religious belonging (devotion) and religious behaviour 

(attending religious services) (see Berghammer, 2012; Kellstedt et al., 1996).  

Secondly, different aspects of gender equality have been shown to receive varying 

support and, theoretically, the many-sidedness of gender equality may be overlooked when 

gender attitudes are lumped together (Lussier and Fish, 2016; Price, 2014). Still, only a few 

existing studies differentiate between different aspects of gender equality attitudes (e.g., 

Alexander and Welzel, 2011; Kostenko, Kuzmuchev, and Ponarin, 2016; Price, 2014). 

Therefore, I disentangle different aspects of support for gender equality. As argued from a 

gender and Islam studies perspective and elaborated later, religious integration may affect 

educational gender equality differently than political gender equality (Mahmood, 2005; 

Najmabadi, 1998). My first research question addresses these first two lacunae: To what extent 

are religious devotion and religious service attendance related to support for gender equality in 

education and in politics in the Arab region? 

Thirdly, I theorize and study the role of differences between countries within the Arab 

region. Previous quantitative studies have mainly studied the MENA countries as one bloc 

‘othered’ against the West, while regional specialists have mostly focussed on one particular 
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Arab country, creating little insights into the differences between Arab contexts (James-

Hawkins, Qutteina, and Yount, 2016; see Alexander and Parhizkari, 2018; Rizzo, Abdel-Latif, 

and Meyer, 2007; Price, 2015). As of yet, I thus do not know how to explain the “significant 

cross-cultural variation in women’s status [that] exists within the universe of Muslim-majority 

countries” (Angrist, 2012, p. 52). Next to obfuscating how Arab contexts directly influence 

gender equality attitudes, this is especially troublesome as the relation between individual 

religiosity and support for public gender equality seems to vary across Arab countries. Indeed, 

while cross-country studies have largely found that individual religiosity decreases support for 

gender equality, country-specific studies have found insignificant relations and even higher 

support for gender equality among the more religious (e.g., Alibeli, 2015; Moaddel, 2006; 

Meyer, Rizzo, and Ali, 2007). 

To address these possible contextual differences, the present study focuses on 

differences in Arab countries’ polities, as qualitative studies have repeatedly emphasized their 

significance, but they have been conspicuously absent in large-scale MENA-specific studies 

(Charrad, 2011; Owen, 2004). To illustrate, Algeria, Morocco, Jordan, and Tunisia have seen 

democratic currents, gender quotas in politics, and relatively progressive family laws, while 

Saudi Arabia and Yemen’s recent histories are coloured by Islamism and continued political 

oppression (Charrad and Zarrugh, 2014; Moghadam and Sadiqi, 2006; see Alexander and 

Apell, 2016 for similar arguments pertaining to Egypt). However, to my knowledge, no existing 

quantitative study has systematically addressed how these varying political structures across 

Arab countries shape their publics’ support for gender equality and religiosity’s impact on 

gender equality attitudes. My second research question thus reads: To what extent are Arab 

countries’ polities related to support for gender equality and to what extent do they moderate 

religiosity’s impact? 

 

 

3.2 Theorizing how polities condition religiosity’s impact 

 

3.2.1 Religious socialization 

To explain publics’ support for gender equality in Muslim-majority countries, most previous 

studies have proposed a unilateral socialization perspective (Alexander and Welzel, 2011; 

Inglehart and Norris, 2003; Price, 2015). They proposed that people who adhere to an Islamic 

denomination are integrated in religious communities that socialize them to reject gender 

equality through internalizations of patriarchal views voiced by for instance parents, teachers, 

clergy, fellow mosque-goers, and governments (Al-Hibri, 1982; Lussier and Fish, 2016). 

However, existing single-country studies show that varying dimensions of religion relate to 

support for gender equality differently, which implies that multiple and more direct measures 

of religiosity are needed (Meyer, Rizzo and Ali, 1998; Rizzo, Meyer and Ali, 2002). Additionally, 

adhering to a certain denomination is a rather obfuscated measure of religious integration 

(Berghammer, 2012; Scott, 1998). As Htun and Weldon (2015, 460) note, ‘it is difficult to 

attribute causal power to the doctrines of “Islam”, “Catholicism,” or “Hinduism.”’ In the Arab 

region, being Muslim or non-Muslim also completely corresponds with being a member of the 

majority or minority, which may relate to gender equality attitudes via mechanisms besides 
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religious integration (Mahmood, 2015). Differences in support for gender equality between 

Muslims and non-Muslims may thus reflect religious socialization but they may also reflect 

other mechanisms, rendering them difficult to interpret with certainty. 

To address religious socialization more directly, I focus on more straightforward 

features of exposure to and internalizations of religious norms. First, by frequenting religious 

services, people are exposed time and again to dominant patriarchal religious interpretations, 

which are expected to be internalized (Moghissi, 2011; Berghammer, 2012; Halman and Van 

Ingen, 2015; Voicu, Voicu and Strapcova, 2009). Second, religious devotion taps into personal 

internalizations of religious norms. When people are exposed to religious norms, the devoted 

among them are probably more likely to ‘take these norms seriously’ and internalize them 

more strongly than the less devoted (Kellstedt et al., 1996). Non-MENA specific studies 

provide support for both relations (Alexander and Welzel, 2011; Lussier and Fish, 2016; Price, 

2015); some even demonstrated that devotion’s impact far outweighs denomination’s 

(Cochrane, 2013; Seguino, 2011). However, almost no comparative studies have 

systematically addressed these relationships in the Arab region, whereas the particularities of 

the region do not warrant a simple generalization of this research. So, my contribution 

proposes that: The frequency of religious service attendance (a) and devotion (b) are negatively 

related to support for gender equality (hypothesis 1). 

 

3.2.2 Different aspects of support for gender equality 

The second lacuna of previous studies identified in the introduction is their lack of attention 

to different aspects of gender equality attitudes. However, different aspects of gender equality 

receive varying support. In fact, in one of the few studies that does disaggregate specific 

attitudes, Price (2014, 372) finds that “across the globe, individuals are much more 

conservative regarding women in politics than in higher education”. Simultaneously, her 

findings imply that the gap between support for gender equality in politics and in education is 

especially pronounced in Arab countries. I propose this phenomenon can be explained by 

religious integration affecting support for gender equality in education and in politics 

differently. 

First, mainstream interpretations of Islam particularly emphasize gender essentialist 

views that women are by nature more suited to be homemakers-caregivers and less suited to 

be active in the public sphere. Voas, McAndrew, and Storm (2013) propose that ‘[t]he 

conservative ethos of religious organizations validates and reinforces the choice [of a woman] 

to be a home-maker’ (p.264). This seems incongruent with views that women are as suited as 

men are to have political careers but not necessarily with educational gender equality (e.g., 

Ben Shitrit, 2016; Moghadam, 2013; Rahimi, 2017; Tohidi, 2003). Indeed, while being active in 

politics may conflict with women’s supposed natures and motherhood responsibilities, women 

who attend universities may still become homemakers-caregivers later in life (El Fadl, 2013; 

Mahmood, 2005; Najmabadi, 1998). 

Moreover, religious scriptures also seem to support education as they consider 

knowledge a virtue. For instance, the Quran states: “Say, ‘Are those who know equal to those 

who do not know?’ Truly, only those endowed with understanding will take heed.” (9:39, M. 

W. Khan trans.). Even more clearly, one Sahih (authentic) hadith states: “Seeking knowledge 
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is a duty upon every Muslim” (Ibn Majah 224, Al-Khattab trans.). Accordingly and pivotally, 

regional specialists have noted that conservative religious interpretations favour women’s 

education to shape them into “good Muslims” and “good mothers” (Abu-Lughod, 1998; Elliott, 

2015; Spierings, 2015, p. 135). Already during the 19th century, well-known Islamist reformers 

as Qasim Amin linked women’s education to the nation’s progress and this has been echoed 

by Islamists especially since the Islamist revival (Hoffman-Ladd, 1987; Khedher, 2017; 

Najmabadi, 1998). More recently, Mahmood (2005, p. 101-102, original emphasis) notes that 

even in conservative women’s piety lessons in Egypt, women’s right to higher education is 

presumed, quoting the teacher: “God Almighty has informed us that the correct way of 

understanding ikhtilat is the abstention from the mixing of women and men unless by necessity 

[…] Now [the pursuit of education] is a necessity”. Altogether, contrasting hypothesis 1, I 

thus expect that religious integration fuels support for gender equality, but only in education: 

The frequency of religious service attendance (a) and devotion (b) are positively related to support for 

gender equality in education (hypothesis 2). 

 

3.2.3 Agency and polities 

To understand differences between Arab countries, I complement this nuanced socialization 

framework with a focus on embedded agency (Elder, Johnson and Crosnoe, 2003). 

Embeddedness stresses that people interpret their lives in virtue of the times and places in 

which they live (Spierings, 2016). Likewise, the ability to express agency, the innate ability to 

make life choices, can be promoted or prohibited by the context in which people are 

embedded (Charrad, 2011; Sewell, 1992). This “embedded agency” thus proposes that Arab 

people are not merely passively socialized by exposure to patriarchal norms, but are 

autonomous beings, who are restrained by their spatio-temporal contexts but are 

nevertheless able to deviate from dominant societal patterns (Spierings, 2015). 

The importance of contexts is echoed by case studies and social movement studies, 

which have emphasized polities in particular (Charrad and Zarrugh, 2014; James-Hawkins et 

al., 2016; Rizzo, Price, and Meyer, 2012). Building on these insights, I propose that Arab people 

will internalize support for gender equality more strongly when they are embedded in polities 

that expose them to signals of the equality of all citizens (Ben Shitrit, 2016). First, democracies 

signal equality by ensuring men and women’s equal rights to participate in electoral processes 

(Tétreault, Meyer, and Rizzo, 2009). Second, greater freedom of press and more secular 

polities reduce restrictions on what views may be promulgated, leaving more room for liberal 

voices (Voicu, Voicu, and Strapcova, 2009; Zakarriya, 2014). Third, more progressive family 

laws directly signal gender equality by establishing equal rights for men and women (Htun and 

Weldon, 2015; Scott, 1998). All of these polity characteristics are thus expected to increase 

the likelihood that publics will internalize liberal values, inducing greater support for gender 

equality. 

Here it should be noted that Arab publics who support gender equality might also 

choose leaders that act on their wishes and create more open polities. Still, it seems 

questionable that Arab publics’ values have such a strong influence, for instance, as most 

polities clearly restrict the influence of elections and elected politicians. Accordingly, existing 

studies have assumed that Arab countries’ structures shape attitudes rather than the other 
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way around (Lussier and Fish, 2016; Price, 2015). Additionally, empirical evidence indicates 

that the relation at least also runs from structure to attitude, as Arab publics’ support for 

gender equality has been shown to vastly increase after the introduction of quotas, even those 

implemented following foreign pressures (Alexander, 2015; Bush and Jamal, 2015). Altogether, 

I thus propose that: Publics in more democratic countries (a), in countries with greater freedom of 

press (b), in countries with more progressive family laws (c), and in more secular countries (d) are 

more supportive of gender equality (hypothesis 3). 

Moving on to agency, Arab countries’ polities are expected to affect their citizens’ 

possibilities to actively deviate from dominant religious interpretations. Polities or “political 

opportunity structures” can either reinforce patriarchal interpretations of religiosity by 

closing opportunities to encounter divergent views, or dim patriarchal interpretations by 

opening up possibilities to come across alternative religious interpretations (Abu-Rabia-

Queder and Weiner-Levy, 2013; Halman and Van Ingen, 2015; Kandiyoti, 1988; Moghadam 

and Gheytanchi, 2010; Spierings, Smits, and Verloo, 2009). 

First, democracies probably facilitate exercising agentic deviations from conservative 

religious interpretations, as they create public arenas in which citizens can discuss divergent 

interpretations (Moghadam and Gheytanchi, 2010). Similarly, freedom of press probably 

enlarges the variation in views people can actively consume creating alleys for more liberal 

religious thought (Moghadam and Sadiqi, 2006). Third, as conservative family laws are a bastion 

for authoritative religious interpretations of gender relations, more progressive family laws 

probably create more freedom for discussions of alternative interpretations (Htun and 

Weldon, 2015; Mahmood, 2005; Scott, 1998). Lastly, following Htun and Weldon (2015, p. 

457), I expect that “political institutionalization [of religion] reduces religious pluralism, 

suppressing currents of religious thought that are more supportive of sex equality”. More 

secular countries thus probably open up opportunity structures as they may refrain from 

signalling that the only correct religious interpretation is the patriarchal manner in which it is 

institutionalized (Moghadam and Gheytanchi, 2010).  

All in all, I thus expect that more open polities allow more religious individuals to 

actively deviate from patriarchal religious interpretations, while religious citizens in closed 

polities probably interpret their religion more conservatively; meanwhile, less religious 

individuals are probably limitedly affected by religion in either polity, as they are less subjected 

to religious socialization in general (Figure 3.1). Negative relations between religious service 

attendance (a) and devotion (b) and support for public gender equality are weaker in MENA countries 

with more open polities (hypothesis 4). 
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Figure 3.1 How polities are expected to moderate religiosity’s impact on gender equality 

 

 

3.3 Data and measurements 

This study uses 39 surveys from the two most recent waves of the Arab Barometer (AB) and 

the three most recent waves of the World Values Survey (WVS). Altogether, 14 countries 

surveyed between 2001 and 2014 were included, namely Algeria (4 surveys), Bahrain (1), 

Egypt (4), Iraq (5), Jordan (4), Kuwait (1), Lebanon (3), Libya (2), Morocco (2), Palestine (3), 

Saudi Arabia (2), Sudan (2), Tunisia (3), and Yemen (3). All surveys targeted to represent the 

entire population of eighteen years and older, employed stratified random or national full 

probability sampling, and mostly used face-to-face interviewing. There is evidence that these 

data are representative regarding gender, age, and regional population distributions for most 

populations, and educational attainment for some populations as well.29 The initial data 

covered 55,211 respondents, and after listwise deletion for missing values on variables I did 

not impute (see below), 52,323 respondents remained (94.8 percent). Table 3.1 shows the 

descriptive statistics for all variables. 

 

3.3.1 Support for gender equality 

Support for gender equality in education was measured by respondents’ agreement with 

“University education is more important for a boy than for a girl”. Support for gender equality 

in politics was measured by agreement with “On the whole, men make better political leaders 

than women do”. Both statements had four answer categories: “strongly agree” (scored 0), 

“agree” (33.3), “disagree” (66.7), and “strongly disagree” (scored 100).  

 

 

 

 
29 The comparability of these data is discussed in Section 3.4. Http://www.arabbarometer.org/ and 

http://www.worldvaluessurvey.org/.  
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3.3.2 Religiosity 

Religious service attendance was measured in the AB by “Do you attend Friday prayer or Sunday 

services?”, “never”, “rarely” (both scored 0; “never” was only included in AB 3), “sometimes” 

(1), “most of the time” (2), or “always” (3). The WVS asked respondents “Apart from 

weddings and funerals, about how often do you attend religious services these days?”, “never 

or practically never”, “less often” than once a year, “once a year” (all three scored 0), “only 

on special holy days” (1), “once a month” (2), “once a week” or “more than once a week” 

(both scored 3). The values for 1,729 respondents with missing scores were estimated using 

per-survey multiple imputations.30  

 Religious devotion was measured by “Would you describe yourself as…” in both 

surveys. As answer categories slightly differed I synchronized the data by distinguishing 

between low devotion (0) and high devotion (1), representing “not religious” versus 

“religious” and “somewhat religious” in the AB data and “not a religious person” and “an 

atheist” versus “religious” in the WVS data.31 The scores of 1,829 respondents with missing 

values were estimated using per-survey multiple imputations. 

 

3.3.3 Polities 

Democracy is measured on the survey level using Freedom House’s seven-point “freedom in 

the world” scale, ranging from a complete lack of democracy (0) to complete democracy (6).32 

As a robustness check, V-Dem’s “electoral democracy index” was used.33 Freedom of press is 

measured using Freedom House’s “press freedom” scale ranging from 0 to 100, with higher 

scores indicating greater freedom of press. Progressive family laws could be measured at the 

country level using six indicators from the OECD’s Social Institutions & Gender Index, namely 

legal equality concerning: minimum age of marriage, custody rights in marriage and divorce, 

inheritance rights of widows and daughters, and freedom of movement.34 The scores were 

averaged to the scale progressive family laws, ranging from conservative (0) to progressive laws 

(1). Secularism is measured as the absence of state Islamization using the seven-point scale 

introduced by Spierings, Smits, and Verloo (2009), based on content analyses of the 

constitutions of MENA countries. Secular countries score 6, countries that mention Islam as 

a historical part of the country 5, those depicting Islam as the state religion while guaranteeing 

freedom of religion 4, and next, one point is subtracted for each of the following: a country 

is called an “Islamic state”, only Muslims are eligible to become head of state, all laws are 

founded in the sharia, and freedom of religion is not guaranteed. 

 
30 To test robustness to synchronizations of the two surveys types, I also recoded the WVS into “always” (3), 

“once a week” (2), “once a month” (1) and 0 for other answers, which, combined with AB measures, created 

religious service attendance B. For the main analyses I chose the first operationalization as it leads to the most 

similar attendance figures for AB and WVS surveys of the same country and year. 
31 Religious devotion B uses salience as a proxy and averages WVS scores “How important is God in your life?” 

(ten-point scale, ranging from 0 to 1) and “How important in your life would you say is religiosity?” (four-point 

scale, from 0 to 1). 
32 www.freedomhouse.org. If scores in a year were missing, I averaged scores of the previous and the following 

year.  
33 The results were substantially similar. https://www.v-dem.net/en/. 
34 http://www.genderindex.org/data/. 
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3.3.4 Control variables 

I control for respondents’ denomination, sex, age, education, marital status, and employment 

status. Respondents’ self-reported denomination distinguishes between non-Muslims (0) and 

Muslims (1). Unfortunately, there are no data available to make further distinctions within 

these denominations, but by only distinguishing between Muslims and non-Muslims my results 

are comparable to those of previous studies (e.g., Inglehart and Norris, 2003; Lussier and Fish, 

2016).35 Self-reported sex distinguishes between men (0) and women (1). I included 

respondents’ age at the time of interview and the quadratic term age2; respondents younger 

than 18 were excluded as they were not part of the target population. Respondents’ highest 

level of education was measured in four categories: “no complete education”, “complete 

elementary education”, “complete secondary education”, and “complete tertiary education”. 

Marital status distinguishes between “single”, “married”, and “other”. Employment status is 

comprised of seven categories: “full time employed”, “part-time employed”, “other 

employed”, “retired”, “homemaker”, “student”, and “other non-employed”. Contextually, I 

control for wealth (measured as GDP per capita in current US dollars) and oil rents (as the 

percentage of GDP).36 

 

3.3.5 Analytic strategy and robustness tests 

The data are analysed using multilevel models to control for their nested structure (Spierings, 

2016). I include three levels as respondents are nested in country-years, which are nested in 

countries (ICCeducational gender equality = 0.07; ICCpolitical gender equality = 0.12). As the variance between 

countries far outweighs the variance between years, I consider countries as the highest level 

and include temporal changes in the second level.37 All models allow the impact of service 

attendance, devotion, and denomination to differ per survey. 

In addition to the main analyses, I performed several robustness checks. All led to 

substantially similar results unless stated otherwise. First, I also ran logistic regression models 

on dichotomized versions of my two dependent variables: (0) if they (strongly) agreed that 

university education was more important for men or that men made better political leaders; 

(1) for who (strongly) disagreed (1). Second, I reran the models without the multiple 

imputations. Third, I used alternative compositions of my main theoretical variables (Appendix 

B.1). Fourth, I reran the models on subsamples (including per-gender subsamples) (Appendices 

B.2 and B.3). Fifth, all models including contextual variables were also estimated excluding 

outliers: surveys in which (a) contextual characteristics or (b) relations between religiosity 

and support for gender equality greatly diverged from the rest of the sample. Some full-sample 

 
35 Denominations of Yemeni respondents from AB 2 were unavailable, but as virtually all Yemenis are Muslims 

(99.8 to 100.0 percent in other surveyed years), they were all considered Muslim. Likewise, Bahraini 

respondents’ denomination was not included in WVS 6, so all who were born in Bahrain and held citizenship 

were considered Muslims, and others, who could be Muslim or non-Muslim migrants, were excluded. I also 

established that my results were substantially similar when Lebanon was excluded. 
36 data.worldbank.org. Libya’s 2014 wealth and oil rents were substituted by 2011 numbers.  
37 ANOVAs’ F-values for seven countries surveyed in AB 2, AB 3, and WVS 6 between years were 5 to 35 

(save Algeria), and between countries 28 to 130 concerning educational gender equality; F-values of political 

gender equality between years were 1 to 39 and between countries 68 to 135. 
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models turned out to show misleading results and in those instances I present the models 

without outliers and report so in the text. 

Sixth and last, I analysed the WVS and AB data separately. Surprisingly, publics from 

AB surveys were, on average, 10 points more supportive of gender equality on 0 to 100-point 

scales than publics from WVS surveys, also for publics of the same country surveyed in the 

same year. These gaps between AB and WVS surveys were limitedly explained by about one-

third of WVS respondents not being interviewed in privacy and by sample differences in 

education, denomination, and regional distributions.38 Consequently, descriptive statistics 

should be interpreted with caution and I decided to control the explanatory models for survey 

type. This observation might indicate a serious bias against the Arab countries when comparing 

them to countries in other regions using the WVS data (see for instance Inglehart and Norris, 

2003) – and warrant future attention of researchers. I, however, stress that relations between 

religiosity and support for gender equality – the main focus in this Chapter – were substantially 

similar in the subsamples by survey type (see Appendix B.4). Although differences between 

AB and WVS surveys are thus striking, they do not lead to divergent conclusions regarding 

my research questions. 

 

  

 
38 When I exclude WVS respondents who were not interviewed in complete privacy, I find substantially similar 

results however (see Models B.2.8 and B.3.8 in Appendices B.2 and B.3). 
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Table 3.1 Descriptive statistics  

  N Min Max Mean SD 

Dependent variables      
Support for gender equality in education 52,323 0 100 62.50 34.90 

Support for gender equality in politics 52,323 0 100 28.94 32.04 

Religiosity      
Religious service attendance* 52,323 0 3 1.75 1.30 

Religious devotion      

 Low devotion 52,323 0 1 0.14  

 High devotion 52,323 0 1 0.86  
Individual-level controls      
Denomination      

 Muslim 52,323 0 1 0.95  

 Non-Muslim 52,323 0 1 0.05  
Sex      

 Male 52,323 0 1 0.50  

 Female 52,323 0 1 0.50  
Age+ 52,323 18 93 37.57 13.84 

Education 52,323 0 3 1.48 1.00 

Marital status      

 Single 52,323 0 1 0.29  

 Married 52,323 0 1 0.65  

 Other 52,323 0 1 0.06  
Employment status      

 Full time employed 52,323 0 1 0.30  

 Part-time employed 52,323 0 1 0.11  

 Other employed 52,323 0 1 0.05  

 Retired 52,323 0 1 0.05  

 Homemaker 52,323 0 1 0.30  

 Student 52,323 0 1 0.09  

 Other non-employed 52,323 0 1 0.10  
Polities      
Democracy* 39 0 3.5 1.51 0.82 

Freedom of press* 39 13 48 32.21 10.14 

Progressive family laws* (country level) 14 0 1 0.25 0.24 

Secularism* 39 0 5 2.49 1.38 

Contextual-level controls      
Survey type      

 Arab Barometer 39 0 1 0.51  

 World Values Survey 39 0 1 0.49  
Wealth+ 39 1,350 43,332 5,4489 6,994 

Oil rents+ 39 0 63.3 18.79 21.00 

Robustness variables      
Support for gender equality in education B      

 Non-supportive 52,323 0 1 0.32  

 Supportive 52,323 0 1 0.68  
Support for gender equality in politics B      

 Non-supportive 52,323 0 1 0.75  

 Supportive 52,323 0 1 0.25  
Religious devotion B, WVS* 25,818 0 1 0.96 0.11 

Religious service attendance B* 52,323 0 3 1.57 1.32 

Note: * variable z-scored in analyses; + variable rescaled to range from 0 to 1 in analyses. 

Nindividual = 52,323; Nsurvey = 39; Ncountry = 14. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2014.  
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3.4 Results 

 

3.4.1 Describing support for gender equality in education and politics 

Figure 3.2 shows average levels of support for gender equality in surveys and countries across 

years.39 Arab publics support gender equality in education more than twice as much as gender 

equality in politics (63 versus 29) (cf. Price, 2014). As expected, women’s roles that do not 

necessarily counter homemaker-caregiver norms (education) thus receive greater support 

than those that counter their supposed natures (being as good in politics as men). More 

generally, these findings underline the importance of distinguishing between different aspects 

of support for gender equality rather than assuming that support for one aspect of gender 

equality will simply translate into support for another.  

Figure 3.2 also shows substantial differences between countries within the Arab region, 

which indicates the importance of not homogenizing different Arab countries to one bloc. On 

average, Lebanese, Algerian, and Tunisian publics are most supportive of gender equality in 

the public sphere, while Iraqi, Saudi, Sudanese, and Yemeni publics are most hesitant. Thus, as 

expected, the highest levels of support for gender equality are found in relatively open polities, 

while the lowest are found in closed polities. 

 

Figure 3.2 Mean support for educational and political gender equality per survey  

 
Nindividual = 52,323; Nsurvey = 39. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2014. 

 

  

 
39 These results hold when survey type differences are considered. 
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3.4.2 Religiosity’s effects 

Models 1 and 2 in Table 3.2 assess how individual religiosity relates to support for gender 

equality in education and politics respectively (hypotheses 1 and 2). Models 3 through 10 in 

Table 3.3 address whether MENA countries’ polities fuel their publics’ support for gender 

equality (hypothesis 3) and whether they moderate religiosity’s impact (hypothesis 4). All 

models include the control variables, which relate to support for gender equality as expected; 

for instance, women are more supportive of gender equality in education and politics than 

men. Also, in line with previous studies, Muslims are less supportive than non-Muslims, 

although, as stated, the mechanism behind this relationship is difficult to assert.40 

 Models 1 and 2 in Table 3.2 probe the impact of religious integration and firstly show 

that more frequent attendance of religious services significantly lowers support for gender 

equality in both education and politics. These findings support hypothesis 1a and refute 

hypothesis 2a; it seems that Arab people are exposed to and internalize patriarchal values in 

religious services. Similarly, the more devoted are found to be significantly less supportive of 

gender equality in politics, providing support for hypothesis 1b. 

 Strikingly however, religiously devoted MENA citizens are significantly more supportive 

of gender equality in education than the less devoted. This supports hypothesis 2b; devoted 

MENA inhabitants actually support women’s equal right to a university education more than 

the less devoted, which may, for instance, reflect beliefs that education prepares women for 

motherhood. More generally, it seems that Arab people’s personal religious interpretations 

do not necessarily block support for gender equality; it is rather exposure to religious 

authorities’ (patriarchal) messages that does so. 

 

  

 
40 Relations between denomination and support for gender equality are slightly stronger when religious service 

attendance and devotion are added to the model (cf. Appendix 1). This indicates that denomination’s impact is 

not explained by religiosity, although this is not my main focus and should be addressed in future studies. 
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Table 3.2 Multilevel analyses of support for gender equality  

  Model 1 Model 2 

  Education Politics 

  b SE b SE 

Individual religiosity     
Religious service attendance -1.08 0.31 -1.35 0.38 

Devotion (ref. = low)     

 Highly devoted 1.37 0.61 -1.31 0.75 

Controls     
Denomination (ref. = non-Muslim)     
 Muslim -5.49 0.80 -9.81 1.71 

Sex (ref. = male)     

 Female 12.42 0.41 12.31 0.36 

Age 4.74 5.10 3.79 4.54 

Age2 -3.21 6.36 -3.37 5.67 

Education 4.37 0.17 1.53 0.15 

Marital status (ref. = single)     

 Married 0.89 0.44 -0.46 0.40 

 Other 0.78 0.76 0.30 0.68 

Employment status (ref. = 

fulltime)     

 Part-time -1.65 0.52 0.02 0.47 

 Other employed -4.93 0.72 -1.02 0.64 

 Retired -0.64 0.77 0.17 0.69 

 Homemaker -4.04 0.51 -4.13 0.46 

 Student 0.95 0.65 0.08 0.58 

 Other non-employed -3.06 0.56 -0.14 0.50 

Survey type (ref. = AB)     

 WVS survey -10.31 2.38 -9.62 2.91 

Intercept 59.55 1.97 38.23 2.67 

Variances     

 Intercept 65.86 118.47 

 Muslim 0.18 40.35 

 Highly devoted 4.87 12.84 

 Service attendance 2.54 4.74 

 Residual 1076.8 854.7 

Note: Bold parameters indicate significance at p < 0.05. Nindividual = 52,323. Source: AB and WVS 

2001-2014. 
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3.4.3 Contextual differences 

Models 3 through 10 in Table 3.3 show that MENA publics are significantly more supportive 

of gender equality in education and politics in countries and years with higher levels of 

democracy (Model 3 and 4), greater freedom of press (Model 5 and 6), more progressive 

family laws (Model 7 and 8), and greater secularism (Model 9 and 10).41 These findings indicate 

that publics of more open polities internalize their signals of gender equality, which supports 

hypothesis 3. 

Do these open polities also moderate religiosity’s impact on gender equality attitudes? 

Starting with the impact of attendance, Table 3.3 shows that its relations to support for gender 

equality are indeed altered in more democratic countries, countries with greater freedom of 

press, and more secular countries, but not in the expected direction. Religious service 

attendance is more strongly negatively related to support for gender equality in these more 

open polities.42 For instance, as Figure 3.3 illustrates, attending religious services more strongly 

reduces support for educational gender equality if countries have more progressive family 

laws.43 Thus, although support for gender equality among frequent service attendees is larger 

in open countries than in closed ones, the impact of attending services is larger in these 

countries. Vice versa, attending religious services has less impact in less open countries, where 

people are more opposed to gender equality in general. The exception to this pattern is that 

the relation between religious service attendance and support for political gender equality is 

weaker in secular countries (see Figure 3.4). Still, in general hypothesis 4a has to be rejected. 

Rather than cushioning patriarchal messages preached in services, open polities reinforce their 

importance, because in open polities the openness of the system is used in particular by the 

people exposed least to patriarchal doctrines; particularly the least frequent attendees 

consume alternative views on gender equality given the opportunity. 

 

 

  

 
41 P-values for all contextual relations were estimated using likelihood ratio tests. Models without moderations 

(Appendix B.1) show similar results. Additional analyses including moderations between polities and gender 

show that the gender gap in support for political gender equality significantly increases (p < 0.05) in more 

democratic countries, countries with more freedom of press, and countries with more progressive family laws. 

No significant moderations by gender are found for educational gender equality.  
42 The moderation between service attendance and democracy concerning educational gender equality is 

relatively unstable and is non-significant in the Varieties of Democracy operationalization. Furthermore, per-

gender subsamples show the same moderating patterns of polities and religious service attendance in all cases 

except one, but in that case the moderation does not reach statistical significance. (Amongst men, the negative 

relation between service attendance and political gender equality is non-significantly weakened in more 

democratic countries.) 
43 Figures 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 show net relations for Muslims and Figures 3.3 and 3.5 focus on devoted Muslims. I 

find similar patterns when I exclude contexts with the most open polities. 
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Table 3.3 Multilevel analyses of divergent relations between religiosity and support for gender equality by polity 
   Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 Model 9 Model 10 
   Nsurvey = 39 Nsurvey = 39 Nsurvey = 39 Nsurvey = 39 Nsurvey = 39 Nsurvey = 39 Nsurvey = 38 Nsurvey = 38 
   Education Politics Education Politics Education Politics Education Politics 
   b SE b SE b SE b SE b SE b SE b SE b SE 

Individual religiosity                    

Service attendance -1.07 0.31 -1.36 0.38 -1.08 0.31 -1.36 0.38 -1.08 0.29 -1.30 0.36 -1.06 0.31 -1.41 0.34 
  *Democracy -0.04 0.29 -0.15 0.37                 

  *Freedom of press     -0.32 0.28 -0.36 0.36             

  *Progressive family laws        -0.80 0.29 -0.93 0.35       

  *Secularism               -0.16 0.29 0.68 0.33 

Devotion (ref. = low)                     

 Highly devoted 1.37 0.61 -1.40 0.63 1.38 0.60 -1.35 0.70 1.33 0.63 -1.41 0.74 1.35 0.62 -1.32 0.78 
  *Democracy -0.20 0.56 1.66 0.58                 

  *Freedom of press     -0.55 0.56 1.33 0.65             

  *Progressive family laws        0.30 0.65 1.08 0.74       

  *Secularism               0.17 0.57 0.03 0.72 

Contextual polities                     

Democracy 4.34 1.17 3.16 1.25                 

Freedom of press     4.33 1.08 2.38 1.22             

Progressive family laws         3.04 1.26 4.30 1.16       

Secularism               2.83 1.23 2.59 1.26 

Intercept 
62.1

3 
2.06 

37.3

1 
2.58 

63.2

1 
2.03 

38.6

0 
2.66 

60.7

6 
1.98 

37.2

0 
2.57 

61.5

2 
1.94 

37.7

9 
2.66 

Variances                     

 Intercept 63.1  95.6  54.7  96.2  48.4   92.1  45.2  94.9  

 Muslim 4.7  40.5  4.7  40.4  0.2   41.1  0.4  39.4  

 Highly devoted 4.8  7.1  4.3  10.3  5.5   11.8  4.9  13.6  

 Service attendance 2.6  4.7  2.5  4.6  2.0   4.0  2.4  3.5  

 Residual 1077  855  1077  855  1077   855  1082  858  

Note: All models were controlled for all control variables. Full models are in Appendix B.5. Bold parameters indicate significance at p < 0.05; italics indicate 

significance at p < 0.10. Model 9 excludes Morocco WVS 5; Model 10 excludes Bahrain WVS 6. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2014.
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Figure 3.3 Service attendance and support for gender equality by family laws  

 
Ncountry = 14. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2014. 

 

Figure 3.4 Religious service attendance and support for gender equality by secularism 

 
Nsurvey = 38. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2014. 

 

Regarding devotion, my models show that the positive relation with gender equality in 

education remains unaltered in countries with greater freedom of press, countries with more 

progressive family laws, and more secular countries. I only find a significant moderation in 

democratic polities, where the positive impact of devotion is slightly weaker. Hypothesis 4b 

is thus mainly refuted for educational gender equality. The religiously devoted support gender 

equality in education more than the less devoted, mostly regardless of in which polity they 

are embedded. 

 Interestingly however, devotion’s impact on political gender equality is moderated by 

the openness of countries’ polities. I find that negative relations between devotion and support 

for gender equality in politics are weaker in more open polities, which supports hypothesis 

4b. Even more strikingly, in democracies and countries with large freedom of press, devotion 
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actually increases support for gender equality in politics (see Figure 3.5).44 The more devoted 

are thus more supportive of gender equality in politics than the less devoted in these countries. 

Echoing my findings concerning educational gender equality, being religiously devoted thus 

does not per se diminish support for gender equality in the Arab region; religious devotion 

fuels support for educational gender equality and, under certain conditions, for political gender 

equality as well. 

 

Figure 3.5 Devotion and support for political gender equality by level of democracy 

 
Nsurvey = 39. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2014. 

 

 

3.5 Conclusion and discussion 

This contribution addressed relations between religiosity and support for public-sphere 

gender equality in Arab Middle Eastern and North African countries. Previous quantitative 

studies have generally proposed that integration in patriarchal religions diminishes Arab 

people’s support for gender equality, and have shown that Muslims on average support gender 

equality less than non-Muslims (Inglehart and Norris, 2003; Price, 2015). That existing line of 

research lacks nuance as it concludes the ubiquity of patriarchal religious socialization in the 

Arab region without paying attention to (a) denomination only opaquely reflecting religious 

integration, (b) the many-sidedness of gender equality attitudes, and (c) the vast variations in 

Arab countries’ polities, which may influence both support for gender equality and religiosity’s 

impact thereon. I addressed these three lacunae by applying a new nuanced framework, 

“embedded agency”; Arab people are not unilaterally or solely passively socialized to oppose 

 
44 To reiterate, I also find the devoted are more supportive of political gender equality than the less devoted in 

democracies when I operationalize democracies using V-dem’s electoral democracy index. In per-gender 

subsamples, all moderations between devotion and gender equality show the same patterns, except two, but 

these are nevertheless non-significant in both my main analyses and in my sub-samples. (Amongst men, the 

negative relation between devotion and political gender equality is non-significantly stronger in more secular 

countries. Amongst women, the positive relation between devotion and educational gender equality is non-

significantly weaker in countries with more progressive family laws.) 
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gender equality, but can actively engage more progressive religious interpretations, provided 

their countries’ political systems do not singularly suppress alternative views. I tested my 

framework using WVS and AB data that include over fifty thousand respondents in almost 

forty MENA contexts and multilevel analyses.  

 My results firstly showed patriarchal socialization through religious integration does 

exist to some extent. Arab people who frequently attend religious services were found to be 

less supportive of gender equality. Also, the religiously devoted were less supportive of political 

gender equality than the less devoted, but as shown later this does not hold across countries. 

Exposure to and internalizations of (patriarchal) religious messages thus do lower support for 

gender equality. 

 However, disentangling different aspects of religiosity and support for gender equality 

also showed that patriarchal religious socialization was not omnipresent (cf. Alexander and 

Parhizkari, 2018; Norris, 2009; Price, 2015). First, MENA citizens do not reject all aspects of 

gender equality equally. In line with Price’s (2014) findings, support for gender equality in 

education was twice as large as support for political gender equality, which is in line with my 

expectations as being active in politics more clearly contradicts “women’s natural 

motherhood roles” (Mahmood, 2005; Najmabadi, 1998). Even more strikingly, while exposure 

to authorities’ religious interpretations was consistently found to reduce support for gender 

equality, personal religious devotion also seemed to fuel support for gender equality (cf. 

Berghammer, 2012; Voicu, Voicu and Strapcova, 2009). The devoted were more, not less, 

supportive of gender equality in education. Probably, this reflects religiously-inspired views 

that education shapes women to become “good mothers” and “good Muslims” (Abu-Lughod, 

1998; Elliott, 2015; Spierings, 2015, p. 135). 

 Devotion’s positive impact was emphasized again when I took differences between 

Arab countries’ polities into account. Negative relations between devotion and support for 

political gender equality were weaker in more open polities. In fact, in countries that establish 

freer public arenas – more democratic Arab countries and those with larger freedom of press 

– the devoted support gender equality in politics more than the less devoted. In line with my 

embedded agency framework, Arab people are thus not solely passively socialized by 

patriarchal religious views, but also engage other interpretations, provided these are not 

suppressed by oppressive governments. 

 This does not mean that all aspects of religious integration lose importance in Arab 

countries with more open polities. Religious service attendance was generally more strongly 

associated with opposition to gender equality in more democratic countries, countries with 

greater freedom of press and countries with more progressive family laws. Nevertheless, as 

expected, the general as well as the most religious populations in those countries were still 

more supportive of gender equality than in conservative countries (Ben Shitrit, 2016; Halman 

and Van Ingen, 2015; Htun and Weldon, 2015). It thus seems that while open polities allow 

more room for alternative views and support for gender equality, as I expected, this room is 

not mainly used by service-goers but rather by non-frequent attendees. In the case of religious 

service attendance, the less religious rather than the more religious use spaces to deviate 

from dominant patriarchal norms. All in all, in relatively progressive countries, houses of 

worship thus seem to be one of the few remaining bulwarks of patriarchal religious views, 
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reinforcing their importance among those who attend them, whereas their traditional 

messages are more omnipresent in closed societies, leading to less additional impact of 

attendance (Al-Hibri, 1982; Kucinskas, 2010; cf. Scott, 1998).  

 Future research can further illuminate my findings by more directly addressing the 

existence of free public arenas, for instance, by focussing on feminist and religious movements 

(see Htun and Weldon, 2012). My measures were rather higher-level top-down, which 

confounds exactly why the impact of religiosity is more clearly altered in some polities than 

in others. Additionally, future studies could also assess whether polities’ alterations of the 

impact of religion is also gendered. Relatedly, if cross-national panel data become available, 

future research should address in more detail to which extent Arab countries’ polities shape 

gender equality attitudes and to which extent attitudes shape polities. 

 Religious forces could also be further disentangled from non-religious ones. Future 

research could explain why Muslims support gender equality less than non-Muslims even after 

religious socialization has been addressed. Similarly, the impact of power relations between 

governments and religious authorities could be studied further. Rulers in Islamist Arab 

countries might try to increase their legitimacy by monitoring religious institutions, influencing 

clergy to preach in favour of the political status quo and against political gender equality 

(Angrist, 2012; Htun and Weldon, 2015; Moghadam, 2013; Zakarriya, 2014). This would 

explain why the impact of attending religious services on political gender equality was not 

cushioned by democracies, freedom of press, or progressive family laws, but it was by 

secularism. However, this remains a question for future research to address. 

 These limitations notwithstanding, to my knowledge, the present study is the first of 

its kind to systematically disentangle how religiosity relates to different facets of support for 

public-sphere gender equality and in which MENA polities. Religiosity not only impedes the 

development of gender equality attitudes, but given the right political opportunity structures 

religious devotion actually serves as a motor of gender equality. 
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A slightly different version of this chapter was published in the European Journal of Politics and 

Gender with Niels Spierings as co-author (Glas and Spierings, 2019). Glas wrote the 

manuscript and conducted the analyses. Spierings substantially contributed to the manuscript 

by providing valuable feedback. The study on which this chapter was based has also benefitted 

from the insightful comments of four anonymous reviewers and the participants of the seminar 

of the Sociology department at the Radboud University in 2018. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Western public debates portray Arab Middle Eastern and North African (MENA) people as 

categorically opposed to gender equality and female empowerment due to Islam (Abu-Lughod, 

1998; Moghadam, 2013). Such views inadvertently reap credibility from large-scale public 

opinion studies that argue Muslims support gender equality less than non-Muslims due to 

Islamic socialization with patriarchal norms (e.g., Alexander and Welzel, 2011; Inglehart and 

Norris, 2003; Lussier and Fish, 2016; Price, 2015). 

 However, because public opinion scholars deal in averages, these studies have a 

tendency to overlook the vast diversity within the group of Muslim Arab people and ignore 

the many exceptions to the rule (Spierings, 2015). On average Muslims may indeed support 

feminism less than non-Muslims, but there may still be substantial groups of highly religious 

Muslims who do support gender equality and empowerment. These “supporters of Muslim 

feminism” are generally disregarded by quantitative researchers. Still, this group might be far 

from negligible as relations between religion and support for feminism vary tremendously 

(Alexander and Parhizkari, 2018; Meyer, Rizzo, and Ali, 2007; see Chapter 2). 

The present study aims to identify those citizens who are highly religious Muslims and 

also support gender equality and women’s empowerment in the Arab region. Although public 

opinion scholars have studied feminism in Muslim contexts, to my knowledge, no large-scale 

study has focussed on Muslims who are simultaneously highly religious and support feminism. 

Accordingly, I build on the wealth of information from in-depth studies on “Muslim feminisms” 

to provide new insights into the different ways movements and activists in the Arab region 

have combined religiosity and feminism throughout the region´s history. Ultimately, this 

structured discussion provides me with conceptual insights into when citizens can be 

considered to be highly religious and support feminism as well as what distinctions might exist 

within this group. 

These insights guide my interpretations of the quantitative analyses I conduct next. I 

analyse public opinion data on almost 65,000 Muslims in 51 Arab MENA contexts (15 

countries between 2001 and 2014) using latent class analyses (LCA). LCA identifies underlying 

groups in the attitudinal data; using insights from the literature review, I deduce which of these 

groups supports Muslim feminism. Because LCA shows which specific dimensions of religious 

and gender attitudes distinguish this group from other societal groups, my analyses also feed 

back into the insights on Muslim feminism from in-depth studies. Moreover, once I have 

defined the group of Muslim feminists, I conduct additional analyses on their whereabouts and 

religiosity to further add to existing in-depth understandings. Altogether, I provide the first-

ever grounded analysis of ordinary highly religious Arab citizens who are highly religious and 

support gender equality and women’s empowerment – and my analyses show that a 

considerably larger share of Arab people combine strong Islamic religiosity with support for 

feminism than is generally expected. 

Overall, this approach adds important insights to debates on gender and Islam and 

furthers conversations between disciplines by applying quantitative techniques to subgroups 

that diverge from norms and intersectional work in gender and politics (Avishai, Jafar and 

Rinaldo, 2015; Tripp and Hughes, 2018). As such, it also has implications for studies on other 

unlikely allies of feminism as religiously orthodox feminists in Western countries (Gallagher 
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and Smith, 1999) and politically conservative feminists (Deckman, 2016; Schreiber, 2018), on 

which I elaborate in my conclusion. 

Before turning to the rest of my study, I need to provide three semantic notes. First, 

for ease of reading I use “supporters of Muslim feminism” to refer to “Muslims who are highly 

religious and support gender equality and women’s empowerment”. Accordingly, when this 

dissertation mentions “supporters of Muslim feminism” it does not refer to feminist activists 

or even necessarily citizens with a feminist consciousness but rather to “ordinary” Arab 

citizens who support gender equality and women’s empowerment. Relatedly, as my 

conceptualization section discusses in-depth, I view “support for feminism” as supporting the 

advance of gender equality or women´s empowerment. This means that feminism is relative to 

levels of gender equality and women’s empowerment in the context. This view stems from 

my presupposition that feminism is a multifaceted process that for instance includes many 

strands of feminist theory, waves of feminist activism, and accordingly perhaps even multiple 

types of support for Muslim feminism (see Celis et al., 2008; Medie and Kang, 2018; Walby, 

2011). As a consequence, however, not all examples of feminism provided may jibe with 

readers’ intuitions. To be clear: opposing gender equality less than others is, evidently, not 

considered support for feminism. Finally, in the Arab context the comparison group, 

“secularists”, does not necessarily refer to atheists, but rather to being relatively less religious 

compared to other citizens.  

 

 

4.2 Conceptualizing support for Muslim feminism 

As mentioned, to my knowledge, no large-scale comparative studies on Muslim feminism exist. 

Although in-depth scholars have conducted necessary and interesting studies into particular 

manifestations, the following questions remain unanswered (a) what do Muslim feminists 

citizens have in common?; and (b) what differentiates them from other feminist citizens, i.e., 

secularist feminists? Moreover, it could be expected that Muslim feminism takes diverse forms, 

following gender scholars’ assertion that (Western) feminism is also multifaceted, comprising 

diverse actors, goals, and processes (e.g., Celis et al., 2008; Medie and Kang, 2018; Walby, 

2011), but in what ways? 

This subsection answers these questions using in-depth literatures on historical 

accounts of empowered female Muslim leaders, Muslim feminist social movements, and 

feminist reinterpretations of religious texts. Together these paint a pointillist picture of how 

feminism and religion have been combined in the Arab region, providing a grounded 

conceptual-theoretical base by outlining the common threads in Muslim feminisms and 

demarcations between Muslim feminists and others, and perhaps within Muslim feminism. 

Notably, I focus on influential feminist actors here instead of “ordinary” support for Muslim 

feminism, because no large-scale public opinion studies on Muslim feminism exist. Therefore, 

it needs to be stressed that I cannot translate these examples to public support for Muslim 

feminism directly. Nor do I expect that all Arab people who are highly religious and support 

feminist ideas are aware of all these examples and have a feminist consciousness. Rather, I use 

these examples to build my conceptualization of what support for Muslim feminism may 
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encompass and which issues are likely to lead to differentiation among supporters of Muslim 

feminism, which I address empirically later on.   

 

4.2.1. Patterns in Muslim feminism 

How did the religion-feminism nexus in the Arab region take shape and what does it look like 

today? This subsection presents commonalities throughout studies and writings on Muslim 

feminism by outlining how Islam and feminism became thoroughly connected and how that 

connection is shaped presently. 

 Religion and feminism became salient intertwined topics among larger Arab publics 

particularly during the turn of the twentieth century (Badran, 2005; Mahmood, 2005, p. 69). 

Male Muslim intellectuals as Qasim Amin and Muhammad ‘Abduh publicly called for women’s 

education, arguing that women were raising the nation’s next generation of (male) citizens 

and their education was key to Arab nations’ independence (Abu-Lughod, 1998, 5-22; Ahmed, 

1992, 127-65; Moghadam, 2013, 37-60). This narrative tying motherhood to national progress 

was voiced by both Arab nationalists and colonizers, but their visions of the “ideal Arab 

woman” diverged around her religiosity, whereby Arab nationalists saw her religiosity as a 

sign of cultural authenticity contrasting to the West (Charrad, 2011). Divisions between 

secularist and Muslim feminism thus directly accompanied the spread of feminism in the Arab 

region, with the former being portrayed as Westernized and the latter as culturally authentic. 

Accordingly, Muslim feminist movements have since aimed to rally support for 

feminism among larger publics by arguing that feminism is not a cultural other to the Arab 

region. It has been argued that especially following the 2011 uprisings, such movements have 

increased in influence as grassroots bottom-up politics became more prominent (El Haitami, 

2016; Moghadam, 2013). For instance, in Tunisia feminists organized protests and demanded 

gender equality next to democratic change, also from religiously-inspired viewpoints, and since 

the uprisings they mobilized mass support to ensure that “equality” was not replaced by 

“complementarity” in the constitution (Charrad and Zarrugh, 2014; Salem, 2015). To 

understand how these movements mobilize support by arguing in favour of the Arabness of 

feminism, I discuss two examples: women’s political empowerment and women’s religious 

empowerment in the region’s history. 

First, as we learn from Mernissi’s (2012) seminal work “The forgotten queens of 

Islam”, at least twelve Muslim women have been empowered as political rulers of regions in 

today’s Morocco, Egypt, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Syria, and Yemen. Moreover, these Arab queens, 

like kings, generally used religious claims in support of their reign. For instance, the reportedly 

influential eleventh-century Yemeni queens Asma and ‘Arwa were explicitly legitimized 

through Islam (Mernissi, 2012, p. 14-6 and p. 137-47). Their titles encompassed the illustrious 

and religious “young queen of Sheba”, after the Quranic figure (Mernissi, 2012, p. 140-1). 

Although Asma’s rule was short, she took a singularly public role, attending councils of the 

state – without a veil – and ruling the country solo after her son fell chronically ill. Her 

successor, ‘Arwa ruled for half a century even though she had two sons. ‘Arwa reportedly 

built more mosques than generations had done before her, among which the famous mosque 

of Sana’a. Asma and ‘Arwa thus provide historical examples of how female political leadership 

has existed in the Arab region’s history for Muslim feminist movements to build on. 
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 Second, Muslim feminist activists point to women’s instrumental roles in Islam’s 

dissemination (Abu-Lughod, 1998). In fact, the first Muslim convert already exemplifies 

women’s religious roles; Khadijah (555-619 CE) was an upper-class widow who had her own 

successful business when she decided to propose marriage to her lower-class contractor 

Muhammad, the later prophet (Spierings, 2015). They were (monogamously) married for 25 

years. In that period, she continued her business, which provided her with the means to 

finance Muhammad’s da’wah (preaching) movement that spread the faith. The prophet’s first 

wife thus provides a first illustration of the key roles women played in Islam. 

After Khadijah, multiple Arab women have followed in her footsteps and have been 

particularly active in transmitting the hadith, stories on the life and sayings of the prophet. In 

fact, “one of the most credible” and “most productive” hadith transmitters is Aisha, who 

married Muhammad after Khadijah’s death; she narrated over 2,000 hadith and was reportedly 

widely revered for her intellect (Muttaqin, 2008, p. 39). The heyday of muhaddithat (women 

hadith transmitters) was between the fourteenth and seventeenth century (Sayeed, 2002). 

One of these muhaddithat was Zaynab bint al-Kamal, who never married, instead travelling 

long distances to narrate hadith and obtain ijazas (certifications to teach hadith). She was 

widely renowned by both the intellectual elite of her time and her male and female students 

who crowded her for most of the day. She had reportedly accumulated a camel load of ijazas 

when she died at ninety-four, and many prominent hadith scholars of the generations after 

Zaynab had been taught and granted their ijazas by her (Sayeed, 2002, 75-82). Zaynab’s life 

thus further illustrates women’s spiritual leadership in historical Islam, exemplifying that Islam 

and feminism can go hand in hand. 

In sum, Muslim feminism was carved out in the setting of colonial struggles to stipulate 

the non-imperialism and Arabness of feminism. Among others, Muslim feminist activists have 

retold the histories of Muslim women in political and religious leadership roles. These 

examples serve to legitimize their contemporary feminist claims and rally support among 

larger publics, whereby the core is formed by amalgamating religious identification with a 

support for gender equality or women’s empowerment. 

 

4.2.2 Diversity in feminism 

Simultaneously, across the globe feminists’ stances are diverse, and feminism in the Arab 

region is probably no exception (e.g., Celis et al., 2008; Medie and Kang, 2018; Walby, 2011). 

What types of feminists exist in the Arab region? Do differences between Muslim and 

secularist feminists capture their diversity or do further divisions exist? Do varying feminists 

underscore different feminist issues? This subsection gives insights into the answers of these 

questions to illustrate the diversity in (Muslim) feminisms in the Arab region.  

 As seen, cleavages between Muslim and secularist feminism already occurred during 

the turn of the twentieth century, and these divisions deepened with the fights for 

independence, to which women contributed greatly, also from explicitly Islamic frames (Abu-

Lughod, 1998; Badran, 2005; Charrad, 2011; Moghadam, 2013, p. 41-60). For instance, 

Algerian Muslim feminist women started to veil more to demonstrate their national loyalty 

and Muslim feminist movements fought side by side with Arab nationalists to claim 

independence (UNDP, 2006, p. 124-33). Stressing cultural authenticity and national allegiance 
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during independence fights thus emphasized borders between Muslim and secularist feminists 

and homogenized Muslim feminists. 

However, since the Islamic revival, schisms within Muslim feminism became more 

apparent, also as Islamists did not vilify each feminist issue equally; Islamist frames for instance 

viewed women’s (religious) education more favourably than women’s political and economic 

empowerment (Abu-Lughod, 1998, p. 252-5; Halverson and Way, 2011; Moghadam, 2013, p. 

66-73). From the 1970s onwards, Muslim feminist movements thus had to arm themselves 

against Islamists’ varying attacks, which led to varying interpretations of feminism and religion 

among Muslim feminists. 

Roughly, I can delineate three sub-categories of self-defined Muslim feminism: religious 

feminism, Islamic feminism, and Islamist feminism (see Figure 4.1; Badran, 2005; Mir-Hosseini, 

2011; Moghadam, 2013, p. 66-73 and p. 244-50). Among religious feminists religion and support 

of feminism are “merely” coexisting, while Islamic feminists more expressly intertwine these 

two identities by employing their religion to achieve feminist goals. In that sense, religion and 

feminism are coexisting identities among religious feminists and interwoven ones among 

Islamic feminists. 

The third group scholars delineate are the Islamist feminists, who focus specifically on 

women’s roles in political Islam, although debates continue over whether this group should 

be considered feminist, as they can also condone misogynist laws while fighting for women’s 

position in Islam (Badran, 2008; Moghadam, 2002; Moghissi, 2011). An example of an Islamist 

feminist organizations is Zaynab al-Ghazali’s Society of Muslim Ladies which stresses that men 

and women are equally called upon to serve Allah and women are legitimate sources of 

religious (re-)interpretation (Halverson and Way, 2011; Mahmood, 2005, p. 67-72), but also 

emphasize gender complementarity and ban women from decision-making positions on divine 

grounds related to women’s supposed unsuitable natures (El Haitami, 2016). Although I 

discuss Islamist feminists as part of the larger group of Muslim feminists (see Figure 4.1), I only 

consider them as Muslim feminists if they clearly support important forms of gender equality 

(hence, the faded box in Figure 4.1; more on this below; see Chapter 1). 

 

Figure 4.1 Feminisms 

 
 

Overall, at least from the colonial era until today, Muslim feminist activists have fought for 

change, and did so interweaving calls for equality with religion in different ways. All seem to 

have called for women’s education, but such togetherness is not shared on other issues. In 

line with this, not all supporters of Muslim feminism among larger publics should be expected 

to demand gender equality and empowerment on all issues. I might find citizens among general 
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Arab publics who hold attitudes more akin to the views of religious, Islamic, and even Islamist 

feminists. And, not surprisingly, the examples above indicate that women are more likely to 

support Muslim feminism than men, which I take into consideration in the empirical part of 

this study too (see Section ‘LCA results’). 

 

4.2.3 Conceptualizing feminism 

Before studying Muslim feminists’ religion more in-depth, I presently build on the previous 

insights to conceptualize their “support for feminism”. Generally, it seems that a diverse and 

broad lens is warranted in conceptualizing support for feminism to not a priori exclude Islamist 

feminists (feminists who support political Islam), Islamic feminists (who intertwine religious 

identities and feminist claims), or religious feminists (who are “merely” simultaneously 

religious and support feminism; see Figure 4.1). Based on my review, I thus conceptualize 

feminism dynamically, allowing the extent of feminists’ support for gender equality and 

women’s empowerment to differ across issues and contexts; within this broad 

conceptualization, my analyses will then show to what extent different feminist issues are 

supported. Conceptually though, feminism concerns pushes toward aspects of greater women’s 

empowerment or gender equality within a context in which women’s empowerment and 

gender equality are at a relatively low level (cf. Medie and Kang, 2018). Put simply, feminism 

in 1917 is not the same as feminism in 2017. Although I of course do not consider Arab 

citizens to support feminism if they are unsupportive of gender equality and women’s 

empowerment (e.g., certain Islamist feminists), I do view feminism as a process with a wide 

variety of actors and goals: a dynamic range, not a fixed point (Celis et al., 2008; Walby, 2011).  

 Consequently, I recognize the possibility of multiple groups of Muslim feminists existing 

simultaneously, for instance those who support expanding women’s education but are not 

fighting existing political inequalities. Moreover, this conceptualization does not open 

Pandora’s box on who “the real” Muslim feminists are. Also, by stressing context-dependency, 

this perspective firmly situates feminism within the Arab region, which means sidestepping the 

pitfall of implicitly generalizing a “Western” notion of feminism (Moghissi, 2011; Walby, 2011). 

 

4.2.4 Diversity in religion 

This leaves us with the question how Muslim feminists connect Islam to feminist goals. To 

provide insights into (the diversity in) religious interpretations – which are used to further 

guide what aspects of religion are core to a-priori definitions of Muslim feminism versus further 

investigations of religiosity once they are defined – this subsection briefly outlines two ways 

in which especially Islamic feminists reinterpret religious texts.    

 First, textualist reinterpretations involve showing how mainstream patriarchal 

interpretations are based on wrong translations or diverge from the letter of religious texts. 

In veiling debates, Muslim feminists have for instance pointed out that the Quranic texts are 

not strict commandments and they do not clearly stipulate which women ought to be covering 

what and how (Selim, 2005, p. 28-46). Reinterpretations note that the verses primarily pertain 

to the wives of the Prophet and veiling is meant for women’s own protection in certain 

situations rather than to categorically broadcast their piety (Mahmood, 2005, p. 101-5). 

 Second, contextual reinterpretations stress texts should be understood in light of the 
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time they were written. For instance, while the Quran clearly stipulates that (usually) women’s 

inheritance shares should be smaller than men’s, contextualists argue that this should be 

viewed within the context of the seventh century, as women obtained no inheritance at all 

before Islam (e.g., Selim, 2005). They say that these texts favour women’s economic 

empowerment and not oppose it. This example shows that even seemingly clearly oppressive 

Quranic texts are reinterpreted emancipatorily, illustrating that religion and feminism can go 

hand in hand.  

 Feminists have thus found support for feminism in Quranic verses in different ways. 

They have taken to more scripturalist, and in that sense orthodox doctrinal, interpretations 

as well as more context-stressing, dynamic doctrinal interpretations. This diversity may also 

be reflected among larger populations. 

 

4.2.5 Conceptualizing religion 

Not unlike feminism, religion thus has to be conceptualized broadly to do justice to the varying 

ways in which Muslim feminists interpret their religion. To not exclude certain Muslim 

feminists a priori, I use feelings of strong religiosity to judge religiosity (“affective convictions”) 

(see Chapter 2). One is more religious if s/he feels more attached to her/his religion. 

 Other dimensions of religion as religious practices or doctrinal beliefs are less suited 

as a cut-off point because they are too exclusionary. For instance, viewing Arab people as 

non-religious because they do not pray five times a day overlooks that religious practices can 

be obstructed by practical difficulties, are gendered, and are reflections of changeable norms 

(cf. Mahmood, 2005; Read and Bartkowski, 2000). As seen, some Muslim feminists veil (e.g., 

Algerian women in the fights for independence) and others do not (e.g., the Yemeni queen 

Aswa). Likewise, my literature review showed that religious reinterpretations by Muslim 

feminists can be both textualist or contextualist, implying that Muslim feminists hold a variety 

of positions on doctrinal literalism, making it useless as demarcation criterion. Thus, a priori 

attributions of religious practices or doctrinal beliefs to Muslim feminists are problematic, 

while affective convictions provide a suitable criterion to judge religiousness. I thus consider 

citizens who feel at least averagely religiously devoted to be highly religious. 

 At the same time, assessing how the diversity in religious practices and doctrinal beliefs 

among Muslim feminist activists is reflected among “ordinary” supporters of Muslim feminism 

will shed more light on the issue at hand. Although I do not use these dimensions of religiosity 

as a cut-off point for Muslim feminism, I will thus return to the question of practices and 

doctrines after I identified Muslim feminism supporters. 

Altogether, support for Muslim feminism in this study entails citizens “identifying as 

highly religious and being relatively supportive of several forms of political, economic, and 

social equality between the sexes and women’s empowerment”. I use this conceptualization 

to assess which models validly distinguish groups of Muslim feminism supporters. 
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4.3 Data and measurements 

 

4.3.1 Data 

I combine the three Arab Barometer (AB) rounds and all Arab World Values Surveys (WVS).45 

The surveys represent the publics of fifteen Arab countries (Algeria, Bahrain, Egypt, Iraq, 

Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Palestine, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Tunisia, and 

Yemen) between 2001 and 2014. Given my focus on contemporary support for Muslim 

feminism, I selected the 95.3 percent Muslim respondents – religiosity has different meanings 

among Christians in the Arab region, not in the least as they are a suppressed minority 

(Spierings, 2019). The least religious group included is thus not a group of strict atheists. 

Evidently, I take the deleted 4.7% of the population into account when I calculate the overall 

share of the Arab population that is Muslim feminist.46 The final sample covers 15 countries, 

51 surveys, and 64,490 Muslim respondents. 

I include all respondents who answered at least one question per sub-dimension of 

feminism and affective religious convictions (see Table 4.1).47 After recoding, higher scores 

indicate greater support for feminism or attachment to religion on all items. It should be noted 

that asking whether respondents agree that “being a housewife is just as fulfilling to women 

as working for a pay” (item 5 in Table 4.1) is ambiguous technically. Respondents who strongly 

disagree are expected to believe jobs to be more fulfilling, but they might also mean that 

motherhood is (which was not what the developers of the item had in mind). Practically, 

however, the item correlates positively with every other feminism item, strongly suggesting 

that respondents generally interpreted the item as intended. As the item provides me with 

additional information on what distinguishes the different classes, I included it. 

 

4.3.2 Latent class analyses 

I apply Latent Class Analyses (LCAs) to these data. LCAs classify individuals into groups 

(“classes”) based on how they answered a set of questions – in this case on both gender 

equality and religion (Blaydes and Linzer, 2008). As such, it is the best way to empirically 

distinguish highly affectively religious Arab people who are relatively supportive of feminism 

from other groups of citizens without pre-setting cut-off points (Linzer and Lewis, 2011). 

Although the researcher thus does not set decide how religious or feminist Muslim 

feminists are a priori, LCA shows the typical answers to the items included. This likelihood 

that a certain group answers a certain feminism or religiosity item with a certain response 

thus does tell us something about the “feministness” and religiousness of each class, which 

helps interpret the groups conceptually. As these likelihoods change with the number of 

groups added, by varying the number of groups and looking at the typical answers per group 

 
45 http://www.arabbarometer.org/; http://www.worldvaluessurvey.org/ 
46 Seven surveys omitted denomination. In Algeria (AB1), Morocco (AB1), and Yemen (AB2) over 99 percent 

of respondents in other waves were Muslims, so we included them. For Bahrain, Kuwait, and Qatar (WVS 6). I 

only included those born and able to vote in those countries. I excluded Egypt WVS6 as Egypt has a 

substantive Christian population.  
47 Latent class analyses allow for the inclusion of respondents with missing scores on variables (Linzer and 

Lewis, 2011). 
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it can be decided if and when a clearly demarcated group of Muslim feminists is found, thus a 

group that is both highly religious and takes feminist stances. 

The conceptual insights presented above are thus pivotal in deciding which LCA model 

clearly distinguishes a group of Muslim feminism supporters, as they provide conceptual 

insights that define when I should “stop adding classes” to my LCA model and help to give 

meaning to the statistical results and classes found. Moreover, abductively, these results feed 

back into the in-depth insights, as they show how feminist and religious Muslim feminists are, 

how they differ from secularist feminists, whether there perhaps are multiple groups of Muslim 

feminism supporters (see Figure 4.1), and how “ordinary” supporters of Muslim feminism 

differ from the feminist activists discussed in my literature review. 

 

4.3.3 Model selection 

As said, in LCA the researcher sets the number of classes before estimating a model (but does 

not pre-set cut-off values for items). I added classes until the models clearly distinguished 

Muslim feminism supporters from other groups. Concretely, I chose a model that 

distinguished between (a) supporters of Muslim feminism, (b) a class highly likely to support 

feminism and to be not highly religious (“secularist feminists”), (c) a class that is neither highly 

religious nor supportive of feminism (so I could contrast Muslim feminists to secularist 

feminists, not secularists in general), and (d) highly religious non-feminists.  

My model with 7 classes was the first to distinguish between these groups. Important 

to note is that the class of supporters of Muslim feminism was pretty robust across models 

with at least 5 classes, so these models would provide similar results on Muslim feminists. 

Moreover, the Muslim feminist categorization and findings were substantially similar in models 

with 8 and 9 classes (90% < overlap Muslim feminism classification < 99%) and in 7-class 

models on subsamples of only men, only women, only AB surveys, and only WVS surveys 

(82% < overlap Muslim feminism classification < 99%)48 – the results per sex will be discussed 

in more detail below. 

  

 
48 Results available upon demand. 
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Table 4.1 Descriptive statistics 

  
N Minimum Maximum Mean SD 

Political gender equality 
       

 
Men are better political leaders than women 62,525 1 Strongly agree 4 Strongly disagree 1.85 0.94 

 
Women can become presidents or prime ministers of Muslim states 18,106 1 Strongly disagree 4 Strongly agree 2.54 1.06 

Educational gender equality 
       

 
University education is more important for boys than for girls 62,973 1 Strongly agree 4 Strongly disagree 2.86 1.04 

Married women's economic empowerment 
       

 
Married women can work outside the home 32,464 1 Strongly disagree 4 Strongly agree 3.1 0.84 

 
Being a housewife is just as fulfilling for women as working for a pay 29,962 1 Strongly agree 4 Strongly disagree 1.9 0.92 

Gender equality in the labour force 
       

 
Men and women should have equal work opportunities 18,200 1 Strongly disagree 4 Strongly agree 2.91 0.89 

 
When jobs are scarce, men have more right to a job than women 31,281 1 Strongly agree 3 Strongly disagree 1.41 0.74 

Affective religious convictions 
       

 
Importance of God in life 30,541 1 Not at all important 10 Very important 9.72 1.09 

 
Importance of religion in life 31,534 1 Not at all important 4 Very important 3.89 0.39 

 
Religious self-identification (I) 29,186 1 Atheist 3 Religious 2.8 0.45 

 
Religious self-identification (II) 31,013 1 Non-religious 3 Very religious 2.34 0.64 

Source: AB and WVS 2001-2014. 
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4.4 Results 

Table 4.2 summarizes my LCA model’s seven classes. The likelihoods that a respondent in a 

certain class answers items in a feminist or religiously devoted way are presented in Figures 

4.2a and 4.2b. Sticking with my main interest in feminism, I do not discuss the non-feminist 

classes here (see Appendix C.1 for the full model).  

 

Table 4.2 Summary of the 7-class latent class model 

 Support feminism  Oppose feminism 

Highly 

religious 

Islamic feminists (12%) 

40% men; 60% women 

Latent class 4  

(23%)  

 

Religious feminists (11%) 

33% men; 67% women 

Latent class 5  

(32%) 

Latent class 6  

(12%) 

Less religious 

Secularist feminists (4%) 

39% men; 61% women  

Latent class 7  

(6%) 

Note: Muslim feminism supporters are shaded. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2014. 

 

Together, the three feminist classes (Table 4.2) represent 27 percent of the sample: over one 

in four of the Muslim respondents in the Arab region supports feminism (i.e., greater gender 

equality and women’s empowerment). Moreover, women are significantly more likely than 

men to be classified as feminists;49 however, the female overrepresentation is not as big as 

some may expect and many of the feminists are men: about four in ten. Echoing that I find 

largely similar results when analysing the data per sex, feminism does not seem to be an all-

female endeavour, “not even” in the Arab region. 

 The largest two of the three feminist classes are both highly religious, i.e., Muslim 

feminists. I call these “Islamic feminists” and “religious feminists” for reasons that will become 

clear below. Combined, more than one in five Muslim respondents in the Arab region can be 

considered to be highly religious and support feminism.50 The third feminist class is weakly 

religious, particularly in the context of the Arab region (Figure 4.2b), so I consider this class 

to be secularist feminists. 

 

  

 
49 T-tests: p < 0.01. 
50 One in five remains accurate if we consider the 95% sample. 
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Figure 4.2a Predicted probabilities to support feminism per class  

 
Note: Probabilities concern the sum of “support” and “strongly support” answer categories. N = 

64,490. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2014. 

 

Figure 4.2b Predicted probabilities to be highly religious per class 

 
N = 64,490. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2014. 
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4.4.1 Muslim feminism supporters 

Before turning to comparisons, let me first describe supporters of Muslim feminism more in-

depth. There are two classes of respondents that are highly religious and support feminism, 

each about eleven percent of the sample. The two classes clearly have a coherent common 

core.51 

Muslim feminists (i.e., Islamic and religious feminists) support the following items with 

predicted probabilities of at least 88 percent (Figure 4.2a): (a) allowing married women to 

work, (b) equal work opportunities for men and women, (c) equality in university education, 

and (d) the possibility of Muslim states to have female presidents. Less widely supported are 

(i) women’s capability of political leadership, (ii) women’s right to jobs in times of job scarcity, 

and (iii) women finding fulfilment in paid jobs instead of being housewives. So, among Muslim 

feminism supporters, not all issues are supported to the same extent, although Muslim 

feminists back all feminist issues more than non-feminist groups. 

More generally, all groups in my analyses support issues as “in principle, men and 

women should have equal opportunities” (“principle of equal opportunities”) (a through d) 

statistically significantly more than the suitability of public-sphere empowerment for women 

(i through iii).52 This pattern is clearly present among supporters of Muslim feminism as well 

(Figure 4.3), who are surer that women should have equal access to (non-competitive) 

positions than that they will be fulfilled by them or that they will be as good at them as men 

are (see also Chapter 3). To illustrate, Muslim feminists are highly likely to support a woman’s 

equal opportunity to become a political leader (average probability = 0.9), but far less likely 

to believe that she will be as suited to political leadership as a man (average probability = 

0.6).53 These results reflect the divisions between advocates’ univocal support for the 

“principle of equal opportunities” and their disputes on “women’s empowerment that 

overrides their supposed natures” as surfaced in my literature review. 

 

  

 
51 Also, they are only separated in models with > 5 classes. 
52 Each class’ average support for “equality” items is higher than “empowerment” (t-tests: p < 0.01). 
53 T-tests on observed scores: p < 0.01. 
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Figure 4.3 Probability to support equality and empowerment per class  

 
N = 64,490. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2014. 

 

4.4.2 Muslim feminists versus secularist feminists 

The feminist beliefs of supporters of Muslim feminism can be further illustrated by comparing 

them with “secularist feminists”. Generally, Muslim feminists are virtually as likely as secularist 

feminists to support the “principle of equal opportunities” (average difference = 0.02), but 

they are slightly – albeit statistically significantly – less likely to support the “suitability of 

empowerment” for women (average difference = 0.09).54 Moreover, Muslim feminists are 

relatively wary of the possibility that women can be fulfilled by having paid jobs (average 

difference = 0.20).55 The belief system of supporters of Muslim feminism thus seems to show 

traces of the religiously-inspired narrative that women are different from men “by their God-

given natures”, which revolve around reproduction and motherhood, as seen in the literature 

overview.56 

  The eye-catching exception to this pattern concerns educational gender equality. 

Muslim feminists are more likely than secularist feminists to support the importance of 

women’s university education (0.9), due to religious feminists’ high support (0.97).57 This 

finding reflects the modernization narrative illustrated above; women’s education has 

historically been encouraged particularly from explicitly religious frames, as highly educated 

women would make better mothers.  

 

  

 
54 Muslim and secularist feminists’ “equality” does not differ (t-tests: p = 0.9), but secularist feminists support 

“empowerment” more (t-tests: p < 0.01). 
55 Muslim feminists remain significantly less likely than secularist feminists to support empowerment if I exclude 

the item on fulfilment by jobs. 
56 The exception of the “equal work opportunities during job scarcity” item is probably methodological, as this 

is the only three-point item, and religious feminists often choose the highest answer category (discussed 

below). 
57 T-tests show religious feminists’ support for educational equality is significantly higher than Islamic feminists 

and than secularist feminists (p < 0.05). 
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4.4.3 Islamic feminists and religious feminists 

Although I am mainly interested in Muslim feminists compared to other groups, Arab publics 

who support Muslim feminism do seem to be diverse, with the LCA separating two classes of 

Muslim feminist respondents based on their responses. Indeed, I observe small but consistent 

differences in religiousness and support for feminism between these two groups of Muslim 

feminism supporters, which is part of why I consider one group to be closer to the theoretical 

notion of co-existing religious and feminist identities (“religious feminists”) and the other 

closer to that of intertwining identities (“Islamic feminists”) (see Figure 4.1). 

First, religious feminists are more likely to answer feminism items in the most 

supportive category than Islamic feminists (and even than secularist feminists). Although 

differences are small, it could thus be argued that religious feminists are the most ardent 

supporters of feminism, which further nuances the general notion that religion and feminism 

oppose each other in the Arab region. Second, the Islamic feminists are slightly more religious 

than the religious feminists; the likelihood that religious feminists are highly attached to 

religion is never higher than that of Islamic feminists. 

 

Overall, the results of my LCA illustrate that religion and support for feminism are not 

necessarily at odds among the large public, an argument that in-depth studies have implied for 

decades but large-scale studies have not addressed. In fact, there is a surprisingly substantial 

group of Arab people who combine religion with positive stances toward feminist goals. 

Nevertheless, even these Muslim feminism supporters still seem somewhat wary of the 

suitability of public roles for women – although their support is leaps ahead of other 

constituents’. 

 

 

4.5 A further exploration and research agenda 

Although the previous sections have answered my core questions, additional questions remain 

from my literature review. Exploring their answers may guide future work on support for 

Muslim feminism. The literature overview showed that Muslim feminist advocates reinterpret 

religious texts textually and contextually, which raises the question whether ordinary Muslim 

feminism supporters are orthodox or not. Also, in-depth studies on Muslim feminism 

advocates tend to focus on certain countries (e.g., Tunisia) and times (e.g., the Arab uprisings), 

but is Muslim feminism restricted to these MENA contexts? Based on my LCA, I provide the 

first answers here to jump start future work on Muslim feminism. Additionally, as I observed 

women are more centre to Muslim feminist movements, I explore differences between 

women and men. 

 

4.5.1 Are Muslim feminists orthodox? 

The latent class analyses above grouped respondents according to how attached they felt to 

religion. Shifting the focus to how they interpret their religion helps assess whether my two 

groups of Muslim feminists indeed overlap with the concepts of religious and Islamic feminists 

(Figure 4.1). Figures 4.4 show the average textualism (i.e., literal interpretations of religious 

scriptures), Islamism (i.e., supporting Islamic political structures), and particularism (i.e., 
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disavowing other religions) per class – for a more elaborate discussion of these religiosity 

dimension see Chapter 2.58  

  

Figure 4.4a Average doctrinal beliefs among feminists  

 
N = 64,490. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2014. 

 

First and foremost, Figure 4.4a shows that Islamic feminists are more religiously orthodox - 

textualist, Islamist, and particularist - than religious or secularist feminists, while religious 

feminists are consistently among the least orthodox classes. Recalling the literature overview’s 

discussion concerning religious re-interpretations, it thus seems that both textualism and 

contextualism are featured among ordinary Muslim feminist supporters, but different groups 

are somewhat more disposed to particular strategies. Islamic feminists seem to stick more to 

the letter of religious texts and combine feminist views with moderately Islamist stances, while 

religious feminists seem more disconnected from such religious interpretations. 

Interestingly, religious feminists are even less Islamist and particularist than secularist 

feminists – although here I should remember that secularist feminists are relatively less (but 

still quite) religious and that citizens can be less religious but prefer theocracies (cf. Moaddel, 

2017; Spierings, 2019).59 Still, this striking finding does stress the importance of empirical study 

into general Arab publics’ support for feminism, and especially the relevance of separating 

Islamic from religious feminists, as religious feminists seem to be most flexible in their religious 

views. 

 

 
58 Details can also be obtained upon request. Textualism: the average belief that euthanasia and suicide are not 

justifiable; buying lottery tickets contradicts Islam; banks should not charge interest. Islamism: religious leaders 

should influence how people vote and government decisions; more politicians should hold religious beliefs; 

only sharia laws should be enacted. Particularism: believing that non-Muslims should have less rights and not 

wanting non-Muslims as neighbours.  
59 T-tests show each doctrinal belief differs significantly between secularist, religious, and Islamic feminists (p < 

0.05).  
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Figure 4.4b Average doctrinal beliefs among Muslim feminists per gender 

 
N = 64,490. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2014. 

 

Concerning the gender-specific results in Figure 4.4b, female supporters of Muslim feminism 

are more religiously orthodox than their male counterparts. In my whole sample, on average 

women are slightly (but significantly) more textualist and Islamist than men, but these gender 

gaps widen considerably among Islamic and religious feminists. In other words, among the 

religiously orthodox, men are more likely to be non-feminists. This may imply that women 

are more inclined or better equipped than men to rhyme religious orthodoxy with support 

for (Muslim) feminism. 

 

4.5.2 Where are the Muslim feminists? 

The largest shares of Muslim feminism supporters are found in Algeria, Tunisia, Kuwait, 

Morocco, and Lebanon, and the lowest in Egypt, Iraq, and Sudan (Figure 4.5).60 It thus seems 

that relatively peaceful, secular, and democratic countries score better than currently unstable 

and Islamist countries, as one may expect. Simultaneously, these results imply that a stronger 

women’s rights movement in and of itself is not decisive, as Egypt, which has strong 

movements – although not as strong as Morocco and Tunisia (Moghadam, 2013; UNDP, 2006) 

– is not among the countries with the most Muslim feminists. Also, oil money does not 

necessarily stifle Muslim feminism support, as Kuwait shows (cf. Ross, 2008). 

 Disentangling these results, countries with large shares of Muslim feminists have 

activated different support bases among their publics. Algeria’s, Morocco’s, and Tunisia’s high 

shares of Muslim feminists seem mostly due to their considerable numbers of female 

supporters. However, Kuwait’s (and Bahrain’s) support base seems to be mostly made up of 

Islamic feminists, and thus a marked share of male allies. In Lebanon, especially the massive 

share of male religious feminists stands out. While future studies are needed to assess what 

exactly fuels these patterns, these results imply that varying conditions trigger different 

segments of the population to support Muslim feminism, and to do so in differing ways (see 

Chapter 5). 

 
60 Although this pattern holds regardless of survey type, shares of Muslim feminism supporters in Bahrain, 

Kuwait, and Lebanon are larger in the AB data. 
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Figure 4.5 Muslim feminists per gender per country 

 
N = 64,490. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2014. 

 

Longitudinally speaking, shares of Muslim feminism supporters have generally increased 

between 2001 and 2014 (Figure 4.6). Of the fifteen countries that were surveyed at least 

twice, thirteen show increases. The growth in the shares of Muslim feminism supporters is 

especially prevalent since 2011 (and in some countries as Tunisia in particular), which makes 

a connection with the Arab Uprisings obvious, although it is too soon to assert whether this 

change is persistent (see Chapter 5). At any rate, these results imply that even though the 

Arab Spring has not led to regime change or progressive policy shifts in many Arab countries, 

it did seem to alter public perceptions (Spierings, 2017). 

 

Figure 4.6 Shares of Muslim feminism supporters over time 

 
Nindividual = 64,490; Nsurvey = 51. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2014. 
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Altogether these analyses highlight that both individual and contextual forces may fuel Arab 

people to support Muslim feminism; future studies should lay bare which drivers matter most. 

 

 

4.6 Conclusion and discussion 

Previous large-scale public opinion studies have argued that Muslims support feminism less 

than non-Muslims in the Arab MENA (Middle East and North Africa), but they have turned a 

blind eye to the deviations from this pattern (e.g., Alexander and Welzel, 2011; Inglehart and 

Norris, 2003; Lussier and Fish, 2016; Price, 2015). Muslims who are highly religious and 

simultaneously support feminism have been disregarded, even though studying this group can 

help thwart simplistic Orientalist depictions of the region, as described by Said (2003). The 

present study has carried out a grounded analysis of these supporters of Muslim feminism by 

connecting insights from in-depth studies on Muslim feminist activism with latent class analyses 

on almost 65,000 Muslims in the Arab MENA. 

 As the collection of examples of Muslim feminism from in-depth studies implied, I 

found that supporting Muslim feminism is far from uncommon, also among larger publics. No 

less than one in five Muslims in the Arab region were found to both be highly attached to 

religion and support gender equality and women’s empowerment. Rather than scattered 

anomalies to be overlooked, supporters of Muslim feminism are thus a substantial and 

seemingly growing group in the Arab region, pressing the need for further quantitative studies 

to centre stage them. 

 Simultaneously, Muslim feminists’ support for feminism was found to differ distinctly 

between issues. Mirroring my review of in-depth studies, the principle of equal opportunities 

was supported more than the suitability of public-sphere empowerment for women, also 

among Muslim feminists (cf. Badran, 2008; Moghadam, 2013). For instance, Muslim feminists 

were far more likely to support women’s equal access to political leadership positions than 

to believe that women would be as good as men at political leadership. 

 Besides this common core of Muslim feminism supporters, my analyses revealed small 

but distinct differences among them, which lead to a further split into two roughly equal-sized 

factions. The first group were more likely to strongly support feminist issues – even more so 

than “secularist feminists” – while the second were slightly more attached to Islam and more 

(scripturally) orthodox. These results echo in-depth studies’ distinctions between religious 

feminist activists and Islamic feminist activists, with the former “merely” being both highly 

religious and feminist while the latter actively employ religion for feminist ends (cf. Badran, 

2005; El Haitami, 2014; Mir-Hosseini, 2011; Selim, 2005). 

As large-scale data on religious knowledge and feminist consciousness in the MENA 

are unavailable, I cannot empirically unpack how the two groups of Muslim feminism 

supporters in my data connect religion and feminism and whether they are aware of activists. 

My interpretation of the two factions is thus based on theory. If such data do become available, 

future studies could delve into whether Muslim feminist supporters are more aware of 

historical empowered Muslim women or feminist reinterpretations of religious texts, given 

that feminist movements highlight these to garner support. 
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Future work should also empirically address additional contexts; although my data 

included the largest sample of Arab contexts currently available, they only included fifteen 

Arab countries between 2001 and 2014. In line with my framework’s stress on context-

dependency, it is possible that support for Muslim feminism differs in Arab countries and times 

not studied, which remains an open question. 

The insights of this chapter also have implications beyond the Arab region, of which I 

will highlight two. First, globally, most public opinion research focuses on public-sphere gender 

equality, but my findings imply that public opinion on other feminist issues may diverge (e.g., 

Alexander and Welzel, 2011). Arab publics’ support for equal opportunities far outweighs 

their support for women’s public-sphere empowerment. This implies that while feminists may 

have won publics’ hearts concerning equal rights, the next battleground may be the decoupling 

of femininity and homemaking-caregiving tasks. While currently debates are ongoing (also 

among Western feminists) on whether feminism encompasses women’s public-sphere 

empowerment or rather women’s rights to choose private-sphere roles (Walby, 2011), 

viewing women as suited to occupy public roles is a feminist aim. Future large-scale studies 

should thus empirically address whether support for women’s suitability of public-sphere 

empowerment is also lagging in other contexts, and not simply assume that it will follow the 

same trajectory as support for equal rights. Doing so promises to provide insights into 

feminism’s new front lines. 

Second, this study provides a blueprint for future quantitative studies to focus on 

groups that diverge from the norm or average relations, especially studies that share my goal 

to pinpoint the often-overlooked unlikely allies of feminism. For instance, while Christian 

conservatives are generally at the core of opposition to feminism (Verloo, 2018), in-depth 

scholars have argued that certain orthodox Evangelicals in the U.S. support equal 

opportunities (Gallagher and Smith, 1999). Similar unlikely allies may be found among 

Christians in sub-Saharan Africa, Catholics in South America, and politically conservative 

female politicians globally (Schreiber, 2018). Quantitative work on these groups would not 

only further conversations between disciplines but could also explain where opposition to 

feminism takes root and where (religious) arguments are successfully employed by political 

actors to pull opposition-aligned forces on board for equality (Avishai, Jafar, and Rinaldo, 2015; 

Tripp and Hughes, 2018; Kantola and Verloo, 2018). Although currently quantitative work on 

these average-defying groups is scarce, quantitative methods in and of themselves do not 

disqualify studies from addressing these groups (Spierings, 2012). As this study on highly 

religious Arab Muslims who support feminism has illustrated, insights from in-depth studies 

on unlikely allies of feminism can be translated to quantitative studies as well, and therein lies 

a largely untrodden path for quantitative scholars.  
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WHERE DID SUPPORT FOR FEMINISM ACCELERATE 

AFTER THE ARAB SPRING? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A slightly different version of this chapter was published in Double-edged politics on women’s rights in the 

MENA region, edited by Hanane Darhour and Drude Dahlerup, with Niels Spierings as co-author (Glas 

and Spierings, 2020). Glas wrote the manuscript and conducted the analyses. Spierings substantially 

contributed to the manuscript by providing valuable feedback. 
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5.1 Introduction 

In 2010 and 2011, across the Arab region ordinary men and women took to the streets en 

masse to demand freedom, dignity, and social justice. Their demands were feminist too, 

including gender equality and women’s empowerment (Bayat, 2013; Moghadam, 2013). Now, 

eight years after most protest signs have vanished, it has become clear that these demands 

have hardly been met in most Middle Eastern and North African (MENA) countries 

(Moghadam, 2018; Szmolka, 2017). 

 However, the Arab uprisings may have succeeded in winning peoples’ hearts for the 

feminist cause. If so, this is not without consequence, as public support is important for any 

social movement to advance its goals, even though it is given relatively little academic attention 

(Bayat, 2005; Polletta and Jasper, 2001). To my knowledge, no large-scale MENA-wide study 

exists assessing if the Arab uprisings fuelled feminism among wider publics. Therefore, this 

chapter addresses to what extent Arab publics’ support for feminism developed differently 

after the uprisings, and how this varies across Arab countries. 

 To that end, I develop and apply the lens of context-dependent norm diffusion, which 

acknowledges that the Arab region houses diverse societies that differ in factors that facilitate 

norm diffusion (see Abu-Rabia-Queder and Weiner-Levy, 2013; Moghadam and Gheytanchi, 

2010). More specifically, I propose that and assess whether social movements garner wider 

public support when they (are perceived or imagined to) frame their issues so that they 

resonate with publics at large (Bayat, 2005; Polletta and Jasper, 2001). As the Arab uprisings 

were grassroots movements and thus did not have clear leaders to present specific goals 

attractively (Charrad and Zarrugh, 2014), I study whether the resonance of feminist norms 

with wider publics is dependent on (a) endogenous factors related to whether the uprisings 

took forms that highlighted feminist issues and (b) exogenic, pre-existing socio-political 

structures that constructed feminism as inherently opposed to “an Islamic Arab identity” (see 

Abu-Lughod, 1998; Ahmed, 1992; Charrad, 2011; Spierings, 2015).  

 As my frame centres the dominant construct whereby feminism is depicted as anti-

Islam, I also explore how feminism and religion are combined among publics at large. More 

specifically, I explore whether support for Muslim feminism and support for secularist feminism 

have increased to the same extent. The former refers to being both strongly attached to Islam 

and supporting gender equality and women’s empowerment. The latter refers to being less 

religious (while supporting feminism), but does not necessarily mean either supporting the 

division between religion and state or being an atheist; I use the term “secularist” to refer to 

being less strongly attached to Islam than is common in the MENA (for a detailed description 

of “Muslim feminism” and “secularist feminism”, see Chapter 4).  
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5.2 The diffusion of feminism 

 

5.2.1 Norm diffusion 

Why would the Arab Spring impact support for feminism among publics at large? I start my 

argument by noting that feminist protests do not always immediately generate support among 

wider publics, as was the case for, for instance, feminists’ fights in favour of criminalizing 

domestic violence. Citizens are not passive vessels of socialization that change their opinions 

when new information is offered to them. They weigh that information to make their own 

decisions. So, the question becomes: under what circumstances do protests do rally support? 

Applying and refining existing insights, I depart from the notion that it is pivotal whether 

protestors’ demands resonate with publics. If they do, publics are expected to take them on, 

but if they do not, publics may choose to let them be. More specifically, I propose that public 

perceptions change because norms diffuse if the issues protestors fight for resonate with the 

meanings larger publics attach to the world (Bayat, 2005; Polletta and Jasper, 2001; Snow and 

Benford, 1988).  

 Following this context-dependent norm-diffusion frame, various interconnected 

attributes of the Arab uprisings can be expected to have the potential to fuel the diffusion of 

feminist norms. First, the protests often called for freedom, dignity, and social justice, including 

equality between women and men, thus highlighting feminist issues that could spread 

subsequently, either intentionally or unintentionally (Bayat, 2013; Moghadam, 2013, 2018). 

Second, women from all walks of life took to the streets beside men, and some women’s 

movements even took a leading role in organizing the protests, further exemplifying feminist 

issues (Pedersen and Salib, 2013). Third, the diffusion of feminism is likely considering the 

unprecedented scale of the protests in certain countries and the consequent media attention 

they garnered, which also increased the visibility of protestors’ demands (Bellin, 2012). Fourth, 

the uprisings have been characterized as bottom-up, grassroots movements. So, although the 

protests might not have had clear leaders to frame issues appealingly to publics, they mobilized 

support through (social media-based) interpersonal networks. The use of such networks 

implies shortened distances between sender and receiver and thus an increased likelihood of 

frame alignment and consequent norm diffusion (Charrad and Zarrugh, 2014). Altogether, the 

Arab uprisings thus carried the potential to resonate with publics at large and diffuse feminist 

norms more widely throughout Arab societies, because feminist demands were centre-staged 

in large-scale, interpersonal protests. 

 Still, although feminist norm diffusion fits several characteristics of the protests, the 

potential of feminist norm diffusion was not equally present in all Arab countries. More 

specifically, (a) not all protests brought feminist issues to the fore, and (b) feminism may not 

resonate with all publics to the same degree given their pre-existing meanings attached to the 

world, which are expected to be shaped by socio-political structures. I should thus focus on 

the different manifestations of protests in varying Arab countries and Arab countries’ differing 

pre-existing socio-political structures (see Abu-Rabia-Queder and Weiner-Levy, 2013; 

Moghadam and Gheytanchi 2010). Applying this focus, I deduce expectations concerning in 

which countries the uprisings did and did not impact support for (Muslim and secularist) 

feminism below. 
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5.2.2 Forms of protests 

How did the particular manifestation of protests impact public support? This subsection 

departs from the notion that the uprisings took rather different forms across the region 

(Moghadam, 2014; Spierings, 2017; Szmolka, 2017). These factors endogenous to the uprisings 

are expected to shape the visibility of feminism and the resonance of feminist issues and 

consequently feminist norm diffusion. 

First off, it seems unlikely that the Arab Spring shifted public opinion in favour of 

(Muslim or secularist) feminism in countries in which there were no mass uprisings (e.g., 

Algeria (Del Panta, 2017)) or in which the protests had particular foci instead of broad calls 

for increased freedom and equality generally (e.g., Lebanon and Iraq (Wimmen, 2014)). So, 

assuming that feminist demands need to be brought to the fore in a particular country to 

spread to that country’s public, my first expectation is that the presence of large-scale protests 

with calls for feminism is a necessary condition for support for feminism to be boosted following the 

Arab uprisings. 

Here, it is important to note that two assumptions underlay this expectation, which I 

address empirically later. First, I assume that regional spill-overs in public opinion are far 

outweighed by the influence of the particular country Arab people inhabit. For instance, I 

expect that the broad-based, large-scale protests in Tunisia had far more effect on Tunisians’ 

support for feminism than on neighbouring Algerians’. This assumption also dovetails with my 

aim to not homogenize the region and take differences between Arab countries seriously. 

Second, I expect that the effect of the protests is not completely nullified by the subsequent 

rise to power of Islamist political parties. So, I for instance assume that when the uprisings 

increased Tunisians’ support for feminism, this increase was not wholly quashed when Islamist 

Ennahda won the plurality of the votes in the parliamentary elections and formed the 

government. Both assumptions are tested empirically in the second part of this chapter. 

Next, my frame proposes that feminist protests in and of themselves may not be 

sufficient to rally popular support; feminist issues have to resonate with publics, too. 

Considering the particularities of different protests in different countries may help to explain 

when protests including feminist calls resonate with publics at large. Specifically, in countries 

as Yemen, Libya, and Syria, the protests quickly evolved into large-scale violent civil conflicts 

(Spierings, 2017), which tends to put feminism on the back burner in peoples’ minds (Usta, 

Farver, and Zein, 2008). Even though in these countries mass protests occurred, feminist 

issues will not resonate with publics’ life worlds because publics are expected to be more 

preoccupied with the violence and on average view feminism as a secondary issue (Horn et 

al., 2014). So, I expect that civil wars are sufficient to prohibit increases in publics’ support for 

feminism after the uprisings. 

Moreover, I tentatively suggest, and will empirically explore, that especially support for 

Muslim feminism tumbled in these countries, as they saw resurges of Islamist radicals (i.e., 

Islamists who operate outside of institutionalized politics). As Islamist radicals generally 

denounce feminist interpretations of Islam, they are expected to reinforce notions that Islam 

is at odds with women’s rights and thereby curb combinations of feminism and strong 

attachment to Islam among larger publics (Hall, 2017). 
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5.2.3 Pre-existing socio-political structures 

The diffusion of feminist norms in countries that did see large-scale broad-based protests is 

also expected to be dependent on factors exogenic to the protests; pre-existing socio-political 

structures might facilitate publics’ receptiveness to feminist norms. Particularly, I consider two 

elements: the pre-existing state of gender relations and public anti-Western sentiments. 

 To start with the latter, the Arab uprisings’ feminist norms are not expected to diffuse 

among strongly anti-Western publics, because feminist norms are not expected to resonate 

with the life worlds of these publics, in which feminism is often considered Western and thus 

wrong (see Abu-Lughod, 1998; Ahmed, 1992; Charrad, 2011). Vice versa, in contexts in which 

anti-Western narratives are weaker, publics are expected to be more receptive to feminist 

norms because they view feminism less as a Western, neo-imperialist force (Ahmed, 1992; 

Charrad, 2011; Spierings, 2014). Moreover, in the latter more pro-Western contexts, 

feminism is less likely to be depicted as a Western import antithetical to the Arab region, 

because the opposition to feminisms will realize that such delegitimizations resonate less with 

the pro-Western publics in their country. If feminism is seen as anti-Arab less, this ensures 

that protestors’ feminist calls resonate more widely. Altogether, I thus expect that among less 

anti-Western Arab publics the uprisings are more likely to increase support for feminism.  

Additionally, because in pro-Western climates feminism is framed less as opposed to 

Arab-Islamic identity, publics may more easily combine support for feminism with strong 

attachment to Islam (see Chapter 4). For these publics it may be easier to adopt feminism 

without swearing off their religion which may be central to their identity or at least bring 

them strength and guidance in life. So, I also tentatively suggest that, following the uprisings, 

the diffusion of feminist norms among more pro-Western publics may especially fuel their support for 

Muslim feminism. 

 Second, feminist norms are expected to resonate more in Arab countries in which 

gender relations were already more equal prior to the uprisings. In these countries, societal 

frames had probably already been moulded to be more receptive to feminist claims 

(Moghadam, 2014), and, simply put, pre-sculpted publics’ minds just needed a final push in the 

form of the uprisings. Moreover, more gender equal countries already signalled that feminism 

is not necessarily at odds with Arab identity. By having local women (and men) voice feminist 

demands, the narrative that feminism does not fit an Arab identity is undercut with real-life 

examples, increasing publics’ receptiveness to feminist claims (El Haitami, 2016). 

 Women’s rights movements and female political representation are the aspects of 

equal gender relations expected to be particularly influential in shaping the impact of the 

uprisings. First, strong women’s movements helped centre-stage feminism in the uprisings, 

increasing their visibility during the protests and ensuring that protestors’ feminist demands 

would not be forgotten thereafter. As Moghadam notes, “women’s mobilizations before the 

Arab Spring helped shape the nature of the uprisings […] and constitute a compelling 

explanatory factor for the divergent outcomes of the Arab Spring” (2018, p. 12). Similarly, 

female politicians probably increase attention paid to women in political debates, again 

ensuring that gender issues are not side-lined after the protests (Pedersen and Salib, 2013). 

Although certain Arab female parliamentarians have been argued to have little real power and 
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owe their positions to political gender quotas, it is important to not depreciate female 

parliamentarians writ large, as others do stand up for women’s rights. Additionally, at the very 

least these female politicians show women can take up political positions, which is expected 

to increase the resonance of feminist norms among their constituents. Altogether, I expect 

that more gender equal relations thus fuel feminist norm diffusion and therefore I expect the 

presence of strong pre-existing women’s movements and the prevalence of female parliamentarians 

increase the resonance of the protests’ feminist claims.  

Again, if strong women’s movements and greater shares of female politicians undercut 

claims that feminism is opposed to Islam, they may also ease their combination. In more 

gender equal countries, publics may thus not only accept feminist norms more, but particularly 

combine adopted feminist norms with strong attachment to Islam (Badran, 2005). Therefore, 

I expect that especially support for Muslim feminism may increase in countries with more equal pre-

existing gender relations following the Arab Spring. 

 

 

5.3 Data and measurements 

 

5.3.1 Data 

In order to assess how support for feminism has developed, I combine the large-scale surveys 

of the Arab Barometer (AB, rounds 1 to 4) and the World Values Surveys (WVS, rounds 4 

to 6 – Arab countries were excluded in rounds 1 to 3). As I am interested in trends over 

time and the impact of the uprisings, I selected Arab countries surveyed at least twice between 

2006 and 2014, including at least once after 2011, and within one survey type. Additionally, 

because I study Muslim feminism and secularist feminism among Muslims, I exclude non-

Muslim respondents (about 5 percent). Consequently, the least religious respondents in my 

analyses still consider themselves Muslim, but they identify as far less religious than average 

(“secularist” – see Chapter 4). My final sample consists of 46,701 respondents in 38 country-

years in 10 Arab countries: Algeria (AB), Egypt (AB), Iraq (AB, WVS), Jordan (AB, WVS), 

Lebanon (AB), Morocco (AB), Palestine (AB), Sudan (AB), Tunisia (AB), and Yemen (AB). 

 

5.3.2 Latent class analyses 

To measure whether respondents support Muslim feminism or secularist feminism (or 

neither), I combine 7 questions concerning support for gender equality and women’s 

empowerment with 4 items on attachment to religion (see Table 5.1). These items are widely 

used in previous works and have been argued to validly tap feminism and religiosity (e.g., 

Rizzo, Abdel-Latif and Meyer, 2007). All items are coded so that higher scores reflect greater 

support for feminism or religiosity. 

To classify respondents as Muslim feminists, secularist feminists, or neither, I follow 

the approach introduced in Chapter 4 and apply latent class analyses (LCAs), estimating an 8-

class model.61 Simply put, LCAs group respondents into “classes” based on their own answers 

 
61 Details are beyond the scope of this chapter. For more information on LCA, see Linzer and Lewis (2011). 

The full LCA model can be found in Appendix D.1. I follow the approach of Chapter 4 in this dissertation. 
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on the feminism and religiosity questions. LCAs can, for instance, demarcate a group of 

respondents that is both highly supportive of feminism and highly religious: supporters of 

Muslim feminism. Moreover, these analyses allow for contradictory attitudes concerning 

specific domains of women’s rights by clustering multiple aspects of support for feminism. In 

my sample, 29.7 percent of respondents are considered feminists, and 15.4 percent could be 

clearly classified as Muslim feminists and 7.9 percent as secularist feminists.62 

 
Differences in my outcomes are due to my sub-sample – I find similar results to Chapter 4 if I include all 

countries.  
62 I found three feminist classes of which one (6.4%) could neither be classified as Muslim feminist nor as 

secularist feminist. I include them as “feminists” but not in either subcategory of “Muslim” or “secularist” 

feminists. 
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Table 5.1 Descriptive statistics 

  N Minimum Maximum Mean SD 

Feminism        

 
Men are better political leaders than women 45,703 1 Strongly agree 4 Strongly disagree 1.91 0.96 

 
Women can become presidents or prime ministers of Muslim states 24,630 1 Strongly disagree 4 Strongly agree 2.60 1.07 

 
University education is more important for boys than for girls 45,921 1 Strongly agree 4 Strongly disagree 2.98 1.00 

 
Married women can work outside the home 36,713 1 Strongly disagree 4 Strongly agree 3.10 0.85 

 
Being a housewife is just as fulfilling as working for a pay 8,962 1 Strongly agree 4 Strongly disagree 1.78 0.88 

 
Men and women should have equal work opportunities 16,440 1 Strongly disagree 4 Strongly agree 2.91 0.89 

 
When jobs are scarce, men have more right to a job than women 9,534 1 Agree 3 Disagree 1.35 0.74 

Affective religious convictions        

 Importance of God in life 9,566 1 Not at all important 10 Very important 9.85 0.72 

 Importance of religion in life 9,642 1 Not at all important 4 Very important 3.93 0.30 

 Religious self-identification (I) 9,355 1 Atheist 3 Religious 2.77 0.44 

 Religious self-identification (II) 35,329 1 Non-religious 3 Very religious 2.33 0.63 

Nindividual = 46,701; Nsurvey = 38. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2016. 
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5.3.3 Classifying countries’ forms of protests 

First, I expect publics’ support for feminism to be affected by whether their particular Arab 

country featured protests during the Spring. However, I argued that it is vital that these 

protests were (a) larger than usual, and (b) broad-based, focusing on wide-spanning freedom 

and equality, including feminist claims. Relying on existing work (most notably Bellin, 2012; 

Moghadam, 2014; Spierings, 2017; Szmolka, 2017), of the countries included here I consider 

Egypt, Morocco, and Tunisia to have seen such large protests that featured feminist claims. 

Another group of countries in my data had no protests that were larger in scale than usual 

(Algeria, Jordan, and Palestine) (see also Del Panta, 2017). Others had sectarian protests 

without foci on feminism or freedom and equality at large (Iraq, Lebanon, Sudan, and Yemen) 

(see also Wimmen, 2014). Finally, Yemen was the only country in my data that saw protests 

that descended into civil war (see Hall, 2017; Moghadam, 2014).  

 

5.3.4 Classifying countries’ pre-existing socio-political structures 

To measure cultural anti-Westernism, I rely on public opinion data and use two items asked 

in both AB waves 1 and 2, namely whether respondents agreed (0) or disagreed (1) that 

“American and Western culture have positive aspects” and “despite negative U.S. foreign 

policy, Americans are good people”. I averaged respondents’ answers and ranked the anti-

Westernism of publics per country.63 Countries that scored lower than the regional average 

on anti-Westernism are considered to be less anti-Western, and the others’ publics more. 

Note that, ideally, one would use the continuous anti-Westernism values, but the limited 

number of Arab countries (in my data and in the world) precludes such a method. Also, there 

does seem to be a relatively sizeable gap in anti-Westernism between my two cut-off 

countries (0.06 while most others are 0.03), indicating my dichotomy is not completely 

arbitrary. Still, at the extremes, Tunisia scores exceptionally low and Sudan exceptionally high 

on anti-Westernism, which I take into account when I interpret my results.  

Concerning gender relations, I take both women’s movements and female political 

representation into account. For women’s movements, I do not simply count the number of 

collectives, because it is vital whether collectives take the form of influential, autonomous 

feminist movements instead of state co-opted ones (Htun and Weldon, 2012). For instance, 

Saudi Arabia does have women’s organizations but these are charitable movements co-opted 

by the state, while Algeria has multiple feminist movements (e.g., SOS, Rachide, and Reseau 

Wassila) argued to be “effective [in] changing the lives of women” at the grassroots level (Salhi 

2010, p. 123). Following regional experts (Moghadam, 2014, 2018; UNDP, 2006), I consider 

Algeria, Tunisia, Morocco, and Egypt to have strong women’s movements. 

Women’s political representation is measured using the percentage of women in 

national parliaments. Mainly, countries that scored below the regional average prior to the 

uprisings are considered to have lower female political participation, and the other countries 

 
63 Tunisia (0.222), Lebanon (0.291), Morocco (0.322), Yemen (0.356), Iraq (0.358), [Average (0.419)], Egypt 

(0.420), Algeria (0.450), Palestine (0.483), Jordan (0.512), Sudan (0.575). 
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more. Simultaneously, I do take into account that Algeria and Morocco have seen big jumps 

in female political representation shortly after the uprisings.64 

 

 

5.4 Results 

 

5.4.1 How support for feminism changed after the Arab Spring 

How did Arab publics’ support for feminism develop? Figures 5.1a and 5.1b show the 

percentage of publics per country that supports feminism during a particular year. First and 

foremost, my results show that there was no single country in which support for feminism 

decreased directly following the uprisings – although in most countries support dropped again 

after 2013, implying the effects of the uprisings may have been temporary rather than long-

lasting. Still, the publics of almost all countries supported feminism more in 2013 or 2014 than 

before. These increases are statistically significant and hold regardless of demographic changes 

in sex, age, education, and marital states, as shown by additional logistic regressions.65  

However, to attribute changes to the Arab Spring, it is not enough to show support 

for feminism increased after 2011. These increases may simply be part of an overall increasing 

trend and have little to do with the uprisings. I err on the side of caution and only consider 

the uprisings to have increased publics’ support for feminism in countries where trends 

increased more strongly after the uprisings than before. These countries with steeper increases 

(or “accelerations”) are in Figure 5.1a, others are in Figure 5.1b. Note that this “steeper 

increase” criterion means that countries in which feminism increased, but did not increase 

more strongly, are in Figure 5.1b. 

More technically, for countries surveyed thrice (including once in 2010 or 2011), I 

used Paternoster tests to empirically check whether trends changed (Paternoster et al., 1998). 

For countries surveyed only twice, I assessed whether the changes in support for feminism 

were so strong they implied a change in trend. Finally, Morocco was surveyed thrice but not 

in 2010 or 2011, so my conclusions for Morocco especially remain tentative. Still, because the 

baseline support for feminism was so high in Morocco in 2006 already, I cautiously suggest 

that the 8-percentage point increase in 2013 does point to a significant change. 

 

  

 
64 In November 2010: Tunisia (28%); Sudan (26%), Iraq (25%), Palestine (20%), [average (13%)], Jordan (11%), 

Morocco (11%), Algeria (8%), Lebanon (3%), Egypt (2%), Yemen (0%). http://archive.ipu.org/wmn-

e/arc/classif310712.htm. Palestine’s data was obtained from regional experts (e.g., Jad, 2010). Algeria and 

Morocco jumped from 8 to 31 percent and from 11 to 17 percent, respectively. 
65 Results are obtainable on demand. The only exception to my pattern is Jordan (WVS), where feminism did 

not significantly change compared to 2007, although this conclusion could have been different if the WVS 

provided a 2010 measurement, as the Jordanian AB data suggest. 
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Figure 5.1a Accelerated feminism after the Arab Spring 

 
Nindividual = 46,701; Nsurvey = 38. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2016. 

 

Figure 5.1b Stable trends in feminism after the Arab Spring 

 
Note: “Stable” implies that trends in feminism did not accelerate significantly, as indicated by 

Paternoster tests, even though feminism may have increased significantly. Nindividual = 46,701; Nsurvey = 

38. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2016. 

 

Making up the balance using the “acceleration” criterion, the uprisings seem to have impacted 

support for feminism positively in some countries but not in others. In Algeria, Egypt, Iraq, 

Morocco, Sudan, and Tunisia, publics’ support for feminism seems to have accelerated after 

the uprisings, but the same is not found for Jordan, Lebanon, Palestine, and Yemen (see also 

Table 5.2). This variation implies that region-wide spill-overs were not present, and country-

specific explanations are thus warranted, which is in line with my framework. 
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Table 5.2 Per-country trends in support for feminism after Arab Spring 

 Feminism Muslim feminism Secularist feminism 

Egypt (AB) Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration 

Iraq (WVS) Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration 

Iraq (AB) Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration 

Morocco (AB)* Acceleration No acceleration Acceleration 

Sudan (AB) Acceleration Acceleration No acceleration 

Algeria (AB) Acceleration No acceleration Acceleration 

Tunisia (AB) Acceleration No acceleration* No acceleration 

Yemen (AB) No acceleration Acceleration No acceleration 

Lebanon (AB) No acceleration No acceleration Acceleration 

Palestine (AB) No acceleration No acceleration Acceleration 

Jordan (WVS) No acceleration No acceleration Acceleration 

Jordan (AB) No acceleration No acceleration Acceleration 

Note: * Less certain conclusion. Nindividual = 46,701; Nsurvey = 38. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2016. 

 

5.4.2 Explaining accelerated support for feminism  

Having established how public opinion trends changed after the Arab uprisings, I get to the 

question of whether the different impact of the Arab Spring in varying countries can be 

explained by the forms the protests took and countries’ socio-political structures. Based on 

their manifestations of protests and socio-political structures, my countries can be 

summarized in nine configurations (see Table 5.3), highlighting some important patterns 

concerning why publics’ support feminism accelerated or did not. 

Table 5.3 shows that, for instance, Morocco and Tunisia saw similar large-scale, broad-

based protests, and had strongly equal gender relations and lower anti-Western sentiments; 

therefore, these two countries are in one row. Morocco and Tunisia fit all conditions 

explicated by my frame for the Arab Spring to feature feminist claims that resonate with larger 

publics, and consequently increase public support for feminism. The last column in Table 5.3 

shows that feminism did indeed increase more steeply after the uprisings in Morocco and 

Tunisia, providing initial support for my framework. 
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Table 5.3 Overview of clusters of feminism results  

 
 

Forms of protests Socio-political structures Accelerated feminism 

   Gender equal relations Anti-Westernism  

1 Morocco; Tunisia Large, broad protests Both Lower Yes; yes 

2 Egypt Large, broad protests Movements Higher Yes 

3 Algeria No protests Both Higher Yes 

4 Palestine No protests Female politicians Higher No 

5 Jordan No protests Neither Higher No 

6 Iraq Sectarian protests Female politicians Lower Yes 

7 Sudan Sectarian protests Female politicians Higher Yes 

8 Lebanon Sectarian protests Neither Lower No 

9 Yemen Sectarian, civil war Neither Lower No 

Nindividual = 46,701; Nsurvey = 38. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2016. 
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More broadly, first, my results imply that feminist norms diffused in countries that saw larger 

protests than usual which included broad claims for freedom and equality. Egypt, Morocco, 

and Tunisia imply that having large-scale, broad-based protests is sufficient for feminism to be 

boosted after the Arab Spring (outcome 1a). This finding also supports my assumption that the 

liberalizing effect of the Arab Spring is not negated by a consequent increase in political power 

of institutional Islamist parties. Tunisia’s Ennahda, Morocco’s PJD, and Egypt’s Muslim 

Brotherhood have not annihilated the Arab Spring’s advancement of public support for 

feminism.  

 However, all countries that saw large-scale, broad-based protests also have strong 

women’s movements, which means that women’s movements rather than protests may be 

decisive for boosts in feminism after the Arab Spring. In fact, all countries with strong women’s 

movements – including Algeria – saw surges in feminism. Interestingly, Algeria did not see 

large protests, which implies that having large-scale, broad-based protests is not necessary for 

feminism to be boosted after the Arab Spring (outcome 1b). The Algerian, Egyptian, Moroccan, 

and Tunisian case however do exemplify that having strong, autonomous women’s movements is 

sufficient for feminism to jump after the Arab Spring (outcome 2). Altogether, it thus seems that 

strong women’s movements may be able to reverberate the feminist claims of protests from 

other countries to rally support in their own. Still, because Algeria borders countries that did 

see large protests – i.e., Morocco and Tunisia (and Libya) – I should be careful not to 

generalize the echoing power of women’s movements across the entire region too quickly. 

  Third, my results imply that anti-Westernism does not matter for the Arab Spring’s 

impact on public support for feminism.66 Indeed, comparing Iraq to Sudan (and Morocco and 

Tunisia to Egypt), I find similar outcomes for countries that differ (only) in anti-Westernism. 

This implies that the resonance of feminism is not blocked by anti-Western value climates per 

se. Simultaneously, my results do not disprove that anti-Westernism may have an impact if 

gender equality and protests were absent (see Jordan and Palestine versus Algeria). It may 

thus be the case that feminist norms do not resonate among anti-Western publics because 

they view feminism as Western imperialism, but this imperialist narrative is undercut in 

strongly gender equal countries where local men and women stand up for women’s rights. As 

my countries cluster, I cannot rule out this option completely. However, for now, the most 

parsimonious interpretation of my results is that anti-Westernism is by itself not necessary or 

sufficient to block increases in feminism after the Arab Spring (outcome 3). 

 When I consequently disregard changes in anti-Westernism between countries, I 

uncover additional patterns for countries that saw sectarian protests. In these countries, the 

Arab Spring boosted feminism if many female politicians were present, and it did not if female 

political representation was low. Indeed, comparing Iraq and Sudan to Lebanon and Yemen, 

my results show that high levels of female political representation are sufficient for feminism to 

thrive in countries that saw sectarian protests (outcome 4). Echoing the proposed power of 

women’s movements in countries that did not see protests themselves, female politicians may 

thus be able to turn sectarian discontent toward feminist sentiment. So, female politicians may 

 
66 I also find no discernible impact of anti-Westernism when I create four categories all marked by 0.06 cut-off 

points. In fact, Sudan, the most anti-Western country in my data, still shows accelerations in feminism. 
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be able to use the political openings protests present, regardless of their particular foci, to 

voice feminist claims that seem to resonate with publics at large. 

Last, comparing Yemen to the other countries in my data, I could conclude that the 

eruption of a civil war is a sufficient condition for feminism not to be boosted following the 

Arab Spring. Still, because this conclusion relies solely on one case that I can also explain 

(together with three others) with an alternative explanation, the impact of civil wars remains 

tentative. 

Altogether, my main conclusion is that the combination of any type of large protests with 

any type of gender equality is sufficient for public support for feminism to be boosted after the Arab 

Spring (outcome 5, touching on outcomes 1, 2, and 4). It thus seems that female leaders voice 

feminist claims that resonate with the life worlds of publics in times of political upheavals. Vice 

versa, to block feminist boosts, anti-Western sentiments seem irrelevant while civil wars may 

be sufficient. Finally, my results do not rule out regional spill-overs into countries that saw no 

protests (Algeria), but imply that spill-overs were specific, perhaps limited to countries that 

bordered multiple countries that did see protests and already had strong women’s 

movements (cf. Jordan and Palestine). 

 

5.4.3 Exploring accelerated Muslim and secularist feminism 

Now I have ascertained how the Arab Spring affected public support for feminism differently 

in varying countries, I turn to my additional question concerning what shape feminism takes. 

The trends in Muslim and secularist feminism are depicted in Figures 5.2 and 5.3, respectively, 

with Figures 5.2a and 5.3a showing accelerations after the Arab Spring, and Figures 5.2b and 

5.3b showing stable or even decreasing trends. 

 As seen in Table 5.2, in the majority of cases, Muslim feminism shows steep increases 

when feminism does, and, vice versa, Muslim feminism is not boosted when feminism is not 

boosted. The Arab Spring’s effect on feminism seems closely tied to its effect on Muslim 

feminism. On the other hand, trends in secularist feminism seem less tied to general 

feminism’s development. In fact, in most countries, secularist feminism was boosted after 2011 

regardless of whether general feminism did so too. The effects of the uprisings thus seem to 

be affected differently for secularist feminism than for general and Muslim feminism.67 This 

may signal that the resonance of secularist feminist norms follows other mechanisms than 

general feminism and Muslim feminism, which warrants treating secularist feminism separately. 

 

  

 
67 Interestingly, but beyond the scope of this chapter, after 2013, secularist feminism decreased in most 

countries, while Muslim feminism increased. 
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Figure 5.2a Accelerated Muslim feminism after the Arab Spring 

 
Nindividual = 46,701; Nsurvey = 38. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2016. 

 

Figure 5.2b Stable trends and decreases in Muslim feminism after the Arab Spring 

 
Note: “Stable” implies that trends in feminism did not accelerate significantly, as indicated by 

Paternoster tests, even though feminism may have increased significantly. Nindividual = 46,701; Nsurvey = 

38. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2016. 
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Figure 5.3a Accelerated secularist feminism after the Arab Spring 

 
Nindividual = 46,701; Nsurvey = 38. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2016. 

 

Figure 5.3b Stable trends and decreases in secularist feminism after the Arab Spring 

 
Nindividual = 46,701; Nsurvey = 38. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2016. 

 

This brings me to my final question. What explains whether the uprisings spurred Muslim or 

secularist feminism? Do the particular manifestations of the protests and the socio-political 

structures of varying Arab countries also help explain whether publics combined feminism 

with religion? Presently, I do not (cl)aim to answer these questions completely, but I will 

outline my most notable findings.68 

 First, in all countries without large protests, Muslim feminism did not increase more 

steeply than before but secularist feminism did. My results in Table 5.4 on Algeria, Palestine, 

 
68 In Tunisia, the third, moderately religious feminist group especially grew after 2011, which explains why 

Tunisia saw boosts in feminism but not Muslim or secularist feminism. 
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and Jordan thus imply that not having protests is a sufficient condition for Muslim feminism not to 

increase (outcome 6a) and for secularist feminism to increase (outcome 6b). Although 

unexpected, this finding may imply that having local men and women voice their concerns is 

indeed needed to signal that feminism is not at odds with a Muslim identity. Protests in 

neighbouring countries are not enough. If so, this again signals the limitations of spill-overs, 

which means that one should not expect feminism to thrive similarly in all Arab countries 

alike. 

 A non-exclusive alternative interpretation is that secularist feminism thrives when anti-

Western sentiments run high. Although I find no discernible impact of gender equal relations, 

pre-existing socio-political structures thus do seem to matter as Egypt, Algeria, Palestine, and 

Jordan imply that strong anti-Westernism is sufficient to increase secularist feminism after the 

uprisings (outcome 7). Sudan is the exception, which means that either very high anti-

Westernism has a different impact, or, more likely, that sectarian protests prohibit this 

outcome. So, it seems that the narrative that feminism is incompatible with Islam takes root 

in anti-Western societies, spurring secularist feminism, but that focusing on sectarian identity 

pulls religion back in. Although anti-Westernism did not seem to shape whether the uprisings 

would boost feminism, it thus may have a hand in how secularist feminism develops. 

 Similarly, although whether protests descended into civil wars could not be tied to 

feminism’s development with substantial certainty, civil wars do seem to shape sub-forms of 

feminism. Comparing Yemen to Lebanon, civil wars seem sufficient to prohibit secularist feminism 

from being boosted after the Spring (outcome 8a) and increase Muslim feminism (outcome 8b). 

Although this rests on one case, sectarian civil wars may thus again reinforce religious 

identities, increasing their importance broadly, including under feminists.  
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Table 5.4 Overview of clusters of Muslim and secularist feminism results  

 
 

Forms of protests Socio-political structures Accelerated feminism 

   Gender equal relations Anti-Westernism Muslim feminism Secularist feminism 

1 Morocco; Tunisia Large, broad protests Both Low No; no Yes; no 

2 Egypt Large, broad protests Movements High Yes Yes 

3 Algeria No protests Both High No Yes 

4 Palestine No protests Female politicians High No Yes 

5 Jordan No protests No High No Yes 

6 Iraq Sectarian protests Female politicians Low Yes Yes 

7 Sudan Sectarian protests Female politicians High Yes No 

8 Lebanon Sectarian protests No Low No Yes 

9 Yemen Sectarian, civil war No Low Yes No 

Nindividual = 46,701; Nsurvey = 38. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2016. 
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5.5 Conclusion and discussion 

Did the Arab Spring change Middle Eastern and North African publics’ support for feminism? 

This chapter set out to answer this question by applying a context-dependent norm-diffusion 

frame to explain why the Arab uprisings may have increased publics’ support for feminism in 

some Arab countries but not in others (see also Bayat, 2005; Poletta and Jasper, 2001; Snow 

and Benford, 1988). At its core, my frame links the impact of the Arab Spring on publics’ 

support for feminism to whether the protests brought feminist norms to the fore and whether 

feminist norms resonated with the life worlds of publics (Abu-Rabia-Queder and Weiner-

Levy, 2013; Moghadam and Gheytanchi, 2010; Spierings, 2015). Infusing insights from the 

existing literature in my framework, I assessed whether (a) the specific forms the uprisings 

took and (b) countries’ pre-existing socio-political structures, captured by anti-Western 

sentiments and equal gender relations, facilitated or hampered the visibility and resonance of 

feminist norms (Abu-Lughod, 1998; Ahmed, 1992; Charrad, 2011; Moghadam, 2014, 2018; 

Spierings, 2014). In this endeavour, I also explored whether the Arab Spring may have 

differently impacted support for Muslim and secularist feminism.  

I applied this frame to public opinion data from the AB and WVS on more than 46,000 

Arab respondents, which I analysed using latent class analyses and regression models. 

Assessing the public opinion trends, I firstly found that there was no country in my data in 

which public support for feminism was significantly lower after the uprisings than before. 

However, publics’ support for feminism did not increase significantly more strongly in all 

countries – i.e., feminism did not accelerate everywhere following the Arab Spring. This 

implies, in line with my framework, that whether the Arab uprisings impacted feminist norm 

diffusion was country-dependent; we cannot treat the region as a homogenous entity and no 

simple, region-wide spill-overs were present.  

Using a comparative case design, I subsequently found that several of the factors I 

focused on shed light on why feminism was boosted in some countries but not in others, and 

the framework helps to understand their interconnectedness. Most importantly, my results 

showed that mass protests in countries that were already more gender equal were sufficient 

to boost public support for feminism after the Arab Spring. It seems that, when protests call 

for political change, women’s movements and female politicians are instrumental in echoing 

feminist norms and ensuring they resonate with Arab publics.  

Additionally, my results implied that anti-Western sentiments and civil wars shape 

what type of feminism (Muslim or secularist) was boosted by the uprisings. Generally, in 

countries with strong anti-Western value climates, secularist feminism jumped after the 

uprisings. So, in strongly anti-Western societies, the narrative that feminism is incompatible 

with Islam may be more forceful and prompt feminists to opt for a secular route. Vice versa, 

Muslim feminism jumped in countries with sectarian protests that descended into civil wars. 

Sectarian civil wars may thus reinforce religious identities, increasing their importance under 

feminists. Still, this conclusion remains tentative as my data only include one of the countries 

in which the 2011 uprisings were characterized by sectarian protests leading to civil war 

(Yemen). 

In fact, the problem of the limited number of Arab countries and the strong clustering 

of the factors I focused on underlay most of the challenges I faced. For instance, all countries 
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(in the region and in my data) in which large-scale, broad-based protests took place also have 

strong women’s movements, rendering it difficult to tease apart their effects. Of course, this 

observation may also show that the occurrence of mass protests is tied to the existence of 

strong women’s movements. At any rate, there remains some uncertainty regarding which 

particular characteristic or combination thereof facilitated or prohibited feminist norm 

diffusion after the Arab Spring. It is unlikely that this issue can be solved fully if additional 

quantitative data come available, so in-depth studies could zoom in on the mechanisms that 

this study brought to the fore. Still, comparative large-N data on more time points, especially 

between 2008 and 2010, within countries could help establish whether the trends my data 

show hold. Also, my conclusions on what factors matter could be scrutinized using additional 

quantitative data; for instance, data on Bahrain could further illuminate my results on sectarian 

protests, data on Saudi Arabia could deepen my insights into countries that saw no large-scale 

protests, and data on Syria would help to test my claims on civil war. 

 Keeping these limitations in mind, the context-dependent norm-diffusion framework 

has shown to be a valuable way to assess the divergent impacts of the Arab Spring on publics’ 

support for feminism. Indeed, it seems that feminist norms did not unilaterally diffuse following 

the protests. Rather, mass protests need to take place in countries where women are in a 

position to take the lead to foster a public mindset more prone to support feminism.
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6.1 Introduction 

Western public debates often portray Arab people as categorically opposed to gender equality 

and women’s empowerment because of Islam (Abu-Lughod, 1998; Moghadam, 2013). 

Inadvertently lending credibility to these Orientalist views, most existing large-scale studies 

focus on how Muslims, on average, support gender equality less than non-Muslims do (e.g., 

Inglehart and Norris, 2003; Lussier and Fish, 2016; Price, 2015). Even if that is the case, there 

may still be substantial numbers of Arab Muslims who do support gender equality and 

women’s empowerment (which I refer to here as “feminism”) and who do so while personally 

identifying as strongly religious and highly attached to Islam (see Chapter 4). As of yet, no 

large-scale study exists that aims to explain this “support for Muslim feminism,” even though 

doing so could help swap simplistic Orientalist depictions of the Arab region for nuanced 

insights into the unlikely allies of feminism. 

 The present study aims to fill this lacuna and explain why certain Arab people support 

feminism while remaining highly attached to Islam (“Muslim feminists”). To do so, I develop 

and test the embedded agency framework that emphasizes Muslims’ agency and heterogeneity 

within the Arab region. At its core, this framework proposes that certain Arab people are 

more likely to support women’s rights because they are more inclined or better equipped to 

agentically subvert dominant patriarchal norms (Elder, 1994; Rinaldo, 2014; Sewell, 1992; 

Zion-Waldoks, 2015). However, whether Arab people support feminism while remaining 

highly attached to Islam probably depends on whether specific societal narratives portray 

Islam and feminism as contradictory (Charrad, 2011; Mir-Hosseini, 2006). Altogether, the 

present study focuses on how individual characteristics and societal factors simultaneously 

shape support for Muslim feminism in the Arab region.  

 

 

6.2 An embedded agency framework 

Existing quantitative studies portray the Arab region as a homogenous bloc where people 

oppose gender equality because of patriarchal religious socialization (Inglehart and Norris, 

2003; Lussier and Fish, 2016). This focus on univocal socialization portrays Muslims as solely 

passive beings who unquestioningly internalize patriarchal norms to which they are exposed 

(see Chapter 2). I veer away from these Orientalist depictions by studying how Islam may be 

combined with support for women’s rights using a framework that centres (1) Muslims’ agency 

and (2) the heterogeneity within the region (Alexander and Parhizkari, 2018; Spierings, Smits, 

and Verloo, 2009; see also Said, 2003).  

My framework starts with Arab Muslims’ agency. I suggest that instead of exclusively 

accepting dominant patriarchal interpretations of Islam, Arab Muslims may diverge by deciding 

for themselves what gender and religion mean (Elder, 1994; Rinaldo, 2014). I focus on how 

people who are embedded in patriarchal structures may exercise agency by subverting 

mainstream patriarchal norms, for instance to promote their (gendered) interests (Mir-

Hosseini, 2006; Moghissi, 2011; Nyhagen, 2017). However, whether Arab Muslims actualize 

their ability to exercise agency to deviate from dominant patriarchal norms probably depends 

on their preferences and abilities (Read and Bartkowski, 2000). The lines along which agency 

manifests itself are developed further below. 
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 I also contextualize agency. I start by noting that the Arab region is heterogeneous. 

Because the meanings people attach to the world are socially constructed and culturally 

entrenched, societal differences across the region may help shape how citizens interpret and 

connect religiosity and women’s rights (Elder, 1994; Geertz, 1973; Sewell, 1992). As regional 

experts argue, actors in the region tend to link women’s rights to Western neo-imperialism, 

suggesting feminism is antithetical to Islam and Arab identity (e.g., Badran, 2011; Charrad, 

2011; Moghadam, 2002). Still, the strength and indisputability of these social narratives is 

expected to differ between the varying systems of meaning in different Arab societies. Below, 

I deduce what circumstances cement and which undercut oppositions between Islamic 

religiosity and feminism, and how this translates to whether people embedded in these 

societies support Muslim feminism. 

 

6.2.1 Individual agency to support feminism 

Who is more inclined to subvert dominant patriarchal currents in the Arab region? Perhaps 

the most obvious answer would be Arab women. Women are marginalized by patriarchal 

societies, whereas men can be argued to benefit from an order that allots them, among other 

things, greater legal rights and freedom of movement (Lussier and Fish, 2016; Moghadam, 

2002). Ironically, pervasive patriarchal institutions that treat men as authoritative agents and 

women as childlike dependents can consequently be expected to fuel exercising agency among 

the latter. For instance, Arab women are the ones more likely to participate in feminist 

movements that reinterpret holy texts in more emancipatory ways (e.g., “Collectif 95 

Maghreb-Egalité,” “Quranic Interpetation by Women,” and “Women Living under Muslim 

Laws”) (DeVriese, 2008;  Moghadam, 2014; UNDP, 2006; see also Chapter 4). Assuming that 

women have more to gain from agentic deviations, I thus expect that: women are more likely 

to support feminism than men (hypothesis 1). Note that, as I am also unaware of any existing 

(large-scale) studies that offer explanations regarding “ordinary” Arab citizens’ support for 

Muslim versus secularist feminism, I have no strong theoretical reason to a priori assume 

differences between women and men in the ratio of Muslim feminism to secularist feminism. 

However, I empirically explore later whether such individual differences exist.  

 There are also other Arab Muslims who have something to gain from departing from 

patriarchal norms. First, as these norms champion roles in reference to families – i.e., men 

should be the providers and women the nurturers of households – unmarried people have 

more reason to support feminism (Abu-Lughod, 1998; Ahmed, 1992; Mostafa, 2005). Although 

most existing work focuses on how single Arab women are infantilized and treated as girls, 

several studies have also described single men’s frustration with not meeting provider norms 

(Treacher, 2003). So, both unmarried men and women are expected to be more willing to 

deviate from patriarchal norms. Additionally, unmarried people, particularly women, may also 

be better able to exercise agency, given that they are less “restricted” by significant others in 

making their own life decisions (Johnson, 2007). Altogether, I expect that: single people are 

more likely to support feminism than married people (hypothesis 2). 

 For similar reasons, feminism is probably in the interest of employed women – but not 

employed men. As seen, employed men fit the provider role patriarchal norms assign them, 

but employed women transgress (Mostafa, 2005). As such, employed women are subject to 
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social sanctions, which may vary from discrimination or harassment at work to others 

questioning their honour (Gallant and Pounder, 2008). Therefore, employed women are 

expected to have more to gain from feminism. Additionally, employed women may be better 

equipped to exercise agency as their financial resources may increase their decision-making 

power in the household (Moghadam, 2014). Moreover, employed women may encounter 

more and differing viewpoints in their workplaces, increasing their awareness of the diversity 

of stances they could adopt. Altogether, I expect that: employed women are more likely to 

support feminism than non-employed women and (employed and non-employed) men (hypothesis 

3). 

Next to individual interests in equality, Arab Muslims who are critical of the status quo 

more generally may also be more inclined to swerve from mainstream patriarchal norms. 

Those who are less trusting of established formal institutions may be more critical thinkers 

and thus better equipped to exercise agency (Norris, 1999). More importantly, Arab citizens 

with lower trust in state institutions may be wary of institutions’ patriarchal aspects. In the 

Arab region in particular, state and gender are connected, as exemplified by Arab Spring 

protestors simultaneously demanding political change and gender equality as well as the 

continuing debates on family law, morality police, and stipulating women’s rights in 

constitutions (Al-Ali, 2012; Charrad and Zarrugh, 2014; Treacher, 2003). As Charrad (2011, 

p. 422) notes more generally, “alternatively framed as symbols of the nation, as markers of 

cultural authenticity, or as new citizens, women – or rather, the symbolic “woman” – have 

occupied centre stage in the crafting of national identities and in state efforts to further 

political and economic agendas”. So, those who trust these gendered institutions less, may 

not only be better able to exercise agency but also more inclined to deviate from patriarchal 

norms specifically. So, institutional distrust is expected to be positively related to support for 

feminism (hypothesis 4). 

 Finally, higher educated people may be better equipped to deviate from mainstream 

social norms. Education fosters people’s cognitive skills to think critically and independently, 

which is expected to increase their ability to subvert dominant norms (Alexander and Welzel, 

2011; Moghadam, 2013). Likewise, also by fostering literacy, education increases access to 

knowledge and decreases dependence on others for information. For instance, higher 

educated Arab women have been shown to have greater knowledge and influence over their 

reproduction and marriage contracts (Roudi-Fahimi and Moghadam, 2006). Lastly, higher 

educated people may be exposed to more emancipatory or diverse social norms in schools 

or social circles, which is expected to increase their awareness of the diversity of views on 

feminist issues and thus their ability to adopt a divergent stance (Shamaileh, 2016). Together, 

I expect that: education increases support for feminism (hypothesis 5). 

 

6.2.2 Societal narratives on Islam and feminism 

The second step in my framework focusses on how societal circumstances influence support 

for Muslim feminism versus secularist feminism. Particularly, I focus on how societies solidify 

or temper narratives that feminism is a form of Western neo-imperialism and unfit for Islamic 

identity (Ahmed, 1992; Abu-Lughod, 1998). Societies that construct feminism and Islamic-

Arab identity as necessarily contradictory are expected to close spaces for emancipatory 
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religious interpretations and complicate feminism in general and Muslim feminism specifically. 

Vice versa, Arab citizens embedded in societies that portray feminism and Islam as less 

contradictory may have greater freedom in deciding the meanings of Islam and feminism, 

opening opportunities for feminism and Muslim feminism in particular (Elder, 1994; Geertz, 

1973; Sewell, 1992). 

First, a technical note. I focus on how Muslim feminism is relatively boosted more 

(compared to secularist feminism). While Muslim feminism is also expected to be bigger in 

absolute terms in societies that contradict Islamic-Arabness and feminism less, secularist 

feminism may be lower or higher (or remain equal). Citizens may, “given the choice”, rather 

combine feminism with strong attachment to Islam than detachment from Islam because they 

value the religion that brings them strength and guidance and structures social life (i.e., lower 

secularist feminism). However, Arab citizens may also transpose opportunities that feminism 

in general is less vilified (i.e., higher secularist feminism). So, I theorize how secularist feminism 

is relatively increased less than Muslim feminism, although I empirically explore absolute rates 

later. 

 More substantively, first, Arab societies in which more women embody empowerment 

are expected to undercut social constructions of Islam as solely opposed to feminism. Seeing 

local women as real-life embodied examples of how Islamic-Arabness and feminism can go 

together is expected to give Arab Muslims cases to explicitly draw on, or at least cases that 

imply the possibility of combining Arab-Muslim identity with feminism (Salime, 2008). I expect 

that female politicians may be influential in particular, as they occupy highly visible and 

powerful positions (Alexander, 2015). What is more, politics and religion tend to be 

connected in the region, which may further connect female parliamentarians to Islam, further 

eroding oppositions between women’s empowerment and religiosity (Mir-Hosseini, 2006). 

Although certain female politicians may belong to conservative parties or fulfil gender quota 

requirements, their presence in Arab parliaments is still expected to increase symbolic 

representation, signalling that Arab women too can be empowered as employed political 

leaders (Alexander 2012, 2015). If these counterfactuals to narratives that Islam opposes 

feminism are also perceived as such by Arab citizens, support for feminism is expected to be 

more easily combined with strong attachment to Islam rather than detachment from Islam 

(see Chapter 5). Countries with lower female political representation feature fewer Muslim 

feminist precedents, which is expected to more often lead citizens to a secularist rather than 

a Muslim feminist route as Islam and feminism are constructed more unequivocally as 

necessarily opposed. So, I expect that: Female political representation increases support for Muslim 

feminism more than secularist feminism (hypothesis 6). 

 Arab societies with stronger feminist movements are expected to fuel Muslim 

feminism over secularist feminism for similar reasons (see Chapter 5). When local Arab 

activists visibly stand up for women’s rights, they are expected to show that feminism does 

not oppose Islamic religiosity (Moghadam, 2013). Also, feminist movements in the region 

explicitly connect religion and feminism, for instance by arguing how religious texts can be 

interpreted to support feminist issues, which is expected to tie in Islamic religiosity with 

feminism more explicitly (DeVriese, 2008; UNDP, 2006). In countries with strong feminist 

movements, Arab citizens who support feminism can draw on their example and combine 
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their support for women’s rights with a strong Islamic identity more easily (Salime, 2008). In 

societies with weak movements or movements that are co-opted by governments, such 

Muslim feminist signals are expected to be less visible, not highly feminist, or seen as simply 

another arm of the government that has little bearing on publics’ lives (Htun and Weldon, 

2012). I thus expect that: Strong feminist movements increase support for Muslim feminism over 

secularist feminism (hypothesis 7). 

 Next, societies with greater freedom of expression are expected to create more space 

for diverse views and thus weaken oppositions between religion and feminism. If Arab Muslims 

can come across varying religious interpretations, they are expected to be more aware that 

there is not one (conservative) interpretation of Islam but multiple to choose from. If so, Islam 

is expected to be interpreted in more diverse ways, including more emancipatory ones. 

Likewise, if countries do not censor diverse views on women’s rights, narratives that feminism 

is only spread by Western neo-imperialists can be undercut by examples of the diversity of 

feminist ideas and those who voice them. This is, for instance, reflected by local Arab women 

who use social media to mobilize others to support feminism using religious arguments, also 

during the Arab Spring (Khalil, 2014). In short, feminism is expected to be seen as less 

unilaterally opposed to religiosity in societies in which citizens can come across more diverse 

views, which may allow feminists to combine feminism with strong attachment to Islam more 

easily. Freedom of expression increases support for Muslim feminism more than secularist feminism 

(hypothesis 8). 

The constructed opposition between Arab-Islamic identity and Western feminism may 

also sting more in certain societies than others. If publics are more strongly averse to “the 

West”, adversaries of feminism may use this to their advantage and more strongly and 

frequently argue that feminism is a notion for and of Western unbelievers (cf. Blaydes and 

Linzer, 2012). Additionally, the narrative that feminism is Western is expected to carry more 

weight among publics who view the West more antagonistically (Rizzo, Abdel-Latif and Meyer, 

2007; Spierings, 2014). Anti-Western publics may more strongly see themselves as different 

from and opposed to Western people, drawing fault lines between their religious virtuousness 

compared to Western publics’ godless hedonism. In strongly anti-Western societies, 

accusations of feminism’s Westernness are thus expected to be more influential, fortifying 

views that Arabness and feminism are necessarily opposed, and thereby closing off possibilities 

for Muslim feminism. Therefore, I propose that: Anti-Western value climates increase secularist 

feminism over Muslim feminism (hypothesis 9). 

It could alternatively be argued that anti-Westernism strengthens support for Muslim 

feminism, because it creates an impetus to frame feminism in a culturally legitimate way. This 

is an empirical question that I tackle later. For now, I propose that anti-Westernism increases 

secularist feminism because I focus on general publics’ value climates. Even if anti-Western 

ideology causes feminist movements to frame their claims in religious terms, such claims may 

not be successful if the West is perceived to be the enemy (see Chapter 5). 

 

6.2.3 Who perceives societal narratives? 

At the same time, not all Arab Muslims are expected to be equally receptive to these 

variations in socially constructed oppositions between feminism and Islam. As societies are 
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hardly homogenous wholes, the extent to which varying groups perceive and capitalize on 

counters to narratives that Islam contradicts feminism may differ. This implies that societal 

circumstances affect support for Muslim feminism to varying degrees across different groups. 

Here, I focus on absolute rates of Muslim feminism (not compared to secularist feminism) 

because my uncertainty of the baseline of secularist feminism (see Section 6.2.2) prevents 

predictions of how relative ratios change for different groups (a highly technical story in 

Appendix E.1). 

Arab Muslims who are more likely to exercise agency can be expected to be more 

attuned to (counters to) societal narratives on feminism and religion than others. The 

assumption here is that feminist issues are more important or central to individuals who have 

more to gain from or are better equipped to support feminism. For instance, feminism is 

expected to be more salient, serious, and significant to women than to men (cf. Burn, Aboud, 

and Moyles, 2000; Rhodebeck, 1996). Assuming their greater interest in the matter, the 

former may be more perceptive of or receptive to social constructions of feminist issues and 

how they relate to religiosity. Those constructions may simply pass by Muslims for whom 

feminist issues are less salient or noteworthy, weakening their impact. 

For instance, in contexts with greater freedom of expression, women may be more 

focussed on and willing to look for and exploit divergent views on feminism and how religiosity 

can accompany them (Shamaileh, 2016). Women especially are thus expected to become 

more knowledgeable concerning the diversity of religious interpretations and feminist stances 

and consequently have more Muslim feminist cases to draw on. However, men have fewer 

interests in explicitly studying diverse and emancipatory religious interpretations, so they are 

expected to use opportunities to encounter divergent views less. Therefore, freedom of 

expression is expected to fuel Muslim feminism among women more strongly than among 

men. Likewise, men may be less aware of the existence or arguments of feminist movements 

in favour of emancipatory religious interpretations, connect female politicians to Arab 

women’s empowerment less, and be less swept by narratives that feminism is Western as 

they take less explicit interest in feminist issues anyway. 

Altogether, if we assume that feminist views are more salient among Arab Muslims 

who have more to gain from gender equality and women’s empowerment, these citizens may 

be more attuned to societal (counters to) narratives that Islam contradicts feminism. This 

leads us to expect that these societal signals are recognized and turned to their advantage 

more by (employed) women, single people, those who distrust institutions, and higher 

educated people – and thus especially open up possibilities to combine feminism with strong 

religious attachment among those groups. In other words: Higher female political representation 

rates, stronger feminist movements, greater freedom of expression, and less anti-Western value 

climates increase women’s, single people’s, employed women’s, people who distrust institutions’, and 

higher educated people’s support for Muslim feminism more strongly than others’ (hypothesis 10). 
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Figure 6.1 Conceptual overview 

 

 

 

6.3 Data and measurements 

I synchronized data from the four existing waves of the Arab Barometer (AB) and the three 

most recent waves of the World Values Survey (WVS).69 All AB and WVS surveys used 

stratified random or national full probability sampling, and most interviewed respondents face-

to-face. The surveys targeted to represent the population of 18 years or older, and for most 

populations there is evidence that the data are representative concerning gender, age, and 

regional population distributions, and, for some populations, educational attainment as well. 

These data include 51 surveys (country-years) that cover 15 Arab countries (Algeria, 

Bahrain, Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Palestine, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, 

Sudan, Tunisia, and Yemen) between 2001 and 2016. I exclude non-Muslims because religiosity 

probably has different meanings for religious minorities in these countries. I also excluded all 

respondents with missing information, after which 57,635 respondents (79 percent of the 

initial sample) remained. The vast majority was excluded because institutional distrust was not 

included in all surveys (11,080 of 15,212 excluded cases). Table 6.1 below shows the 

descriptive statistics of all variables.  

 

 

6.3.1 Support for Muslim and secularist feminism 

To operationalize my dependent variable, I use latent class analyses (LCA) on 7 items on 

gender equality and women’s empowerment in education, employment, and politics and 4 

items on attachment to religion. In short, these analyses fit my purpose because they assign 

respondents into groups (“classes”) based on how they answered a set of questions—in this 

case on feminism and religiosity. These analyses tell us, for instance, which respondents are 

highly likely to strongly support feminism while being highly religious (“Muslim feminists”) and 

who supports feminism while being relatively weakly religious (“secularist feminists”) (for 

details, see Blaydes and Linzer, 2012 and Chapter 4).  

 
69 I control my models for survey type. http://www.arabbarometer.org/ and 

http://www.worldvaluessurvey.org/wvs.jsp. 
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Importantly, LCA does not require pre-set (arbitrary) cut-off points. Actors are 

central, rather than items, and the models are more inductive than deductive. Substantively, 

this means that I circumvent having to decide a priori what “feminism” entails for the region 

and where Muslim feminism ends and secularist feminism begins. Rather, those questions are 

answered using respondents’ own judgments on different aspects of gender equality and 

women’s rights and their religious attachment, from which the LCA deduces grouped 

patterns.   

My model and all items can be found in Appendix E.2. The model shows that 25.4 

percent of my sample supports Muslim feminism, 5.2 percent supports secularist feminism, 

and 69.3 percent does not support feminism.70 In line with my theoretical focus, I distinguish 

among these three categories in my dependent variable. 

 

6.3.2 Individual-level independent variables 

Gender is coded 0 for men and 1 for women. Respondents’ marital status distinguishes among 

married, single, and others (e.g., widowed or separated). To test my hypothesis on employed 

women, I constructed an “interaction dummy” that is coded 1 if respondents are both women 

and employed, and 0 if they are men or non-employed. I construct this dummy rather than 

estimate an interaction because my theory singles out employed women, rather than, for 

instance, proposing that the effect of sex differs depending on employment. To gauge 

institutional distrust, I use two items: the extent to which respondents said they “trusted” (AB) 

or had “confidence” in (WVS) “the parliament” and “the police.” Both are measured on four-

point scales ranging from “a great extent” (coded 0) to “none” (coded 3). Because the two 

scales’ distributions were similar, I averaged respondents’ scores on the two items to create 

the scale “institutional distrust.” Finally, I include the highest level of education respondents 

have completed in four categories: none (0), primary (1), secondary (2) and tertiary (3). 

 

  

 
70 My model, as did the model in Chapter 4, finds two classes that are highly religious and support feminism, so 

I consider both to be Muslim feminists. 
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6.3.3 Context-level independent variables 

Female political representation is operationalized as the percentage of seats in national 

parliaments held by women in a particular country during the year of survey, as reported by 

the World Bank.71 For Palestine, the Palestinian National Authority is used; for Saudi Arabia, 

the Shura Council is coded. Freedom of expression is measured on the country-year level using 

V-Dem’s “freedom of expression and alternative sources of information” scale.72 In line with 

my theory, this is a thick measure that covers freedom of press and citizens’ freedom of 

(academic and cultural) expression. The continuous scale ranges from 0 to 1, with higher 

scores indicating greater freedom. 

To code feminist movements, I relied on regional experts’ judgements (Moghadam, 

2014; UNDP, 2006) on which Arab countries have strong and autonomous feminist 

movements during the year of survey. I consider Algeria, Tunisia, Morocco, and Egypt to have 

such strong movements (coded as 1), whereas all other countries are considered to have 

weak or state co-opted movements (coded as 0). Even though my measure thus does not 

simply “count” the number of movements and codes them more substantively based on their 

strength, it would also have been interesting to study whether countries feature more strong 

Muslim feminist movements (such as Morocco) or more strong secularist feminist movements 

(such as Tunisia). However, this is difficult in practice given the limited number of countries 

in my sample (and the Arab region). More substantively, the presence of a strong, autonomous 

feminist movement in an Arab country is expected to signal that Arabness and feminism can 

go together, even if such a movement is more secular in nature.  

 I tap anti-Westernism with anti-Americanism because of data availability and because 

the United States is constructed as the archetype of “the West” in Arab countries (Ciftci and 

Tezcür, 2016). I averaged publics’ agreement with the AB statement “Despite U.S. foreign 

policies, most ordinary Americans are good people” (0 for agree and 1 for disagree) to the 

country-year level. If the question was not asked in a particular survey, I included the (average 

of the) closest year(s) in a given country. Ideally, multiple statements on anti-Westernism 

should have been included, but these data are not available in all countries. However, 

countries have been shown to rank similarly for different items (Glas and Spierings, 

forthcoming). Also, although including multiple measures could produce a more valid scale, 

theoretically, it seems unlikely that other items on anti-Western attitudes would change my 

findings in the sense of increasing rather than decreasing Muslim feminism. 

 

  

 
71 https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/sg.gen.parl.zs 
72 https://www.v-dem.net/en/ 
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6.3.4 Control variables 

On the individual level, I control for age (in years) and exclude respondents under 18 years 

because they are not part of the target population. On the country-year level, I control for 

GDP (gross domestic product) and oil rents as a percentage of GDP, as reported by the World 

Bank.73 Finally, I include survey type, coded 0 for AB and 1 for WVS to control for any 

differences between the two surveys. 

 

6.3.5 Analytic strategy and robustness tests 

To analyse my data, I use three-level multinomial models because my dependent variable 

consists of three categories, and my respondents are nested in surveys (country-years) in 

countries (ICCcountry, non-feminists = 0.03; ICCsurvey, non-feminists = 0.06; ICCcountry, secularist feminists = 0.002; 

ICCsurvey, secularist feminists = 0.13). 

I also conducted five robustness tests. By and large, my main results hold across all 

sensitivity tests, but if they diverge, I mention so in the text. First, I estimated my individual-

level models for men and women separately to establish that my findings hold for both 

genders. For my context-level hypotheses, I ensured that my findings are not driven by a few 

highly influential cases by also estimating my main models while alternately excluding surveys 

(1) with outlying scores on the context-level variables; (2) in which relations between 

independent variables and support for Muslim or secularist feminism were exceptionally 

strong or weak; and (3) in which predicted probability ratios (to support secularist feminism 

compared with Muslim feminism) were extremely high or low. Finally, I controlled for 

individual mosque attendance in a subsample because mosque attendance may shape (Muslim) 

feminism, but data on attendance are unfortunately unavailable in AB wave 4. AB wave 1 asked 

respondents whether they prayed and did so at mosques (coded 1; others coded 0). 

Respondents in other surveys were coded 1 if they “always” or “most of the time” attend 

Friday prayers (AB 2 and 3) or attend religious services at least once a month (WVS). 

 

  

 
73 https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/ny.gdp.mktp.cd and https://data.worldbank.org/ 

indicator/NY.GDP.PETR.RT.ZS. 
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Table 6.1 Descriptive statistics 
  N Minimum Maximum Mean SD 

Dependent variable        

Support for feminism        

 Muslim feminism 57,635 0 Not a Muslim feminist 1 Muslim feminist 0.25  

 Secularist feminism 57,635 0 Not a secularist feminist 1 Secularist feminist 0.05  

 Non-feminism 57,635 0 A feminist 1 Not a feminist 0.69  

Individual-level independent variables       

Gender 57,635 0 Men 1 Women 0.49  

Marital status        

 Single 57,635 0 Not single 1 Single 0.31  

 Married 57,635 0 Not married 1 Married 0.63  

 Other 57,635 0 Not widowed or separated 1 Widowed or separated 0.06  

Employed women 57,635 0 Unemployed and/or men 1 Employed women 0.13  

Institutional trust* 57,635 0 A great extent of trust 3 No trust 1.51 0.91 

Education* 57,635 0 No education 3 Tertiary education 1.52 0.99 

Context-level independent variables       

Female political representation* 51 0  31.6  12.81 10.13 

Feminist movements 15 0 Weak movements 1 Strong movements 0.41  

Freedom of expression* 51 0  1  0.58 0.17 

Anti-Americanism* 15 0  1  0.33 0.16 

Control and robustness variables       

Age 57,635 18  99  37.35 13.79 

Survey type 51 0 AB 1 WVS 0.34  

GDP 51 4.9*109  6.7*1011  1.0*1011 1.2*1011 

Oil rents 51 0  53.4  13.24 17.38 

Mosque attendance 46,685 0 Lower attendance 1 Higher attendance 0.58  

Nindividual = 57,635; Nsurvey = 51. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2016.
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6.4 Results 

 

6.4.1 Descriptive analyses 

To what extent do Arab publics support gender equality and women’s rights? Figure 6.2 shows 

the percentage of each country’s public that supports Muslim feminism, secularist feminism, 

or neither. The results first show that, across my sample, most citizens do not support 

feminism (almost 70 percent). Simultaneously, however, more than one in four Arab Muslims 

does support feminism. Also, feminists are five times more likely to be strongly attached to 

Islam than to sway from religion. Together, these results rebuke claims from public debates 

that feminism is completely foreign to the Arab region and that Islamic religiosity necessarily 

opposes gender equality and women’s rights (Abu-Lughod, 1998; Moghadam, 2013). 

 

Figure 6.2 Support for feminism per country 

 
Nindividual = 57,635; Nsurvey = 51. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2016. 

 

At the same time, support for feminism differs markedly across countries in the region. For 

instance, the results show that in Lebanon on average throughout the years surveyed, support 

for feminism is 1.5 times higher than in Egypt, and support for Muslim feminism is twice as 

large in Lebanon. Additionally, while there are more Muslim feminists than secularist feminists 

in all countries across years, the ratio between the two differs. This is in line with my 

framework, which also proposed that the relationship between Muslim and secularist 

feminism differs across contexts. For example, in Bahrain secularist feminism is almost as 

common as Muslim feminism, whereas Moroccan feminists are about six times more likely to 

be Muslim feminists than secularist feminists.74 In line with my framework, supporting Muslim 

 
74 Interestingly, Morocco and Tunisia show similar ratios of Muslim to secularist feminism. Tentatively, this may 

imply that it does not matter for public opinion whether countries have a stronger legacy of Muslim feminist 

movements or a stronger legacy of secularist feminism movements. 
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or secularist feminism thus seems structured by the particular Arab country in which people 

are embedded. 

 

6.4.2 Who supports feminism? 

Can my embedded agency framework help explain these differences in support for feminism? 

Figures 6.9a and 6.9b at the end of this section summarize all results. Presently, I start with 

individual differences, estimated by a three-level multinomial model that uses non-feminism as 

the reference category (see Table 6.2).  

Generally, my individual-level independent variables relate to support for feminism as 

expected. For instance, women are significantly more likely than men to support Muslim 

feminism over non-feminism and to support secularist feminism over non-feminism. Gender 

is also (quite strongly) related to support for (Muslim) feminism in absolute terms; women 

are more likely than men to support Muslim and secularist feminism (see Figure 6.3).75 

Similarly, single people, employed women,76 and more highly educated people are more likely 

to support Muslim and secularist feminism. These results support hypotheses 1, 2, 3, and 5; 

Arab Muslims who are more inclined or better equipped to exercise agency are more likely 

to deviate from patriarchal norms. 

 

Figure 6.3 Marginal effects of individual variables on Muslim and secularist feminism 

 
Nindividual = 57,635. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2016. 

 

Interestingly, however, the effect of institutional distrust on secularist feminism is negligible 

(see Figure 6.3), and, because it is a direct individual-level effect, I consider it nonsignificant 

relative to non-feminism (see Table 6.2). Hypothesis 4 is thus accepted only for Muslim 

feminism. This result may show that Arab citizens who distrust institutions object to the 

 
75 Marginal effects show how the probability to support feminism changes if characteristics increase by 1. For 

instance, being female instead of male increases the likelihood of Muslim feminism by 0.15 (ceteris paribus). All 

marginal effects and probabilities are calculated using fixed effects for mean values (e.g., 37-year-olds) and 

reference categories (e.g., WVS). 
76 As expected, no significant differences are found among men. 
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specific interpretations of Islam institutions implement (Charrad, 2011; Norris, 1999). If 

citizens take issue in particular with institutions’ conservative versions of Islam, it makes sense 

that institutional distrust accompanies Muslim feminism rather than secularist feminism.  

 

Table 6.2 Multilevel multinomial models of Muslim and secularist feminism 

  Model 1 

  Muslim feminism Secularist feminism 

  b SE b SE 

Independent variables     

Female (ref. = male) 0.86 0.02 0.75 0.04 

Marital status (ref. = married)     

 Single 0.06 0.03 0.19 0.05 

 Other 0.08 0.04 0.04 0.08 

Employed women (ref. = unemployed / male) 0.19 0.03 0.16 0.06 

Institutional distrust 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.02 

Education 0.23 0.01 0.23 0.02 

Control variables     

Age 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

WVS survey (ref. = AB) -0.24 0.15 -0.28 0.22 

GDP 0.10 0.12 -0.01 0.15 

Oil rents -0.20 0.13 -0.03 0.15 

Intercept -1.46 0.15 -3.09 0.18 

Note: Bold parameters indicate significance at p < 0.05; italics indicate significance at p < 0.10. 

Reference = non-feminism. Nindividual = 57,635; Nsurvey = 51. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2016. 

 

6.4.3 Muslim feminism versus secularist feminism 

When do people adopt Muslim feminism over secularist feminism? The models in Table 6.3 

include the context-level independent variables and use Muslim feminism as the reference 

category. We see that women are not only more likely to support Muslim feminism than men, 

but also to opt for Muslim feminism over secularist feminism. This may be because of women’s 

general greater attachment to religiosity, which may lead them to find ways to combine 

religiosity with feminism (Nyhagen, 2017; Rinaldo, 2014). Additionally, Arab women may be 

more aware than men of the existence of emancipatory religious interpretations, providing 

them with greater flexibility in combining religiosity and feminism. Second, single people are 

more likely to support secularist than Muslim feminism compared with married people. This 

may be because of single people not fitting the religiously inspired family roles, which may 

simultaneously drive them toward feminism and away from religiosity—an option that may be 

more alluring or accessible to them, given that they are less influenced by marital partners 

(Abu-Lughod, 1998; Ahmed, 1992; Johnson, 2007). 
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Moving to the main research question—how contexts influence the adoption of 

Muslim compared with secularist feminism—my models show, first, that female political 

representation does not matter. Contrary to hypothesis 6, contexts with more female 

parliamentarians do not show significantly more citizens adopting Muslim over secularist 

feminism.77 Women in important political positions do not (yet) seem to counter narratives 

that Arab-Islamic identity opposes feminism.  

 

 
77 Note that Chapter 5 found that female politicians did seem to matter for accelerating feminism after the Arab 

Spring. However, the same was not consistently found for Muslim feminism, which may signal that female 

politicians open op possibilities to adopt feminism among larger publics but do not more strongly do so for 

combining feminism and Islam. This may explain part of the difference in results. Additionally, it is possible that 

female politicians have more power to boost feminism among publics in times of political openings (as the Arab 

Spring) but not generally. My results remain somewhat inconclusive at this point, because female political 

representation marginally significantly decreases secularist feminism over Muslim feminism if I select surveys after 

2010 (results upon request). 
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Table 6.3 Multilevel multinomial models of non-feminism and secularist feminism 

  Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 

  NF SF NF SF NF SF NF SF 

Individual-level independent variables         

Female (ref = male) -0.86 -0.11 -0.86 -0.11 -0.86 -0.11 -0.86 -0.11 

Marital status (ref = married)         

 Single -0.06 0.13 -0.06 0.13 -0.06 0.13 -0.06 0.13 

 Other -0.08 -0.04 -0.08 -0.04 -0.08 -0.04 -0.08 -0.04 

Employed women (ref. = unemployed / male) -0.19 -0.04 -0.19 -0.04 -0.20 -0.04 -0.19 -0.04 

Institutional distrust -0.04 -0.01 -0.04 -0.01 -0.04 -0.01 -0.04 -0.01 

Education -0.23 0.01 -0.23 0.01 -0.23 0.01 -0.23 0.01 

Context-level independent variables         

Female political representation -0.10 0.00       

Strong feminist movements (ref. = weak)   -0.17 -0.60     

Freedom of expression     -0.38 -0.18   

Anti-Americanism       0.19 0.21 

Controls         

Age 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

WVS survey (ref = AB) 0.22 -0.14 0.24 -0.05 0.12 -0.16 0.50 0.17 

GDP -0.09 -0.15 -0.09 -0.01 -0.24 -0.23 -0.10 -0.16 

Oil rents 0.19 0.15 0.18 0.01 0.22 0.18 0.17 0.14 

Intercept 1.46 -1.62 1.51 -1.43 1.49 -1.60 1.39 -1.71 

Note: NF, non-feminists; SF, secularist feminists. Reference = Muslim feminism. Bold parameters indicate significance at p < 0.05; italics indicate significance 

at p < 0.10. Nindividual = 57,635; Nsurvey = 51. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2016. 
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My other expectations about which societies show more Muslim than secularist feminism do 

find support. In Arab societies with strong, autonomous feminist movements, Muslim feminism 

is supported more than secularist feminism, compared with societies with weak or co-opted 

movements. Likewise, freedom of expression fuels Muslim feminism over secularist feminism. 

Finally, more anti-American societies inhibit Muslim feminism more than secularist feminism. 

The latter is interesting, given the theoretical possibility that anti-Westernism also could have 

buttressed the necessity for culturally legitimate feminism and thus fuelled Muslim feminism. 

However, my data do not support this possibility; rather, my findings support my hypothesis 

9 that Muslim feminism is inhibited compared with secularist feminism. Altogether, these 

findings confirm hypotheses 7, 8, and 9. What is more, societal narratives seem quite powerful 

in shaping opportunities for Muslims to combine feminism with strong attachment to Islam, in 

the sense that they affect many and diverse groups (see Appendix E.3). 

These relative differences between societies are driven mainly by absolute differences 

in Muslim feminism (see Figure 6.4). Stronger feminist movements, higher freedom of 

expression, and lower anti-Americanism increase the likelihood that citizens support Muslim 

feminism, rather than strongly decrease support for secularist feminism. It seems that when 

Arab societies less unilaterally contradict Islamic-Arabness to feminism, Muslims use this space 

to combine feminist views with strong attachment to Islam in particular. 

 

Figure 6.4 Marginal effects of societal characteristics on Muslim and secularist feminism 

 
Nindividual = 57,635; Nsurvey = 51. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2016. 

 

6.4.4 Who uses societal openings to support Muslim feminism? 

Still, the extent to which groups perceive and capitalize on these counters to narratives that 

Islam opposes feminism may differ. In other words, societies may affect support for Muslim 

feminism to different degrees for varying groups. Table 6.4 summarizes the results of three-

level multinomial models that include cross-level moderation terms (full models are in 

Appendices E.4 through E.7). First, the effects of female political representation rates on 

Muslim feminism do not significantly differ among groups (see also Appendix E.3), so all my 
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hypotheses on female parliamentarians affecting Arab citizens’ support for Muslim feminism 

are rejected. 

Feminist movements, freedom of expression, and anti-Americanism do seem to relate 

to Muslim feminism differently for various groups. However, first, I should note that some 

caution is warranted because some (less than half) of my moderation terms do not reach 

statistical significance. Still, almost all cases—13 of 15—do show the same pattern concerning 

which groups are affected more and which less, and these patterns do hold with sensitivity 

checks. 

Broadly, my results imply that societal narratives on feminism and Islam especially 

affect individuals who are more likely to support feminism (see also Appendices E.8 through 

E.11).78 Contexts more strongly affect the support for Muslim feminism of Arab citizens who 

are more likely to resist patriarchal norms than of others (Figures 6.5 mostly show longer 

dark bars than light bars).79  For example, in societies with stronger feminist movements, 

women especially are more likely to support Muslim feminism (see Figure 6.6). Similarly, 

women’s support for Muslim feminism is inhibited by anti-Americanism more so than men’s 

(see Figure 6.7). So, women seem more attuned to societal narratives on feminism opposing 

religiosity and to signals that undercut this narrative. Although, in contrast, institutional 

distrust weakens the impact of societal narratives on feminism and Islam, the same 

strengthening effect generally holds for single people, employed women, and more highly 

educated people. These results are thus broadly in line with hypothesis 10. Arab Muslims who 

are better able to support feminism or have more to gain from supporting feminism seem to 

be more attuned to (counters to) societal narratives on religion and feminism. 

 

 

 
78 Note that moderation terms are counterintuitive because they refer to relative ratios of non-feminism or 

secularist compared with Muslim feminism, which cannot be translated to absolute Muslim feminism (see 

Appendix E.1). 
79 Marginal effects show how each group’s likelihood to support for Muslim feminism changes if contextual 

characteristics increase by 1 (ceteris paribus). 
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Table 6.4 Summary of moderated multilevel multinomial models of non-feminism and secularist feminism  

  M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 

  NF SF NF SF NF SF NF SF NF SF 

Female political representation -0.06 0.04 -0.10 0.00 -0.07 0.02 -0.08 0.01 -0.08 0.00 

 *Female -0.09 -0.05         

 *Single   0.01 -0.02       

 *Employed women     -0.04 -0.01     

 *Institutional distrust       0.01 -0.03   

 *Education         -0.04 -0.02 

Female -0.84 -0.05         

Single   -0.05 0.14       

Employed women     -0.20 -0.03     

Institutional distrust       -0.04 -0.01   

Education         -0.23 0.03 

 

Table 6.4 Continued 

  M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 

  NF SF NF SF NF SF NF SF NF SF 

Feminist movements 0.02 -0.61 -0.16 -0.60 -0.05 -0.62 -0.13 -0.62 -0.22 -0.59 

 *Female -0.24 0.18         

 *Single   -0.07 -0.02       

 *Employed women     -0.02 -0.11     

 *Institutional distrust       0.11 0.13   

 *Education         -0.09 0.02 

Female -0.74 -0.07         

Single   -0.03 0.15       

Employed women     -0.19 0.01     

Institutional distrust       -0.08 -0.06   

Education         -0.19 0.02 
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Table 6.4 Continued 

  M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 

  NF SF NF SF NF SF NF SF NF SF 

Freedom of expression -0.30 -0.18 -0.47 -0.14 -0.31 -0.18 -0.37 -0.18 -0.39 -0.18 

 *Female -0.11 -0.02         

 *Single   0.05 0.15       

 *Employed women     -0.08 -0.09     

 *Institutional distrust       0.07 0.01   

 *Education         -0.02 0.06 

Female -0.74 -0.07         

Single   -0.03 0.15       

Employed women     -0.19 0.01     

Institutional distrust       -0.08 -0.06   

Education         -0.19 0.02 

 

Table 6.4 Continued 

  M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 

  NF SF NF SF NF SF NF SF NF SF 

Anti-Americanism 0.16 0.20 0.19 0.28 0.17 0.23 0.19 0.18 0.19 0.21 

 *Female 0.10 0.12         

 *Single   0.07 -0.22       

 *Employed women     0.04 0.04     

 *Institutional distrust       -0.01 -0.12   

 *Education         0.06 -0.02 

Female -0.83 -0.06         

Single   -0.05 0.14       

Employed women     -0.19 -0.03     

Institutional distrust       -0.04 -0.01   

Education         -0.22 0.03 

Note: NF, non-feminists; SF, secularist feminists. Reference = Muslim feminism. Bold parameters indicate significance at p < 0.05; italics indicate 

significance at p < 0.10. Model 11 excludes Algeria 2002 and Tunisia 2013. Model 17 excludes Bahrain 2014, Egypt 2016, and Saudi Arabia 2011. 

Nindividual = 57,635; Nsurvey = 51. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2016
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Figures 6.5a through 6.5c Contextual marginal effects on Muslim feminism per group 

 

 

 
Nindividual = 57,635; Nsurvey = 51. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2016. 
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Figure 6.6 Relations between feminist movements and Muslim feminism per gender 

 
Nindividual = 57,635; Nsurvey = 51. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2016. 

 

Figure 6.7 Relations between anti-Americanism and Muslim feminism per gender 

 
Nindividual = 57,635; Nsurvey = 51. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2016. 

 

Finally, I note that especially Muslim feminism rather than secularist feminism is affected. In 

the cases where contexts do affect secularist feminism for various groups differently, the 

patterns are similar to those of Muslim feminism. Arab citizens who are more likely to resist 

patriarchal norms tend to be more strongly affected (see Figure 6.8). However, for secularist 

feminism differences are smaller, and more often no real differences are found. Altogether, 

societal narratives that cement oppositions between Islam and feminism seem far more suited 

to explain when Arab Muslims support feminism while remaining strongly attached to Islam 

than when they support feminism while detached from Islam. 
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Figure 6.8 Relations between anti-Americanism and secularist feminism per gender 

 
Nindividual = 57,635; Nsurvey = 51. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2016. 

 

Figure 6.9: Summary of supported hypotheses 

 
 

Figure 6.9b Summary of rejected hypotheses 

 
Note: Continuous lines indicate positive relations; dotted lines indicate negative relations. 
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6.5 Conclusion and discussion 

Public debates portray the Arab region as a homogeneous bloc where Islam socializes passive 

citizens to oppose gender equality and women’s empowerment (Abu-Lughod, 1998; 

Moghadam, 2013). Inadvertently paralleling such Orientalist discourses, existing large-scale 

public opinion studies tend to focus on Muslims’ lower support for women’s rights than non-

Muslims’ (e.g., Alexander and Welzel, 2011; Inglehart and Norris, 2003; Lussier and Fish, 

2016). The present study veers away from Orientalism by focusing on Arab people’s agency 

and the heterogeneity of the region to explain which Arab Muslims support women’s rights 

and whether they do so while remaining highly attached to Islam (“Muslim feminism”) 

(Alexander and Parhizkari, 2018; Said, 2003). I develop and test a framework that proposes 

that Arab Muslims are not solely passively socialized into patriarchal interpretations of Islam, 

but can also agentically subvert “malestream Islam” and support feminism (Rinaldo 2014; Zion-

Waldoks 2015; see Chapter 2). Simultaneously, I suggest that the particular society in which 

Arab people are embedded matters. Societal narratives that post a contradiction between 

Islam and feminism in particular are expected to influence whether citizens combine feminism 

with strong attachment to Islam (Ahmed 1992; Badran 2011; Charrad 2011; Moghadam 2002). 

 To test my expectations, I synchronized 51 surveys from the Arab Barometer and 

World Values Survey that cover over 50,000 Arab Muslims in 15 countries between 2001 and 

2016. Latent class analyses show that some Arab people do subvert dominantly patriarchal 

religious interpretations; one in four Arab Muslims supports feminism while being strongly 

attached to Islam. Muslim feminism is far more common than secularist feminism, which is 

supported only by 1 in 20 Arab Muslims. Further supporting my framework, societal 

embeddedness also matters, as support for women’s rights as well as the ratio between 

Muslim feminism and secularist feminism (supporting feminism while being relatively weakly 

attached to Islam) differ markedly across countries in the region.  

To explain these patterns, I conducted three-level multinomial analyses, from which 

two main findings arose. First, I show that, on average, (employed) women, single people, 

people who distrust institutions, and more highly educated people support feminism more 

than do others. What is more, rather than being passive victims, Arab Muslim women seem 

to be the greatest potential agents of change in the region, in the sense that their support for 

(Muslim) feminism is far higher than men’s. More broadly, these results show that Arab people 

can deviate from dominant patriarchal norms and do so when they are more inclined or better 

equipped to exercise agency. 

Second, the extent to which societies cement or undercut narratives that Islam 

contradicts feminism affects support for Muslim feminism. For instance, in societies with 

strong feminist movements, especially Muslim feminism, rather than secularist feminism, is 

more often supported than in societies without strong feminist movements. Additionally, my 

results tentatively suggest that is true more for those most likely to support feminism in 

particular. For example, women, rather than men, are especially more likely to support Muslim 

feminism in Arab societies with stronger feminist movements. In line with my focus on 

heterogeneity within the region, I find that support for Muslim feminism is shaped by how 

Islam and feminism are constructed by the particular Arab society in which citizens are 

embedded. 
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My results also show two main deviations from these general patterns. First, whereas 

Arab people who are more likely to support feminism are more strongly affected by societal 

narratives, those who distrust institutions are affected less strongly. This may signify that 

institutional distrust also implies distrust of societal narratives on Islam and feminism—be they 

emancipatory or patriarchal—thereby weakening their impact. Second, while societies with 

stronger feminist movements, greater freedom of expression, and lower anti-Americanism 

fuel Muslim feminism over secularist feminism, female political representation rates do not. 

This null finding may signify that female politicians’ symbolic representation is undercut by 

their substantive stances as, in some countries, female politicians mainly belong to 

conservative Islamist parties (Al-Anani, 2012). It may take feminist – not female – politicians 

to matter. However, because female political representation has increased only fairly recently 

in the region and countering societal narratives takes time, it may be too soon to draw 

conclusions. 

Future work can further expand upon my findings, particularly if more data become 

available. First, although patterns concerning which Arab people’s Muslim feminism was more 

affected by societal constructions were widely replicated, not all reached statistical 

significance. This could be partly because of the available measurements of societies’ feminist 

movements or because of anti-Westernism in particular being less specific than ideal, although 

this hardly explains my findings. However, my results could also mean that only under certain 

circumstances Arab citizens who are more likely to support feminism are more attuned to 

counters to societal narratives. Although future work could theorize what those 

circumstances are, testing them again requires (far) more survey-level observations. 

Additionally, if data that span more Arab societies become available, it could be asserted 

whether my analyses were plagued mainly by power issues. Second, if panel data become 

available, causal directions can be better addressed, which may be of interest in understanding 

the roles of institutional distrust and societal differences especially. 

 I also want to note that my framework has proved far more useful in understanding 

Muslim feminism than secularist feminism. Although this is perhaps not unexpected, as Muslim 

feminism was my main focus, secularist feminism in the Arab region thus remains ill 

understood, especially as most existing qualitative studies also focus on Muslim feminism. 

Future studies should thus also prioritize the question of what drives secularist feminism in 

the Arab region. More specifically, qualitative scholars could study whether countries with 

historical legacies of strong Muslim feminist movements differ from countries in which 

secularist feminist movements have been more popular.  

 Still, to my knowledge, the present study is the first quantitative work ever to explain 

why Arab Muslims support feminism while remaining strongly religious. Doing so rebukes 

simple Orientalist depictions of Arab people as unilaterally opposed to gender equality and 

women’s empowerment because of Islam. In fact, the results of this study demonstrate that 

such portrayals of Islam as necessarily contradictory to feminism may weaken the possibility 

of Muslim feminism.  Support for feminist mobilization must incorporate the evidence that 

many Arab people do not view Islam and feminism as contradictory. Emboldening diverse and 

emancipatory interpretations of Islam may prove very fruitful to boost feminism in the Arab 

region.
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7.1 The question and framework 

This dissertation was written against the background of Orientalist public debates that portray 

Islam as necessarily at odds with women’s rights, particularly in the Arab region (Said, 2003). 

Such debates assume that the region is one bloc where all inhabitants oppose gender equality 

because they are passively subjugated to one inherently patriarchal religion. Existing 

quantitative sociological works have hardly challenged this claim. Most studies have argued 

that Muslims support gender equality less than non-Muslims (all other people, including 

Christians and Nons; e.g., Alexander and Welzel, 2011; Lussier and Fish, 2016) or that in 

Muslim-majority countries, support for gender equality is lower than in other countries (e.g., 

Inglehart and Norris, 2003; Norris, 2009). They have attributed these differences to religious 

socialization. Doing so, they have not given any attention to the different dimensions that 

make up religiosity or gender equality attitudes or the different societies that make up the 

Arab MENA (Middle East and North Africa). Consequently, they imply that Islam is one 

patriarchal ideology that all Muslims passively internalize (see also Fish, 2002; Gerling, Ash-

Houchen, and Lo, 2019; Huntington, 1996; Koopmans, 2019; Yuchtman-Yaar and Alkalay, 

2007).80 This dissertation examines whether claims from this unilateral socialization theory 

hold. Does every aspect of Arab people’s religion curtail their support for any type of gender 

equality? Do Arab people never subvert malestream religious interpretations? Can religion 

never reinforce support for gender equality? 

To answer these questions, I have developed and tested an embedded agency 

framework. Building on insights of sociological theorists (Elder, Johnson, and Crosnoe, 2003; 

Sewell, 1992), regional gender scholars (Charrad, 2011; Moghadam, 2013), and scholars of 

religion (Cornwall et al., 1986; Stark and Glock, 1968), this framework argues that Arab 

citizens are embedded in societies that shape them, but this happens in particular ways. 

Certain dimensions of religiosity, such as religious service attendance, can be expected to 

more forcefully socialize Arab citizens than other dimensions, such as personal religious 

identification. Mainstream religious norms decry aspects of gender equality that contradict 

women’s motherhood roles more strongly than ones that do not. Particular societies cement 

oppositions between religion and gender equality while others undercut them. The 

framework adds that although societal interpretations of religion can constrain support for 

gender equality, Arab citizens can subvert mainstream norms, too. Citizens who are more 

inclined or better equipped to reinterpret religious interpretations can do so; they may even 

combine religiosity and support for gender equality. This is especially likely when they are 

embedded in societies that do not signal there is one proper patriarchal interpretation of 

religion, because these societies leave wiggle room for agentic reinterpretations. Altogether, 

the embedded agency framework does not presuppose that religion does not socialize people 

but does not presuppose that religiosity always socializes everybody to oppose every aspect 

of gender equality either. Certain dimensions of religion can socialize Arab citizens into 

particular patriarchal values, but religiosity’s (multidimensional) impact is probably dependent 

 
80 To clarify, my critique of unilateral socialization theories only pertain to a small handful of scholars working 

on gender equality in the Arab region and not to all scholars who use socialization frameworks.  
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on the society in which Arab citizens live, and certain people in particular societies can 

renegotiate patriarchal religious norms in favour of emancipatory ones. 

I tested this framework throughout this dissertation, mainly applying multilevel 

regression analyses to data from the Arab Barometer (AB) and World Values Survey (WVS); 

this conclusion discusses whether embedded agency has turned out to provide more fitting 

explanations than the unilateral religious socialization theory. I however do not present each 

and every result that all five empirical chapters have found. Rather, I use examples to 

sequentially answer the research questions outlined in Chapter 1. Doing so, I illustrate that 

religion can socialize Arab citizens into patriarchal values, but it does not necessarily do so. I 

finish with what knowledge gaps remain and what this all implies for gender equality in the 

MENA region. 

 

 

7.2 Summary of results 

Orientalist views propose that gender equality is harshly condemned throughout the Arab 

region. Region-wide data from the World Values Survey (WVS) show that it is true that, on 

average, Arab people are more likely to oppose public-sphere gender equality support it (see 

Chapter 2). At the same time, Arab people’s average opposition is more moderate than 

outright condemnation. There are even aspects of gender equality in the public sphere that 

Arab people on average support more than oppose. Data from the WVS and Arab Barometer 

(AB) show that while on average Arab citizens predominantly oppose gender equality in 

politics, they predominantly support gender equality in education (see Figure 7.1 below and 

Chapter 3). Not all aspects of gender equality are thus denounced (or supported) equally. It 

seems that Arab people separate facets of empowerment that interfere with women’s 

subservient caregiving, as political careers, from ones that do not or improve women’s 

caregiving skills, such as educational attainment (Voas, McAndrew, and Storm, 2013). Gender 

equality is also not similarly decried in every Arab society. On average, gender equality is for 

instance supported far more in Tunisia and Lebanon than in Egypt and Yemen (see Chapter 2 

through 4). If the different aspects of gender equality and the different societies that make up 

the MENA are ignored, we present a one-sided picture of the state of patriarchy in the region. 

There are meaningful differences in support for gender equality within the Arab region, which 

is begging the question why. 
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Figure 7.1 Support for gender equality in education and politics in the Arab region 

 
See Chapter 3. Nindividual = 52,323; Nsurvey = 39. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2014. 

 

7.2.1 Answering research question 1: Dimensions of religiosity 

Unilateral socialization scholars interpret differences in support for gender equality between 

Muslims and non-Muslims to mean that Arab people’s religiosity cripples their support for 

gender equality (e.g., Inglehart and Norris; Lussier and Fish, 2016). Because religion is generally 

interpreted in patriarchal terms in the region, religious citizens would be socialized to oppose 

gender equality. Indeed, there are aspects of religion that hinder support for gender equality. 

Most notably, service attendance. Arab citizens who attend religious services more frequently, 

on average support public-sphere gender equality less (see Chapters 2 and 3). If people are 

regularly exposed to patriarchal religious interpretations as voiced by authorities, they 

internalize these messages. Religious service attendance thus does not contradict the 

unilateral socialization paradigm. 

 However, by only empirically addressing denominational differences, unilateral 

socialization theories ignore that religion is made up of different dimensions and some carry 

an emancipatory potential (see Table 7.1). Especially affective religious feelings (see Figure 7.2) 

turn out to have emancipatory aspects. Arab people who more strongly feel that religion is 

salient in their daily lives do not support public-sphere gender equality less; this religious 

salience even advances support among women (see Table 7.2; see Chapter 2). Such 

emancipatory effects of affective religiosity make sense if we recognize that people who 

strongly identify with their religion can be expected to at least take the main tenets of their 

religion seriously. Whereas there is wiggle room on the exact meanings and rules religions 

propose, active attachment to religion implies a general adherence to religion’s main tenets 

as altruism, benevolence, and justice (Bloom, Arikan, and Courtemache, 2015; Schwartz and 

Huismans, l995). Such notions are difficult to unambiguously square with marginalizing others 

and oppressing women. It thus adds up that Arab citizens who take religion more seriously, 

do not oppose gender equality more. More generally, although Arab people’s religion has 

patriarchal aspects, it is not one unified solely patriarchal force. Religion has different facets, 

and some of them hinder but others help gender equality. 
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Figure 7.2 Dimensions of religiosity 

 
Note: Examples are cursive. Unstudied dimensions are grey. 

 

7.2.2 Answering research question 2: Aspects of gender equality 

This diversity in the way religiosity connects to support for gender equality is further 

underscored when we take the variety in gender equality seriously. Unilateral socialization 

theories do not only imply that all aspects of religiosity are interchangeable, but also that 

religious socialization limits support for all aspects of gender equality. However, religions can 

socialize people to both oppose and support gender equality. Mainstream religious 

interpretations tend to emphasize gender essentialist views that men and women are created 

to do different things, and women are suited to be homemaker-caregivers (Voas, McAndrew, 

and Storm, 2013). This contradicts certain aspects of gender equality as women continuing 

careers after marriage and bearing children and being as good at them as men more than 

ohers. In the Arab region specifically, women’s education has even been promoted from 

religious frames, as education would prepare women to become better wives and mothers 

(Ben Shitrit, 2016; Moghadam, 2013; Tohidi, 2003; Rahimi, 2017). My results partly reflect this. 

The religiously devoted are more likely to oppose the idea that women can be as good as 

men at political careers, which are perceived to clash with their natural roles (see Chapter 

3). But the devoted support gender equality in education more than the less devoted (see 

Chapter 3). One dimension of religiosity can thus repress support for one aspect of gender 

equality and propel support for another. This means that unilateral socialization theories also 

miss emancipatory expects of religiosity when they associate all aspects of gender equality 

with each other. 

 At the same time, throughout this dissertation, I find that religious service attendance 

reduces support for gender equality, although to different degrees, regardless of the particular 

aspect of gender equality studied. Being exposed regularly to religious authorities has far more 

consistent patriarchal effects than individual devotion. This may imply that what is obstructing 

gender equality in the Arab region is not the fact that many people are strongly religious 

Muslims, but that religious authorities trumpet messages that are more conservative than 

publics’ personal religious interpretations (more on this in Section 7.2). More generally, these 
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results show that connections between religiosity and support for gender equality do not 

separately depend on the aspect of religiosity or gender equality attitudes studied, but even 

on their connections. 

 

Table 7.1 General relations between dimensions of religiosity and support for gender 

equality 

 
Public gender 

equality 

Educational gender 

equality 

Political gender 

equality 

 Chapter 2 Chapter 3 Chapter 3 

Practices: Service attendance Negative Negative Negative 

Beliefs: Textualism Negative   

Affect: Devotion Negative Positive Negative 

Affect: Salience Nil   

See Chapters 2 and 3. Note: “Negative” implies religiosity reduces support for gender equality; 

“Positive” implies religiosity increases support for gender equality. Sources: AB and WVS 2001-2014. 

 

7.2.3 Answering research question 3: Individuals showing subversions 

Unilateral socialization theories also sketch a passive picture of Arab citizens. When Arab 

people are exposed to patriarchal religious messages, they would simply internalize them 

without question. My results show that subversions are indeed minimal for certain aspects of 

religiosity. When they attend religious services, Arab citizens are exposed to patriarchal 

religious interpretations that they do not subvert, even if such subversions are in their interest 

or if they are in better societal positions to do so (see Chapter 2). Women or higher educated 

citizens are not less affected by services’ patriarchal messages (see Table 7.2). In fact, their 

initially more emancipatory stances seem to take an especially strong dive when they attend 

services. Those who are theoretically in the best position to renegotiate patriarchal messages 

voiced in services thus do not only not do so, but they are actually more affected by them. In 

that sense, service attendance thus seems to fit the unilateral religious socialization theories 

better than the embedded agency approach.81 

 However, disaggregating religiosity again overturns the unilateral religious socialization 

framework. The messages voiced in services do not seem to be subverted by non-religiously 

demarcated groups, but they are by religious ones. The group that subverts sermons’ 

patriarchal messages consists of people for who religion is especially salient in their daily lives 

(see Chapter 2). It thus seems that people who feel religion is salient keep the main tenets of 

religion in mind when they attend services. Consequently, their religious interpretations 

cannot be swayed as easily as others’ and religious salience curbs service attendance’s negative 

impact on support for gender equality. These findings are especially interesting because they 

 
81 In another way, this finding however does undercut unilateral socialization, as it shows that women and 

higher educated people are not passively socialized by religion either, as they move away from dominant 

patriarchal norms when they do not attend services. 
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imply that the answer to patriarchal religious interpretations may lie in religion itself. Assuming 

that religion is a unified force may thus overlook how patriarchal religious messages can be 

renegotiated from the get-go.
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Table 7.2 Overview of results on the conditional effects of religiosity 

  Public gender equality Educational gender equality Political gender equality 

Practices: 

Service 

attendance 

General impact Negative Negative Negative 

When stronger Women and higher educated people 
Greater democracy, freedom of press, 

progressive family laws, and secularization 
More progressive family laws 

When weaker Greater religious salience  More secular contexts 

When unaltered Greater devotion  Greater democracy and freedom of press 

Beliefs: 

Textualism 

General impact Negative   

When stronger    

When weaker Higher educated men and religiously devoted   

When unaltered Women and greater religious salience   

Affect: 

Devotion 

General impact Negative Positive Negative 

When stronger Women 
 

Negative for less democratic contexts and 

lower freedom of press 

When weaker  Greater democracy 
Positive in more democratic contexts and 

greater freedom of press 

When unaltered Higher educated people 
Greater freedom of press, progressive family 

laws, and secularism 
More progressive family laws and secularism 

Affect: 

Salience 

General impact Nil   

When stronger Negative for men and lower educated   

When weaker 
Positive for women and less negative for 

higher educated women 
  

When unaltered    

See Chapters 2 and 3. Note: “Stronger” and “weaker” reflect significant interactions, and thus multiply instead of add up the other effects. Sources: AB and 

WVS 2001-2014.
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7.2.4 Answering research question 4: Societies facilitating subversions 

Malestream Islam is not only subverted by particular Arab citizens but also throughout certain 

contexts. Whether citizens exercise agentic religious reinterpretations turns out to be 

dependent on the societies in which they are embedded. The results throughout this 

dissertation show two related contextual factors that fuel emancipatory religious 

interpretations: the more general freedom of the public arena and the more specific diversity 

of religious interpretations showcased in it. For instance, citizens throughout freer Arab 

societies reinterpret what religious devotion means (see Chapter 3). While religious devotion 

generally lowers support for political gender equality, the religiously devoted actually support 

women’s political careers more than the less devoted in more democratic MENA countries. 

The same holds for countries with greater freedom of press. In freer societies, Arab citizens 

thus connect religiosity with support for gender equality. When societies leave more room 

for citizens to reinterpret their religion, citizens exercise agency and renegotiate dominant 

patriarchal interpretations. Rather than passively internalizing any patriarchal religious 

interpretation, Arab citizens can reinterpret what devotion means, but whether they do so 

depends on the societies in which they are embedded. 

Bridging all those insights, the picture again emerges that structures can have more 

consistent patriarchal effects than individual religiosity does. The men in power in the Arab 

region, be they the religious or political establishment, can create systems that not only convey 

patriarchal interpretations of religion, but generally also quite successfully silence different 

interpretations. Individual religiousness however does not necessarily hinder and can even 

reinforce support for gender equality, and even promises to do so more broadly if structures 

become more liberal. 

 

7.2.5 Answering research question 5: Describing support for Muslim feminism 

Fuelled by these insights on how religiosity can also reinforce support for gender equality, the 

second part of this dissertation zoomed in on strongly religious Muslims who support 

feminism. Although unilateral socialization scholars do not study this group by focusing on 

differences between denominations, in-depth studies have detailed many different 

manifestations of Muslim feminism, from Khadijah, prophet Muhammad’s first wife who was a 

successful businesswoman who financed the initial spread of Islam, to current Muslim feminist 

movements, who use the Quran to plead for women’s rights (UNDP, 2006). Translating this 

diversity to public opinion, I studied “support for Muslim feminism” broadly, namely as 

Muslims who identify as highly religious and also support gender equality issues beyond the 

region’s current state of affairs. 

I find that more than one in five Arab Muslims fit this conceptualization of Muslim 

feminism (see Chapter 4). This implies that a substantial minority of Arab Muslims deviate 

from patriarchal interpretations of religion. Many Muslims seem to combine strong religiosity 

and support for feminism, and this number seems to be growing (see also Chapter 5). Rather 

than being passive beings who are subject to malestream Islam, Arab Muslims thus regularly, 

although not usually, subvert patriarchal religious interpretation, which further draws our 

attention to agency. 
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What is more, Muslim feminists far outnumber secularist feminists. Only about one in 

twenty Arab Muslims support feminism while detaching from religiosity, while more than one 

in five support feminism while being strongly attached to Islam. Among Muslims who support 

feminism in the Arab region, strong attachment to Islam is thus far more common than a 

relative detachment from Islam. To some, this may come to a surprise, as public debates and 

large-scale studies portray Islam as at odds with feminism. To others however, this result may 

be far less astonishing, as feminist activists and movements in the region have argued for 

women’s rights from religious frames, especially since the Islamic revival. With that in mind – 

combined with the understanding that religion can be of great societal and personal 

importance – it is understandable that support for Muslim feminism is far more widespread 

than secularist feminism in the Arab region. 

 Two characteristics of support for Muslim feminism stood out to me. First, there is a 

marked difference between supporters of Muslim feminism’s views on equal opportunities for 

men and women and their views on empowerment. The equality of all kinds of different types 

of opportunities is widely supported, while questions remain as to whether women would be 

as good as men were they to take up certain opportunities. For instance, Muslim feminists 

strongly support the idea that women can become prime ministers, but they are not so sure 

that women are as good at political leadership as men. So, Muslim feminists support “equal 

opportunities in principle” more than they undermine the notion that men and women by 

nature are good at different things. Although obviously Muslim feminists still support gender 

equality far more than is common in the Arab region and do not denounce any aspect of 

gender equality, their views could be characterized as having aspects of both equality and 

complementarity.  

 Second, Muslim feminists’ religious views were not altogether religiously non-

orthodox. Although my analyses implied that they tended to read the Quran less strictly 

textualist and they supported political Islamism less than average in the Arab region, such 

differences were small. Although they may be counterintuitive, such findings show that Muslim 

feminists are not wholly disconnected from the generally conservative religious 

interpretations in the Arab region. Rather than some broadly liberal Islam, they support 

gender equality specifically. This also shows that what may be called a more conservative 

interpretation of Islam can still be combined with support for gender equality by Muslim 

feminists. 

 

7.2.6 Answering research question 6: Explaining support for Muslim feminism 

This brings me to the last question that I asked in the introduction: can individual agency and 

societal structures that allow people to exercise agency explain support for Muslim feminism? 

Generally, my results support the affirmative answer, although there are a few exceptions. 

First, citizens are especially likely to exercise agency and support Muslim feminism when they 

are in better positions to do so or if religious reinterpretations are in their interest (see 

Chapter 6). For instance, women are more likely to support Muslim feminism rather than not 

support feminism compared to men. Women are also more likely to choose Muslim feminism 

over secularist feminism, which further indicates that women do not only search gender 

equality but also to combine it with their religious identity. In line with the embedded agency 
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framework, these results again stress that Arab citizens’ ability to exercise agency needs to 

be taken seriously to understand connections between religiosity and gender equality in the 

Arab region. 

The particular societies in which citizens are embedded structure support for Muslim 

feminism too. To illustrate, public support for Muslim feminism is higher in societies with 

strong feminist movements (see Table 7.3 and Chapter 6).82 This implies that Arab citizens 

especially connect devotion and feminism in societies in which local citizens stand up for 

women’s rights. This makes sense because these societies undercut narratives that Islamic-

Arab identity necessarily contradicts feminism, and thus gives more space for citizens to 

evaluate what their religion means to them. What is more, if in such countries that space is 

expanded further, publics’ adoption of Muslim feminism is even accelerated, as the protests 

during the Arab Spring did (see Chapter 5). 

Noticeably however, Arab contexts with more female politicians do not spur 

combinations of religiosity and feminism. This may reflect that women who are embedded in 

the political elite serve to sustain rather than shift existing patriarchal structures. In that sense, 

their descriptive representation may not be as influential as their substantive stances. At any 

rate, at this moment, there is little reason to believe that creating spaces for women to enter 

politics will expand opportunities for Muslim feminism to thrive in the Arab region. 

  

 
82 Feminist movements could also be seen as an aggregate of public support for Muslim feminism, although this 

is unlikely because not all people who support feminist issues are activists. 
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Table 7.3 Overview of results on support for Muslim feminism 

 

General 

impact Women 

Single 

people 

Employed 

women 

People who 

distrust 

institutions 

Higher 

educated 

people 

Female political 

representation Nil 
     

Feminist movements Positive Stronger 
  

Weaker Stronger 

Freedom of expression Positive Stronger Weaker Stronger Weaker Stronger 

Anti-Americanism Negative Stronger Weaker 
 

Weaker Stronger 

See Chapter 6. Note: “Positive” implies societal characteristic increases support for Muslim feminism. “Negative” implies societal characteristic decreases 

support for Muslim feminism. “Nil” means societal characteristic had no significant impact on support for Muslim feminism. Source: AB and WVS 2001-

2016. 
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Finally, exercising agency is especially likely when societal opportunities intersect with 

individual motives. For instance, women rather than men reinterpret religiosity and support 

Muslim feminism more in countries with strong feminist movements. In societies that do not 

portray Islam and feminism as inherently contradictory, especially Arab citizens who are 

motivated to support Muslim feminism use these opportunities to reinterpret their religion. 

This all illustrates that Arab citizens do not unquestioningly adopt patriarchal religious 

interpretations. They can also subvert malestream Islam, especially in societies that do not 

cement narratives that Islam opposes feminism. 

 

7.2.7 Embedded agency 

The results throughout this dissertation imply that unilateral socialization theories that argue 

that Muslims’ religiosity prohibits their support for gender equality are one-sided. This does 

not mean that religion cannot and does not socialize people to oppose gender equality. 

However, embedded agency proposes that religious socialization does not occur (similarly) 

for every dimension of religiosity, every aspect of support for gender equality, every citizen, 

and every Arab society. Generally, the embedded agency framework can explain religiosity’s 

impact on support for gender equality far better than unilateral socialization theories. 

 The embedded agency framework proposes that Arab people are shaped by the 

societies in which they are embedded, but they can diverge from mainstream religious 

interpretations, too. Embedded agency thus does not deny religious socialization occurs but 

rather nuances notions that religion is one unified, deterministic driver of patriarchy. Doing 

so, it can explain why certain dimensions of religiosity (e.g., service attendance) can socialize 

people to oppose certain aspects of gender equality (e.g., political gender equality). But 

embedded agency does not stop there. It can also explain when religiosity does not hamper 

support for gender equality (e.g., religious salience and educational gender equality). 

Additionally, embedded agency offers insights into in what societies (e.g., those with strong 

feminist movements) what people (e.g., women) overturn patriarchal interpretations of 

religion and can even combine strong religiosity with support for feminism. 

 Altogether, the embedded agency framework emphasizes both the importance of the 

context to which people are somewhat passively exposed and people’s capabilities to subvert 

contextual influences. Patriarchal religions do socialize people to oppose gender equality, but 

only to a certain extent. People who are more inclined and better equipped to combine 

religion and support for gender equality can overturn malestream Islam, especially when 

societies do not quell opportunities for people to make up their own minds on what religion 

and gender equality mean to them. 
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7.3 Looking ahead 

 

7.3.1 New theoretical questions 

This dissertation advances understanding of how Arab people’s religiosity connects to their 

support for gender equality, but in doing so, it complicates matters a great deal. Unilateral 

socialization is one-sided, but it is far clearer than embedded agency. Partly due to the complex 

nature of my framework, a multitude of questions remain. In this section, I outline which I see 

as the most important ones. 

 This dissertation has decentralized denomination to focus solely on religiosity. That 

was a necessary first step in a field inhabited by only a few scholars, who mainly study 

denominational differences. However, now this dissertation has unravelled multidimensional 

religiosity’s divergent impacts on different aspects of gender equality, the question looms how 

denomination plays into all of this. This book has focused on the demand side of individual 

religious interpretations, but in doing so, has discounted the supply side of religious 

institutions. However, the effects of multidimensional religiosity on support for gender 

equality could vary across different (sub-)denominations. More importantly, whether 

mainstream religious interpretations can be renegotiated is probably also dependent on 

particular denominations, for instance concerning the extent to which they encourage ijtihad. 

Before such questions can be studied, though, region-wide fine-grained denominational data 

have to become available. When they do, applying multidimensional religiosity to different 

denominations seems a fruitful avenue to answer the question what denomination has got to 

do with it in religious – not majority-minority or geopolitical – terms.  

 Studying multidimensional religiosity across denominations could also shed further 

light on how the political and religious establishment encourage patriarchal religious 

interpretations and discourage different interpretations. One question in that area that still 

lingers with me personally is what explains the broad patriarchal effects of religious service 

attendance. That may seem like an answered question at first, but it remains open to me 

because I am yet unconvinced that these effects are solely due to the content of messages in 

services. If that were the case, textualist readings of the Quran should show similar broadly 

patriarchal effects. But this dissertations’ results show that textualist readings do not diminish 

support for gender equality among initially more emancipatory groups (see Chapter 2). They 

are even subverted sometimes, for instance by higher educated men. So, although the 

substance of sermons probably does not help gender equality, it cannot by itself explain why 

service attendance’s negative effect is so universal. I rather think that what may be driving 

attendance’s results is that the authority of religious establishments creates a general wariness 

to override their religious interpretations. It is one thing to reinterpret by yourself but quite 

another to question preachers’ interpretations. Because of their status as religious authorities, 

Arab citizens may feel any reinterpretation is not only different but also wrong. Some light 

could be shed on this theoretical possibility by studying denominational differences – taking 

textualism into account – because denominations reflect the authoritative status of religious 

establishments, how long the same men have been in power, and whether religious authorities 

and political authorities are connected. Using communal religious practices carried out 

without direct authorities present (perhaps the hajj) as a comparative case, denominational 
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differences could thus also shed further light on the mechanisms underlying multidimensional 

religiosity’s effects.  

Second, what is happening exactly when Arab people combine religiosity and support 

for gender equality needs further disentangling. In my view, it is likely that these deviations 

take one of two shapes. Citizens could consciously reflect and ponder what religion means to 

them and then come to their own diverging interpretations. Alternatively, citizens could not 

consciously reflect on religious interpretations at all when they are both strongly religious and 

support gender equality. Rather, they could disconnect the two issues – keeping both as 

separate identities but never consciously reinterpreting religion along more emancipatory 

lines. Probably, both mechanisms are happening to a certain extent, but perhaps one generally 

takes the upper hand. Or this could depend on the person or the society in which she is 

embedded. In and of itself, whether agentic reinterpretations of religion are conscious is not 

that interesting a question, but it becomes relevant because the shape agency takes has 

implications for when it is manifested. If reinterpretations of religion take the shape of 

conscious deliberations, it makes sense that agency is fuelled by societal examples of how this 

connection can be made – feminist movements for instance. If religion is however 

disconnected from gender equality, such movements should arguably have little impact. Now, 

because this dissertation has found that movements do impact (Muslim) feminism, it could be 

argued that conscious deliberations are generally taking place. That is also theoretically likely 

because religion and gender are so closely tied in the region. However, it could still be the 

case that certain groups of people sooner subconsciously disconnect religiosity from gender 

equality if they are to support Muslim feminism. Additionally, these people could do so exactly 

because their surroundings give them little explicit examples to draw on, which is begging the 

question what then drives these people to connect religion and gender equality. Disentangling 

“conscious” from “subconscious” agentic religious reinterpretations could thus provide 

additional theoretical avenues for when people support Muslim feminism, even if the odds are 

against them. 

 What I also find fascinating – both as a philosopher and a social scientist – is the notion 

of orthodox agency (Mahmood, 2005). Because of my dissertation’s focus on support for 

gender equality, I have studied emancipatory agency throughout this book. But in principle 

there is nothing that blocks Arab citizens from exercising agency the other way around.83 It 

would be interesting to assess whether and which citizens also actively resist mainstream 

moderate religious interpretations in favour of more patriarchal ones, for instance in more 

progressive societies as Tunisia or more strictly secularist ones as Egypt. Now, orthodox 

agency is not that interesting if it turns out to simply be the same (but inversed) as 

emancipatory agency. For instance, if men are more likely to actively resist moderate religious 

interpretations because patriarchal ones are in their interest, we can simply apply insights 

from emancipatory agency. However, it could also be the case that resisting moderate 

religious interpretations is fuelled by other mechanisms, such as a desire to go back to (an 

imagined) past, which is only applied secondly to patriarchal religion. If so, orthodox agency 

becomes interesting because it raises new questions, for instance when this urge arises and 

 
83 I am not that interested in conceptual discussions of whether you can or should still label this “agency”. Feel 

free to name it anything else. The point still holds. 
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when it is applied to gender equality. For instance, the uncertain economic forecasts for young 

highly educated Arab people could come into play, which, given the state of the region, would 

promise a backlash in more progressive Arab countries in the near future. More generally, 

although all Arab countries are often assumed to condemn gender equality outright, there are 

differences between countries, which also imply the possibility of orthodox agency. 

 A related point is that this dissertation has focussed on agency as deviations from the 

norm, but in principle, one could also actively and consciously get behind mainstream 

interpretations. Although this is perhaps more a question for in-depth scholars, it would be 

interesting to assess who adopts mainstream norms passively and who does so actively, and 

what structures the two. For instance, certain people in certain contexts could comply with 

dominant religious interpretations because they have passively internalized them or view them 

as the only option. Others can have actively deliberated on different religious interpretations 

and have come to the conclusion that mainstream interpretations are the ones they want to 

get behind. All of this may seem like a philosophical question in the bad sense of the word as 

it hardly matters for outcomes, but it does matter if contexts change. If Arab societies change, 

either in a more patriarchal or more emancipatory direction, “passive norm-compliers” are 

more likely to go along with that shift than people who actively came to their own religious 

interpretations. Therefore, insights into whether people who hold mainstream religious 

interpretations do so more passively or more actively tie into the importance of contexts and 

could thus further the embedded agency framework. 

 Lastly, I have mainly focussed on when connections between religion and opposition 

to gender equality are renegotiated, but a related avenue for future research is study when 

connections between Western neo-imperialism and support for gender equality are 

subverted. Obviously, Western neo-imperialism and Arab-Islamic identity are linked, but I still 

think these two questions can be separated and may also need different theoretical 

underpinnings at least partly. While patriarchal religious interpretations are connected to, for 

instance, the extent to which Arab countries institutionalize Islam, defamations of gender 

equality as Western neo-imperialism could be due to international forces. This draws 

attention to, for instance, Arab countries’ histories of colonization and communism, the Israel-

Palestine conflict, international trade ties, and connections to the IMF. Because depictions of 

feminism as Western neo-imperialism do not have to be structured in the same way as 

patriarchal religious interpretations per se, they warrant further study and, at least partly, 

their own theoretical framework. 

 

7.3.2 Methodological reflections 

It is no secret that most unanswered questions in this dissertation are a function of the lack 

of comparative survey data on the Arab region. I do not want to spend too much time raising 

questions that cannot be answered, but I do want to underscore what data in particular are 

lacking in my view. For gender equality, that would be attitudes concerning women’s 

homemaker-caregiver roles. Because mainstream religious interpretations focus on such 

issues related to motherhood, I would expect that attitudes regarding women straying from 

motherhood roles to be especially strongly impacted by religiosity. It would be interesting to 

assess if Arab citizens can also exercise agency there and reinterpret those core religious 
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interpretations on gender equality, and if so, how those deviations are structured. Also, 

although I think that motherhood roles are most interesting scientifically speaking, I would 

have a personal interest in studying attitudes that are right outside particular gender equality 

issues strictly speaking, such as violence against women, masculinity, and viewing women as 

equal rather than complementary to men. Such issues could shed light on how men wanting 

to retain their power is underlying a desire to maintain patriarchal religious interpretations, 

as I can interpret the results throughout this dissertation to reflect. If that turns out to be the 

case, this also opens up new avenues for understanding what societies cement patriarchal 

Islam, for instance societies in which a select group of men has retained their power in multiple 

domains for a longer period of time.  

Concerning religiosity, I have already explicated the need for better measurements of 

textualist readings, and I will not spend time outlining that obvious need here. What would 

also be interesting are survey questions on whether Arab citizens value ijtihad, religious 

reinterpretations, and what they believe to be the key messages of Islam. Such data could shed 

further light on whether my theoretical interpretations of the emancipatory effects of religious 

affect are on the right track. They could also be contenders for additional aspects of religiosity 

that can subvert other dimensions’ patriarchal effects. 

For similar reasons, data on whether respondents know what hadith are considered 

authentic would be interesting. Most religious arguments against gender equality are not found 

in the Quran itself but in another religious scripture, namely the hadith – the collection of 

prophet Muhammad’s sayings and actions written by prophet Muhammad’s followers 

(Luyendijk, 2006; Rinaldo, 2014). Because the hadith were collected generations after the 

prophet’s death, not all hadith are generally considered to be equally credible or authentic. It 

would have been interesting to be able to assess whether respondents are aware of the (lack 

of) authenticity of hadith that are often used to argue against gender equality (Rinaldo, 2014). 

Third, my theoretical explanations could also be further scrutinized with direct 

measurements on whether respondents are aware of the ways in which Islam has been 

connected to gender equality (more on this in Chapter 4). Although such data do come with 

some causal direction-issues, knowledge of the gender equal applications of Islam could be 

expected to go hand in hand with support for gender equality. More importantly, such 

knowledge could determine whether you connect other dimensions of religiosity to support 

for gender equality. Assuming knowledge on Muslim feminism is rare in the Arab region, I 

think that my models underestimate how strongly religiosity increases support for gender 

equality, albeit only somewhat. Even though this dissertation does tap the availability of diverse 

information on Islam – by studying freedom of press and the strength of Muslim feminist 

movements for instance – it does so indirectly and contextually, and I would have loved to 

include direct measurements of individuals’ religious knowledge of Muslim feminism. 

More generally, if valid data for more dimensions of religiosity become available, I 

would be interested in how particular configurations of all the different dimensions of 

religiosity shape support for gender equality. In this dissertation, I have veered away from the 

unilateral socialization paradigm and emphasized the differences in religiosity dimensions far 

more than how they all come together. I have only studied how at most two dimensions of 

religiosity intersect to shape support for gender equality, but in the end people’s religiosity 
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can be expected to be shaped by all dimensions. Assuming that those configurations are more 

than the sum of their individual parts, studying them promises to give new insights into when 

religiosity opposes or fuels support for gender equality. 

 Moving toward surveys more broadly, for both religiosity and gender equality, we are 

in dire need of survey experiments instead of direct questions. I vehemently reject notions 

that Arab citizens cannot answer direct survey questions because I have a hunch that what 

really drives such questions is an Orientalist conception of Arab people as completely 

passively subjugated to Islam. Such notions also have a hard time explaining why my data do 

contain respondents that say they are not religiously devoted and do support gender equality. 

However, it would be foolish to argue that there is no socially desirable answering going on 

at all in surveys. To minimize that, respondents could for instance be asked to rate on a scale 

how competent they think a certain person is in terms of taking care of children or being 

political leaders – switching their name from Muhammad to Layla. Such experiments could 

even connect religion and gender, establishing, for instance, views on who is likely to be a 

better Islamist politician or who can understand religious scriptures more easily. By gauging 

respondents’ religiosity and gender equality attitudes using survey experiments, we can 

simultaneously obtain the large-scale data that are necessary to conduct public opinion 

research in the first place and limit socially desirable answers. 

 Also, I foresee that a lot of readers would want me to point out that panel data are 

needed to come closer to causal directions, but I personally would be far more interested in 

meso-level data that allow us to study differences between locales within Arab countries 

(Huisman and Smits, 2013; Spierings, Smits, and Verloo, 2010). One of the key messages of 

this dissertation is that the Arab region should not be homogenized to one bloc because the 

particular country in which citizens are embedded matters. Similarly, I expect that in what 

particular part of the country citizens are embedded matters; there are marked differences 

between locales within Arab countries that could impact opportunities to reinterpret 

religiosity. Such meso-level data would be especially interesting to study countries that are 

very specific on the proper interpretation of Islam and how it should be voiced in religious 

services. If the substance of services is relatively fixed, we can study whether being embedded 

in a particular locale affects people’s opportunities to renegotiate even the most patriarchal 

messages to which they are exposed. More generally, while differences between countries do 

matter for people’s opportunities to deviate from patriarchal religious interpretations, 

differences within countries could do so even more. 

 Daring to overstep methodological boundaries, what I crave are comparative in-depth 

studies. Single-case in-depth studies have been invaluable in shaping my thinking on how 

different dimensions of religiosity work and what particular citizens subvert malestream Islam. 

They are necessary and interesting. But there are a lot of them. What I have seen far less of, 

are in-depth studies that give detailed accounts of how people are shaped by the countries in 

which they are embedded. Especially because I do not foresee any of my recommendations 

for survey data moving mountains, comparative detailed descriptions could help understand 

why we see such differences between countries and whether the theoretical mechanisms I 

propose hold. Do citizens give meanings to their religion because of the arguments feminist 

movements present or because of the way Islam is institutionalized in their country? To help 
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answer these questions, we need comparative case studies – also because, to be clear, it is 

not necessary that citizens consciously perceive such societal factors for societies to shape 

them. More generally, I think it is a shame that some scholars point-blank think “comparative” 

is a four-letter word, because comparative case studies promise to connect large-scale and 

in-depth literatures. 

Finally, having judged the methods of other disciplines, I want to turn an eye to 

quantitative sociology itself. In my view, far and away the most important methodological 

implication of my dissertation lies in its quantitative study of an average-defying group, i.e., 

Muslim feminists. Across all sorts of topics that they address, most quantitative sociologists 

focus on average relations. There is nothing wrong with that (and I have done so in Chapters 

2 and 3). However, at the present, some (quantitative and non-quantitative scholars) seem to 

believe that the only way to enact quantitative sociology is to study majority relations. My 

study into support for Muslim feminism exemplifies that it is not, and it provides an (in my 

mind) easily replicable methodological blueprint for studying average-defying groups. Now, 

my study of Muslim feminism was motivated by a fundamental interest in this minority group 

(fuelled by societal debates). However, there is something to be said for studying average-

defying groups even when we are secretly actually interested in average relations. By studying 

who defies averages and what explains that, we can sharpen our theorizing on what explains 

averages (and what does not). Therefore, if I can contribute anything to quantitative 

sociologists beyond my subdiscipline, I hope it is the conviction that there is nothing in 

quantitative methods in and of themselves that restrains us to studying general averages. 

 

 

7.4 Main take-away 

Public debates on Arab Muslims’ support for gender equality have become heated and 

polarized. Voices regularly proclaim that Arab Muslims’ religiosity is the main obstacle to their 

support for gender equality (Wilders, 2016), while others vehemently disagree that there are 

any patriarchal aspects to Arabs’ religiosity (Simons, 2016). This dissertation has delved into 

relations between religiosity and support for gender equality, and finds some truth in both 

claims. 

Certain aspects of Arab people’s religiosity hinder their support for gender equality. 

When Arab people frequent religious services, their support for gender equality lowers. But 

there are other aspects of religiosity that help rather than hinder support for gender equality 

in the Arab region. Being strongly attached to religiosity does not reduce support for gender 

equality. Those religious feelings even fuel gender equality in some cases, for instance among 

women and both men and women’s support for gender equality in educational attainment. 

There is also a substantial minority of Arab Muslims who combine strong religiosity with 

strong support for gender equality. In fact, in the Arab region, feminists are far more likely to 

feel strongly religious than religiously detached. 

This mixed picture implies for women’s empowerment in the Arab region, that religion 

is neither necessarily an enemy, nor should it be ignored as an obstacle. Rather, to encourage 

gender equality in the region, patriarchal tenets in religiosity need to be addressed, but it is 

pivotal to do so without reinforcing the idea that Islam cannot be combined with feminism. 
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Throughout this dissertation, I have emphasized that there are people that subvert 

malestream Islam, but they are far less likely to do so if the diversity in possible religious 

interpretations is denied. Right now, public voices within the region and outside it, left-wing 

and right-wing ones, well-meaning and maleficent ones, have a tendency to portray gender 

equality as a Western concept that is unsuited to the highly religious, Muslim-majority region. 

But Arab people can and do make up their own minds on what their religion means to them. 

Emancipatory religious interpretations should not be stifled by pretending they do not exist. 

By denying Islamist narratives that there is one solely patriarchal Islam, we can expand 

opportunities for Arab people to develop Muslim feminism. 
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APPENDICES 

 

 

A. Appendices to Chapter 2 

 

 

Table A.1 Pearson’s correlations between religiosity dimensions  

 Service attendance Textualism Devotion Salience Denomination 

Service attendance  -0.004 0.076 -0.017 -0.037 

Textualism   0.154 0.303 0.081 

Devotion    0.305 0.097 

Salience     0.174 

Note: Pearson’s correlations were used to assess the strength of associations even though not all variables (i.e., all except denomination) are of interval-

level; VIF-values in multilevel models also showed no multicollinearity issues. N = 19,009. Source: WVS 2001-2014. 

 

 

Table A.2 Regression estimates of the relation between religion and support for gender equality 

 MA.2.1 Survey-specific models 

 Main Alg. '02 Bah. '14 Egy. '01 Jor. '14 Leb. '13 Mor. '01 Mor. '07 Tun. '13 

Religious service attendance -1.12  2.69 0.55 1.26     
Textualism -0.88     0.71   1.85 

Devotion -0.62 1.76   -1.63     
Salience -0.30  0.33  -2.30  -2.24 1.44 1.38 

Note: Table shows religion parameters that significantly deviate from the general pattern. Bold coefficients indicate significance at p < 0.05; italics indicate 

significance at p < 0.10. Source: WVS 2001-2014.
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Table A.3 A selection of robustness multilevel analyses of support for gender equality 

    Model A.3.1 Model A.3.2 Model A.3.3 

  Full sample N = 11,456 N = 14,959 

    b SE b SE b SE 

Religious service attendance   -1.25 0.26 -1.48 0.22 
Textualism   -0.61 0.21 -0.90 0.18 

Devotion   -0.55 0.23 -0.51 0.19 

Salience   -0.37 0.25 -0.21 0.20 

Prayer   -0.04 0.25  
 

Particularism (ref. = not)     -3.81 0.39 

Women (ref. = men) 16.07 0.41 17.04 0.57 16.06 0.49 

Education 3.28 0.19 3.59 0.26 2.87 0.23 

Muslim (ref. = non-Muslim) -4.63 0.89 -5.56 1.21 -5.69 1.07 

Age -0.62 1.05 0.31 1.45 0.26 1.22 

Age2 0.72 1.01 -0.26 1.39 -0.15 1.17 

Marital status (ref. = married)       

 Not married 0.83 0.48 0.96 0.64 0.66 0.55 

 Separated 3.08 0.96 2.77 1.40 2.34 1.08 

 Widowed -1.45 0.87 -0.66 1.23 -1.40 1.05 

Employment status       

 Part-time employed -1.09 0.62 -3.04 0.83 -1.43 0.68 

 Self-employed -2.37 0.55 -2.81 0.71 -3.02 0.66 

 Retired -1.17 0.85 -1.08 1.17 -1.67 0.98 

 Homemaker -4.98 0.57 -6.21 0.80 -5.94 0.67 

 Student 0.33 0.70 -0.08 0.92 -0.23 0.78 

 Non-employed -1.09 0.62 -2.12 0.87 -1.67 0.73 

Intercept 34.20 1.87 36.85 2.25 38.13 2.03 

Variance       

 Country-year 39.52 34.71 36.92 

  Individual 475.54 525.11 503.00 

Note: Bold coefficients indicate significance at p < 0.05; italics indicate significance at p < 0.10. 

Source: WVS 2001-2014. 
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B. Appendices to Chapter 3 

 

Table B.1 Additional MLAs of relations between religiosity and support for gender equality  

  MB.1.1 MB.1.2 MB.1.3 MB.1.4 MB.1.5 MB.1.6 MB.1.7 MB.1.8 MB.1.9 MB.1.10 

  Educ. Politics Educ. Politics Educ. Politics Educ. Politics Educ. Politics 

  b SE b SE b SE b SE b SE b SE b SE b SE b SE b SE 

Individual religiosity      
 

   
 

   
 

      
Service attendance     -1.07 0.31 -1.35 0.38 -1.09 0.31 -1.35 0,38 -1.11 0.31 -1.34 0.38 -1.09 0.31 -1.37 0.39 

Devotion (ref. = low)      
 

   
 

   
 

      
 Highly devoted     1.35 0.62 -1.28 0.75 1.35 0.62 -1.30 0.76 1.37 0.62 -1.31 0.76 1.37 0.61 -1.31 0,76 

Contextual polities      
 

   
 

   
 

      
Democracy     4.06 0.92 4.82 1.10  

 
   

 
      

Freedom of press      
 

  3.59 0.89 3.14 1,11  
 

      
Progressive family laws      

 
      3.41 0.98 4.92 1.02     

Secularism      
 

   
 

   
 

  3.07 0.96 3.49 1.13 
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Table B.1 Continued  

Controls      
 

   
 

   
 

      
Denomination (ref. = non-Muslim)     

 
   

 
   

 
      

 Muslim -5.20 0.80 -9.67 1.77 -5.91 0.93 -9.67 1.71 -5.15 0.80 -9.70 1.72 -5.48 0.80 -9.78 1.71 -5.09 0.83 -9.58 1.71 

Sex (ref. = male)      
 

   
 

   
 

      
 Female 13.34 0.39 13.07 0.35 12.39 0.41 12.31 0.36 12.40 0.41 12.31 0.36 12.40 0.41 12.29 0.36 12.41 0.41 12.32 0,36 

Age 4.03 5.10 2.78 4.55 4.82 5.10 3.75 4.54 4.77 5.10 3.73 4.54 4.79 5.10 3.72 4.54 4.91 5.10 3.76 4.54 

Age2 -2.59 6.36 -3.05 5.68 -3.36 6.36 -3.38 5.67 -3.31 6.36 -3.34 5.67 -3.31 6.36 -3.34 5.67 -3.44 6.36 -3.35 5.67 

Education 4.40 0.17 1.52 0.15 4.37 0.17 1.53 0.15 4.37 0.17 1.53 0.15 4.38 0.17 1.53 0.15 4.36 0.17 1.53 0.15 

Marital status (ref. = single)      
 

   
 

   
 

      
 Married 0.92 0.44 -0.53 0.40 0.89 0.44 -0.46 0.40 0.90 0.44 -0.46 0.40 0.91 0.44 -0.45 0.40 0.89 0.44 -0.46 0,40 

 Other 0.90 0.76 0.23 0.68 0.79 0.76 0.30 0.68 0.79 0.76 0.31 0.68 0.81 0.76 0.31 0.68 0.77 0.76 0.30 0,68 

Employment status (ref. = fulltime)     
 

   
 

   
 

      
 Part-time -1.61 0.52 -0.07 0.47 -1.65 0.52 0.04 0.47 -1.63 0.52 0.03 0.47 -1.64 0.52 0.02 0.47 -1.64 0.52 0.04 0,47 

 Other employed -5.12 0.72 -1.09 0.64 -4.93 0.72 -1.00 0.64 -4.90 0.72 -1.00 0.64 -4.93 0.72 -1.02 0.64 -4.92 0.72 -1.00 0,64 

 Retired -0.77 0.77 0.03 0.69 -0.63 0.77 0.16 0.69 -0.64 0.77 0.16 0.69 -0.64 0.77 0.16 0.69 -0.62 0.77 0.18 0,69 

 Homemaker -4.00 0.51 -4.23 0.46 -4.05 0.51 -4.13 0.46 -4.04 0.51 -4.13 0.46 -4.02 0.51 -4.13 0.46 -4.04 0.51 -4.11 0,46 

 Student 0.95 0.65 0.14 0.58 0.96 0.65 0.09 0.58 0.97 0.65 0.09 0.58 0.97 0.65 0.09 0.58 0.97 0.65 0.09 0,58 

 Other non-employed -3.01 0.56 -0.10 0.50 -3.06 0.56 -0.14 0.50 -3.05 0.56 -0.14 0.50 -3.05 0.56 -0.14 0.50 -3.05 0.56 -0.13 0,50 

Survey type (ref. = AB)      
 

   
 

   
 

      
 WVS survey -9.43 2.50 -9.63 2.98 -11.39 1.86 -9.14 2.22 -10.23 1.89 -8.35 2.37 -9.43 2.00 -8.59 2.11 -9.75 1.98 -7.46 2,32 

Wealth     -9.03 5.09 17.18 6.07 -7.69 5.20 19.59 6.51 -7.43 5.55 20.41 5.80 -3.96 5.65 26.36 6.56 

Oil rents     -2.62 3.18 -5.55 3.80 -7.57 3.11 -11.48 3.88 -3.93 3.35 -6.90 3.55 -7.42 3.28 -12.11 3.79 

Intercept 59.55 1.89 36.85 2.64 62.13 2.05 37.34 2.61 62.18 1.88 38.49 2.67 60.78 1.97 36.90 2.57 61.61 1.91 37.62 2.65 

Variances      
 

   
 

   
 

      
 Intercept 54.1 114.4 62.90 101.02 39.62 98.173 47.19 93.64 41.61 96.44 

 Muslim 0.1 43.6 4.64 40.27 0.05 40.38 0.20 39.48 0.80 39.55 

 Highly devoted     4.96 12.705 5.08 13.14 5.08 13.18 4,88 13,65 

 Service attendance     2.61 4.736 2.49 4.74 2.52 4.72 2,53 4,79 

 Residual 1080.6 860.3 1076.7 854.7 1077.0 854.7 1076.8 854.72 1076.8   

Note: Bold parameters indicate significance at p < 0.05; parameters in italics indicate significance at p < 0.10. Nindividual = 52,323. Source: AB and WVS 

2001-2014. 
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Table B.2 Robustness MLAs of relations between religiosity and support for educational gender equality 

  MB.2.1 MB.2.2 MB.2.3 MB.2.4 MB.2.5 MB.2.6 MB.2.7 MB.2.8 MB.2.9 

  Full sample Full sample WVS surveys Full sample Men Women Muslims Privacy Edu. gen. eq. B 

  b SE b SE b SE b SE b SE b SE b SE b SE b SE 

Individual religiosity                         
High devotion (ref. = low) 1.2 0.5     1.8 0.5 0.9 0.6 1.9 0.7 1.6 0.5 1.1 0.6 0.02 0.01 

Devotion B     1.2 0.2       
           

Service attendance   -0.9 0.2 -1.1 0.2    -0.8 0.3 -0.5 0.2 -1.0 0.2 -1.2 0.2 -0.01 0.00 

Service attendance B       -1.3 0.2               
Controls             

           
Muslim (ref. = non-Muslim)     -6.0 1.2 -5.2 0.8 -7.5 1.1 -3.0 1.1   -4.3 0.9 -0.04 0.01 

Female (ref. = male) 13.3 0.4 12.9 0.4 15.7 0.6 12.6 0.4    
 13.3 0.4 11.1 0.5 0.15 0.01 

Age 4.0 5.1 4.5 5.1 -1.3 7.5 4.6 5.1 4.2 7.5 11.8 7.1 7.5 5.3 10.8 6.2 0.10 0.07 

Age2 -2.2 6.4 -2.0 6.4 3.6 9.2 -2.9 6.4 3.5 9.1 -18.2 9.1 -7.6 6.6 -9.0 7.8 -0.07 0.09 

Education 4.4 0.2 4.4 0.2 4.9 0.2 4.4 0.2 4.0 0.2 4.7 0.2 4.4 0.2 3.8 0.2 0.06 0.00 

Marital status (ref. = single)             
           

 Married 0.8 0.4 0.9 0.4 1.1 0.7 0.9 0.4 0.1 0.7 0.4 0.6 1.0 0.5 0.8 0.5 0.00 0.01 

 Other 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.5 1.0 0.8 0.8 -0.3 1.5 1.2 0.9 1.2 0.8 2.0 1.0 0.00 0.01 

Employment status (ref. = fulltime)            
           

 Part-time -1.7 0.5 -1.6 0.5 -1.9 0.9 -1.6 0.5 -2.3 0.6 -2.0 0.9 -1.4 0.5 -1.9 0.6 -0.02 0.01 

 Other employed -5.1 0.7 -5.1 0.7 -4.2 0.8 -5.1 0.7 -4.7 0.8 -6.5 1.6 -5.2 0.7 -6.5 1.1 -0.07 0.01 

 Retired -0.9 0.8 -0.9 0.8 -0.5 1.2 -0.7 0.8 -1.7 0.9 -1.3 1.6 -0.5 0.8 -1.8 0.9 -0.02 0.01 

 Homemaker -4.0 0.5 -4.1 0.5 -5.5 0.8 -4.2 0.5 5.6 3.0 -3.8 0.7 -4.5 0.5 -3.9 0.6 -0.04 0.01 

 Student 0.9 0.7 0.9 0.7 1.1 1.0 1.0 0.7 -1.0 0.9 2.9 1.0 1.2 0.7 0.9 0.8 0.00 0.01 

 Other non-employed -3.0 0.6 -3.1 0.6 -3.7 0.9 -3.1 0.6 -3.3 0.7 -3.9 0.9 -3.0 0.6 -2.8 0.7 -0.04 0.01 

WVS survey (ref. = AB) -9.4 2.6 -9.7 2.6   -9.8 2.5 -11.5 2.5 -7.4 2.8 -9.5 2.5 -8.4 2.7 -0.11 0.03 

Intercept 53.5 1.8 54.8 1.8 49.9 2.5 58.6 2.0 62.9 2.2 67.7 2.4 52.8 1.8 59.2 1.9 0.61 0.02 

Variances             
           

 Intercept 62 61 70 59 58 73 59 47 0.01 

 Residual 1081 1081 1215 1079 1126 1013 1075 969 0.20 

Note: Bold parameters indicate significance at p < 0.05; parameters in italics indicate significance at p < 0.10. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2014. 
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Table B.3 Robustness MLAs of relations between religiosity and support for political gender equality 

  MB.3.1 MB.3.2 MB.3.3 MB.3.4 MB.3.5 MB.3.6 MB.3.7 MB.3.8 MB.3.9 

  Full sample Full sample WVS surveys Full sample Men Women Muslims Privacy Pol. gen. eq. B 

  b SE b SE b SE b SE b SE b SE b SE b SE b SE 

Individual religiosity                         
High devotion (ref. = low) -2.0 0.4     -1.4 0.4 -1.3 0.5 -1.6 0.7 -1.7 0.4 -1.0 0.6 -0.02 0.01 

Devotion B     -1.9 0.2       
           

Service attendance   -1.1 0.1 -0.4 0.2    -1.5 0.2 -0.9 0.2 -1.2 0.1 -1.6 0.2 -0.01 0.00 

Service attendance B       -1.1 0.2               
Controls             

           
Muslim (ref. = non-Muslim)     -4.7 1.0 -9.2 0.7 -8.9 1.0 -10.1 1.1   -11.0 0.9 -0.12 0.01 

Female (ref. = male) 13.2 0.3 12.5 0.4 14.3 0.5 12.6 0.4    
 12.4 0.4 12.0 0.5 0.16 0.00 

Age 2.6 4.6 3.1 4.6 9.3 5.9 3.1 4.6 9.1 6.2 4.0 6.8 2.5 4.6 -0.4 6.1 0.08 0.06 

Age2 -1.1 5.7 -1.6 5.7 -8.9 7.2 -2.4 5.7 -4.3 7.5 -9.6 8.7 -1.3 5.8 1.2 7.7 -0.09 0.08 

Education 1.6 0.2 1.6 0.2 2.3 0.2 1.5 0.2 0.9 0.2 2.2 0.2 1.5 0.2 0.9 0.2 0.02 0.00 

Marital status (ref. = single)             
           

 Married -0.6 0.4 -0.6 0.4 -2.0 0.5 -0.4 0.4 -1.3 0.5 -0.8 0.6 -0.4 0.4 0.7 0.5 -0.01 0.01 

 Other 0.2 0.7 0.1 0.7 -1.8 0.8 0.2 0.7 -1.1 1.2 1.2 0.9 0.4 0.7 1.1 1.0 -0.01 0.01 

Employment status (ref. = fulltime)            
           

 Part-time -0.1 0.5 -0.1 0.5 0.5 0.7 -0.1 0.5 0.1 0.5 -1.4 0.9 0.0 0.5 -0.4 0.6 0.00 0.01 

 Other employed -1.1 0.6 -1.1 0.6 -0.8 0.6 -1.2 0.6 -0.8 0.7 -2.5 1.6 -1.1 0.6 -1.9 1.1 -0.01 0.01 

 Retired -0.2 0.7 -0.2 0.7 -1.0 0.9 0.1 0.7 -0.7 0.8 -0.7 1.6 -0.2 0.7 -0.1 0.9 0.01 0.01 

 Homemaker -4.3 0.5 -4.4 0.5 -5.7 0.6 -4.3 0.5 5.6 2.5 -3.1 0.6 -4.4 0.5 -3.8 0.6 -0.06 0.01 

 Student 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.6 0.1 0.8 0.1 0.6 0.4 0.7 -0.3 0.9 0.1 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.00 0.01 

 Other non-employed -0.1 0.5 -0.1 0.5 0.2 0.7 -0.1 0.5 -0.2 0.6 -0.9 0.9 -0.3 0.5 -0.5 0.7 0.00 0.01 

WVS survey (ref. = AB) -9.8 3.1 -9.7 3.2   -10.2 3.0 

-

10.5 2.7 -9.2 3.5 -9.6 3.0 -7.3 3.4 -0.09 0.03 

Intercept 29.0 2.2 27.7 2.1 21.3 2.2 38.0 2.2 38.0 2.1 50.9 2.8 28.8 2.1 39.9 2.2 0.34 0.03 

Variances             
           

 Intercept 93 94 57 85 68 119 85 74 0.01 

 Residual 864 863 749 860 767 936 842 936 0.17 

Note: Bold parameters indicate significance at p < 0.05; parameters in italics indicate significance at p < 0.10. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2014.
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Table B.4 MLAs of religiosity and support for gender equality per survey type 

  Model B.4.1 Model B.4.2 

  Education Politics 

  b SE b SE 

Individual religiosity     
High devotion 1.22 0.95 -1.50 1.09 

 *WVS survey 0.10 1.24 0.33 1.50 

Service attendance -0.50 0.40 -1.66 0.51 

 *WVS survey -1.27 0.58 0.72 0.76 

      
Controls     
Muslim -4.20 1.12 -13.94 1.33 

 *WVS survey -2.16 1.61 8.75 1.88 

Female 12.45 0.41 12.31 0.36 

Age 4.75 5.10 3.69 4.54 

Age2 -3.24 6.36 -3.24 5.67 

Education 4.36 0.17 1.53 0.15 

Marital status     

 Married 0.89 0.44 -0.46 0.40 

 Other 0.77 0.76 0.30 0.68 

Employment status     

 Part-time -1.66 0.52 0.03 0.47 

 Other employed -4.88 0.72 -1.04 0.64 

 Retired -0.64 0.77 0.16 0.69 

 Homemaker -4.07 0.51 -4.12 0.46 

 Student 0.94 0.65 0.08 0.58 

 Other non-employed -3.05 0.56 -0.13 0.50 

WVS survey -7.45 3.31 -18.59 3.32 

      
Intercept 58.06 2.33 42.50 2.34 

      
Variances     

 Intercept 73.8  70.65  

 Muslim 0.0  4.55  

 Devotion 4.8  12.87  

 Service attendance 2.2  4.64  

 Residual 1077.0  854.92  
Note: Bold parameters indicate significance at p < 0.05; parameters in italics indicate significance at 

p < 0.10. Nindividual = 52,323. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2014. 
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Table B.5 Full MLAs of divergent relations between religiosity and support for gender equality by polity 
   Model B.5.1 Model B.5.2 Model B.5.3 Model B.5.4 Model B.5.5 Model B.5.6 Model B.5.7 Model B.5.8 
   Nsurvey = 39 Nsurvey = 39 Nsurvey = 39 Nsurvey = 39 Nsurvey = 39 Nsurvey = 39 Nsurvey = 38 Nsurvey = 38 
   Education Politics Education Politics Education Politics Education Politics 
   b SE b SE b SE b SE b SE b SE b SE b SE 

Individual religiosity                    

Service attendance -1.07 0.31 -1.36 0.38 -1.08 0.31 -1.36 0.38 -1.08 0.29 -1.30 0.36 -1.06 0.31 -1.41 0.34 
  *Democracy -0.04 0.29 -0.15 0.37                 

  *Freedom of press     -0.32 0.28 -0.36 0.36             

  *Progressive family laws        -0.80 0.29 -0.93 0.35       

  *Secularism               -0.16 0.29 0.68 0.33 

Devotion (ref. = low)                     

 Highly devoted 1.37 0.61 -1.40 0.63 1.38 0.60 -1.35 0.70 1.33 0.63 -1.41 0.74 1.35 0.62 -1.32 0.78 
  *Democracy -0.20 0.56 1.66 0.58                 

  *Freedom of press     -0.55 0.56 1.33 0.65             

  *Progressive family laws        0.30 0.65 1.08 0.74       

  *Secularism               0.17 0.57 0.03 0.72 

Contextual polities                     

Democracy 4.34 1.17 3.16 1.25                 

Freedom of press     4.33 1.08 2.38 1.22             

Progressive family laws         3.04 1.26 4.30 1.16       

Secularism               2.83 1.23 2.59 1.26 
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Table B.5 Continued 
Controls                     

Denomination (ref. = non-Muslim)                   

 Muslim -5.93 0.95 -9.49 1.71 -6.15 0.95 -9.72 1.72 -5.48 0.80 -10.0 1.72 -5.24 0.82 -9.52 1.71 

Sex (ref. = male)                     

 Female 12.40 0.41 12.30 0.36 12.41 0.41 12.31 0.36 12.41 0.41 12.30 0.36 12.32 0.42 12.55 0.37 

Age 4.82 5.10 3.76 4.54 4.73 5.10 3.74 4.54 4.67 5.10 3.66 4.54 6.14 5.14 3.21 4.59 

Age2 -3.35 6.36 -3.42 5.67 -3.24 6.36 -3.35 5.67 -3.13 6.36 -3.23 5.67 -4.46 6.42 -2.67 5.72 

Education 4.37 0.17 1.52 0.15 4.37 0.17 1.52 0.15 4.38 0.17 1.53 0.15 4.28 0.17 1.56 0.15 

Marital status (ref. = single)                    

 Married 0.89 0.44 -0.46 0.40 0.90 0.44 -0.46 0.40 0.90 0.44 -0.46 0.40 0.83 0.45 -0.47 0.40 
 Other 0.79 0.76 0.30 0.68 0.79 0.76 0.30 0.68 0.80 0.76 0.31 0.68 0.58 0.77 0.36 0.70 

Employment status (ref. = fulltime)                    

 Part-time -1.66 0.52 0.03 0.47 -1.65 0.52 0.03 0.47 -1.65 0.52 0.02 0.47 -1.63 0.53 -0.11 0.47 
 Other employed -4.93 0.72 -1.00 0.64 -4.92 0.72 -1.00 0.64 -4.94 0.72 -1.02 0.64 -4.57 0.76 -1.12 0.66 
 Retired -0.63 0.77 0.15 0.69 -0.64 0.77 0.16 0.69 -0.62 0.77 0.18 0.69 -0.64 0.78 0.18 0.70 
 Homemaker -4.05 0.51 -4.13 0.46 -4.05 0.51 -4.12 0.46 -3.99 0.51 -4.11 0.46 -3.92 0.52 -4.20 0.46 
 Student 0.96 0.65 0.09 0.58 0.96 0.65 0.09 0.58 0.96 0.65 0.09 0.58 1.09 0.66 0.03 0.59 
 Other non-employed -3.06 0.56 -0.14 0.50 -3.05 0.56 -0.14 0.50 -3.06 0.56 -0.14 0.50 -2.97 0.57 -0.14 0.51 

Survey type (ref. = AB)                     

 WVS survey -11.4 1.9 -9.2 2.2 -10.4 1.9 -8.4 2.4 -9.3 2.0 -8.5 2.1 -10.2 2.0 -7.8 2.4 

Wealth -9.03 5.09 17.19 6.06 -7.52 5.22 19.41 6.50 -7.39 5.56 20.52 5.80 -4.06 5.59 24.80 7.40 

Oil rents -2.6 3.2 -5.6 3.8 -7.6 3.1 -11.5 3.9 -3.9 3.4 -6.9 3.6 -6.7 3.3 -11.5 3.9 

Intercept 62.13 2.06 37.31 2.58 63.21 2.03 38.60 2.66 60.76 1.98 37.20 2.57 61.52 1.94 37.79 2.66 

Variances                     

 Intercept 63.1  95.6  54.7  96.2  48.4   92.1  45.2  94.9  

 Muslim 4.7  40.5  4.7  40.4  0.2   41.1  0.4  39.4  

 Highly devoted 4.8  7.1  4.3  10.3  5.5   11.8  4.9  13.6  

 Service attendance 2.6  4.7  2.5  4.6  2.0   4.0  2.4  3.5  

 Residual 1077  855  1077  855  1077   855  1082  858  

Note: Bold parameters indicate significance at p < 0.05; italics indicate significance at p < 0.10. Model B.5.7 excludes Morocco WVS 5; Model B.5.8 

excludes Bahrain WVS 6. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2014.
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C. Appendices to Chapter 4 

 

 

Table C.1 7-class latent class model 

Being a housewife is just as fulfilling for women as working for a pay  

 Agree 

strongly 
Agree Disagree 

Disagree 

strongly 

[Disagree or 

disagree 

strongly] 

Islamic feminists 0.23 0.38 0.35 0.04 0.39 

Religious feminists 0.38 0.22 0.14 0.26 0.40 

Secularist feminists 0.12 0.26 0.54 0.07 0.61 

Class 4 0.71 0.15 0.09 0.05 0.14 

Class 5 0.21 0.58 0.19 0.02 0.21 

Class 6 0.6 0.19 0.14 0.07 0.21 

Class 7 0.26 0.53 0.18 0.04 0.22 

 
     

Men and women should have equal work opportunities  

 Disagree 

strongly 
Disagree Agree 

Agree 

strongly 

[Agree or 

agree 

strongly] 

Islamic feminists 0.01 0.1 0.73 0.16 0.89 

Religious feminists 0.03 0.04 0.11 0.81 0.93 

Secularist feminists 0 0.04 0.31 0.65 0.95 

Class 4 0.04 0.11 0.19 0.66 0.85 

Class 5 0.01 0.29 0.64 0.07 0.70 

Class 6 0.37 0.37 0.16 0.1 0.26 

Class 7 0.04 0.75 0.2 0.01 0.21 

 
     

When jobs are scarce, men have more right to a job than women  
 Agree Neither Disagree   

Islamic feminists 0.45 0.21 0.34   

Religious feminists 0.4 0.12 0.47   

Secularist feminists 0.27 0.36 0.37   

Class 4 0.88 0.04 0.07   

Class 5 0.87 0.07 0.06   

Class 6 0.93 0.03 0.04   

Class 7 0.55 0.28 0.17   
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Table C.1 Continued 

Men are better political leaders than women 

 

Agree 

strongly Agree Disagree 

Disagree 

strongly 

[Disagree 

or disagree 

strongly] 

Islamic feminists 0.11 0.28 0.57 0.04 0.62 

Religious feminists 0.17 0.21 0.17 0.45 0.62 

Secularist feminists 0.02 0.28 0.62 0.07 0.70 

Class 4 0.85 0.09 0.06 0.00 0.06 

Class 5 0.38 0.58 0.04 0.00 0.04 

Class 6 0.86 0.07 0.02 0.04 0.06 

Class 7 0.30 0.53 0.15 0.02 0.16 

      

Women can become presidents/PMs of Muslim states 

 

Disagree 

strongly Disagree Agree 

Agree 

strongly 

[Agree or 

agree 

strongly] 

Islamic feminists 0.03 0.09 0.80 0.08 0.88 

Religious feminists 0.08 0.04 0.21 0.67 0.88 

Secularist feminists 0.01 0.07 0.11 0.81 0.92 

Class 4 0.22 0.16 0.15 0.46 0.62 

Class 5 0.17 0.40 0.40 0.03 0.44 

Class 6 0.74 0.16 0.08 0.02 0.10 

Class 7 0.11 0.74 0.13 0.02 0.15 

      

University education is more important for boys than girls 

 

Agree 

strongly Agree Disagree 

Disagree 

strongly 

[Disagree 

or disagree 

strongly] 

Islamic feminists 0.03 0.09 0.64 0.25 0.89 

Religious feminists 0.04 0.01 0.00 0.94 0.95 

Secularist feminists 0.04 0.07 0.60 0.29 0.89 

Class 4 0.31 0.05 0.22 0.42 0.63 

Class 5 0.03 0.29 0.50 0.19 0.69 

Class 6 0.42 0.16 0.19 0.23 0.42 

Class 7 0.12 0.46 0.37 0.05 0.42 
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Table C.1 Continued 

Married women can work outside the home 

 

Disagree 

strongly Disagree Agree 

Agree 

strongly 

[Agree or agree 

strongly] 

Islamic feminists 0.01 0.05 0.86 0.08 0.95 

Religious feminists 0.03 0.01 0.11 0.85 0.96 

Secularist feminists 0.00 0.01 0.05 0.94 0.99 

Class 4 0.02 0.04 0.18 0.76 0.94 

Class 5 0.00 0.08 0.80 0.11 0.92 

Class 6 0.39 0.22 0.34 0.06 0.40 

Class 7 0.05 0.69 0.26 0.00 0.26 

 

Importance of God in life 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Islamic feminists 0.01 0 0 0 0.01 0.01 0 0 0.02 0.95 

Religious feminists 0.01 0 0 0 0.01 0 0 0.01 0.02 0.95 

Secularist feminists 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.08 0.12 0.13 0.57 

Class 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.01 0.01 0.97 

Class 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.92 

Class 6 0 0 0 0 0 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.93 

Class 7 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.09 0.09 0.59 

 

Importance of religion in life 

 Not important 
Not very 

important 
Important Very important 

Islamic feminists 0 0 0.02 0.98 

Religious feminists 0 0.01 0.06 0.93 

Secularist feminists 0.03 0.07 0.36 0.54 

Class 4 0 0 0 1 

Class 5 0 0 0.04 0.96 

Class 6 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.94 

Class 7 0.03 0.1 0.39 0.48 
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Table C.1 Continued 

Religious self-identification (I)  
 Atheist Non-religious Religious 

Islamic feminists 0.03 0.08 0.89 

Religious feminists 0.06 0.17 0.77 

Secularist feminists 0.03 0.39 0.59 

Class 4 0 0.02 0.98 

Class 5 0.01 0.12 0.87 

Class 6 0.03 0.31 0.67 

Class 7 0.04 0.37 0.59 
 

    

Religious self-identification (II)  

 Non-religious Religious 
Very 

religious 

[Religious or 

very religious] 

Islamic feminists 0.1 0.47 0.43 0.9 

Religious feminists 0.1 0.51 0.39 0.9 

Secularist feminists 0.11 0.49 0.4 0.89 

Class 4 0.08 0.48 0.44 0.92 

Class 5 0.08 0.52 0.4 0.92 

Class 6 `0.09 0.41 0.49 0.91 

Class 7 0.12 0.38 0.51 0.88 

Source: AB and WVS 2001-2014. 
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D. Appendices to Chapter 5 

 

Table D.1 8-class latent class model 

Men are better political leaders than women 

 Strongly 

agree Agree Disagree 

Strongly 

disagree 

[Disagree or 

strongly 

disagree] 

Muslim feminists 0.18 0.30 0.47 0.05 0.52 

Secularist feminists 0.06 0.22 0.68 0.04 0.72 

Feminists 0.05 0.15 0.08 0.72 0.80 

Class 4 0.82 0.09 0.03 0.05 0.08 

Class 5 0.66 0.26 0.05 0.04 0.09 

Class 6 0.46 0.44 0.09 0.01 0.10 

Class 7 0.23 0.69 0.08 0.00 0.08 

Class 8 0.97 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 
 

     

Women can become presidents or prime ministers of Muslim states 

 Strongly 

disagree Disagree Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

[Agree or 

strongly agree] 

Muslim feminists 0.03 0.07 0.23 0.67 0.90 

Secularist feminists 0.00 0.05 0.89 0.06 0.95 

Feminists 0.07 0.02 0.11 0.81 0.91 

Class 4 0.82 0.09 0.06 0.04 0.09 

Class 5 0.30 0.26 0.34 0.09 0.43 

Class 6 0.17 0.69 0.12 0.02 0.14 

Class 7 0.11 0.36 0.50 0.03 0.53 

Class 8 0.28 0.06 0.04 0.63 0.66 
 

     

University education is more important for boys than for girls 

 Strongly 

agree Agree Disagree 

Strongly 

disagree 

[Disagree or 

strongly 

disagree] 

Muslim feminists 0.05 0.06 0.42 0.47 0.89 

Secularist feminists 0.02 0.07 0.61 0.31 0.91 

Feminists 0.04 0.01 0.00 0.96 0.96 

Class 4 0.39 0.18 0.18 0.25 0.43 

Class 5 0.11 0.10 0.29 0.50 0.79 

Class 6 0.12 0.42 0.40 0.06 0.46 

Class 7 0.00 0.28 0.60 0.12 0.72 

Class 8 0.39 0.02 0.08 0.51 0.59 
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Table D.1 Continued 

Married women can work outside the home 

 Strongly 

disagree Disagree Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

[Agree or 

strongly agree] 

Muslim feminists 0.01 0.02 0.15 0.83 0.97 

Secularist feminists 0.01 0.05 0.94 0.00 0.94 

Feminists 0.03 0.01 0.09 0.87 0.96 

Class 4 0.56 0.16 0.23 0.05 0.27 

Class 5 0.01 0.06 0.58 0.35 0.93 

Class 6 0.05 0.62 0.33 0.00 0.33 

Class 7 0.01 0.10 0.84 0.05 0.90 

Class 8 0.06 0.02 0.03 0.89 0.91 

       

Being a housewife is just as fulfilling as working for a pay 

 Strongly 

agree Agree Disagree 

Strongly 

disagree 

[Disagree or 

strongly 

disagree] 

Muslim feminists 0.33 0.28 0.28 0.10 0.39 

Secularist feminists 0.27 0.35 0.34 0.04 0.38 

Feminists 0.45 0.27 0.11 0.16 0.27 

Class 4 0.63 0.20 0.12 0.05 0.17 

Class 5 0.63 0.28 0.07 0.03 0.09 

Class 6 0.46 0.32 0.19 0.04 0.22 

Class 7 0.16 0.65 0.17 0.02 0.19 

Class 8 0.60 0.22 0.12 0.07 0.18 
 

     

Men and women should have equal work opportunities 

 Strongly 

disagree Disagree Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

[Agree or 

strongly agree] 

Muslim feminists 0.01 0.06 0.32 0.61 0.93 

Secularist feminists 0.01 0.09 0.74 0.16 0.90 

Feminists 0.03 0.05 0.08 0.84 0.92 

Class 4 0.45 0.32 0.13 0.09 0.22 

Class 5 0.06 0.22 0.40 0.32 0.72 

Class 6 0.06 0.72 0.20 0.02 0.22 

Class 7 0.00 0.26 0.74 0.01 0.74 

Class 8 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.86 0.90 
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Table D.1 Continued 

When jobs are scarce, men have more right to jobs than women 

 
Agree Neither Disagree 

Muslim feminists 0.58 0.12 0.30 

Secularist feminists 0.40 0.18 0.42 

Feminists 0.42 0.04 0.54 

Class 4 1.00 0.00 0.00 

Class 5 0.79 0.01 0.21 

Class 6 0.92 0.00 0.08 

Class 7 0.84 0.08 0.07 

Class 8 0.92 0.02 0.06 

          

Importance of God in life          

 Not 

at all 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Very 

Muslim feminists 0.00 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 

Secularist feminists 0.00 0 0 0 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.08 0.16 0.67 

Feminists 0.01 0 0 0 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.90 

Class 4 0.00 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.99 

Class 5 0.00 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.98 

Class 6 0.00 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.06 0.11 0.81 

Class 7 0.00 0 0 0 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.92 

Class 8 0.00 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.93 
 

     

Importance of religion in life     
 

Not at all Not very Rather Very [Rather or very] 

Muslim feminists 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 

Secularist feminists 0.00 0.05 0.30 0.65 0.95 

Feminists 0.01 0.03 0.13 0.83 0.96 

Class 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 

Class 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 

Class 6 0.00 0.01 0.16 0.82 0.98 

Class 7 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.95 1.00 

Class 8 0.00 0.01 0.05 0.94 0.99 
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Table D.1 Continued 

Religious self-identification (I)   
 

Atheist Not religious Religious 

Muslim feminists 0.01 0.04 0.95 

Secularist feminists 0.00 0.45 0.55 

Feminists 0.04 0.25 0.70 

Class 4 0.00 0.07 0.93 

Class 5 0.01 0.10 0.90 

Class 6 0.00 0.62 0.38 

Class 7 0.01 0.13 0.86 

Class 8 0.01 0.44 0.55 
 

   

Religious self-identification (II)   
 

Non-religious Somewhat Very religious 

Muslim feminists 0.10 0.51 0.39 

Secularist feminists 0.10 0.49 0.41 

Feminists 0.12 0.50 0.38 

Class 4 0.10 0.39 0.51 

Class 5 0.06 0.56 0.38 

Class 6 0.10 0.42 0.48 

Class 7 0.09 0.49 0.42 

Class 8 0.09 0.43 0.48 

Nindividual = 46,701. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2016. 
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E. Appendices to Chapter 6 

 

Appendix E.1 Absolute instead of relative support for Muslim feminism 

The figures below illustrate that when my theoretical expectations on what group’s Muslim 

feminism is more affected by societies hold, the relative Muslim feminism (compared to 

secularist feminism) can have different outcomes. Absolute Muslim feminism, however, is 

clearly expected to increase. I thus focus on absolute support for Muslim feminism in my main 

text because this presents falsifiable hypotheses. 

 

Figure E.1a through E.1d all show patterns that follow my theoretical expectations: 

First, citizens who are more inclined or better equipped to exercise agency are more 

affected by societal narratives than are other citizens. In other words, in every case, the 

continuous grey line changes more strongly than the dotted grey line. (For secularist feminism, 

this also holds in three out of four cases, which is not strictly necessary but may nevertheless 

provide useful insights.) 

 Second, societal narratives that depict Islam and feminism as less contradictory affect 

support for Muslim feminism more strongly than does support for secularist feminism (at least 

among those who are attuned to those narratives). So, in every figure, the (continuous) gray 

line is at a steeper angle than the (continuous) black line. 

 

In fact, throughout all four figures, I only changed one line—the continuous black line. This 

line represents the only (baseline) case I am unsure about, namely how societal narratives 

affect secularist feminism in the absolute sense (at least for citizens who are attuned to those 

narratives). 

However, when we compare how societal characteristics affect the ratio of Muslim 

feminism to secularist feminism in the two different groups, we see differences between the 

varying figures:  

In Figure E.1a, Muslim feminism compared with secularist feminism increases more 

strongly for citizens more likely to support feminism than for others. In other words, the 

space between the continuous lines enlarges more (from left to right) than the space between 

the dotted lines (The same holds for Figure A1d). So, if I focused on relative ratios here, I 

would find a bigger effect for “more agentic” citizens (e.g., a bigger relative effect for women 

than for men). 

In Figure E.1b, Muslim feminism compared with secularist feminism shows an equal 

increase for both groups. In other words, the space between the continuous lines enlarges as 

much as the space between the dotted lines. So, if I focused on relative ratios here, I would 

find an equal effect for “more agentic” and “less agentic” citizens (e.g., an equal relative effect 

for women and for men). 

Finally, in Figure E.1c, Muslim feminism compared with secularist feminism increases 

less strongly for citizens more likely to support feminism than for others. In other words, the 

space between the continuous lines enlarges less than the space between the dotted lines. So, 

if I focused on relative ratios here, I would find a smaller effect for “more agentic” citizens 

(e.g., a smaller relative effect for women than for men). 
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Figure E.1a-E.1d Possible moderation outcomes 
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Altogether, my theoretical expectations result in falsifiable predictions for absolute rates of 

Muslim feminism, but not for relative rates of Muslim feminism compared with secularist 

feminism. This is why I focus on Muslim feminism in absolute terms in my theoretical 

deductions on what groups are more affected by societal narratives than others. 
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Table E.2 7-class latent class model 

Men are better political leaders than women 

 Strongly 

agree 
Agree Disagree 

Strongly 

disagree 

[Disagree 

or 

strongly 

disagree] 

Muslim feminists (I) 0.11 0.26 0.59 0.04 0.63 

Muslim feminists (II) 0.14 0.21 0.19 0.45 0.64 

Secularist feminists 0.03 0.31 0.58 0.07 0.66 

Class 4 0.85 0.09 0.05 0.00 0.06 

Class 5 0.85 0.08 0.03 0.04 0.07 

Class 6 0.37 0.58 0.05 0.00 0.05 

Class 7 0.32 0.53 0.13 0.01 0.14 

      

Women can become presidents or prime ministers of Muslim states 

 Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

[Agree or 

strongly 

agree] 

Muslim feminists (I) 0.02 0.08 0.81 0.10 0.90 

Muslim feminists (II) 0.08 0.04 0.20 0.68 0.88 

Secularist feminists 0.01 0.06 0.13 0.80 0.93 

Class 4 0.27 0.15 0.15 0.43 0.58 

Class 5 0.75 0.15 0.07 0.03 0.10 

Class 6 0.16 0.37 0.43 0.04 0.47 

Class 7 0.11 0.74 0.12 0.03 0.15 

      

University education is more important for boys than girls 

 Strongly 

agree 
Agree Disagree 

Strongly 

disagree 

[Disagree 

or 

strongly 
disagree] 

Muslim feminists (I) 0.02 0.07 0.63 0.27 0.90 

Muslim feminists (II) 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.94 0.95 

Secularist feminists 0.04 0.09 0.58 0.30 0.88 

Class 4 0.30 0.05 0.20 0.45 0.65 

Class 5 0.40 0.17 0.19 0.23 0.43 

Class 6 0.02 0.27 0.50 0.21 0.71 

Class 7 0.12 0.45 0.39 0.04 0.43 
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Table E.2 Continued 

Married women can work outside the house 

 Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

[Agree or 

strongly 

agree] 

Muslim feminists (I) 0.01 0.05 0.86 0.09 0.94 

Muslim feminists (II) 0.02 0.01 0.12 0.84 0.96 

Secularist feminists 0.00 0.02 0.06 0.92 0.98 

Class 4 0.03 0.04 0.18 0.76 0.93 

Class 5 0.41 0.21 0.33 0.05 0.38 

Class 6 0.01 0.09 0.79 0.11 0.91 

Class 7 0.04 0.68 0.28 0.00 0.28 

      

Being a housewife is just as fulfilling as working for a pay 

 Strongly 

agree 
Agree Disagree 

Strongly 

disagree 

[Disagree 

or 

strongly 

disagree] 

Muslim feminists (I) 0.23 0.36 0.36 0.04 0.40 

Muslim feminists (II) 0.38 0.22 0.14 0.26 0.40 

Secularist feminists 0.12 0.28 0.53 0.07 0.60 

Class 4 0.71 0.15 0.09 0.06 0.14 

Class 5 0.59 0.19 0.15 0.07 0.21 

Class 6 0.21 0.58 0.19 0.02 0.21 

Class 7 0.27 0.53 0.16 0.04 0.20 

      

Men and women should have equal work opportunities 

 Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

[Agree or 

strongly 

agree] 

Muslim feminists (I) 0.01 0.09 0.73 0.17 0.89 

Muslim feminists (II) 0.03 0.04 0.11 0.82 0.93 

Secularist feminists 0.00 0.05 0.31 0.64 0.95 

Class 4 0.05 0.12 0.18 0.66 0.84 

Class 5 0.38 0.38 0.16 0.09 0.25 

Class 6 0.01 0.28 0.65 0.07 0.72 

Class 7 0.04 0.76 0.19 0.01 0.20 
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Table E.2 Continued 

When jobs are scarce, men have more right to a job 

 Agree Neither Disagree 

Muslim feminists (I) 0.44 0.21 0.35 

Muslim feminists (II) 0.40 0.12 0.47 

Secularist feminists 0.28 0.36 0.36 

Class 4 0.88 0.04 0.08 

Class 5 0.93 0.03 0.04 

Class 6 0.86 0.07 0.06 

Class 7 0.57 0.27 0.16 

    

Importance of God in life      

 Not 

at all 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Very 

Muslim feminists (I) 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.96 

Muslim feminists (II) 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.95 

Secularist feminists 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.03 0.08 0.12 0.12 0.56 

Class 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.97 

Class 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.93 

Class 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.92 

Class 7 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.09 0.09 0.61 

      

Importance of religion in life 

 Not at all Not very Rather Very 
[Rather or 

very] 

Muslim feminists (I) 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.99 1.00 

Muslim feminists (II) 0.00 0.01 0.06 0.93 0.99 

Secularist feminists 0.03 0.07 0.36 0.53 0.89 

Class 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 

Class 5 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.94 0.99 

Class 6 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.97 1.00 

Class 7 0.03 0.09 0.37 0.51 0.88 
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Table E.2 Continued 

Religious self-identification (I) 

 Atheist Not religious Religious 

Muslim feminists (I) 0.03 0.08 0.89 

Muslim feminists (II) 0.06 0.17 0.77 

Secularist feminists 0.03 0.39 0.59 

Class 4 0.00 0.03 0.97 

Class 5 0.03 0.30 0.67 

Class 6 0.01 0.11 0.88 

Class 7 0.03 0.37 0.60 

    

Religious self-identification (II) 

 Non-religious Somewhat Very 

Muslim feminists (I) 0.10 0.50 0.40 

Muslim feminists (II) 0.10 0.52 0.38 

Secularist feminists 0.11 0.50 0.39 

Class 4 0.08 0.49 0.42 

Class 5 0.10 0.43 0.47 

Class 6 0.08 0.53 0.40 

Class 7 0.11 0.39 0.50 

Nindividual = 57,635. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2016. 
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Table E.3 Summary of three-level multinomial models with contextual relations in subgroups 

 ME.3.1 ME.3.2 ME.3.3 ME.3.4 ME.3.5 ME.3.6 ME.3.7 ME.3.8 ME.3.9 ME.3.10 

 Men Women Married Single 
Employed 

men 

Employed 

women 

Min. 

distrust 

Max. 

distrust 

No 

education 

Tertiary 

education 

Female political representation 0.07 -0.04 0.00 -0.03 0.02 -0.04 0.03 0.02 0.09 -0.03 

Strong feminist movements -0.62 -0.61 -0.59 -0.69 -0.65 -0.55 -0.80 -0.40 -0.74 -0.30 

Freedom of expression -0.18 -0.18 -0.21 -0.19 -0.22 -0.27 -0.28 -0.17 -0.22 -0.10 

Anti-Americanism 0.28 0.16 0.26 0.15 0.23 0.32 0.33 0.19 0.30 0.19 

Note: Summary shows b-coefficients for Muslim feminism compared with secularist feminism in subgroups (e.g., only men). Bold indicates 

significance at p < 0.05. Italics indicate significance at p < 0.10. Each column summarizes the results of four models. Nindividual = 57,635; Nsurvey = 51. 

Source: AB and WVS 2001-2016. 
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Table E.4 Multilevel multinomial models with female political representation moderations 

   ME.4.1 ME.4.2 ME.4.3 ME.4.4 ME.4.5 

   NF SF NF SF NF SF NF SF NF SF 

Female political representation -0.06 0.04 -0.10 0.00 -0.07 0.02 -0.08 0.01 -0.08 0.00 

  *Female -0.09 -0.05         

  *Single   0.01 -0.02       

  *Other marital status   0.06 -0.03       

  *Employed women     -0.04 -0.01     

  *Institutional distrust       0.01 -0.03   

  *Education         -0.04 -0.02 

Female (ref = male) -0.84 -0.05 -0.85 -0.11 -0.84 -0.06 -0.86 -0.11 -0.85 -0.11 

Marital status (ref = married)           

 Single -0.06 0.14 -0.05 0.14 -0.06 0.14 -0.06 0.13 -0.05 0.13 

 Other -0.07 -0.04 -0.09 -0.02 -0.07 -0.04 -0.08 -0.03 -0.07 -0.04 

Employed women (ref = 

unemployed / male) 
-0.19 -0.03 -0.20 -0.04 -0.20 -0.03 -0.19 -0.03 -0.20 -0.05 

Institutional distrust -0.04 -0.01 -0.04 -0.01 -0.04 -0.01 -0.04 -0.01 -0.04 -0.01 

Education -0.23 0.01 -0.23 0.01 -0.23 0.01 -0.23 0.01 -0.23 0.03 

Age 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

WVS survey (ref = AB) 0.35 -0.01 0.27 -0.24 0.35 -0.01 0.21 -0.13 0.21 -0.11 

GDP -0.07 -0.20 -0.08 -0.15 -0.07 -0.19 -0.12 -0.14 -0.07 -0.13 

Oil rents 0.19 0.16 0.19 0.14 0.19 0.16 0.19 0.12 0.18 0.13 

Intercept 1.39 -1.72 1.44 -1.60 1.40 -1.72 1.45 -1.64 1.44 -1.61 

Note: Bold parameters indicate significance at p < 0.05; italics indicate significance at p < 0.10. Reference = Muslim feminism. NF, non-feminism; SF, 

secularist feminism. Nindividual = 57,635; Nsurvey = 51. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2016. 
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Table E.5 Multilevel multinomial models with female political representation moderations 

   ME.5.1 ME.5.2 ME.5.3 ME.5.4 ME.5.5 

   NF SF NF SF NF SF NF SF NF SF 

Strong feminist movements (ref = 

weak movements) 
0.02 -0.61 -0.16 -0.60 -0.05 -0.62 -0.13 -0.62 -0.22 -0.59 

  *Female -0.24 0.18         

  *Single   -0.07 -0.02       

  *Other marital status   0.11 0.08       

  *Employed women     -0.02 -0.11     

  *Institutional distrust       0.11 0.13   

  *Education         -0.09 0.02 

Female (ref = male) -0.74 -0.07 -0.85 -0.11 -0.83 -0.06 -0.86 -0.11 -0.85 -0.11 

Marital status (ref = married)           

 Single -0.06 0.15 -0.03 0.15 -0.06 0.14 -0.06 0.14 -0.05 0.13 

 Other -0.07 -0.04 -0.14 -0.05 -0.07 -0.03 -0.08 -0.03 -0.07 -0.04 

Employed women (ref = 

unemployed / male) 
-0.18 -0.04 -0.20 -0.04 -0.19 0.01 -0.19 -0.03 -0.21 -0.04 

Institutional distrust -0.04 -0.01 -0.04 -0.01 -0.04 -0.01 -0.08 -0.06 -0.03 -0.01 

Education -0.23 0.01 -0.23 0.01 -0.23 0.01 -0.23 0.00 -0.19 0.02 

Age  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

WVS survey (ref = AB) 0.41 0.13 0.29 -0.15 0.37 0.09 0.23 -0.04 0.23 -0.02 

GDP  -0.12 -0.06 -0.07 -0.01 -0.08 -0.05 -0.12 0.00 -0.05 0.02 

Oil rents 0.22 0.03 0.17 0.00 0.20 0.02 0.19 -0.02 0.15 0.00 

Intercept 1.38 -1.54 1.49 -1.40 1.41 -1.52 1.49 -1.44 1.51 -1.42 

Note: Model E.5.1 excludes the Algeria 2002 and Tunisia 2013 surveys due to extremely strong relations between gender and secularist feminism. Bold 

parameters indicate significance at p < 0.05; italics indicate significance at p < 0.10. Reference = Muslim feminism. NF, non-feminism; SF, secularist 

feminism. Nindividual = 57,635; Nsurvey = 51. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2016. 
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Table E.6 Multilevel multinomial models with freedom of expression moderations 
   ME.6.1 ME.6.2 ME.6.3 ME.6.4 ME.6.5 
   NF SF NF SF NF SF NF SF NF SF 

Freedom of expression -0.30 -0.18 -0.47 -0.14 -0.31 -0.18 -0.37 -0.18 -0.39 -0.18 

  *Female -0.11 -0.02         

  *Single   0.05 0.15       

  *Other marital status   0.08 0.25       

  *Employed women     -0.08 -0.09     

  *Institutional distrust       0.07 0.01   

  *Education         -0.02 0.06 

Female (ref = male) -0.83 -0.05 -0.87 -0.07 -0.83 -0.06 -0.86 -0.11 -0.85 -0.11 

Marital status (ref = married)           

 Single -0.06 0.14 -0.07 0.09 -0.06 0.14 -0.06 0.14 -0.05 0.13 

 Other -0.07 -0.04 -0.09 -0.11 -0.07 -0.04 -0.08 -0.03 -0.07 -0.04 

Employed women (ref = 

unemployed / male) 
-0.19 -0.03 -0.21 -0.05 -0.19 -0.01 -0.19 -0.03 -0.21 -0.05 

Institutional distrust -0.04 -0.01 -0.03 -0.01 -0.04 -0.01 -0.04 -0.01 -0.03 -0.01 

Education -0.23 0.01 -0.23 0.03 -0.23 0.01 -0.23 0.01 -0.22 0.02 

Age  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

WVS survey (ref = AB) 0.27 -0.03 0.15 -0.39 0.27 -0.03 0.11 -0.16 0.11 -0.14 

GDP  -0.20 -0.28 -0.14 -0.08 -0.20 -0.28 -0.26 -0.22 -0.22 -0.20 

Oil rents 0.23 0.19 0.18 0.13 0.23 0.19 0.22 0.15 0.21 0.16 

Intercept 1.42 -1.71 1.54 -1.58 1.42 -1.70 1.49 -1.62 1.48 -1.59 

Note: Model E.6.2 excludes the Bahrain 2014, Egypt 2016, and Saudi Arabia 2011 surveys due to extremely low freedom of expression values. Bold 

parameters indicate significance at p < 0.05; italics indicate significance at p < 0.10. Reference = Muslim feminism. NF, non-feminism; SF, secularist 

feminism. Nindividual = 57,635; Nsurvey = 51. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2016. 
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Table E.7 Multilevel multinomial models with anti-Americanism moderations 
   ME.7.1 ME.7.2 ME.7.3 ME.7.4 ME.7.5 
   NF SF NF SF NF SF NF SF NF SF 

Anti-Americanism 0.16 0.20 0.19 0.28 0.17 0.23 0.19 0.18 0.19 0.21 

  *Female 0.10 0.12         

  *Single   0.07 -0.22       

  *Other marital status   -0.05 -0.14       

  *Employed women     0.04 0.04     

  *Institutional distrust       -0.01 -0.12   

  *Education         0.06 -0.02 

Female (ref = male) -0.83 -0.06 -0.85 -0.11 -0.83 -0.05 -0.86 -0.11 -0.85 -0.11 

Marital status (ref = married)           

 Single -0.06 0.14 -0.05 0.14 -0.06 0.14 -0.06 0.13 -0.05 0.13 

 Other -0.07 -0.04 -0.10 -0.03 -0.07 -0.04 -0.08 -0.03 -0.07 -0.04 

Employed women (ref = 

unemployed / male) 
-0.18 -0.02 -0.20 -0.04 -0.19 -0.03 -0.19 -0.03 -0.21 -0.04 

Institutional distrust -0.04 -0.01 -0.04 -0.01 -0.04 -0.01 -0.04 -0.01 -0.04 -0.01 

Education -0.23 0.01 -0.23 0.01 -0.23 0.01 -0.23 0.01 -0.22 0.03 

Age  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

WVS survey (ref = AB) 0.60 0.35 0.53 0.12 0.60 0.35 0.48 0.14 0.49 0.20 

GDP  -0.08 -0.21 -0.09 -0.17 -0.08 -0.21 -0.12 -0.15 -0.07 -0.14 

Oil rents 0.17 0.15 0.17 0.13 0.17 0.15 0.18 0.11 0.16 0.12 

Intercept 1.34 -1.82 1.37 -1.71 1.34 -1.82 1.39 -1.73 1.37 -1.70 

Note: Bold parameters indicate significance at p < 0.05; italics indicate significance at p < 0.10. Reference = Muslim feminism. NF, non-feminism; SF, 

secularist feminism. Nindividual = 57,635; Nsurvey = 51.  Source: AB and WVS 2001-2016. 
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Table E.8 Summary of linear multilevel models with female political representation moderations 
  ME.8.1 ME.8.2 ME.8.3 ME.8.4 ME.8.5 ME.8.6 ME.8.7 ME.8.8 ME.8.9 ME.8.10 
  MF SF MF SF MF SF MF SF MF SF 

Female political representation 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 
 *Female 0.01 0.00         

 *Single   0.00 0.00       

 *Employed women     0.00 0.00     

 *Institutional distrust       0.00 0.00   

 *Education         0.01 0.00 

Female 0.12 0.03         

Single   0.00 0.01       

Employed women     0.03 0.01     

Institutional distrust       0.00 0.00   

Education         0.03 0.01 

Note: All models include all control variables. Bold parameters indicate significance at p < 0.05; italics indicate significance at p < 0.10. MF: respondents’ 

probability to support Muslim feminism as predicted by the LCAs; SF, respondents’ probability to support secularist feminism as predicted by the LCAs. 

Nindividual = 57,635; Nsurvey = 51. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2016. 
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Table E.9 Summary of linear multilevel models with strong feminist movements moderations 
  ME.9.1 ME.9.2 ME.9.3 ME.9.4 ME.9.5 ME.9.6 ME.9.7 ME.9.8 ME.9.9 ME.9.10 
  MF SF MF SF MF SF MF SF MF SF 

Strong feminist movements 0.01 -0.03 0.01 -0.02 0.01 -0.03 0.01 -0.03 0.03 -0.02 
 *Female 0.04 0.01         

 *Single   0.01 0.00       

 *Employed women     0.00 -0.01     

 *Institutional distrust       -0.01 0.00   

 *Education         0.01 0.00 

Female 0.11 0.03         

Single   0.00 0.01       

Employed women     0.03 0.01     

Institutional distrust       0.01 0.00   

Education         0.02 0.01 

Note: All models include all control variables. Bold parameters indicate significance at p < 0.05; italics indicate significance at p < 0.10. MF: respondents’ 

probability to support Muslim feminism as predicted by the LCAs; SF, respondents’ probability to support secularist feminism as predicted by the LCAs. 

Nindividual = 57,635; Nsurvey = 51. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2016. 
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Table E.10 Summary of linear multilevel models with freedom of expression moderations 
  ME.10.1 ME.10.2 ME.10.3 ME.10.4 ME.10.5 ME.10.6 ME.10.7 ME.10.8 ME.10.9 ME.10.10 
  MF SF MF SF MF SF MF SF MF SF 

Freedom of expression 0.04 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.05 0.00 
 *Female 0.02 0.01         

 *Single   0.00 0.00       

 *Employed women     0.02 0.00     

 *Institutional distrust       0.00 0.00   

 *Education         0.00 0.00 

Female 0.12 0.03         

Single   0.00 0.01       

Employed women     0.03 0.01     

Institutional distrust       0.00 0.00   

Education         0.03 0.01 

Note: All models include all control variables. Bold parameters indicate significance at p < 0.05; italics indicate significance at p < 0.10. MF: respondents’ 

probability to support Muslim feminism as predicted by the LCAs; SF, respondents’ probability to support secularist feminism as predicted by the LCAs. 

Nindividual = 57,635; Nsurvey = 51. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2016. 
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Table E.11 Summary of linear multilevel models with anti-Americanism moderations 
  ME.11.1 ME.11.2 ME.11.3 ME.11.4 ME.11.5 ME.11.6 ME.11.7 ME.11.8 ME.11.9 ME.11.10 
  MF SF MF SF MF SF MF SF MF SF 

Anti-Americanism -0.02 0.01 -0.02 0.01 -0.02 0.01 -0.02 0.01 -0.02 0.01 
 *Female -0.02 0.01         

 *Single   -0.01 -0.01       

 *Employed women     -0.01 0.00     

 *Institutional distrust       0.00 0.00   

 *Education         -0.01 0.00 

Female 0.12 0.03         

Single   0.00 0.01       

Employed women     0.03 0.01     

Institutional distrust       0.00 0.00   

Education         0.03 0.01 

Note: All models include all control variables. Bold parameters indicate significance at p < 0.05; italics indicate significance at p < 0.10. MF: respondents’ 

probability to support Muslim feminism as predicted by the LCAs; SF, respondents’ probability to support secularist feminism as predicted by the LCAs. 

Nindividual = 57,635; Nsurvey = 51. Source: AB and WVS 2001-2016.  
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SAMENVATTING 

(Summary in Dutch) 

 

 

Opzet 

Toen ik begon na te denken over het onderwerp van dit proefschrift, werd het nieuws 

gedomineerd door één verhaal. Een verhaal over nieuwjaarsnacht in een Duitse stad niet heel 

ver van Nijmegen. In Keulen begon 2016 met honderden aangiftes van seksueel geweld. De 

meeste daders waren Arabische vluchtelingen zonder verblijfsvergunningen. In 

maatschappelijke debatten werd vervolgens snel gewezen op de religie van Arabische mensen. 

Terwijl Syrische vluchtelingen in Keulen bijeenkwamen met protestborden met “ongeacht 

religie, ik ben tegen seksisme”, stelden anderen dat Keulen bewees dat Arabische moslims de 

westerse waarden niet delen. Zo noemde Geert Wilders de gebeurtenissen in Keulen een 

“seksuele jihad” en zei dat hetzelfde in Nederland kon gebeuren, gezien de hoeveelheden 

jonge, mannelijke migranten van een “islamitische cultuur”. 

Gedurende de vier jaar die ik aan dit proefschrift heb gewerkt, zijn er veel hevige 

debatten voorbij gekomen over hoe Arabische mensen vrouwen zien. Hoewel het specifieke 

onderwerp verschilde, van Syrische vluchtelingen tot islamitische scholen, waren er consistent 

luide stemmen met extreme meningen. In de ene hoek staan prominente figuren die 

ontkennen dat er ook maar iets vrouwonvriendelijks zou kunnen zijn aan islam en dan graag 

ophouden met het erover te hebben. In de andere hoek wordt een tweedeling gemaakt tussen 

“wij” en “zij”. “Wij” zijn moderne, rationele wezens – kinderen van de verlichting – die 

gendergelijkheid hoog in het vaandel hebben. “Zij” zijn archaïsch, irrationeel en passief 

onderworpen aan de vrouwonvriendelijke islam. Dergelijke tweedelingen hebben een 

interessant kenmerk; als je verschillen tussen groepen benadrukt, verlies je uit het oog dat er 

ook verschillen binnen groepen bestaan, dat groepen  bestaan uit verschillende mensen op 

verschillende plekken in verschillende tijden. Tweedelingen zorgen er als het ware voor dat 

groepen punten worden. Zo wordt in maatschappelijke debatten de Arabische regio één plek 

waar alle mensen altijd super religieus en dus super seksistisch zijn. Punt. 

Maar deze zekerheid in maatschappelijke debatten komt niet overeen met onze 

wetenschappelijke kennis over religiositeit en gendergelijkheid. Studies naar de publieke opinie 

in Arabische landen zijn schaars. De studies die er wel zijn, laten zien dat gelijkheid tussen 

mannen en vrouwen, gemiddeld genomen, minder wordt gesteund door moslims (dan andere 

mensen) en in landen waar vooral moslims wonen (dan in andere landen). Beide verschillen 

worden gezien als een uitkomst van “religieuze socialisatie”; moslims zouden vaker 

blootgesteld worden aan vrouwonvriendelijke, patriarchale religieuze boodschappen en die 

vervolgens overnemen. Maar dat is nogal een conclusie om te trekken uit gemiddelde 

verschillen tussen denominaties. 

Wat er precies gaande is, blijft onzeker om twee redenen. Ten eerste verschilt niet 

alleen de denominatie van moslims en niet-moslims (oftewel: alle andere mensen). Deze 
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groepen verschillen ook in niet-religieuze aspecten. Zo is de sociaaleconomische en politieke 

positie van moslims anders dan die van niet-moslims in Arabische landen. De verschillende 

ideeën over gendergelijkheid die moslims en niet-moslims hebben, hoeven dus helemaal niet 

veroorzaakt te worden door religieuze processen, maar kunnen ook economische of politieke 

processen ten grondslag hebben liggen. Maar zelfs als we aannemen dat gemiddelde verschillen 

tussen moslims en niet-moslims wel degelijk alleen gaan over religie, is er nog een tweede 

probleem. Verschillen tussen moslims en niet-moslims vertellen ons namelijk heel weinig over 

waarom religiositeit steun voor gendergelijkheid in de weg staat. We blijven zitten met 

onbeantwoorde vragen. 

Wat is het precies met religie dat de steun voor gendergelijkheid doet afnemen? Als 

mensen patriarchale religieuze interpretaties internaliseren, doen ze dat dan in diensten of 

ook als ze zelf religieuze geschriften lezen? Bestaan er geen Arabische mensen die zich 

verzetten tegen de gangbare patriarchale religieuze interpretaties en mensen die islam en 

gendergelijkheid combineren? Of hangt dat allemaal af van de persoon, het specifieke 

Arabische land waarin ze woont, of het specifieke vrouwenrecht? Dit proefschrift 

beantwoordt al deze vragen. Vragen waarvan maatschappelijke debatten vaak aannemen dat 

ze beantwoord zijn, maar waar we eigenlijk nog geen systematisch, wetenschappelijk 

antwoord op hebben. Het doel van dit proefschrift, in een notendop, is dus om de relaties te 

ontrafelen tussen de religiositeit van Arabische mensen en hun steun voor gendergelijkheid. 

Om deze vragen te beantwoorden, heb ik gebruik gemaakt van enquêtedata van de 

World Values Survey (WVS) en de Arab Barometer (AB). Beide enquêtes proberen Arabische 

volwassenen (in een bepaald land) te representeren en er is bewijs dat ze representatief zijn 

qua geslacht, leeftijd en regio’s binnen landen. De precieze waves die ik heb gebruikt, 

verschillen tussen de hoofdstukken in dit proefschrift, maar tezamen bevatten de WVS en de 

AB informatie over meer dan 50,000 respondenten in 15 Arabische landen tussen 2001 en 

2016. Ook mijn analysemethoden verschillen, maar ik heb in de meeste hoofdstukken 

multiniveau analyses toegepast – soms aangevuld met latente klasseanalyses. De rest van deze 

samenvatting zal niet ingaan op alle verschillende bevindingen uit dit proefschrift, maar 

beschrijven wat de hoofdconclusies waren en wat dit proefschrift ons vertelt over religiositeit 

en gendergelijkheid in de Arabische regio. 

 

Verschillende dimensies van religiositeit 

In maatschappelijke debatten wordt aangenomen dat de religiositeit van Arabische mensen 

ertoe leidt dat zij vrouwen zien als minderwaardig. Dat impliceert dat elke uitingsvorm van 

religie steun voor vrouwenrechten doet afnemen. In mijn eerste empirische studie (in 

Hoofdstuk 2) heb ik “religiositeit” ontrafelt in verschillende dimensies en gekeken in hoeverre 

al die dimensies inderdaad steun voor gendergelijkheid (op universiteiten, op de arbeidsmarkt 

en in de politiek) verminderen. 

Mijn resultaten laten zien dat er inderdaad aspecten zijn van religiositeit die steun voor 

gendergelijkheid verminderen, maar dat het niet waar is dat elke uitingsvorm van religie 

vrouwenrechten in de weg staat (zie Overzichtstabel 1 hieronder). Ter illustratie zal ik één 

voorbeeld geven van beide gevallen. Het bezoeken van religieuze diensten vermindert steun 

voor gendergelijkheid. Dat impliceert dat Arabische mensen die vaker blootgesteld worden 
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aan patriarchale, vrouwonvriendelijke religieuze interpretaties in diensten, dat genderongelijke 

gedachtegoed overnemen. In dit geval ondersteunen mijn resultaten dus (een genuanceerdere 

versie van) het religieuze socialisatie-persepectief. Maar Arabische mensen kunnen ook 

religieus zijn zonder dat dat hun steun voor gendergelijkheid vermindert. Zo laten mijn 

resultaten zien dat mensen die religie als leidraad in hun dagelijkse leven nemen, 

gendergelijkheid niet minder steunen. Arabische mensen die persoonlijk verknocht zijn aan 

hun religie, steunen vrouwenrechten dus niet minder dan anderen. Religie werkt dus niet altijd 

patriarchaal. 

Wat we concluderen over de invloed van religie op steun voor gendergelijkheid, is dus 

afhankelijk van de verschijningsvorm van religie die we bestuderen. Sommige dimensies van 

religie beknotten steun voor vrouwenrechten, maar andere niet. Als we verschillen in 

gendergelijkheid tussen moslims en anderen generaliseren naar “religie”, trekken we dus te 

haastige conclusies over de alom seksistische invloed van religie. 

  

Verschillende aspecten van gendergelijkheid 

Bestaande studies die stellen dat religieuze socialisatie steun voor gendergelijkheid doet 

afnemen, generaliseren echter niet alleen religie. Ze doen hetzelfde met gendergelijkheid. In 

Hoofdstuk 3 van dit proefschrift ga ik verder met ontrafelen, maar deze keer is 

gendergelijkheid aan de beurt. Vermindert religiositeit steun voor elk aspect van 

gendergelijkheid in dezelfde mate? Of maakt het wel degelijk uit in welk domein vrouwen 

gelijke rechten krijgen? Specifiek heb ik gekeken naar steun voor gendergelijkheid in de politiek 

(oftewel: menen dat mannen betere politieke leiders zijn dan vrouwen) en gendergelijkheid in 

educatie (oftewel: menen dat universitaire opleidingen belangrijker voor jongens dan meiden). 

Doet religie, zoals bestaande studies impliceren, op dezelfde manier steun voor 

gendergelijkheid afnemen in de politiek als in educatie? 

 Mijn resultaten laten zien dat religiositeit steun voor sommige vrouwenrechten beknot 

maar andere vrouwenrechten juist aanwakkert (zie Overzichtstabel 1 hieronder). Arabische 

mensen die zichzelf identificeren als sterker religieus, bijvoorbeeld, steunen gendergelijkheid 

in de politiek gemiddeld genomen minder. Maar ze steunen gendergelijkheid in educatie juist 

meer. In de Arabische regio gaat sterkere persoonlijke religiositeit dus samen met minder 

vertrouwen in de politieke kunde van vrouwen, maar ook met een groter belang hechten aan 

universitaire opleidingen voor vrouwen. 

 De haakse invloed van religiositeit op politieke versus educatieve gendergelijkheid kan 

ik op twee (met elkaar verbonden) manieren verklaren. Ten eerste kan religiositeit gelijke 

mogelijkheden én het idee dat vrouwen en mannen van nature goed zijn in verschillende 

dingen onderstrepen. Mijn meting van politieke gendergelijkheid stelt dat vrouwen even goed 

zijn als mannen (in politiek leiderschap) terwijl educatieve gendergelijkheid bijvoorbeeld niet 

stelt dat vrouwen even goed zijn in studeren of in bepaalde studies als mannen. Mijn eerste 

interpretatie is dus dat religiositeit sterker samengaat met genderessentialisme dan met 

ongelijke toegang. Ten tweede kan religieus genderessentialisme juist een gelijke toegang tot 

universiteiten onderstrepen. Mainstream religieuze interpretaties benadrukken moederschap, 

maar daarvoor wordt het van groot belang geacht dat vrouwen een goede opleiding afronden. 

Dat heeft ermee te maken dat veel Arabische landen “pas net” onafhankelijk zijn en proberen 
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één samenhangende samenleving te vormen door vrouwen als “moeders van de natie” te 

schetsen. Maar om de burgers van de toekomst goed op te voeden, is scholing nodig. Een 

hoge opleiding afronden kan dus gezien worden als een pre voor moederschap, terwijl een 

politieke carrière moederschap in de weg zou staan. Het belang dat de gangbare religieuze 

interpretaties hechten aan moederschap, kan dus zowel verklaren dat sterkere religiositeit 

samengaat met minder steun voor politieke gendergelijkheid als meer steun voor educatieve 

gendergelijkheid. 

 Al met al laten mijn resultaten dus zien dat religiositeit niet steun voor elk 

vrouwenrecht indamt. Sommige vrouwenrechten worden juist onderstreept vanuit religieuze 

invalshoeken. Bestaande studies die concluderen dat religiositeit steun voor gendergelijkheid 

doet afnemen, lijken dus niet alleen iets te overhaast te generaliseren naar elke vorm van 

religiositeit, maar ook te snel te generaliseren naar elke vorm van gendergelijkheid. Bestaande 

studies maken de Arabische regio iets te gemakkelijk tot één punt. 
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Overzichtstabel 1 Hoe de verschillende dimensies van religiositeit de verschillende dimensies van gendergelijkheid beïnvloeden 

  Publieke gendergelijkheid Educatieve gendergelijkheid Politieke gendergelijkheid 

Religieuze 

diensten 

bijwonen 

Algemeen Negatief Negatief Negatief 

Sterker Vrouwen en hogeropgeleiden 
Democratischer, meer persvrijheid, 

progressievere familiewetten en seculierder 
Progressievere familiewetten 

Zwakker Religieuze teksten letterlijk interpreteren  Seculierder 

Onveranderd Sterkere religieuze identificatie  Democratischer en meer persvrijheid 

Religieuze 

teksten 

letterlijk 

interpreteren 

Algemeen Negatief   

Sterker    

Zwakker 
Hoger opgeleide mannen en sterkere 

religieuze identificatie 
  

Onveranderd 
Vrouwen en religie als leidraad nemen in 

dagelijks leven 
  

Sterkere 

religieuze 

identificatie 

Algemeen Negatief Positief Negatief 

Sterker Vrouwen 
 

Negatief als minder democratisch en 

minder persvrijheid 

Zwakker  Democratischer 
Positief als democratischer en meer 

persvrijheid 

Onveranderd Hogeropgeleiden 
Meer persvrijheid, progressievere familiewetten 

en seculierder 

Progressievere familiewetten en 

seculierder 

Religie als 

leidraad 

nemen in 

dagelijks 

leven 

Algemeen Nul   

Sterker 
Negatief voor mannen en 

lageropgeleiden 
  

Zwakker 
Positief voor vrouwen en minder negatief 

voor hoger opgeleide vrouwen 
  

Onveranderd    

Zie Hoofdstuk 2 en 3. Noot: “Nul” betekent dat religiositeit gendergelijkheid in het algemeen niet significant beïnvloedt. “Negatief” betekent dat religiositeit 

gendergelijkheid in het algemeen significant verlaagt. “Positief” betekent dat religiositeit gendergelijkheid in het algemeen significant verhoogt. “Sterker” en 

“zwakker” betekenen dat die algemene effecten significant verschillend zijn voor bepaalde groepen mensen (die in de tabel genoemd worden). Lege cellen 

betekenen dat een algemene relatie niet getoetst is in dit proefschrift of dat er geen (non-)significante verschillen tussen groepen zijn gevonden.
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Afwijken van de norm 

Tot nu toe heb ik weliswaar “religiositeit” en “gendergelijkheid” ontrafelt, maar heb ik het 

alsnog gehad over de brede populatie van de Arabische regio. Maar is het zo dat Arabische 

mensen hun religie grofweg op dezelfde manier interpreteren en toepassen op 

vrouwenrechten? Zijn er geen mensen die afwijken van de gebaande paden en hun religie op 

een meer emancipatoire manier interpreteren? Aan de hand van mijn resultaten in Hoofdstuk 

2 en 3 zal ik het in deze paragraaf hebben over welke Arabische mensen hun religie 

herinterpreteren en wat voor Arabische landen dat aanmoedigen.  

 Eén van de groepen die afwijkt van de religieuze norm bestaat uit Arabische vrouwen 

(zie Hoofdstuk 2 en Overzichtstabel 1 hierboven). Mijn resultaten laten bijvoorbeeld zien dat 

vrouwen die religie belangrijker vinden in hun dagelijks leven, gendergelijkheid niet minder 

steunen (zie Figuur 1 hieronder). Sterker nog, zij steunen gendergelijkheid meer (dan minder 

religieuze mensen). Dat impliceert dat vrouwen hun religie herinterpreteren om hun 

religiositeit te laten rijmen met de gelijkere rechten waar zij meer baat bij hebben. Hoewel 

Arabische vrouwen soms worden gezien als een passieve, onderdrukte groep, laten mijn 

resultaten dus juist zien dat zij degene zijn die zich verzetten tegen de norm. 

 Naast persoonlijke kenmerken, wordt religieuze herinterpretatie ook beïnvloed door 

het land waarin mensen wonen (zie Hoofdstuk 3). Religieuze interpretaties zijn minder 

patriarchaal in relatief vrijere Arabische landen. In meer democratische landen, bijvoorbeeld, 

leidt een sterkere religieuze identificatie minder sterk tot het afkeuren van gendergelijkheid. 

Sterker nog, hoewel steun voor de politieke kunde van vrouwen in de meest ondemocratische 

Arabische landen lager is onder sterk religieuzen, steunen sterk religieuzen politieke 

gendergelijkheid juist meer in democratischere landen (zie Figuur 2 hieronder). Deze 

resultaten impliceren dat Arabische mensen hun religie gendergelijker interpreteren als ze de 

ruimte krijgen. Als er niet één (conservatieve) religieuze interpretatie wordt opgelegd, 

gebruiken Arabische mensen die vrijheid om hun religie emancipatoir te herinterpreteren. De 

Arabische regio is geen eentonig punt, maar bestaat uit meerdere landen die van elkaar 

verschillen op betekenisvolle manieren. 

Al met al laten mijn resultaten dus zien dat religie niet op dezelfde patriarchale manier 

wordt geïnterpreteerd door alle Arabische mensen. Sommige mensen verzetten zich tegen 

mainstream interpretaties, vooral als ze daar de vrijheid toe krijgen. Hoewel er dus zeker 

aspecten van religie zijn die genderongelijkheid aanwakkeren onder bepaalde mensen in 

bepaalde landen, is het onjuist dat in de Arabische regio iedereen passief onderworpen is aan 

een vrouwonvriendelijke religie. Dit beeld ziet niet alleen over het hoofd dat religie en 

gendergelijkheid multidimensionaal zijn, maar ook dat de regio bestaat uit verschillende landen 

en dat mensen religie kunnen herinterpreteren. 
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Figuur 1 De verschillende relaties tussen religiositeit en gendergelijkheid per geslacht 

 
 

Figuur 2 De relatie tussen religiositeit en politieke gendergelijkheid naar democratisch 

gehalte 

 
Noot: Deze figuren dienen alleen ter verduidelijking; de verticale assen beslaan niet de hele schaal. 

Zie Hoofdstukken 2 en 3 voor details. 
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Moslimfeminisme 

In het tweede deel van dit proefschrift zoom ik in op moslims die zo ver afwijken van de norm 

dat ze de gangbare religieuze interpretaties omdraaien. Hoofdstukken 4, 5 en 6 zijn gefocust 

op moslimfeministen. Hierbij zie ik “moslimfeministen” als moslims die zichzelf als sterk 

religieus identificeren en zeven gendergelijkheden (voornamelijk aangaande de politiek, de 

arbeidsmarkt en opleidingen) bovengemiddeld sterk steunen. 

 De groep Arabische moslimfeministen was nog niet eerder bestudeerd in kwantitatief 

onderzoek. Bestaande kwantitatieve onderzoeken zijn immers gefocust op genderongelijke 

religieuze socialisatie, die sterker zou zijn onder moslims dan andere mensen. Mijn resultaten 

laten echter zien dat niet minder dan twintig procent van de Arabische moslims zowel sterk 

religieus is als gendergelijkheid steunt. Dat is één op de vijf. Verre van een minuscule groep 

die geen plaats heeft om bestudeerd te worden door kwantitatieve sociologen, blijken 

moslimfeministen dus een substantiële minderheid te vormen. 

 Hoewel moslimfeministen gendergelijkheid sterk steunen, laten mijn analyses hier 

opnieuw zien dat er verschillen zijn tussen verschillende vrouwenrechten (zie Hoofdstuk 4). 

Zoals mijn analyses over politieke versus educatieve gendergelijkheid ook impliceerden, wordt 

gelijke toegang sterker gesteund dan anti-genderessentialisme. Dat geldt voor alle groepen, 

dus ook voor de moslimfeministen. Moslimfeministen blijken veel zekerder dat vrouwen een 

gelijke toegang moeten hebben tot het publieke domein dan dat vrouwen even goed zijn als 

mannen in publieke rollen. Zo is de kans veel groter dat moslimfeministen menen dat vrouwen 

politieke leiders zouden moeten kunnen worden dan dat vrouwen even goede politieke 

leiders zouden zijn als mannen. Deze resultaten illustreren opnieuw dat vooral 

genderessentialisme een struikelblok vormt, ook onder moslimfeministen. 

 Dat brengt mij tot de laatste vraag die ik gesteld heb in dit proefschrift: waarom wijken 

mensen zo sterk af van mainstream religieuze interpretaties dat ze moslimfeminisme steunen? 

Wie steunt niet alleen feminisme, maar doet dat ook nog terwijl ze zich sterk religieus blijft 

identificeren? Mijn resultaten hier versterken het eerdere beeld over afwijken van de 

religieuze norm (zie Overzichtstabel 2 hieronder). Zo blijken vrouwen niet alleen 

gendergelijkheid meer te steunen dan mannen, maar is de kans ook groter dat vrouwen hun 

feminisme verbinden met een sterke religieuze identiteit (zie Hoofdstuk 6). Vrouwen zijn dus 

vaker moslimfeminist dan seculier feminist. Dit benadrukt opnieuw dat Arabische vrouwen 

niet klakkeloos de mainstream patriarchale religieuze interpretaties overnemen, maar juist 

actief religie herinterpreteren. 

Mijn resultaten impliceren ook dat mensen makkelijker feminisme en religiositeit 

kunnen combineren in landen die hen daar vrijer in laten. Moslimfeminisme is wijder verspreid 

in landen die niet benadrukken dat feminisme westers en anti-islamitisch is. Zo zijn er meer 

moslimfeministen in Arabische landen met sterkere feministische organisaties (zie Hoofdstuk 

6). Dat impliceert dat het verwerpen van de tegenstelling tussen een islamitisch-Arabische 

identiteit en feminisme, Arabische mensen de ruimte geeft om te herevalueren wat hun religie 

voor hen betekent. Als die ruimte groter wordt, lijkt moslimfeminisme zelfs in een 

stroomverstelling te komen, zoals gebeurde na de protesten tijdens de Arabische Lente (zie 

Hoofdstuk 5). 
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Overzichtstabel 2 Hoe moslimfeminisme wordt aangewakkerd of ingedamd 

 
Algemeen Vrouwen Alleen-

staanden 

Werkende 

vrouwen 

Mensen die 

instituties 

wantrouwen 

Hoger-

opgeleiden 

Politieke 

representatie 

van vrouwen 

Nul      

Feministische 

organisaties 
Positief Sterker   Zwakker Sterker 

Vrijheid van 

meningsuiting 
Positief Sterker Zwakker Sterker Zwakker Sterker 

Anti-

Amerikanisme 
Negatief Sterker Zwakker  Zwakker Sterker 

Zie Hoofdstuk 6. Noot: “Nul” betekent dat een landkenmerk moslimfeminisme niet significant 

beïnvloedt. “Negatief” betekent dat een landkenmerk moslimfeminisme in het algemeen significant 

verlaagt. “Positief” betekent dat een landkenmerk moslimfeminisme in het algemeen significant 

verhoogt. “Zwakker” betekent dat landkernmerken een groep significant minder sterk beïnvloeden. 

“Sterker” betekent dat landkenmerken een groep significant meer beïnvloeden. Lege cellen betekenen 

dat landkenmerkeen een groep niet significant sterker of zwakker beïnvloeden. 

 

Alles overziend, geven maatschappelijke debatten ons maar een vertroebeld beeld over de 

tegenstelling tussen islam en feminisme. De groep moslimfeministen is niet alleen veel groter 

dan publieke debatten ons doen geloven, maar het beeld dat feminisme inherent westers is, 

weerspiegelt een probleem. Het benadrukken dat islam per se vrouwonvriendelijk is, 

bemoeilijkt moslimfeminisme. Als we serieus zijn over gendergelijkheid in de Arabische regio, 

is het van belang moslims de ruimte te geven om hun religie emancipatoir te interpreteren in 

plaats van de conservatieve interpretaties van religieuze autoriteiten in de kaart te spelen. 

 

Conclusie 

Maatschappelijke debatten over steun voor vrouwenrechten onder Arabische moslims zijn 

verkrampt. Er zijn luide stemmen die menen dat islam gendergelijkheid inherent afkeurt en 

een aantal aan de andere kant die ontkennen dat religie enig patriarchaal aspect kent. Dit 

proefschrift dook in de relaties tussen religiositeit en steun voor gendergelijkheid in de 

Arabische regio en vindt waarheden en onwaarheden aan beide kanten. 

 Er zijn onderdelen van de religie van Arabische mensen die hun steun voor 

gendergelijkheid beknotten. Als Arabische mensen vaker naar religieuze diensten gaan, 

vermindert hun steun voor gendergelijkheid. Maar er zijn andere aspecten van religiositeit die 

vrouwenrechten niet indammen. Je persoonlijk hechten aan je religie, vermindert je steun 

voor gendergelijkheid niet. Die persoonlijke religiositeit vergroot zelfs steun voor 

gendergelijkheid in sommige gevallen, zoals onder vrouwen in het algemeen en onder zowel 

mannen als vrouwen als het gaat om gendergelijkheid in educatie. Er is bovendien een 

substantiële minderheid onder de Arabische moslims tegelijkertijd sterk religieus zijn en 
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vrouwenrechten sterk steunen. In de Arabische regio is de kans zelfs groter dat feministen 

sterk religieus zijn dan seculier zijn. 

 Dit gemengde beeld impliceert voor vrouwenrechten in de Arabische regio dat religie 

noch de vijand is, noch genegeerd moet worden als obstakel. Om gendergelijkheid aan te 

moedigen, moeten patriarchale religieuze dogma’s aangekaart worden, maar is het cruciaal 

om dat te doen zonder het idee te voeden dat islam niet samen kan gaan met feminisme. Door 

dit proefschrift heen heb ik benadrukt dat er mensen zijn die de gangbare patriarchale 

interpretaties van islam verstoten, maar zij hebben minder ruimte om dat te doen als ontkend 

wordt dat religie op verschillende manieren kan worden geïnterpreteerd. Op dit moment zijn 

er luide stemmen, binnen en buiten de regio, links en rechts georiënteerde, goedbedoelde en 

geniepige, die de neiging hebben om gendergelijkheid te kenschetsen als een westers concept 

dat niet past bij de sterk religieuze, islamitische regio. Maar Arabische mensen kunnen zelf 

beslissen wat hun religie voor hen betekent. Emancipatoire religieuze interpretaties worden 

verstikt als we doen alsof ze niet kunnen bestaan. Door islamistische verhalen over dé 

vrouwonvriendelijke islam te verwerpen, verruimen we de mogelijkheden voor Arabische 

mensen om moslimfeminisme verder te ontwikkelen. 
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